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THE THEORY OP 131MTATION

APPLIED TO MUSICAL LISTENING

Tne purpose of this .project was to identify the elements

le music used by expert listeners in determining the artistic

vaue of music, to discover what musical skills and knowledges

are necessary for the .listener to recognize these elements, and

t4) use these findings in a.COMpariSOn with a specific aesthetic

theory, namely the theory of expectation promulgated by Leonard B.

Myer. The purpose included attempts to determine whether the

value elements are teachable, the age levels at which they are

teachable, and the creation of measuring devices to evaluate

recognition of these elements and the shills and knowledges used.

Music in the public schools heo in the past half-century

geown from a novelty to a staple. In most school systems,

music is not only offered but required in the first six or

eight grades. The unspoken philosophy behind this requirement

is not that all will become performers of music but that all

can become consumers of music. The consumer may rarely or never

play an instrument or sing, but 11.0 participates in the pleasures

of music as part of the toncert audience, as a record buyer, as

a TV viewer and radio lieteaer. The principal objective of public

school, music is, as it should be, to teach the potential consumer

how to listen to music with understanding and discrimination.

If "music for all" is a legitimate goal, then all public school-

age children should be undergoing experiences designed to increase

their understanding and appreciation of music. Hartshorn (1)

states, "If lie take (music appreciation) to be that phase of



the music program which emphasizes the aesthetic appeal of music
and seeks primarily the attitudes with which we wish our students

might respond to its emotional power, then we accept the appre-

ciation of music as our ultimate goal in music education," "To

transform the public musical culture into a recognized part of

each person's environment" should be the central focus of the

music program.

At the present time an increased interest in listening may
be seen in public school music emphases, partially due, perhaps,

to the failure of the music reading program. Lists of objectives

found in recent writings and textbooks stress listening, and a

.pate of recordings for schoolroom use has appeared in the past
ten years. Yet there seems to be no approach to aural under

standing; the pupil is expected simply to listen, without any

system or method through which the teacher can make the listening

meaningful. Most of the recordings offered are song materials

rather than art music, and few texts contain suggestions for

understanding the musical selections referred to or described.

(See annotated list.) Because the mere sensation oS tone is

pleasing and excites a pleasurable reaction in the listener,

childreu in the first four grades respond well to the experience
of listening. Beyond this age level, however, they become aware
of many musical sounds which please them but which are not condoned

in she classroom, and so their attitude or liking for the Ilston-

ins experience begins to decrease (2). Lacking trrtning in

listens gag, pupils become attracted to the easily understood sounds
of popular and commercial music and refuse to wrestle with the



problems presented by art music. It is reasonable to expect that

the child who is equipped with skills and knowledges for coping

with art music will find it more attractive than the superficial

products of the juke box trade.

The familiar fact is that the public school music program

fails noticeably in its goal of listening. The layman who is

aware of the music program thinks of it in terms of perforeeing

groups such as bands and choruses. The researcher interacted in

test development focuses on ausleal aptitude, music reading or

factual knowledge. The textbook writer and publisher offer the

music teacher books filled with songs to sing and rhythms to be

played or danced. This neglect of listening seems to be due to

a variety of factors, chief of which is the paucity of knowledge

about the listening process and about the role of specific skills

and knowledges in it, with the correlative lack of teaching

method, realizable goals, and evaluative tools. Lacking these,

the music teacher has emphasized. performaxice or participation in

the assumption tnat they would result Ix musical understanding

and discrimination. But research indicates that musical exper-

iences per se do not necessarily produce preferences for better

music (3).

The listening process seems to be a complex one, utilizing

mental and aural 'skills, intellectual knowledgeer physical reaction

and emotlonal response* Since the advent of the phonograph with

its immense possibilities for enrichment in the area of listenins,

music appreciation has been approached in several ways, each of

which endeavored to make use of some part of the total listening

process. The earliest approach was to teach the main melodic



theme of the work, often by attaching words t6) its and eupecting

children to memorize the composition and composer appropriate

for each melody; later came the factual approach which emphasized

the composer fl his dates, the meaning of musical terms and the

instruments performing the work; finally the programmatic approach

had its day, in which all music was heard as having a story or

picture or mood for which the pupil listened. None of these

approaches singaarly is legitimate because each is fragmentary,

based upon only one phase or factor of the listening process.

The abstract quality of art music demands that the pupil be given

a basis upon which to understand the music as it proceeds- -to

hear and know what is happening at the present moment in the

workGad to be able to comprehend the work as a whole when he

has heard it to its completion. In order to teach the pupil how

to listen with understanding, the teacher must know what things

in the music are essential for his comprehension so these can be

pointed out, explained, heard, and put into their proper context;

the teacher must also know what skills and knowledges are necessary

for the pupil to grasp the sosentlale of the musiophysioal

reaction and emotional response, though part of the process

need not be dealt with in the classroom, as the first is an

automatic reaction, and the second will be dependent upon sub-

jective factors and also upon the skills and knowledges which the

pupil can learn to utilize.

In the last fifty years, musicology and musical criticism

have contributed their findings to the general body of musical

knowledge, so that at present there are many fine t470 books for

music appreciation, all consistently in agreement as to which



composers and which compositions are of major importance, and

what the. qualities of greatness are that distinguish the works

of the well-known composers. These textbooks are largely con-

fined to the college level, and though they agree upon those

things which the listener should hear in the music, their state-

ments are of too general a nature to help the unskilled listener

find meaning in the music as it unfolds To know, for example,

that the melodies of Haydn contain many Austrian fulk-tune

characterictlos: or that he was the first to write etring quar-

tets with four genuinely independent parts, does not help the

listener follow a Haydn string quartet intelligently, The work

of Leonard B. Meyer in preaenting the theory of "expectation"

offers a basis upon which musical listening may be approached

coherently, a basis which has been accepted as valid. by aesthe-

ticians and music educators. The theory of expectation, in its

simplest form, states that musical motives, phrases and longer

musical entities are "sound terms" which to the knowledgeable

listener imply certain other musical entities, as an antecedent

implies a consequent. Meaning and emotion are created in the

listener when the expected consequent does not appear exactly as

repeated, Tension is produced in the listener by the disappoint-

ment of his expectations, and the tension is resolved when the

musical resolution does arrive. The resolution may be delayed,

may be altered or transformed in one of several ways, but must

always appear to be a satiefactory consequent to the "sound term"

or "musical gesture" which set up the listener's expectations.

This pattern of expectation- tension - resolution -fulfillment

happens innumorele times within a single piece of music, aad
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controls the formal elements of the music frog the smallest

motif to the large over-all structure of the work. Therefore;

the listener's understanding of the work is based upon his ex-

pectations of what will happen as the work unfolds, and his

pleasure at the unexpected but logical (within the style) and

satisfactory twists which the composer has utilized to create his

work of art, "Affect or emotion-felt is aroused when an expec-

tation--a tendency to respond--activated by the musical, stimulus

situation, is temporarily inhibited or permatently blocked" (4).

"...the same stimulus, the music, activates tendencies, inhibits

them, and provides meaningful and relevant resolutions" W.

At present, Meyer's theory Is being used for teaching music

appreciation only at the University of Chicago. Widespread

utilization of this approach will probably not occur until the

theory has been translated into a teaching method or system, and

research has illustrated its potential for the classroom,

The problem of this study is to identify the elements in

music upon which the skilled listener bases his underseanding of

the music and his value jugement of it. It is a fact of art that

some works are more valuable than others, that the listener hears

sounds which represent a higher worth than the sounds in certain

other compositions, These elements of greatness seem to be

relatively stableeand objective; they remain the same for the

listener upon repeated hearings and lead to similar value judg-

ments by a variety of listeners; statements by experts concerning

the qualities end characteristics of compositions and composers

display a high level of agreement. When the listener is unskilled,

or when the style of the music is unfamiliar to him, (which

simply means he is unskilled in that style) he is less able to



identify the elements in the music upct whi,:h to form a proper

value judgment. Therefore, music in a new style le often

evaluated very differently by a group of skilled listeners, and

will change its value for each of them upon repeated hearings.

Similarly a group of unskilled listeners will disagree upon the

value of works of high artistic merit because they lack the

skills and knowledges necessary for understanding and discrimi-

nation.

Although aestheticians have probed into the meaning of art

and the significance of the aesthetic experience, there has been

no attempt to objectively identify those elements which contribute

to the aesthetic experience. Musicians are able to agree upon

statements describing what is heard in a partkoular composition,

but there has been no attempt to discover, within a controlled

situation, whether the musician's focus as he listens is upon

those things which his spoken statement posits as important.

Philosophical 'thought has centered upon the art object itself

and upon how it communicates its meanings to the percipient. Its

conclusions, though stimulating and illuminating to the individual

percipient, have not contributed to teaching and learning because

they lack objectivity and concreteness. The present study

attempted to objectify the crucial elements in art music by

identifying the items stated, as important in music by skilled

listeners, by examining the reactions of skilled listeners in the

act of listening, by identifying the elements which were common to

all of them, by identifying the elements which were common to

experiences with a variety of styles of music, and by comparing



which the unskilled cone tiered important in the music.

these with the reactions of unskilled listeners and the elements

skills and knowledges can be dibc::7cred which are used in recog-

nizing the crucial elements of art music. Aural skills are

This has little practical value for teaching unless the

.43.

thought to include tonal memory, melodic, harmonic and rhythmic

sensitivity and recognition of instrumental timbre. Probably

auditory-visualskills also contribute to musical listening.

Essential knowledges are thought to include recognition of style,

both of a particular period and a particular composer, knowledge

of the general philosophy of art of the period (such az-, iihe

I
necessary for musical listening is not known. The assumption in

public school music has been that playing an instrament or sing-

doctrine of "Affects" of the baroque), perhaps the historical

position of any particular style or composer, perhaps the social,

and technological conditions determining quality of instruments

and type of artistic patronage. Whether performance skills are

ing was the best way to develop an understanding of music, pre-

sumably this understanding to include listenir7. Results of the

emphasis upon performance have strongly indicated that musical

understanding is not fostered on the sole basis of performance,
111

but this is not to negate the possibility that some familiarity

with the problems-and techniques of performance might greatly

enhance the listener's understanding of what he hears.

The project did not include an investigation into possible

emotional factors present in musical listening. That music pro-

duces emotional responses is well established, (6) but in tke

opinion of Meyers and others (7) this is an undifferentiated



response which will conform to the listener's intellectual re-

sponses. Even if this is not so, the practicality of shaping

emotional responses in classroom teaching is lialted to the use

of good psychological principles of learning and of group dyna-

mics. The study did not propose to discover factors necessary

for liking music, but for understanding its the emphasis vas upon

discrimination rather than preference. For applicability to

classroom practices, the study was most appropriate to the point

of view of McMurray, (8) who proposes that teachers should not

attempt nor expect to teach pupils a stronger liking for music

but should show pupils what is to be found in music.

Public school music has in the past been characterized by

a lack of emphasis upon achievement, upon systematic progress

toward set izdals, and upon evaluation. Whether music as a whole

is considered or a single facet such as music appreciation, the

lack is apparent. Colwell (9) hound in a study of elementary and

high school students that pupils. do not pzogress in achievement

from one year to the next, but often remain at thy: same level of

musical learning for several years or even regress in learning and

achievement. The paucity of learning in relation to the amount

of time spent in nrlsic suggests that music should utilize more

of the elements of the disciplines, such as method, systematic

evaluation, research inte teaching materials and learning exper-

iences, and graduated goals for each grade level. The present

project was aimed at diswyering an objective basis upon which e

method for teaching one phase of music may be organized, that

phase being appreciation. It was hoped that the study could

result in these advantages: First, the study could rl-oduce a
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clearly defined description of what the expert listens for in

music, enhancing the introspective statements of aestheticians
and the valuations of the listening textbooks, Second, the

description of that experts listen for and actually hear in the

music could be utilized to validate the theory of expectation of

Meyer's. The study could indicate whether the theory.of expec-

tation is a fruitful basis upon which to organize grade autool

teaching units in listening, and could determine whether another

approach based ealely upon to findings of the study is more

advantageous for learning. Third, the study could provide infor-

mation indicating whether contemporary music offers different

listening problems from earlier musics thus requiring different

teaching and learning experiences. Fourth, the study could

determine the specific skills and knowledges needed to listen

with understanding, and the relative role of each, Fifth, the

study could reveal how much achievement can take place in oni4

year in discrimination of classical music. Sixth, the study could

provide evaluative inctruments in an area of music for which

there are at present few satisfactory evaluative tools, if any.

plbleciives: The specific objectives of the study were:

le To identify the elements in music which the expert
states to be those decisive to his value judgment ofthe music, and those upon which music appreciation
texts agree.

2. To identify those elements in music upon which the
expert in listening actually does make his value
judgments, To discover any variance between the statedelements and the actual elements.

3. To determine if these musical value elements conformto Meyer's theory of expectation.

4. To discover whether the elements are the same for
both experts and nonexperte, ircluding listeners with
specific musical interests and those without.



5. To discover whether those elements are the same for
all styles and periods of music, and for music of
varying degrees of artistic merit.

6. To identify the skills and knowledges used by experts
in recogniziee the value elements in music.

7. To determine whether these are the same skills and
knowledges as those implied by the theory of expecta-
tion.

8. To discover whether these skills and knowledges are
consistent for listeners making similar value judg-
ments,,to determine whether such skills and knowl-
edges are necessary in recognizing musical elements.

9. To determine the amount of these skills and knowledges
necessary to make valid value judgments.

10. To organize a basic methodology for teaching recogni-
tion of these musical elements, based on Meyer's theory
of expectation.

11. To organize and teach a year's music listening course
to fifth grade school children, the unit limited to one
style of music, namely classical. The unit will have
as its objectives understanding of the classical style
and ability to discriminate between superior and
inferior music in this style.

12. To select or create evaluative tools with which to
measure musical listening in relation to musical skills
and musical knowledges.

13. To determine by means of the evaluative tools the
feasibility of the four different methods and emphases.
To determine whether it is possible to teach musical
understanding and discrimination to grade school
children based upon the findings of the preceding
parts of the study.

Related Research: Research in WIleiCR1 listening is limited in

quantity and in its direct relationship to the proposed study.

The majcie.ty of experiments which have been conducted pertain to

teaching methods rather than to the listening experience itself

or the skills required for it. However, in this latter category

there have been some few studies which show the need for training

and indicate that appreciation is a learned response. Using the
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'eonil....M1912.0iDies,rimina, Bugg (10) found that trained

subjects were both more accurate and more consistent in their

musical judgment than those without training. Subjected to a

brief period of training, both groups improved iv their ability

to make correct discriminations. Gernet, (11) using a test of

his own making, explored musical discrimination from grade school

through college, and concluded that training is one of the princi-

ple determinants of the level of appreciation, that appreciation

is a learned response. He also found that increases in intelli-

gence and musical aptitude produced statistically significant

differences in appreciation. The study by Rubin- Babson (12)

produced similar results relative to training, but showed a very

low correlation between the intelligence and musical discrimina-.

tion. Two studies dealt with the relationship between musical

taste and capacity or talent. Fay and Middleton (13) found that

those with more talent as measured by the auhulaugull91

Musical. Talent had significantly better taste. Since the more

talented are frequently also the more highly. trained, the fact

that this study did not account for training makes conclusions

subject to question. However, the same conclusion was reached by

Kyme, (14) who obtained correlations from .56 to .83 'setween

scores on a Test of Judgment and teacher ratings of

musical capacity.

Two studies indicate a skill and a knowledge important for

listening. Bugg and Herpel (15) determined that tonal memory Las a

positive correlation with music appreciation. The Bberle study (16)

found that technical analysis contributed significantly to

achievement in music appreciation, ;out may be questioned since

it measured achievement by a purely factual test.
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t series of studies by Hevaer (17, lei, 19) into elements of

expression in mole are inforieetive but of little value to the

present study, since they define expressiveness as "rdoodsa and

explore the relationship between tempo, mode, rhythm, pitch and

melody and the evod of the music as perceived by the listener.

The present stady will avoid references to the programmatic or

moe'd aspects of nuelcunlele these enter unmistekahly into the

value judements.of experts.

Recent studies by Colwell (20, 21) with groups of seventh

grade pupils indicate that musical preferences after six years

of music are strongly for popular End commercial music, and that

training had little effect on preferences. Colwell (23) found

in a study on the ability of grade school pupils to discriminate

between maeicel performances and unmusical performances, that

chronological age was not a _major factor in ability to discrimi-

nate. Not Until late higa school or college was maturation and/or

training evident; however, it was evident that certain types of

music such as classic and baroque were much easier to correctly

discriminate than other styles presumably due to the cultural

milieu in which the students were raised.

There is no shortage of materials ou music appreciation or

music listening. Books and Doctoral dissertations have been

written on almost every conceivable phase, including listening

for the elementary school student, high school student, college

music major, in Ylumanities courses and for the lay public.

However, few of these materials address the real problem of

contributing through education to the understanding and perception

of music as an art form. Elementary texts devote their space to



storie* about the composers and the music, books for older persons

repist this error or become completely intellectual with a simpli-

fied music history approach. Some texts attempt to do both,

others appear to hau good intentions but end up so badly

organised that no systematic ordering is perceptible. Even in

the best books, it is only through implication that one can begin

to obtain any insight into what should be taught to obtain the

goals that all espouse.

In order to save future researchers a great deal of time,

an annotated listing of over 200 music appreciation books is

provided. These books vere scrutinlmed for statements regarding

the elements of music necessary in learning. List consists of

the texts found to have real merit in the information they offer

as to the skills and knowledges a student should have to listen

intelligently and ootaln the remotions Meyers' theory implies.

List B includes those books found to be of negligible value in

this area.



List A

Abraham, Gerald
This Modern Music
oddeston, England, The Clock
House Press, 1933

Deals primarily with con-
temporary idiom stylistically;
good chapters on discord,
chords and harmony, modern melo-
dy and form.

Copland, Aaron
What to Listen for in Music
New York, McGraw.-Hill Book Co.,
1937

Listening from composer's
standpoint. Uses works from all
periods. Elements of music--
rhythm, melody, harmony, tone
color, musical texture and
structure. Forms of music--
sectional, variation, fugal,
sonata, free opera, contempor
ary music, film music, record
list and bibliography. Listen-
ing on "musical rather than on
"sensuous" or "expressive" plan.
Written for the man in the
street. Style similar to Bern-
stein TV talks--for the adult
reader.

Dunham, Richard
Music Appreciation in the Public
Schools of the United States
1897-1930
DociAral dissertation, Univer-
sity of Michigan, 1961

A general description of ob-
jectives and methodology of
music appreciation courses up
to 1930. Although the newest
ideas are over 35 years old, a
good background for the scholar
interested in instruction in
listening.

Erickson, Robert
The Structure of Music, A
Listener's Guide
New York, noonday Press, 1955

Study based on melody with a
detailed discussion of melodic
eisments, Uses twc major tech-
niques. counterpoint and
orchestration, for discussion.

Fish, Arnod and Gordon Hardy
Music Literature: A Workbook for
Analysis
Ner. York, Dodd-Mead, 1963

Collection of examples with
suggestions for analysis which
BUM be useful in preparing a
list of fundamentals.

Miller, Hugh M.
Introduction to Music
New York, Barnes and Nobles, Inc.,
1958

Includes fundamentals briefly
stated, with large listenirg lists.
Unimaginative.

Ratner, Leonard
Music, The Listener's Art
New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 1957

Highly recommended. Detailed
discussion of musical elements and
their relationships, with musical
illustrations and charts and
ssmmaries. Historical section is
concerned with musical style.

Sessions, Roger
The Musical Experience of Composer,
Performer, Listener
Princeton, Princeton University
Press, 1950

Well worth reading but not use-
ful in the classroom situtaltion.
Reader must have musical background
to be discriminating.

Smith, We E.
A Ply for Organizing the Labora-
tory Listening Experiences of a
Symphonic* Literature Course at
St. Lawrence University
Dootorai Dissertation, Teachers
College, Columbia, 1952

",11,,,,sd a mode and remournA
chart for independent listening to
18 symphonies. Organization on
timbre, themes and rhythm.
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List A (cont.)

Ulrich, Homer
Mac: A Design 4tor Listening
New York, Harcourt Brace and
Co., 1957

Part One: Elements and Forms,
Part Two: History and Literature.
Recognition of basic principles
of motion-rest; tension-release.
Good format. For college stu-
dents or for teachers. Well
written.

Zuckerkandl, Victor
Sines of Music
Princeton, Princeton University
Press, 1959

Influenced by Schenker on ele-
ments of music. Technical but
worth looking at.



List B

Abbott, Lawrence
The Listener's Book on Harmony
Philadelphia, Theodore PrGsser
Co., 1941

Operates on principle of great-
er enjoyment by no:apracticing
knowledge of harmony. Deals in
generalities and unmeaningful
descriptive terminology (e.g.,
p. 43, the diminished triad
creates an ominous effect.)

Adler, Lawrence
New Values in Music Apprecia-
tion
New York, Roerich Museum Press,
1935

Emphasizes listening in
terms of own experiences and
past. No fundamentals

Bagar, Robs;: and Louis
Biancolli
The Concert Companion
New York, Wittlesey Meuse, /947

Description of composers and
works.

Bailey, Eunice
Discovering Music with Young
Children
1958

Discusses rhrhmic activities
of young children, perhaps
usable up to 2nd grade.

Baker, Eller. P,
The Wonderful story of Music
Now York, Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
1936

Musical novel. Story between
a voman, a proficient musician and
her niece and nephew.

Baldwin, Lillian Luverne
Listeners Anthology of Music
Volumes I and II
Morristown. New Jersey, Silver
Burdett Co., 1948

Deals with composer's lives
and standard corks. No funda-
mentals; historically says
the beginning was Bach."

Barbour, Harriot Buxton
How to TLach Children to Know
Music
New York, Sml.th and Darrell, 1944

Developigent of music apprecia-
tion from early chilihood. De-
emphasis on music, emphasis on
stories. raor choice of
literature.

Barbour, Harriet B. and Warren S.
Freeman
A Story of Music
Boston, C.C. Birchard and Co.,.1937
Palestrina to Strauss. Rela-

tionship of music to history,
geography and social progress.
An art growing with civilization.

Barlowt Wayne
Foundations of Music
New York, Appleton Comtury-Orofts,
1953

Introduces many technical terms
and stall details but never really
hits important essentials.

Barzun, Jacques
Music in American Life
Garden City, New York, Doubleday
and Co., Inc., 1956
More about American life (i.e.

society) than music. No
fundamentals.

Berg, David Eric
The Art of Listening
New York, The Caxton Institute,
1927
Lists the normal elements,

rhythm, meter pattern, harmony
and so on. Becomes nonmusical
as it procedes.

Bernstein, Leonard
The Joy of Music
New York, Simon and Schuster,
1959
A Collection of seven Bernstein

TV scripts preceded by several
pseudo - sophisticated imaginary
dialogues; illustrated with pic-
tures from Bernstein's TV produc-
tions, with many musical examples.
Interesting but not useful except as
side reading.
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Bernstein, Martin
Introduction to Music, 2nd
Edition
Brlattood cliffs, New Jersey,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951.

Textbook. Some attempt to
describe :fundamentals but pri-
marily a survey of music after
J. S. 7-lach,

Bissell, Arthur Dart
The Role of Expectation in Music
Doctoral Dissertation, Yale
University, New Haven, 1921

No elements of music.

Bookman, Guy A. and William J.
Starr
Scored for Listening: A Guide
to Music
New York, Harcourt, Brace and
Co., 1959

Primarily an anthology of
definitions of musical terms.
How to follow a line score,
rhythm and structure, presenta-
tion and development of musical
ideas, forms and types, line
scores and brief analyses

Boekelheide, Viola Ethel
Some Techniques of Assessing
Certain Basic Music Listening
Skills of Eight and Nine Year
Olds
Ann Arbor, Michigan University
yisrofilms, 1960

Attempt to find answer to
problem of guided listening by
focus on recipients of music
rather than on teacher. Canter-
ed more on child psychology than
on the music.

Boyden, David D.
An Introduction to Music
New rink, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1957

Section on fundamentals but
not particularly illuminating.

Brower, Harrietta
Story-Lives of Master Musicians
New York, Frederick A. Stokes
Co., 1923

Incidents in lives of such com-
nc,ers as Palestrina, Handel,
Haydn, Schubert, Chopin, Beethoven,
and 1;agner.

Brown, Abbie Farwell
The Boyhood of Edward MacDowell
New York, FA Stokes Co. r 1924

Another nonmusical elementary
book of inaccuracies.

Bruxner, Mervyn
Letters to a Musical Boy
New York, Oxford'Press, 2nd ed.,
1954

No fundamentals. Superficial
treatment of composers, perfor-
mance, etc.

Buchanan, Fannie
How Man Made Music
Chicago, Follett Publishing Co.,
1936

Child's history of music. Also
includes biography of Dan Emmett
and Stradivarius. A number of
musical scores included.

Buchanan, Fannie R.
Magic Music
Des Moines, Wallace Publishing
Co., 1931

Colorful illustrations, stories
of great compositions.

Burch, Gladys and Helmut Ripperger
The Junior Musical Quiz
New York, G. Schirmer, Inc., 1940

Twenty-five quizzes on music.

Burch, Gladys and John Wolcutt
A Child's Book of Famous Composers
New York, A.S. Barnes Co., 1939

Twenty biographical sketches.
Historical setting with style of
music from child's point of view.
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Cahn, M. M.
Music Listener's Guide
San Francisco, Roman
Publishing Uo., 1954

Based on ideas from his
dissertation.

Garner, Kathleen and Jerome
Pastene
The Child's Book of the
S7mphony
&at York, Howell, Soskin and
Co., 1941

Ten symphonies explained,
analyzed and presented in story
form, Beethoven Fifth, Haydn
Surpriae, Schubert Unfinished,
Mendelssohn Italian. Writes
out themes simply. List of
best recordings.

Clarkson, Edith Margaret
Let's Listen to Music
Toronto; Canada, G. V.
Thompson Limited, 1944

One-hundred lesson outlinos
on specific pieces.

Cline, Sarah Yancey
Let's Explore Music
Boston, New York, Ginn and
Co., 1940

(to accompany a music
series.) Series of lessons for
grade school. Little to do with
music.

Cohn, Arthur
The Collector's Twentieth
Century Music in the Western
gsmispbRre
Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1961
Series (Keystone books in music)

Discussion of recorded music
of 27 contemporary composers.
Stylistic features subordinated
to gensralization about specific
works.

Cooke, James P,
Musical Playets for Young Polka
Philadelphia, Theodore Presser
Co.; 1917

Scenes from lives nf great
composers to be acted out.

Cooks_ James P.
Standard History of Music
Philadelphia, Theodore Presser
Co., 1936

Music history organized into
43 lessons. Self-instruction.

Cooke, James Francis
Young Polk.'s Picture History of
Music
Philadelphia, Theodore Presser
Co. t 1925

Can cut out and paste these
pictures.

Cooper, Grosvenor
Learning to Listen: A Handbook
for Music
Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1957

Stresses listening to 18th and
19th century music under the head-
ings of rudiments, movement, har-
mony, form, color and style.

Copland, Aaron
Copland on Music
New York, W.W. Norton, 1963

Selection of diverse essays.
Interesting reading but no
fundamentals.

Copland, Aaron
Music an! imagination
Cambridge, Massachusetts, fiervard
University. Press, 1952

Interesting reading but con-
cerned with ideas of importance to
Copland rather than as a text book.

Copland, Aaron
Our New Music
New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1941

Ideas formulated from articles
and lectures since 1927. Presents
case for 20th century music be-
ginning with the 19th century.

Cotton, Marian and Adelaide Bradburn
Music Throughout the World
Evanston, Summy Birchard, 1960

Deals with music by nationality;
an involved approach for a whole
book.
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Cox, M., C, Althea; and AiLce
Chapin
Imaginary Biographical Letters
from Great Masters of Music
Philadelphia, Theodore Presser,
1911

Letters to a young reader
describing events in the com-
poser's lives,

Crawford, Althea and Rebekah
Pictured Lives of Great
Musicians
Boston, C.C. Birchard and 0o.,
1924

Bach, Beethoven, Haydn,
Mozart, Schubert and Wagner.
Many life incidents, lots of
pictures and sprinkled with
musical themes.

Curtis, Natalie
The Indian's Boak
New York, Harper and Brothers
Publishing Co. ; 1935

Indian music and Indian folk-
lore (North American).

Dallin, Leon
Listener's Guide to Musical
Understanding
Dubuque, Iowa, W.C. Brown,
1959

An ordinary college music
appreciat!on ter. Easy
source of examples of various
form, rhythms, etc.

Damrosch, Walter, G. H.
Gartlan.and K. W. Gehrkens
Teacher's Manual on Musical
Appreciation
New vork, Hinds, Haydn and
Eldridge, 1923

Story approach, no funda-
mentals. Also see notes of
Damrosch music appreciation
broadcasts.

Darrell, R. D.
Good Listening
New York, Mentor Books, 1955

Primarily a listening guide.
Sets up no detailed listening
criteria.

Dorian, Frederick
History of Music in Performance
New York! W.W. Norton, 1943

On musical interpretation.
Worth reading but no categoriza-
tion of musical elements.

Downes, Edward
Adventures in Symphonic Music
hew York, Rinehart and Co., 1944

Musical works grouped :sato
programs; e.g., Humor in Music,
Symbolism in Music.

Downes, Irene, editor
Olin Downes on Nisei,'
New York, Simon and Schuster,
1957

Collection of reviews 1907-1955.
Interesting reading but not useful
discussion of music itself. Termi-
nology vague. Concentration on
performance.

Earhmrt, Will
Music to the Listening Ear
New York, M. Witmark and Sons, 1932

Textbook (harmony). Deals uith
fundamentals but says nothing
worthwhile.

Eberle, Alma M.
A Controlled Experiment to Deter-
mine the Value of Technical Analysis
in Music Appreciation
Master's Thesis, M.Ed., Pennsylvania
State University, 1938

No fundamentals.

Erb, J. Lawrence
Music Appreciation for the Student
new York, G. Schirmer Inc., 1936

Handbook for music students.
Traces art song, folk song, ora-
torio, cantata and opera. Makes
study of piano, organ, symphony
orchestra, and the groups.

Ewen, David
Complete Book of 20th Century
Music, 2nd edition
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
Prentice-Hall, 1959

Primarily composer oriented:
critical analysis of style, biog-
raphy, list of works, etc.
Reference.
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Ewen, David
Home Book of Musical Knowledge
New York, Prentice-Ball, 1954

Primarily concerned with
facts--definitions of terms,
forms, etc, and composer's
lives. A one-volume collec-
tion for the amateur.

Ewen, David
Lighter Classics in Music
New York, Arco, 1961

Primarily biographies of
composers in alphabetical order,

Ewen, David
Musical Masterworks, 2nd ed. rev.
New York, Arco, 1954

Factual, story telling and
biographical. Background infor-
mation on music.

Faulkner, Anne Shaw
What We Hear in Music
Camden, New Jersey, Victor
Talking Machine Cc., 1928

Comprehensive guide. Biogra-
phies, stories of opera. Growth
of symphony orchestra. List of
records.

Ferguson, Donald N.
History of.Musical Thought, 3rd
ed.

New York, Appleton-Century-
Crofts, 1959

Text for college use. His-
torical approach and very tech-
nical. No separation of funda-
mentals from text proper.

Ferguson, Donald N.
Masterworks of the Orchestral
Repertoire: A Guide for
Listeners
Minneapolis, University of
Minnesota, 1954

Commentary 'a specific pieces
originally wrzIten for perfor-
mances by the Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestra. Superfi-
cial analysis, no elements of
music.

Finney, Theodore Mitchell
Hearing Music: The Art of
Active Listening
New York, Harcourt Brace and
Co., 1941

Some elements, poorly vtrtalized
and little system of organization.

Fishburn; Hummel
Fundamentals of Music
Appreciation
New York, Longmans Green, 1955

Cannot teach appreciation
(p. 3) Appreciation synonomous
With enjoyment; based as melody,
harmony, rhythm, timbre, form.

Fisher, Wm. R.
The Construction and Validation
of an Is.strument to Measure
Music Appreciation
Doctoral Dissertation, Bostont
Boston University, 1949

Measurement of music apprecia-
tioninterest lies mainly in
statistics and testing, little
concentration on perception of
music,

Fiske, Roger
Listening to Music: A Guide to
Enjoyment, 2nd ed,
London, G.G. Harrap, 1964

Primary concern with external
descriptions. Orchestral instru-
ments and program music take up
large portion of matter.

Fleming, William and Abraham Veinus
Understanding Music
New York, Henry Holt, 1958

Stetchy.4 Seems to take
Beethoven as norm for all
examples.

Garnet, Sterling 'J.

Musical Discrimination at Various
Ages and Grade Levels
College Place, ashingtnn, The
College Press, 1940

Concerned with mechanism of
testing and psychology rather than
musical factors.
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Gest, Elizabeth
'That Evqry Junior Should Know
About Music
Boston, Boston Music Cc., 1935

Short history; music forms
diseuesed and short life sketches
of composers.

Gillet, Frances M.
The Aesthetic Approach to
Music Appreciation
MM Thesis, Ann Arbor, Univer-
sity of Michigan, 1951

Studies the effect of music
and how to get the effect across
but never looks at the music it-
self to answer question of why
the particular effect occurs.

Goetsohius, Percy
The Homophonic Pones of Musical
Composition
New York, G. Schirmer, Inc.,
1926

On fundamentals-phrase,
period, song form etc. For-
biddingly divided into a series
of outlineform paragraphs;
doubtful value.

Goetschius, Percy
The Larger Forms of Musical
Composition
New York, G. Schirmer, Inc.,
1943

Examples and descriptions of
categorical forms, nothing on
fundamentals.

Gordon, Dorothy
Treasure Bag of Game Songs
New York, B.P. Dutton and Co.,
1939

Volume of singing games.

Grabbe, Paul
Story of One Hundred Symphonic
Favorites
New York, Grosset, 1960

Storybook approach.

Graf, Max
Composer and Critic
New York, W.W. Norton, 1946

Written by music critic,
1890-1938 in Vienna, Historical.
survey of musical csiticism
(journal se& mainly in mind) with
no mention of fundamentals,

Gross, Madeline
Beethoven, The Master Musician
New York, Doubleday, Doran and
Co., 1931

Another story book.

Gross, Madeline
Deep Flowing Brook
New York, Henry Holt and Co.,
1938

Fintional story of early life
and family life of Bach.

Haggin, 3. H.
The Listener's Musical Companion
New Brunswick, New Jersey, Rutgers
University Press, 1956

Laudable approach through use of
the music itself. Almost too little
verbal material on fundamentals.

Haggin, B. H.
Music for the Man Who Enjoys Hamlet
New York, Random House, 1944

l'er sophisticated adult. Com-
plex reference system for analysis,
nonmus5cal terminology.

Hahn, Marcus E.
A Proposed Technique for Investi-
gating the Relationship Between
Musical Preferences and Personality
Structure
Doctoral Dissertation, University
of Kansas, 1954

Relates preference to personality
type.

Hillstrom, John
Relax and Listen: How to Enjoy
Music Through Records
New York, Toronto, Rinehard send
Co., Inc., 1947

Centers around composers, in-
struments, definitions, terminology.
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Hansen, Peter S.
Introduction to 20th Century
Music
Boston. Allyn and Bacon 1961

Textbook survey. Takes know /-
edges of music fundamentals for
granted. Discussion of compo-
sers and specific works make
extensive listening program
mandatory.

Harris, Cuthbert
The Student's Short Course in
Musical Forms
Boston, Arthur P. Schmidt, 1945

Hartshorn, W. "; and Helen
Leavitt
Making Fends with Music
Boston, Ginn and Co.r 1940

Based on specific piecee and
composers. Vo insight into fun-
damentals. Logic behind organ-
ization is difficult to see.

Hicks, Beulah M.
The Key to Listening
Dubuque, Iowa, W.C. Brown, 1954

Factual outline, No under-
standing of music itsel.s.

House, Margueritte
0 Say Can You Hear?
New York, Mills Music, 1947

Story approach.

Hughes, Charles W.
The Human Side of 1Lusic
New York, Philosophical
Library Inc., 1948

A fascinating book from the
standpoint of "music as an
exprossion of certain needs of
society." (xvii). First half
a fine supplement for teaohers.
No fundamentals.

Hunt; Reginald
The Musical Touchstone
A Course in Music Appreciation
London, Boosts, and Hawkeo, Ltd*,
1946-48

Primarily an analysis of
opecific works. Uses the key-
board. No fundamentals.

Jacobs, Robert Louis
Harmony for the Listener
New York, Oxford University
Press, 1958

No discussion of fundamentals,
only a routine description and
categorizing.

Johnson, Wm. W.
Intelligent Listening to Music:
A Guide to Appreciation and
Enjoyment
London, I. Pitman, 1948

No clear presentatism of
fundamentals. Tends toward
false generalizations and
sketchiness*

Jones, Archie N. and Floyd Barnard
Introduction to musical Knowledge
Minneapolis, P. A. Schmidt Music
Co., 1935

Covers theory, harmony: history,
musical form, instraments and-
biographies of beat known
composers.

Katz, Adele T. and Ruth M. Rowan
Hearing, Gateway to Music; A
Complete Foundation for Music
Understanding
Evanston, Illinois, Summy-
Birchard Publishing Co., 1959

Presentation of 253 brief excerpts
with short comment on each. Method
unpalatable and fundamentals
obscured.

Keaton, Morton J.
An Experimental Evaluation of the
Efficacy of Two Methods of
Teaching Music Appreciation
Doctoral Dissertation, University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1949

Testing for music preference
and recognition to decide between
two schools of thought, exposure
and augmented exposure. Con-
cerned more with methods and
materials
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Kincella, Hazel G.
Around tho World in Story
New York, University Publishing
Co., 1939

Stories of nations, present-
ing ideals, customs, legends
and history. Folk songs and
faniliar tunes.

Kincella, Hazel G.
History Sings
New York, University Pullishinit
Co., 1940

History of American music.
Pilgrims to present day.
Hopkinson Billings, Mason,
Root, Nevin, Foster, Parker,
Paine, and MacDowell.

Kinscella, Hazel G.
Music and Romance, 2nd ed.
Camden, New Jersey, RCA Mfg. Co.,
1941

Factual, some attempt at
historical presentation. Super-
ficial treatment but loaded with
stories.

Kincella, Hazel G.
Tales of Olden Days
New York, University Publishing
Co., 1939

Beginnings of musex, ancient
minstrels, lead to story of
DeKoven's opera RobizbDod. Lives
of Greeks, Italians and Etopean
musicians. Songs, singing games,
ballads, art, songs, and arias.
Old legends, historical tales,
etc.

LaPrade, Ernest
Magic of Music
Ottenheimer, 1956

Liepmann, Klaus
The Language of Music
New York, The Ronald Press
Co., 1953

A lot of fundamentals. Pre-
sented to look complex.

Lortie, Jeanne Marie
Music Appreciation for the
Elementary Schools
Cincinnati, Willis Music Co.,
1962

Games and facts with no rela-
tion to music. "Music apprecia-
tion cannot be taught but it
can be developed" p. 47.

Lynch, Virginia and Edna Vance
Hamilton
Music and Musicians
New York, Allyn and Bacon, 1939

History of music for young.
Shcws start of music with simple
dance form and how composers took
these and made sympohonies, sonatas
and suites from them. Incidents
in lives of Bach, Beethoven,
Mozart and Brahma mentioned.
Evolution of opera and oratorio,

Machlis, Joseph
The Enjoyment of Music
New York, W.W. Norton and Co.,
1956

Discussion of specific composers
and works, little on fundamentals.

Machlis, Joseph
Introduction to Contemporary Music
New York, W.W. Norton, 1961

Tries to cover a lot of material
and so skims the surface. Pri-
marily concerned with categorization
by composer, elements become
sketchy because of attempt to
define modern techniques by com-
parison with classicist and
romantic in a few pages,

Macy, James O.
Young People's History of music
Philadelphia, Theodore Presser
Co., 1914

Child's history of music.
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Mason, Daniel Gregory
The Appreciation of rizsic Series
A Guide to Music for Beglymers
and Others
New York, The H. W. Gray Company:
1910

Discussion of fundamentals
but not useful as illustrations
used without drawing concrete
conclusions. Undesirable use
of nonmusical elements to get
across musical features (I
chord compared to an easy
chair).

McGehee, Thomasine (Cobb)
People and Music; A textbook in
music appreciation
Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1929

Text for junior high school
use. Nothing but stories.

McGehee, Thomasine
People and Music
Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1931

Function of music in the
lives of people. Large section
on America as a music loving
land.

McKinney, Howard D. and W. R.
Anderson
The Challenge of Listening
New Brunswick, New Jersey,
Rutgers University Press, 1943

Music as a sort of nerve
tickler. Language "The music
of men like Bach, Handel and
Telemann...possess(el) a
certain strangely baroque
quality,"

Miller, William H.
Introduction to Music Apprecia-
tion
Philadelphia, Chilton, 1961

Very brief sktchy outline with
concentration on recommended
listening lists.

Moore, Douglas
From Madrigal to Modern Music
New York, W.W. Norton, 1942

Historical-factual approach.
No fundamentals.

Moore, Douglas Stuart
Listening to Music, Revised
Edition
New York, W.W. Norton and Co., 1937

Elements of music, emphasis on
instrumental music. Against
program music--attempts to intro-
duce musical concepts.

Moore, E. V. and G. McGeoch
Syllabus for the Introduction
to Music Literature
Ann Arbor, Michigan, J.W. Edwards,
1954

Series of one-page charts each
on specific pieces giving infor-
mation on the work. Descriptive- -
on themes and use of instruments,
etc.

Murphy, Howard A.
Form in Music for the Listener
Camden, RCA Manufacturing Co.,
1948

Nixon, Rogert A.
The Evaluation of Selected
Instructional Materials and Pro-

McKinney, H. D. and W. R. cedures which Facilitate the
Anderson . Understanding of, and Voluntary
Discovering Music Listening to Music
New York, American Book, 3rd ed., Doctoral Dissertation, University
1952 of California

Little cia fundamentals. Traced melodies of popular songs
Standard approach through lies Pre- with two matched groups. Doesn't
ludes, Till, L'Apres Midi etc. get at the problem.

McKinney, Howard D.
Music and Man
New York, American Book
Company 1948

Al]. music presented as back-
ground for American music.
Illustrations date the book.

Norman, Gertrude
First Book of Music
New York, Watts, 1954

Story telling approach. No
fundamentals.
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Oberndorfer, Anne Shaw
(Faulkner)
What We Hear in Music, 12th ed.
Camden, New Hampshire, RCA Mfg.
Co., 1943

Organized around vocal music
and nationalism; content is
mostly historical and factual.

Paget, Violet
Music and Its
London, Allen
1932

(Vernon Lee)
Lovers
and Unwin, Ltd.,

Pepinsky, Minerva
Sixth Grade Children's Attitudes
Toward Music of Gluck, Haydn,
Mozart, and Toward Other Music
Ann Arbor, Michigan, University
of Microfilms, 1959

Like-dislike on a small
sample.

Phillips, Helen E.
A Study of Some Problems of
Music Appreciation Courses in
the Liberal Arts College
Master's Thesis, Eastman School
of Music. Rochester, University
of Rochester, 19L4

Concerned with administrative
history of the courses rather
than their content. No funda-
mentals.

Potter, Edna
This Way and That
New York, Oxford University
Press, 1939

Book of singing games.

Pratt, Carroll C.
The Meaning of Music
New York, McGraw Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 1931

Concerned with psychological
approach to music.

Pratt, Carroll C.
Music as the Language of
Emotion
Washington D.C. Library of
Congress, Louis Charles Bison
Memorial Fund, 1950

Nothing on fundamentals.
Seems to support use of vocab-
ulary of nonmusical terms.

Purdy, Claire Lee
He Heard America Sing
New York, Julian Messner Inc.,
1940

Story of Stephen Foster.

Purdy, Claire Lee
Song of the North
New YorkiJullin Messner Inc.,
1941_.- --

-Edward Grieg.

Rafferty, Sadie
Music Appreciation: An Active
Force in Child Development
New York, Silver Burdett Co., 1939

Richardson, Henry Handel
The Young Oosima
New York, W.W. Norton and Co.,
1939

Life of Liszt through writings
of Cosima. Getz some Wagner
and Van Bulow in there.

Ripley, Frederick and Elizabeth
Schneider
Art-Music Reader
New York, Atkinson, Mentzer and
Co., 1916

Attempts to correlate arts
music and literature.

Roberts, Mary Newlin
Young Masters of Music
New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
1931

Composers as human beings with
real emotions, full of determina-
tion that led to inevitable
accomplishments. Lots of
"important" incidents.

Rubin, Louis J.
The Effects of Musical Experience
on Musical Discriminations :Ind
Musical Preferences
Doctoral Dissertation, University
of California, Berkeley, 1952

Relation of amount of experience
with ability to discriminate.

Russell, M. E. and H. Harris
Guide for Exploring Music
Dubuque, Iowa, W.C. Brown, 1955

Series of questions and answers
with sketchy fundamentals.
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Salzer, Felix
Structural Hearing
New York, Charles Boni, 1952

Based on Schenker's theory of
overall structural unity by
reference to the tonic chord.
Extremely technical and
assumes the reader has funda-
mentals at his command.

Sergeant, Winthrop
Listening to Music
New York, Dodd Mead and Co.,
1958

An anthology of daily and
weekly concert reviews. Basic
point is that all great music is
written in the framework of a
tradition. Little discussion of
the music--more concerned with
plots, production commentaries
and generalities.

Schmitz, Mary N.
lAttle Life Stories of the
Gteat Masters
Philadelphia, Theodore Presser
Co., 1925

Composers from Bach to
MacDowell. Set of questions
and answers from the life
stories of the great masters,
interesting events,

Schoen, Max
The Effects of Music
New York, Harcourt Brace and
Co., Inc., 1927

Scientific study using re-
search methods and tools;
sslissted essays on types of
listeners, sources of musical
enjoyment, mood effects, effects
of repetition and
Deals primarily with influence
of music rather than with music
itself.

Schoen, Max
The Understarding of Music
New York, Harper and Brothers,
1945

Aesthetics with reference to
works of others. No fundamental%

nt.)

Scholes, Percy A.
Complete Book of the Great
Musicians
London, Oxford University Press,
1949

Biographical story telling.
Heavily English slanted.

Scholes, Percy Alfred
Listener's Guide to Music
New York, Carl Fischer, 1933

Vague on fundamentals,
specific on cute stories.

Scholes, Percy A.
Listener's iluide to Magic with a
Concert-goer's Glossary
London, Oxforti University Press,
1948

Scholes, Percy A.
The Listener's History of Music
4th ed.
New York, Oxford University
Press, 1954

For the untrained music love e.
Vague and composer centered.

Scholes, Percy A.
Miniature History of Music for
the General Reader and the
Student, 4th ed.
London, Oxford University Press,
1955

Misunderstanding of the ele-
ments of music,

Schroeder, Ire
Listener's Handbook, A Guide to
Music Appreoiation
Ames, bora, Iowa State University
Press, 1962

Elementary.

Schwimmer, Franciska
Great Musicians as Children
New York, Doubleday, Doran and
Co., 1939

Biographies of composers such
as MacDowell, Mozart, ,and Damroach.
Incidents in composer's lives that
children can understand.
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Scobey, Katherine and Olive B.
Horne
Stories oe Great Musicians
Cincinnati, American Book Co.,
1933

Biographies of Bea, Beethoven,
Handel, Haydn, MozartvMendelssohn,
Chopin, Wagner, Schumann, and
Schubert. incidents in their
lives in an attractive manner
with picture

Shaw, Bernard
How to Become a Musical Critic
Edited by Dan H. Laurence, New
York, Hill and Wang, 1961

A witty collection of Shaw's
music reviews written from 1876-
1950 for the London Star and
&Eli. Worth reading for
teachers.

Shaw, George Bernard
Shaw on Music
New York, Anchor, edited by
Bentley, 1955

A collection of Shaw's pieccss
written as music critic in
London. Pascinating reading
but not useful for teaching,

Siegmeister, Elie
Invitation to Music
New York, Harvey, Irvington-on-
Hudson, 1961

A few fundamentals, a lot on
instruments and composers with
technical material in the back.

Simon, Richard George
Teaching Music Appreciation Re-
flectively Through Problem
Solving at the College Level
Master's-thesis, Ann Arbor,
University of Michigan, 1951

No fundamentals.

Skolsky, Syd,
Evenings with Music
New York, EaP. Dutton and Co.,
1944

Mostly analysis of standard
symphonic works. Emphasis on
instruments and themes.

nt.)

Skolaky, Syd.
Music Box Book
New York, E.P. Dutton, 1946

Storytelling with no mention
of the music itself.

Smith, Edgar H.
An 'eriment to Determine the
Value of Notated Thematic
Excerpts Relative to the Recog-
nition of Aural Musical Themes
Doctoral Dissertation, New York
University, 1952

Sorantin, Erich
The Problem of Musical Expression
Nashville, Marshall and Bruce Co.,
1952

Deals with psychological and
aesthetic musical values, A long
list of specific pieces used in a
doctoral dissertation as test cases
in the problem of music expression.

Soule, Robert C.
A College Course in Music
Appreciatian Through Participation
Doctoral Dissertation, Teacher?
College, Columbia University,
New York, 1950

A study of student contribution
in class to music appreciation.
Concerned with performance and
student reaction.

Spaeth, Sigmund Gottfried
The Art of Enjoying Music
New York, McGraw Hill Book Co.,
1938

Deals with types of music.
Extreme categorization without
ever striking anything essentially
musical.

Spaeth, Sigmund
Common Sense of Music
New York, Boni and Liverightr
1924

Musical elements badly presented
in an effort to be entertaining
(see p. 132).
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List B (cont.)

Spaeth, Sigmund
Guide to Great Orchestral Music
New York, Modern Library, 1943

Primarily a biographical
dictionary. Nothing before
Bach and mainly 19th century.
Includes many composers not
considered "great today.

Spaeth, Sigmund
Maxims to Music
New York, Robert McBride and

939Co.,
iraditional proverbs, mottos

and maxims of the world set to
music.

Spencer, Herbert
Literary Style and Music
New York, Philosophical Library,
Inc" 1951

The two main essays are on
Philosophy of Style (Literature)
and the Origin and Function of
Music. Deals with aesthetics.

Stokowski, Leopold
Music for A21 of Us
New York, Simon and Schuster,
1935

Organized by scales, polyphony,
fugue, opera, form, etc. Ramble%
fundamentals buried in narrative.

Starr, Muriel
Music for Children; First Steps
in Appreciation
Boston, F. Cs Schirmer Music Co.,
1939

Use of physical movement in
musical training. (Malcroze
system)

Stringham, Edwin. John
Listening to Music Creatively
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
Prentice-Hall Inc. 1946

College level, good use of
paintings. Potentially good
chapters on music and the dance,
music and the ceremony, and music
and religion.

Tapper, Thomas
First Year Music History
New York, Arthur P. Schmidt
Co., 1926

Taylor, Deems
Of Men and Music
New York, Simon and Schuster, 1937

Concerned with composers.

Taylor Deems
Music to My Ears
New York, Simon and Schuster, 1949

Series of radio talks on a
variety of topics. Interesting
reading.

Taylor, Deems
Well-Tempered Lieteser
.12ew :Pork, Simon aad Schuster, 1940

A collection of essays based
on a series of radio talks, with
articles and reviews written by
Ta/lor as a critic. General .

categories of music from the
composer's point of view, per-
formance and listening. One
must dig for the gems.

Thompson, Virgil
The Art of Judging Music
New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1948

Collection of Herald Tribune
(NY) articles by Mr. Thompson
written between September 1944 and
Augist 1947 on varied topics.
Includes many concern reliews.
Deals with eriticism on a rudimentary
basis, sets up no workable method.

Thompson, Oscar
How to Understand Music and
Enjoy It
New York, Premier Books, 1958

Primarily stories of composers
and operas. No fundamentals.

Ti alert Hans
The Perceptive Music Listener
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1955

Part I--Place of music in
society.

Part II--Bistorical organiza-
tional system interferes with
learning. Forbidding for the
beginner.



Tobin, Joseph
Music and the
1961

Deals with
some hiotory.

Toeh, Ernst.
The Shaping Forces in Music
New York, Criterion Music
corporation, 19ii8

Packed with musical examples
but fundamentals have to be
dug out.
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List B (cont.)

Raymond
Orchestra

orchestra and

Ulrich, Heiner
The Education of a Concert Goer
New York Dodd, Mead and Co.,
1949

Informal style of .introduc-
tion to music-narrative.
Interesting reading; funda-
mentals mixed in with anecdotes,

Vandevere, Lillian
Great Men Who Made EUsic
New York, Schoeder and Gunther,
Inc., 1936

A notebook with cut-out*
pictures of composers.

Viggiano; P.A.
Music Listening Evaluation Form
Dubuque, W.C. Brown, 1958

Form cantatas period and
programatic idea, balance, unity,
contrast, melodic, monodic,
polyphonic etc. An interesting
idea but heavy, emphases on per-
sonal reaction, instrumentation
and mood. adjectives. emphasis
on performance rnles out
usability.

Walker, Alan
Study in Musical Analysis
New York, Pree Press, 1963

Deals with the principles of
unity in music influenced by
views of Schenker, Riti,
Schoenberg and Hans Keller.
Fascinating reading.

Watson, Karl Brantley
An Experimental Study of
Musical Meanings
Doctoral Dissertation, Puke
University, Durham, 1939

Measurement of responses to
music by testing.

Wedge, George Anson
The Gist of Music; A Ready Key
to Musical Understanding and
Enjoyment
New York, G. Schirmer, Intl., 1936

Keyboard exercises and descrip-
tion of examples which do not bear
related concepts.

Welch, Roy D.
The Appreciation of Music
New York, Harper and Brehers,
1945

Concerned primarily with forms.
'Fundamentals treated sketchily,

West, Alvaretta
Signposts to Music
New York, Carl Fischer Inc., 1935

Melody, Rhythm, Harmony, Form,
Orchestra and Composers. Appro-
priate songs and records to
illustrate work-covered.

Wheeler, Benson and Claire Lee
Purdy
My Brother was Mozart
New York, Henry Holt and Co.,
1937

Written as if by his sister
Gives mean!Lngs and explanations
of unfamiliar musical words and
phrases at end of book.

Wheeler, Opal and Sybil Deusoher
Curtain Galls for Joseph Haydn
and Sebastian Bach
New York, E.P. Dutton, 1939

Two musical plays to be
acted out.

Wheeler, Opal and Sybil Deuseher
Edward Mac ::ell and His Cabin
in the Pines
New York, E.P. Dutton and Co.,
Inc., 194

Fictional life of MacDowell
for children,
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List B (cont,)

Wheeler, Opal and Sybil Nuscher
Pranz Schubert and His Merry
Friends
New York, E.P. Dutton and Co.,
1939

Each chapter is concerned with
a period in Schubert's life.

Wheeler, Opal and Sybil Deuschsr
Joseph hayda: The Merry Little
Peasant
New York, E.P. Dutton and Co.,
1936

Child's story of Haydn.

Wheeler, Opal and Sybil Deuscher
Mozart: The Wonder Boy
New York, E.P. Dutton and Co.,
1934

Child's story with some key-
board examples.

Wheeler, Opal and Sybil Deuscher
Sebastian Bach: The Boy from
Thuringia
New York, E.P. Dutton and Co.,
1937

Emphasis on large number and
range of compositions. Hay
samples of his music. Child's
story.

Williams, Wyndham G.
Looking and Listening: An
Introduction to Musical
Appreciation
1960

Takes a notational approach
to music. No discussion of
fundamentals.

Witcomb, Ida Prentice
Young People's History of Music
New York,, Dodd, Meaa and Co
/917

Traces music from early Chinese
to present day. Not to Qhnical or
exhaustive, Has song and dance
forms and lives of great composers.

Woods, Elizabeth (Robinson)
Music and Meaning
Cambridge, Harvard University
Press, .9:52

Aesthetics. No fundamentals
or discussion of actual music.
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chapter II

"In an earlier period a common belief was that researchers could

and would find definitive answers to questions about what and how to

teach and correspondingly, how to organize and administer the schools."

No longer, however, do researchers expect to obtain direct answers to

questions; the functions of research are to assess programs, r*vce-

dures and materials, to build up a body of information, and to

provide the outlook, the stimulation and the guidance for educational

innovation.1

This project, although related to the public school curriculum,

did not hove as its objectives the development of a curriculum in

elementary music; it did not attempt to determine what an aesthetic

experience is in music; neither did it attempt to discover what con-

stitutes a desirable musical experience in listening. A survey of the

literature on musical listening reveals a growing concern with the

aesthetic experience of the listener, and.the belief that this is

not facilitated by "extra musical references" and activities. Dis-

agreement exists, however, as to whee a truly musical and hence truly

aesthetic experience is possible. The project did not attempt to

answer this question, The project focused on two problems, as

follows: (1) what would be the skills and knowledges a student would

need to participate in the musical experience as described by Leonard B.

Meyer's theory of expectation, and (2) can these experiences be

successfully taught to fifth grade children?

As with any theory, there are those who disagree with Meyor's

premise, who would state as Baldwin does that the listener needs only
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enough knowledge of the ways a composer uses his materials to enrich
his appreciation of the art and dignify the artist3 Such a statement
reflects the belief that the principal goal of the listener is

pleasure--a viewpoint widely held earlier in the century, but on the
wane until the cult of contemporary music arose with its need for
sufficient exposure to create tolerance (and presumably pleasure) in
the new sounds. Interestingly enough, the advocates of contemporary
music give hardly more than a nod to the need for understanding modern
music in the manner that Meyer and others advocate for all art music
of whatever period.

In an intensive scrutiny of the writings on musical listening,
the following texts were round to offer adequate areas of agreement
with Meyer and also some real insights of their own into the problem
of listening:

Abraham, This Modern Music
Cooper, Learning to Listen
Ratner, Music - The Listener's Art
Ulrich, Music: A Design for Listening
Erickson, The Structure of Music
Miller, Introduction to Music: A Guide to Good Listening
Sessions, The Mueical Experience of Composer, Performer, ListenerCopland, What to Listen for in Music
Zuckerkardl, The Sense of Music
Hardy and Fish, Music Literature
Liepmann, The Language of Music
Smith, A Plan for Organizing the Laboratory Listening Experiencesof a Symphonic Literature Course
Brandt, The Way of Music

All the above authors agree that perceptive listening necessitates a
clear awareness of what is going on mesically as one listens. None
imply that a thoroughly intellectual experience is an adequate one,
but rather that a truly musical experience is some mix of knowledge
and affect. Further, these authors agree that there are levels of
listening which correspond to the level of the hearer iniormation or
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understanding, each level providing its own kind of enjoyment. The

more musical details noticed and understood, the more material avail-

able for enjoyment.

Extensive documentation of the above could be made, but two

statements, the first by Abraham, the British author, will suffice:

How do you learn to speak and understand a foreign tongue:By two means, each useless without the other. You must learnits gr:uaar to know why the native speaks as he does. Andyou must have any amount of practice listening to the spoken7.anguage, to get your ear accustomed to its inflections andso on. You cannot learn a language merely by going amongthe people and listening to them--though that is what mostpeople seem to try to do with...,musioe Nor can one learnto understand a language by poring over grammars and vocabu-laries alone, You need some sort of guide to the composers'
vocabulary and syntax along with a great deal of keen listen-ing practice. But if you are genuinely keen you must realizethat ultimately the one thing that matters is the "gettingused to" process. No one can help you in that although youneed guidance as to what to get used to. No one could learn
a foreign language solely through the ear, one must see thewords and sentences and learn to read and write them. Theparallel holds good with regard to music. The mere listener,
no matter how much oR how keenly he listens, necessarilyremains an outsider.'

Ulrich? an American writer; supports this view:

A musical experience is first of all an adventure in emo-
*pion, but it is also an intellectual adventure. Somestand in the way of complete enjoyment believing that knowledgeinterferes with pleasure and that it is not good to know any-thing of a technical nature. A person who listens only fromthe sensory point of view can make contact only with thetonal Laterial itself; this old fashioned attitude is not tobe taken seriously. It is in the details of the compositionthat the elements are expressed, Each listener must dis-cover IndependenIly the significant details and not call upfanciful images,

Teaching, then, is not simply exposure, The student can obtain
high quality exposure through concerts, records, PM radio stations,
and so forth. Or if it is argued that exposure is the task of the

schools, Muzak plus a printed program is aeairalay equipped to do

this. Effective teaching which will accelerate learning requires a
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certain mount of verbalization. One cannot think without some

verbalization, and though the meaning of music cannot be verbalized,

and discovery for oneself is critical, guidance to art understanding

of musical meanings is essential in teaching. That which is actually

taught must be taught to some extent through words and formalized

activities.

This project did not concern itself with the basic issues of

exposure and verbalization. It made no efforts to answer the question

of how listening should be taught in the elementary schools. Again,

the problem it sought to answer was to identify the skills and know-

ledges needed for a musical experience, and to determine whether these

skills and knowledges could be taught to elementary school children.

Many facets of the study were carried on simultaneously. The

remainder of the report is therefore divided, toploally rather than

chronologlcally, into (1) Determination of the Elements, (2) Selection

ef Experiences, (3) Trial Stage and Interpretation and Evaluation.

Determination of the Elements

The initial phase of the study was an effort to determine the

elements actually heard in music by expert listeners or those with

extensive musical training. Immediately the problem arose of defining

"expert." The judgment was made that the heads of departments of

music in the four major midwestern universities used for this phase

of the project would be best able to identify those of their faculty
and graduate students who were accomplished listeners. The task

proved more difficult than anticipated; little attention has been
given as to what a good listener is or how to identify him. Heeds
of departments asked ther siaff and students for help in finding
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qualified ''experts," but accurate identification remained a problem.

The musicologist has established himself as the authority on listening;

he is usually more experienced in listening, has a wider range of

familiar compositions in his "repertoire," and is therefore in a

better position to respond to the type of questions posed by this

phase of the project. As a group, the musicologists were not found

to hear.and/or verbalize concerning music any better than must.:

theorists, instrumental performers, or music educators. Forty-three

experts_were identified and completed a test on what they heard in

music. The group included personnel from musicology, theory and compo-

sitiono.performance, music education, and one music librarian.

The test consisted of a "bldhk score" for zix widely contrasting

musical compositions, on which the experts were asked to write brief

notes at the specific spots where they heard significant happenings

in the music. Selections were chosen which would be relatively un-

familiar, the assumption being that an expert listener might make

comments from memory on familiar works, rather than recording what

he actually heard at a.single hearing or a few repetitions. Selections

were chosen as representative of the major art periods from Renaissance

tarough Contemporary, in order to discover whether experts tend. to

hear different elements as important in different styles of music.

Those elements to which the knowledgeable listener give his attention

in a Baroque work may be unimportant or even lacking in a piece of

Classical music. The !blank score" test was devised as a method by

which responses could be pinpointed in the course of the music rather

than waiting until a composition was over. The use of a complete line

:core, although a useful device for teaching listening, was avoided

beoause trained mtlsicians are able to hear bitter with their eyes than
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with their ears; it was felt that a score which included even the

complete melody or one instrumental part would give too many clues.

The following musical compositions were selected to be used in
the experts' blank sore. These were selected in consultstiol with
colleagues in the school of music at the investigator's own c&mpus.

Josquin - Missa Brevis 6Kyris"
Handel - Trio Sonata
Haydn - Symphony if 55 - 4th movement
Schumann - Symphony # 2 - 4th movement
I,lius Eventyr - "1st part"
Honegger - Chant de joie - "let part"

Each individual who participated in the test was briefed by the

investigator. The following written instructions were also provided.

Explanation of the Pro,lect

.The research project for which your help is being enlisted isentitled The, Theory of Expectation Applied to Musical Listening,and is prinuqily concerned with attempting to teach fourth gradeilildret how to listen to music of the Classical period. The*ject will use Leonard B.4Meyer's theory of expectation as abasis and is supported by the U.S. Office of Education.

Some preliminary work is necessary to identify as closely aspossible those elements in music Vrhich the expert listensr hearsmhich make the music meaningful for him and which can be taught sothe teyer theory can be applied .in the public schools. Identifi-cation of every chord, every instrumental timbre, every melodic motif,etc. is sf course' possible with repeated hearings and a keen ear,but this is not the present object. We hope you will be able tospecify those points or passages, or elements it the Music whichhave the g` latest significance or which help in forming an evalua-tion of.the music. T' may inclisde the high points of the phraseor of the larger sec places where the urvapected occurs rhy-thmically, harmonica1s40 dynamically, melodically, texturally, etc.,places which illustrate the characteristics ofthe particular composer,and so on. Most often, these will be the elements which separatethe great composer from the "hack" composer.

In. order to make such identification as specific as possible,you are given a "blank" score for each composition. The "blank"score has the bare minimum of notes (usually snatches of the firstviolin part) to help you keep your place without counting measures.As much .blank space as possible is left for you to mark the measureor measures in which important things occur. No standardized systemof marking is suggested; each listener is to devise his own set ofsymbols to indicate olimax9 harmonic interest, important timbrechange, arresting rhythm, significant bridge passage, etc., etc.,
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etc. Or you may prefer to write a single word or short sentence where
feasible. We assume that there will be eiany measures and passages
where you will wish to say nothing; there may also be measures where
several important things happen or where several things combine to
make the spot an important one. We hope you will be complete but
will limit your remarks and notations on the form to those things
which seem to you to be of real significance in that composition.
Our plan will be to analyze your answers to identify the srli3s and
knowledges necessary and use this as a teaching approach rather taan
the conventional public school approach. Occasionally you mAy feel
the necessity to explain that knowledge other than purely musical
is necessary to fully understand and appreciate the composer's
objectives.

Because the mechanics of keeping the place in -glee "score"
will present some difficulty, you may find the best approach is to
listen to each composition first without any reference to the
blank score form, noting the things you hear as significant so that
on repeated listenings with the blame score form you will be pre-
pared to note on the form at least some of the important spots and
what mat ee them important.

No identification of the compositions is necessary. We hope
they are Teet overly familiar, although it is difficult to select
representative works which are completely unfamiliar. Each compo-
eition is drawn from a different period. On the tapes they appear
in this order: Renaissance (blank score B), Baroque (C),
Classical (A), Pomantic (D), Contemporary (E) and Impressionistic
(F). All are instrumental except the renaissance work; all are
complete except the impressionist number (there are 5 measures
more on .the blank score than on the tape) but it seems to be
sufficiently lengthy to give opportunity for identifying the
important elements.

Anonymity is not necessary, but neither is personal identi-
fication--as you wish.

No stipulation was made as to the number of times the expert was to

listen to the music in order to identify critical elements. The

music was provided on tape to provide private, flexible listening.

Being expert, repeated hearings could result in his locating and

describing all of the elements in the music; such a totality of info"-

mation would be of no use to the present stgdy--the selectivity which

results .from one or a few hearings was raich more useful for locating

the erucitl elements in order to teach them. Items such as tension

and release points, introduction of new themes, new keys, use of
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unexpected harmonies or a change of texturethose things which the

trained ear selected on a few hearings would be the elements considered

important by that listener; at least for initial hearings. As

Ulrich
4

has pointed out, listening is always a process of selection;

even the accomplished listener selects what he wants to listen for

in any one hearing. Thus if one knows a piece of music to be a theme

and variations, he listens carefully for the variation treatments and

so hears musical elements that would otherwise be lost.

For the purposes of the study, identification of the critical

elements in music was necessary for two reasons. First, in order

to derive from them the knowledges and skills which must be taught

to children before-they can begin to hear music intelligently regard-

less.of approach. Second, in order to confirm that these skills and

knowledges were commonly agreed upon and were the same as those implied

in Meyer's Emotion and Meanim in Music.

As might be expected, a few of the experts approached declined

to take the blank score test. For example, one musicologist stated

his belief that 'very note of a composition is of equal importance

with all the others, and that no discussion of specific elements in

the music is possible This granted, listening like teaching remains a
0

selective process. Careful explanations were made to all the parti-

cipants2th4 the purposes of the test were to identify elements lead-

ing to recognition of the necessary skills and knowledges, and that

the test did not imply.a teaching method. Some who took the test

found it difficult: "the blank score was hard to followMhe music went

by .too fast to make written comments possible; the listener has to

count measures rather than write: However, on every composition there

was a sizeable group of listeners who were able to write outstanding
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answers on a single hearing, listeners who possessed perceptive ears

and fine memories (as well as fast pencils). Obviously the task was

not too difficult for the real ''expert." This testing technique seems

to have real potential; it can to doubt be improved to provide more

information, and more reliably, than that obtained in this study.

One such improvement might be to provide measure numbers on the taped

music withoe.t interfering with the music; this would allow for easier

following of the abbreviated line score. Some system of "shorthand"

to identify various musical elements would also improve the test,

As used in this study, the listeners either wrote out in near-sentence

form the ideas they wished to express, or simply made a hurried sign

such as a check, exclamation point, and so on, to indicate something

of importance at that spot. Presumably careful listening by the

investigator would reveal what it was at this particular spot the

expert felt significant. The check mark further allowed an indication

for those items difficult or impossible for the listener to verbalize.

Three sample answers from the experts' "blank score" test are

included to illustrate the typical response. These are based upon one

hearing of the music. Two are scores for the Classical composition,

one for the Baroque work.

Results from the blank score tests were predictable and relatively

consistent. Presumably, experts also listen for those things which

they have in the past been taught to listen for; therefore, answers

tended to show agreement though expressed in differing terms or

phrases. However, the test was definitely superior in the informa-

tion it disclosed to the other process used for determining how

experts listen, namely, asking them for their statements of what the

important elements are in hearing music. Responses to this latter
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question were often vague, limited, conventional, or not based upon

experience. The same musician who gave a generalized and conventional

answer to the question of what was important to listen for in music,

often wrote revealing, pointed and insightful comments in response

to the music heard for the blank score test. One of the primary

blocks in the path to genuinely revealing results from either of

these two forms of questionings was the avoidance of past training and

ingrained beliefs. The experts could not get out of their present

intellectual environments to take a fresh look (or hearing) at the

music aad react to it divorced from their acquired reactions. Experts,

and lesser experts, listen for the items they have been taught are

im:.,.cuicatt; their statements reflect the general statements found in

the better textbooks, where agreement was universally present on the

important musical elements. Experts did not agree on procedures of

teaching; but a large majority indicated that listening to music is a

complex.business, sophisticated in nature, and that early training

in the schools was of great importance if the individual were to

listen perceptively as an adult.

For the sake of comparison, some of the listeners were provided

with genuine scores to follow as they listened to the selections.

Those with scores heard far more in the music than those without;

presumably, in some places where a sound actually did not come through

on the tape, the individual viewing the score "heard" it. Assisting

the listening process visually was highly recommended by the experts,

for it enables one to "hear" more. Neither the mind nor the ear has

to be as acute when the score is present.

The factor analysis portion of the design suggested in the pro-

posal was not carried out. Members of the review committee at the time

=
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of the acceptance of the proposal had serious doubts as to whether

anything would be learned from this statistical measure. This view

was corroborated by statisticians at the University of Illinois, based

on the test data available. Factor analysis may offer valuable

information when several listening tests of high quality are avail-

ablett but at present this is not the situation. A second discouraging

influence was the poor inter-correlation of factor analysis studies

on music aptitude as reported by Paul Farnsworth5 in hls discussion

of the studies of Wing, Drake, Molieish, Vernon, Franklin, Karlin and

sower. Third the number of items was so great as to make it prohibi-

tive, using only experts.

The following lists offer a fairly inclusive picture of the speci-

fic musical elements heard by experts in the six compositions, in most

cases on initial contact with the music or upon limited hearings.

These elements were considered vital in understanding the music; in

almost every case they either specify or imply the use of skills and/or

knowledges. Of importance for this study is not any exact ordering,

but that the listener should be able to hear and recognize these

elements in the ongoing course of a piece of music. A kind of sub-

conscious recognition of such elements may be sufficient for certain

levels of musical experiencing, but is not at all adequate for teaching

avoid any misrepresentation. items are not listed unless they

occurred more than once. The reader may note a different emphasis

depending upon the style of the music heard, but with a large core

of common terms and emphases.

musical listening, in the public schools. Conscious awareness does not

detract from the listening experience, and will aid the experience

even more as it becomes a habitual act, a mode of listening, rather

than a consciously imposed process.

In the list beloW, Air4e, actual language is retained in order to
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Renaissance:

imitation entrances
V-I cadence
Ionian cadence
tempo faster
deceptive progression
authentic.cadence with plagal ex-

tension.
sub meter, non support of 4/4 by
harmonic change

chain of 4/3 suspensions
cadence on V
root movement in 3ds
prominent bass line
root movement in 5ths
ascending repeated melodic line
sequences
plagal cadence with tenor orna-

mentation.
equality of voice writing
complete triadic harmony
sopranos enter imitatively
coda-like
overlapping phrases
polyphonic
.embellished amen
flowing contrapuntal style
tempos.
largo was pleasant because un-

expected_
rhythm unexpected
homophonic a mice change
rather, unconvincing crescendo
entrance off beat
responses
codetta
suspensions
preparation for cadence
homophonic to contrapuntal texture
pa tern of.entrances
VI° chord
vague rhythms
4/3
modal .

subjective_interpretation of
dynamics

resolution.in soprano
fast moving parts in all voices
melismatic figuration
ve.riety in.movement
some cadences resolve to full har-
mony,pthers to octave and unison

motet
independence of voices

suspension resolution
fughetto
semi-cadence
chordal
voices enter at regular intervals
homophonic opening
antiphonal effect
concertante
swell and fade dynamics
tempo according,to text
swinging and feeling
extended cadence
deceptive cadence
measured rhythm
increasing layers of texture
absence of metrical accents
masking of cadence by quick

entrance
ornamental cadence
long phrases
smoothness of texture
imitation and free counterpoint
long pedal points
major thirds
no 3d in cadence
similar themes in all three

sections
men vs women voice contrast
falling motiv
inverted pedal point
music lags in energy
literal word painting
frequent tempo changes
syncopated
entrances expected because of the
melody not because of the bass

movement in lower parts
fauxbourdon
phrygian cadence
parallel thirds
imitation at 5th
imitation of alto
melodic contour of an arch
unusual chordal.progression
harmonic change with couni.er-
melody in soprano and bass

3ds in soprano and alto
canonic treatment
formal structure
ornamental resolution
ornamental figure imitated
homophonic movement to an octave
4 part at cadences
development of phrases (line)



Situation 3. Music specialist with two classrooms, in an
average school located tn an indpstrial suburb drawing from iddli
class families. The school system plaoss special emphasis on music.

Situation 4. Music specialist with four classrooms, in an
average school in the suburbs drawing from middle crass families,

Situation 5. Music specialist with five classromis, in an above
average school in the suburbs drawing from the junior executive class.

This arrangement provided four test situations rather tbn

the planned two. One class from Situation 5 was combined with

Situation 1 to make a 4,x 4 arrangement. Situations 2 and 3 were

combined_ to allow for the 4 x 4 design. Situation 4 was left

intact. _The original design was satisfied in that situations 4 and

5 each provided,a 4 x 4,design with the same teacher. The addi-

tional schools strengthened the basio design in allowing certain

teachers with special skills to participate in tne study, and

allowing_one situation close-by which th investigator could

observe frequently. All the teachers followed the same sequence of

experienoes, with the exception of teacher 4, who followed the

orignal,completely random design.. The design was:

Time Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4

Group A X
1 (L) X

2
(A) X

3
(K) X4(P)

Group B X
2 (A) X

3
(K) X4(P) X1(14)

Group 0 X
3
(K) X4(11) X1(L) X

2
(A)

Group D. X4(P) X1 (L) X
2
(A) X

3
(K)

School 4

Group A X1(A) X2 (1) X
3
(K) X4(P)

Group B X2(14).
., X4 (P) X

1
(A) X

3
(K)

Group C X
4 (P) X

3
(K) X

2
(L) X

1
(A)

Group D X
3
(K) X.1(A) X4(F) X

2
(L)
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finality of cadences
interval of fifth very prominent
doesn't move to a strong point
stays in same key
new style more vertical
composer illustrating words
tempi and points of emphasis dependent

on words.

Baroque:

bass gets dull
pulsating monotony of continuo
modulatory section
pedal.tone
harpsichord
violin entrance
trill cadence
chord progressions
partial cadence
fugue
rhythmic feeling
polyphonic
change in tone colors
repetitive melodic aspect-bass line
predominance of a rhythmic motive
florid
entrance of new voices
question-answer, oboe, strings
cadence in relative minor
sequence up and down by steps
answer at 5th above
new theme
developmental section
relative minor key
interrelationship of voices
patterns introduced by each instru-
ment

implied polyphony in single line
change in_character
expressive use of ornaments
use of seconds
answering_of instruments
extended cadence or cadenza
modulation
parallel thirds
entrance on IV
interesting bassoon melody
rising
proceding thru suspensions
ABA form

imitation in strings
inversion of first theme
driving mechanism
brilliant sonorities
answering voices
unison
rhythmic interest
harmonic movement
countermelody
begin waiting for end
countermelody on top
running bass line
violin lead, bass line interest
sequential
change of instrumentation
resolution of diminished chord
duet
pedal point
working out
timbre
trills
repetition of rhythmic figure
rhythmic drive
melodic independence
absence of subtle dynamic shadings
instrumental group of unlike

qualities
triplets
episode, mostly sequential
modulating downward and a fugal

prelude
bassoon notes
6 bar phrase
codetta
episodes
counter exposition
new figure
continuous holding
episode moving downward

......W115.11.411W.11.4111.144.
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Classical:

rondo
early Viennese classical style
Theme ABA
contrast of dynamlcs
simple accompaniment
concerto style
rhythmic accompaniment
8 bar period structure
4 bar phrases
rigidity of tempo
movement to passing cadence
rhythmic variations
chord pattern
parallel phrases
change from 1st time
Eb major
C minor
violins answer
reinforcement of rhythms
important contrasts
first appearance of winds
rhythm as theme
more color
various instruments
transitional material
winds contrast with strings
inversion
high point in melody
repetition is prominent
variation
parallel, phrase
motivic development
statement in minor
fuller orchestra
symmetry, both formal and dynamic
driving rhythms
contrast between unison and chordal
accompaniment

reprise
new key
off beat rhythm
development
syncopation
clever and quick ending, horn in

5ths
rondo with some variation of the-
matic material instead of literal
repeat

oboe
loud, fast, exciting
instability of key
after beat in accompaniment

inversion
moaulatory passage leading to

restatement of theme
alternating bass and upper voices
crescendo
deviation of main motive
harmony
texture thickens
alteration with lower strings
rhythmic edge
cello answer
cadence
statement in bass
minor, feeling
contrast in texture
strings answer
answer motifs
sequence
return of theme
interesting part
antiphony in parts
2d theme
change of color
change of line
running accompaniment
broadening of theme
txemolo
Vi chord
sudden color
absence of rhythmic drive
return varied
travels even further afield
progression in quarters
mood change
development of melodic idea
register change
angular melody
nice.counterpoint
intense
exchange imitation
codetta
surprising key treatment
varied melodic material on

return
contrast strings and woodwinds
deviation material from basic

idea
more development
ff-intense
very busy
woodwinds bring variety and

underline movement
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large orchestra
4 measure phrases
extension
imitation
variation
texture .

sequence_
melody in bass
oboe.and,clarinet
second tb.eme
modulation
deceptive progression
V9 chord to modulate
pedal point on V
accent on up beat
suggested modulations returning

to. C

tonic pedal
plagal cadence
change to sustained chords
rise in melody in off parts
cello-bass conrast
bass pedal
cnromaticism
extended.finale
contrast-steady rhythm
contrast- classical progressions
2d theme cello
same rhythm, new development
mixture of elements
persistenc3 of rhythmic motive
accompaniment variation on rhythm
opening figure
sequence-melodic
accents give effect of syncopation
change of mood
homophonic structure
return of beginning run
almost chorale type
dynamic expressiveness
IV-I cadence
extension
sharp rhythm pattern
flowing,. no precise rhythm
half note vs rapidly moving strings
return to 1st rhythm
transition
change of timbre
new .half note figure
non - active harmony
drop of octave
end of exposition
modulation featuring theme
typical orchestration

triple figures
obbligato type sound
flute
1st therie
celli melody
strings 2d theme
scale passage
development
motif from introduction
repeat of theme
brass
coda
chord sequence
rhythm
syncopation
3 climaxes
accents
sequential instrumentation of
rhythm

rubato
imitation between high and low
false bridge
more development
answer
countermelody
off beat accent
imitation of theme
build up
recapitulation
2 note slurs, low and high
voices

minor
descending sequence
modulation to minor thru neopoli-

tan chord
c minor
eb major
long pedal point; dominant up ,to

II
theme over and over up a step
new thematic materials
theme 2 stretto and imitative
modulatory
superimposed meter, compound duple
contrast dynamically
contrast in mood
lessening of tension
contrast between beginning and
intervening melodies

greater, more abrupt volume
change

sweeping melodic line
empLasie on tonic chord
wide intervals
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greater. pitch range
new rhythm statement
development statement
new key
repeat initial idea

Imulpsionism:

repeated instrument
harp
thoughtful
agitated
peaceful.
entire section sets anticipatory
feC.ing

English Horn predominates
lush; string sound
changing colors, contrasts
oboe-harp
change of feeling
rest
change

.

decrease in emotion
increase in feeling
climax
change of mood
return of melody
somber
sectionalized music
key change-new theme
rhythmic conflict of flute against

theme in violins
non - functional harmony
illustrative orchestration
contrary motion
chord thickens
anticipatory
isolated chords
entrance_ expected
dreadful piece of music-not sure
representative

Contemporary:

themes
angular
atmosphere
imitation
addition of instruments
changes in orchestral color
solo with accompaniment
rhythmic motive
English horn and flute dialogue

(in canon)
harp added
feeling of tonality

returning themes
flowing
pizzicato
woodwinds
all celli in. melody
various instruments
buildtng to meter change
glissando
instrumentation and mood out-

standing
extension
interesting theme at the 5th
bass down a fourth
bridge
d minor tonality
-repeat of beginning, end changed
major tonality
answering back and forth on theme
sounds modal
horns and trumpets, major and
minor

up a i step, again higher, up
again

down i step
sequence
2d i of measures
voicing
contrast of instruments, lush,

sweeping
lyric, texture, color etc. in main
some rhythm comments
instrumentation outstanding

full texture
theme transposed
alternation of brasses
theme motives
polytonal chords in 4th and 5th
static harmony
impressionietic
addition of parts imitation
texture
juxtaposition of 2 themes and
polytonality

augmentation of rhythmic motives



filiree over melody
vague Debussy style
oxtremes of p1 Lch
contrast
polytonality
rhythm figure
extremes
colors
string drive
answering choirs
pastoral, ethereal
growth in intensity
theme repeated
idea repeated at other level
Leasion from discords

harmonics
counter melodies-harp interest
theme with different accompaniment
sequential
bass prepares new theme
transition
answerLag between choirs
alternation of tonal regions
same theme throughout

minor 3d descending is predomi-
nant motion

dissonance for color and percus-
sive effects'

one important pitch.
tension thru forward push
contrasting violins
contrast-stationery and forward
parallel open chords
varying degrees of dissonance
rhythm extremes
extreme range
stark harmonic sound
trumpet vibrato
cancnic treatment
3 pert feelinr; emphasizoi by
texture

good illustration of key feelin(.
in recent idiom

harmony and regulation of
dissonance level

theme motivic
strings and trumpet in canon
rhythmic motif ties this

together

Tnlinith:.; 12 oovious in these answers. The reslwAdents possessed

a sense of pitch which enabled them to:

1, Discriminate up from down,
24 Discriminate skips from scale movement.
3, Discriminate chromatic passages.
4. Remember a melody, recognize it in whole and in part.
5, Distinguish the theme or themes from other material.
6.. Recognize phrases and motifs.
7. Distinguish alterations of the theme, such as inversion,

embellishment, contraction or expansion.
8. Recognize the "question and answer" type of melody.
9. Hear countermelodies.

10. Recognize and understand development passages.
11. Recognize instrumental timbre in normal tessitura and

extremes of range.
12. Understand chord structure,

The respondents possessed an aural knowledge of harmony which

them to

1. ti, cr.nto, nrld the absence thereof.
Peconizo modu3atiowl.
3, .iecoi:,nIze unu;;ual intervallic combinations: parallel fifths,

tritones, parallel first inversion chords, etc.
4. iiecocnize cadences, common and uncommon,
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5. Recognize suspensions and resolutions.
6. Recognize modality, major and minor.

The respondent possessed a knowledge of instruments which en-

abled them to:

1. Determine instrumental color.
2. Recognize size and kind of performing ensemble.
3. Recognize thick and thin texture.

The respondents possessed a knowledge of musical style which

enabled them to:

1. Determine contrapuntal, homophonic, canonic, imitative,
sequential, and antiphonal treatment; recognize melismatic
and ornamented styles.

2. Recognize the "normal" styles for any specific period and
for major composers.

3. Distinguish between simple and complex music.
4. Distinguish between instrumental and vocal style.

The respondents possessed a knowledge of meter and rhythm which

enabled them to:

1. Distinguish regular meter and recognize the downbeat.
2. Distinguish duple from triple meter.
3. Recognize and retain characteristic rhythms or rhythmic

motive.
4. Recognize irregular meter and nonmetrical movement.
5. Recognize deviations such as syncopation or hemiola.
6. Have a well-developed rhythmic memory.

One phase of the soliciting of expert opinion took the form of

letters to major critics and writers concerning music. The letters

asked them to state in their own words their agreement or disagreement

with the ideas of Meyer, and to suggest the means by which they felt

musical listening could best be taught in the public schools. Replies

were received from the following individuals:

William Lichtenwanger
Alfred V. Frankenstein
Robert C. Marsh
Irving Kolodin
Lukas Foss
Winthrop Sergeant
Edward T. Cone
George Jellinek

Ofe+ivevos..

Igor Kipnis
William Weichlien
Elizabeth Henderson
Robert Oommanday
Edward Waters
Ben Parker
Edward Lowinsky
L. Bliinwood

+.n-.... +ow



Nathan Broder
Charles Gross
Martin,Bernheimer
R. D. Darrell
Heather Sage

Irene Miller
Theodore Seder
Howard Taubman
Barbara Penyak

.acre of Lhe replies is given below, some of the more illumina-
ting answers quoted almost in toto, and the less profitable ones
abbreviated.

"Children react most strongly to music of the later nine-teenth century . . . The first stage is emulationThere is too much listening to music simply as background. .. The second stage is that of music associated with non-music activities; the third stage is that of becoming awaremusically, discriminating in self defense; the fourth stageis participation in music; the fifth stage is personalchoice in formation of taste . . . . Most children's lis-tening guides do more harm than good . . . The piano doesnot force young players to listen to themselves--playing aninstrument certainly plays a part in the process of learn-ing to listen, where singing almost always leads to moreemphasis on the words than on the music. The child willselect music for reasons he knows not . . . . The finallistening stage is where the listener listens as a studentof the 'insides' of the music. Not everyone gets to thisstage and it has bad effects as well as good ones. Theseare, in turn, all different to the 'pure listening doneonly for enjoyment of the music.

"I have no theories, hobbies, ideas or obsession aboutteaching on the elementary level."

"A high school senior should be able to take a page ofscore, hum or sing the themes, and tell you with reason-able accuracy who wrote it and when. This is a real musicalachievement he will never secure listening to records andreading the vapid stuff that usually passes as program notes.Appreciation of music is active, not passive, (Hindemith);it is putting a skill to work, not wallowing in sounds andpleasing the teacher with fancy verbalizations. The schoolmust begin by allowing the child a chance to make musicand listen to music that is related to the music he can pro-duce himself. The task for the school is to build on theinitial interests of the child, but seek to expand them, andcontinue building on those expanding interests with a dualemphasis on listening and playing, passive and active engage-ment with the music itself. The child must, as quickly aspossible, see himself as a music-maker as well as a musicconsumer. If he cannot play a conventional instrument, givehim an unconventional one, let him thump rhythmically on adust bin, but get his body involved as well as his mind.
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"The jolly stories are bad for several reasons. Children can
be given biographical material, of course, but no effort should
be made portray the personality and the motivation of the
composers until these matters can be conveyed and understood
in adult terms. Secondly, the stories all too frequently
become an end in themselves, the teaching aid becomes the
subject matter. If.the music is well chosen, it can appeal
to the child's sense of imagination and discovery and hold his
interest with a minimum of extra-musical support and no
mythology whatsoever,"

"I think it is a fundamental error to suppose that everyone is
capable of what is called 'music appreciation.'

"It is my belief that every child should be exposed to musical
stimuli to see ii tilere is such a latent capacity or faculty;
if not, why plague him with it? The implication that there
is something ennobling about listening to music is hardly
supported by the evidence that Mussolini played the violin
and Hitler doted on Lohengrin and other Wagner operas.

"Should a range of tests show that he can recognize one sound
as higher or lower than another, or identify it as the product
of a particular instrument, then, I think he should be led on,
through other exposure, to remembering melodic phrases, learn-
ing to sight sing, and perhaps--but only perhaps--play an
instrument. I would stress exposure above all else "

"I know how ineffectual 'music appreciation' has been. How
to arrive at a more effective substitute? Well, I really have
only one idea, and it may not be a practical one for the
public schools, but I'll state it, as it seems to me the only
practical solution. Fifty years ago, although there was less
music reaching fewer people in this country, there was, I
think, a higher appreciation of music. It came because, among
educated people, nearly every child learned, expertly or not,
to play the piano, and four hand arrangements of symphonies
were at least puzzled over, and sometimes played with plea-
sure. The amateurs who accomplished this were musically
'literate.' They knew things about the structure of music
that today's passive phonographic listeners will never know,
because music was for them a fascinating structural process
that could be observed and checked on paper, as well as being
listened to. Today he knows nothing about how it is put to-
gether. He is a musical illiterate with a machine, and even
though he may go to countless concerts and operas, he remains
ignorant of the wonderful technical proesses by which it is
created. Now, my feelingpractical or not--is that every-
thing that can be done to involve the student in the analysis
of technique and in musical participation wherever possible,
is worth all the 'music appreciation' ever devised. Teach
elementary solfege--like the Paris connervatory system- -balled
on immovable do so that modulations and relations between
keys become apparent.



"Use a piano to puzzle cut the formation of triads and seventh
chords, key relationships and so on. Play excerpts from one
line scores on the piano. I am sure that the discovery of a
dominant seventh resolving to its tonic triad would come as
a revelation to most present-day students.

"Rudiments of harmony should be part of the curriculum of the
public school; write simple notation, master harmony, counter-
point, fugues, musical form, etc., if possible. All this
refers to classic and romantic music: i.e. the music of the
18th and 19th centuries, which is the basis of our musical
language. You will, of course, come across plenty of
people (among them composers) who will advise you that music
really began around 1911 with Schonberg and Stravinsky, and
that training in the earlier craft is without value in the
modern world. Techniques involved in contemporary music are
far simpler than those used by the great composers of the
past.

"I realize that what I propose involves thoroughly trained
teachers. But that, I gather is your problem."

"I am not in favor of the 'hard sell' approach in any field.
If children are exposed it should be gradual, considerate,
and, above all, enjoyable. It should begin with popular and
folk music. In the early stages it should involve as little
'Appreciation' as possible but use television, movies and
cartoons."

"I am afraid I can contribute nothing useful. Although I took
piano lessons from an early age, I did not begin to learn to
listen until I was fifteen or sixteen."

"The real problem of teaching can ultimately be reduced to
the problem of motivation. It is unf 'tir to accuse music edu-
cators sul generis of failing in their Jobs, for certainly
their lack of success in music appreciation is no more cri-
tical than those who can't teach 'Johnny' to read. Now
I realize it is quite out of the question to expect a child
to be able to make the kind of distinctions that I have
laboriously trained myself to make, but I think perhaps the
first step in getting your fifth grader to hear is to get
him to try to articulate what makes a piece by Mozart differ-
ent from one by Mr. Lennon of the Beatles. I have the feeling
that this stylistic approach may be the crux of the matter.
The problem seems to be how one would find meaningful terms
to communicate these distinctions to kids and terms for them
to.respond with. I think that the relative value of a Rock
and Roll piece as opposed to a piece of 'serious' music MUST
NOT be discussed. After all, the idea is to get the kids to
hear, not become music critics. First stage Is emulation be-
cause I can think ci no valid reason why a fifth grader should
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appreciate' music that would make sense to him. Something
likFaCptain Kangaroo concert would be of tremendous value.
The school should find a teacher who is admired, whose judg-
ments the students will accept so they will think it must
*,c, pod,"

"The biggest problem in music education, as I see it, is the
disparity of musical intelligence and sophistication brought
by each student to the classroom. It is probably important,
therefore, to teach fundamentals (scales; rhythmr etc.) early.
It is good if one can associate a story or a situation with
sounds. The average educator makes one fatal error: he talks
about music too early and too much, and he plays music too
late and too little. One should abandon chronoloo--start
with the Romantics."

"They might learn to appreciate as they do the pop tunes with
lots of exposure. The so-called regularly scheduled hours for
music appreciation in the schools are neither sufficient in time
nor, psychologically ideal for the purpose."

"I am firmly convinced that this sort of approach of how the
composer approaches the creative process is necessary and
from there one proceeds to listening enjoyment through percep-
tion of form--form by no means only in the categorical
Goetschius sense, but formal organization expressed in any one
of a number of ways."

"Weed inspired teachers--need to reform the educational system
to encourage the participation of the truly talented musician,"

"Constant exposure to music, the length of the listening period
depending upon the ages of the children. and the span of plea-
surable attention."

"The ideal way is to grow up, with it and teething on Victor
Red Seal records. Excite curiosity by bringing an instrument
to class. Use easy to follow music with stories. Check with
symphony orchestra conductors who have school programs.
Teach children to see good in any kind of music, but avoid
like the plague the stories of the composers' lives. I see no
reason for quizzes and tests which make it sound like work,
Some will get it; some won't. Those who do, will have their
reward."
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The really decisive education has to take place in the first
to fourth ,,rades. It r; important that children sing. Itis also important iqhat and how they sing. Use folk songs,something like Buch der Kindermusik, published by Hansen,
Copenhagen.

"One should get a man of infallible discrimination and longexperience in the field to draw up a repertory of great
folksongs. Students should make their own music."

"The beginning of all art is in creating art; the beginningof all intelligent participation and listening lies in theexercise of the art to be developed. From singing and
accompanying with primitive instruments, go to playing in-
struments. Sing, play, transpose, accompany. Perhaps thework of Kodaly will furnish a clue. Once this is done, merelyselect music and play up the craftman's approach. The targetshould be to understand the lantsuage of music, its syntax, itsgrammar, its workings in its own terms. Children like acraftsman's approachbut again it needs good teachers to doit.

"Problems become questions of style, of form, of leading fromthe simple to the complex but the groundwork has been laid."

"Any suggestions I might make would be without foundation inpractical experience."

"Actual playing is the only true beginning for musical lis-tening. This conviction has been strengthened by my observa-tion of Suzuki. For the actual music involved in a programsuch as suggested, I believe that a simple variation form,
rounds or canons have sufficient form and identity as to bereadily distinguishable by even an untrained ear."

"Music is the spice of life and not the main course. It canbe over-emphasized in the public school curriculum. It shouldbe introduced easily through singing, playing, and dancing.
Musical training and appreciation are in order only for the
musically exceptional child."

require;, attention and oonoelltration and esthetic per-ception which is beyond the scope of this age level.. Memorizeshort selections of the classic repertoire. Avoid audio visualaids. They are a boon to the )azy or unprepared teacher."
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These replies show disagreement, but when the positive responses

are analyzed', they fall into two groups representing two points/of

view. One point of view is to teach music with the primary objective

of building a favorable attitude, making it pleasant, for the average

pupil; the thorough training would be reserved for those pupils with

talent. The other point of view is to teach listening to all with a

fairly rigorous and structured approach, emphasizing skills and

knowledges even for the average pupil. In expounding his theory of

meaning, Meyer both implies and states overtly that skills and know-

ledges, are necessary for a real musical experience. He has not given

any consideration as to how these are to be' developed in the listener;

one therefore cannot conclude which if either of these viewpoints

would reflect Meyer's own. Presumably all cxperts would agree that

the more good music heard by the pupil, the easier or less rigorous

the formal. training would need to be.

An additional step in determining requisite knowledges and skills

was to analyze the thirteen books on musical listening which were felt

to offer valuable insights. These books are listed on page 33 of

this chapter. None of these books differentiated between musical

elements, knowledges and skills; in the list that follows, some attempt

has been made to organize these items into the broad categories of

melody, rhythm, harmony, form and style, but many of the items over-

lap into more than one of the categories. There was nearly complete

agreement among the books, their differences being those of emphasis,

thoroughness of treatment, and occasionally differences of terminology.

The list below contains duplications where these reflect a slightly

different emphasis or different manner of expression. In these cases

/-he reader may make his own interpretation rather than depending upon

the interpretation of the investigator.
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Melody,

imitation
give and take
principal melody but also impor-

tant bass
limited or wide range of sound
action of component voices
effect of voices on phrase struc-
ture and caesuras

varieties of used
effect of tone color on texture
dynamics
perfect 5th
tritone and cadence
effects
scale
major triadchord outlines
subsidiary tones
what taking place now?
what will happen next?
relate to what has gone before
motive

repetition
variation
contrast

melody
contrasting
repetition

answering phrase comparable length
for symmetry

answering phrase of different length
phrase and recurrence
adding well defined phrases
spinning movement continuously
following score
pitch
quality
loudness
duration
step-skip
chromatics
tetrachord
movement
memory
regular, expected recurrence
how.up and down expresses
normative law
tone
length and range .

register and contrast
progression
direction
function of melody-theme
intensity

Rhythm

meter
accent
change in tempo
syncopation
rhythmic motives
ebb and flow of ythmic motives
clarity and stren th of caseuras
quality of beat or pulse with

respect to regularity, strength
and clarity

approximate tempo
approximate metric groupings
correlation of beat
tempo and meter
salient rhythmic motives
sense of rhythmic progression
within phrase

rhythmic structure of phrases
rhythmic variety
time elements
move forward in time
pace, regularity, articulation
measured rhythm
rhythm generates movement, gives

characteristic manner to musi-
cal movement, controls movement,
marking off units of musical
time

beat is a link by which groups
are joinq

basis of ms.sioal structure
rhythmic tortures
repeated rhythmic phrases
related rhythmic figures
rhythm relative to meter
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Melody (cont.)

volume
unity-unifying features /

contrast and reconciliation
of divergent and often opposing
musical qualities

color
period
shape-curves
sequence
contour and effect of movement
distribution of salient motives

(related)
important resting tones
points of rest
high point
tessitura
large phrase groups
subdivisions in phrase embellishments
new tonal level
compositional devices
nonharmouic tones
soprano-bass comparison
connecting materials

a

Earmony

1 part playing
one principal part featured
one procedure governing texture
homophonic
polyphonic (counter point) and

contrapuntal
blending of voices-homogeneity of

sound or sharp contrasts
tonal center and strength of
effects of stability and unstability
prominence of given tone
plagal, deceptive, half, authentic
mode
type of chord used
kinds of cadence and relative

strength
fit observations regarding harmony
into expressive picture of the
piece

minor chord
diminished chord
consonant
dissonance
tension
contrasting key
return to home key
understand as movement of chords

Style

legato and detache
staccato
relation of items under rhythm

to style and expressive
qualities of piece

text
dynamics
style
balance
orientalism
single mood
mediums of vocal and instrumental

interpretation
emphasis, clarity and effect
of point of arrival.

interpretation is tonal and
unit corrections, tempo,
dynamic level, tone duration,
tone quality

historical considerations
mood
highlighting words
special dramatic ckirds
texture
idiomatic writing
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Harmony (cont,.)

harmonic rhythm
simple,-complex
cadences
quality of root of chord
harmonic function
modulation
inversions
tension-relaxation
accompaniment

Form

2 part
3 part
in relation to piece as a whole
in relation to separate shorter
parts of a piece

simple sectional
variation
large section
free forms
5 organizing principles:
repetition
contrast
symmetry
variation
development

type of composition

Ratner's excellent analysis of musical elements is organized

according to stylistic period. It is dUplicated here exactly as it

is given.in his book, in order to illustrate how the edudated ear must

listen for different elements and items in different types of music.

Medieval R nai an e

Qualities of thin, light sound;
Sound medium register;

variety of vocal
and instrumental
color

richer, fuller
sound; medium
registers with
greater impor-
tance of bass
level; moderate
strength

wide variety of
instrumental and
vocal sonorities;
contrasts between
full and thin;
greater range in
registsrs; often
great strength
and amount of sound
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Texture

Medieval -Renaissance

1 to 4 parts, rel-
atively equal;
polyphonic action

Consonance 4ths, 5ths, 8ves,
unisons; conso-
nance represents
stability and ar-
rival; open
intervals

Dissonance 2nds, 7ths used
ornamentally, with
frequent clashes
between lines; in
earliest poly-
phony,__3rcle, 6ths
treated as dis-
sonant

Harmonio
Action

incidental ca-
dences; few lez.d-
ing tones; light
sense of harmonic
progression

Movement steady, moderate,
gentle pace; some
variation in man-
ner of movement;
mild accentuation
by length

Baro c ue aw1111

3 to 6 or more polarity between
Tarts; some chor- soprano and bass;,
dal texture; middle voices add
principal tex- fullness; some
ture remains chordal texture;
polyphonic; principally poly-
fuller sound phonic action
tends to dis-
guise polyphony

3rds, 6ths, 5ths 3rds, 6ths, 5ths,
8ves, unisons; 8ves, unisons; 4th
4th treated as partial dissonance;
dissonance at consonance equals
times; high con- stability
centration of
consonance; triad
sounds

preparation and increase in amount
resolution of and intensity of
dissonances; eli- dissonance; many
mination of "tritone" dis-
clashes sonance

appearance of much stronger and
strong cadences more pervasive ca-
at phrase end- dential action; full
lugs; more lead- emergence of key
ing tones; begin- sense; active, com-
ning of key sense ;pact harmonic flow
increase in feel- with strong feeling
ing of harmonic of drive
drive

steady, moder- in early baroque,
ate pace; con- sharp contrasts of
siderable dif- pace, often with un-
ferent styles; certain flow; in late
growing vigor of baroque, vigorous,.
movement in secu- steady, "motorie
lar and instru- pace throughout a
mental music; piece; wide range of
gentle accontua= pace and manner pre-
tion sent; growing vigor

of accent

4
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Medieval Rena ce r II ue

Arrival gentle, clear
points of ar-
rival; some lead-
ing tone action
in polyphony;
open and closed
cadences in dances

Phrase
Structure

relatively short
phrases; symmetry
in dance music

gentle points of relatively few but
arrival; stronger strong cadential
cadences occa- points
sionally and at
end of piece;
well-defined
caesuras and
cadences in dance
music

relatively short
phrases in dance
music; in poly-
phonic music,
continuous flow,
covering ca-
dences, extend-
ing asymmetri-
cal phrase
structure

WOO/WIIIRONONNNMI.OWV,IIIINMe

in dance music,
symmetrical phrase
structure; relatively
short phases of move-
ment; in other music
continuous expansion,
building broad
phrases

Classic Romantic Modern

Qualities wide variety of
of Sound

Texture

instrumental and
vocal sonorities;
brilliant sound,
transparent; much
contrast between
light and full;
wide dynamic
range; explora-
tion of higher
registers

2, 3 to many
parts; emphasis
on principal melo-
dy, with some
polyphony, some
give-and-take

increase in full-
ness, richness,
and denseness of
sound; concern
with special
color effects;
striking con-
trasts; widened
range of .pitch
and dynamics

tendency toward
amplification of
lines by doub-
lingo; active
part-writing,
often with rich
ornamentation; 3,
4 to many parts

extremes of trans-
parency and densi-
ty; experiments in
new sonority ef-
fects; sharp con-
trasts of color;
tendency to re-
duce the "sweet-
ness" of sound

1, 2 to many
parts; prominent
polyphonic action,
also give -and-
take; also use of
baroque, classic,
romantic textural
layouts
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Claaa.9 Ho a tic ode

Consonance same consonance same consonance
values as preced- values as before;
ing eras lesser proportion

of consonance
than previously

Dissonance dissonance used
for harmonic ten-
sion, for drama-
tic emphasis,
often without pre-
paration; many
utritone" dis-
sonances

Harmonic
Action

saturation of
cadential action;
long-range defi-
nition, long-range
contrast of key;
very strong har-
monic drive

Movement wide range of
pace and manner;
strongly influ-
enced by typical
song and dance
manners; steady,
action pace, with
strong accentua-
tion

greater satura-
tion of disso-
nance,-often with-
out intervening
consonance; dis-
sonances maka
rich sounds, and
represent insta-
bility; tritone,
?the, 9ths, al-
tered intervals

consonance no
longer a synonym
fok' otability,a1-
though traditional
ideas of consonance
and dissonance still
have considerable
force

as a rule, consi-
derable satura-
tion of dissonance,
with dissonance
frequently at points
of arrival; func-
tional distinc-
tion between con-
sonance and dis-
sonance disappears
frequently

retention of
classic cadence
feeling with ten-
dency toward decep-
tive and elided
resolutions; rapid
elusive shifts of
tonal center; har-
monic color an ob-
jective; weakened
harmonic drives

wide range of
pace and manner;
appearance of im-
balanced, unsteady
qualities of move-
ment; preference
for slower pace,
less vigorous
accent

partial abandonment
of older chord types;
substitutes for
older cadences;
rapid shifts of
tonal areas; modal,
atonal, polytonal,
tone-row, microtonal
systems; little
harmonic drive

emphasis on active,
percussively
accented pace.
with cross-rhythms
and imbalances,
often in rapidly
paced music;
wide range of pace
and manner; uncer-
tain, shifting pace
often found
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Arrival

Phrase
Structure

clear', frequent,
strong points of
arriVe4iosentum
often carries be-
yond,. aiming for
emphatic cadential
points

well-defied
period structure
in all forms and
types; extension
of periods

obscured cadence's,
disguiSed points
of arrival :gore
frequent

in small pieces,
clear periodiza-.
tion iu symmetri-
cal structure; in
larger works,
tendency toward
asymmetrical
phrase structure

in neo-olassic and
folkloric music
wall- defined points
of arrival; In
exprecsionistic
music, uncertain
sense of arrival

as a rule, asym-
metrical phrase
structure; some.
use of baroque
continuous ex-
pansion and
classic periodi-
zation
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In order to verify the findings derived from the sources thus

far consulted, a basic concept of musical meaning wat stated, a re-

statement made of the basic categories of musical elements, and then

further documentation of the musical elements was provided from sources

outside the immediate realm of music appreciation. These sources

included theory and composition, musicology, esthetics, history,

orchestration--the entire field of musical writing is represented in

the sources used. The basic concept of musical meaning was stated as

follows: musical meaning lies in the opposition of motion and rest

(tension and resolution) in music, the static versus the progressive.

The degree and proportion of each is quality-determinant. The method

of achieving motion and rest is through repetition and/or variation of

musical elements. The basic categories of musical elements are

Mess:. (1) melody, (2) rhythm, (3) harmony, (4) form (structure),

(5) orchestration (tone color).

Scrutiny of the categories into which "elements" from the music

listening texts had been placed led to the conclusion that "style" is

not an.element, but is rather a creation of the musical elements.

Instrumental color, though little emphasized in the texts, is an

inherent factor in the music, helping to determine the qualities of

motion and rest; it was therefore included as one of the basic elements

in spite of its neglect in the texts consulted.

MUSICAL ELEMENTS

GENERAL METHODS OF ACHIEVEMENT:

Repetition and/or variation of musical elements.

sF ELEMENTS: laalaJAIleadla

1) melody
2) rhythm

P 3) harmony
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4) form (structure)
5) orchestration (tone color)

Documentation: basic categories

1) melody

-a) Lourie, A. "An Inquiry into Melody," Modern Music,
volume VI.

b) Fox-Strangeways, A. H. "Tune," Music and Letters,
vol. III, # 1.

c) Watt, H. J. "Melody," Music and Letters, vol. V, # 3.
d) Hie, O. "Melody," Musical Quarterly, vol. II.
e) Apel, W. "Melody," Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge,

Mass: Harvard U. Press, 194), p. 435.

2) rhythm,

a) Sachs, Curt. Rhythm and Tempo, New York: Norton, 1953.
b) Cooper, G., and Meyer, Leonard. The Rh thmic Structure of

Music (Chicago: The U. of Chicago Press, 19 3
c) Riemann, H. Katechismu der Musik A thitik, Leipzig,

M. Hesse, 1203. (notable for iid a of per ection in
quadruple Ladvisablemeter, and discussion of agogic
accent.

d) Lowinsky, Edward. "On Mozart's Rhythm," liggicALZarterly,
1956, vol. XLII, # 2.

3) harmonx

a) Piston, W. Harmony (New York: W. W. Norton and Co., Inc.,
1948). Standard textbook.

b) Apel, W. "Harmony," HilxardDictiolofusic (Cam-
bridge, Mass.: Harvard U. Presii.41964)-p, 322+.

c) Schonberg, A. "Problems of Harmony," Mods:B1mill,
vol. XI, # 4.

4) form (structure)

a) Tovey, Sir D. The_has21M2112 (New York: Meridian
Books, 1964).

b) Abraham, G. .111.1u32, 2nd ed. (London,
1949). Study of and tor Ma of music-- Romantic and
Modern.

c) Bukofzer, M. Music 422 the B r ue Era (New York: W. W.
Norton and Co. Inc 1 See Chapter 10 on "Form in
Baroque Music' 350 +.

d) Riemann, H. 4....imGrundrisaderikto Leipzig:
Quelle and Meyer, 191

e) Sulzer, F. structuluatElm, vol. 11 (New York: Charles
Boni, 1952).

f) Tovey, D. F. Articles "Contrapuntal Forms," and "Sonata
Forms?" in Encelritannice.

g) Dent, E. J. "EiiiiaiiyiiiadteruaibIForms," up c,end Letters,
vol. XVII.



5) orchestration

a) Kennan, K. The Technialleof Orchestration (EnglewoodCliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 'gm: Standardtext.
b) Carse, A. The Orchestra in the 'Ninth Centur (Cambridge:Oxford Press, 19 10 .

c) Corse, A. The Orchestra from Beethoven to Berlio4 (NewYork: Broude Brothers,17470.

Breakdcwn of Basic Categories:

1) Melody

a) melody as motion: pitch quality: be able to distinguishbetween high and low.
b) 0121y_m_allmeaualux: be able to distinguish betweenlong and short.
c) conjunction with rhythm.
d) texture - how treble-bass range is filled: need recognitionof voicing, especially outer voices

1. appearance of melody with no additional element oftexture (monophonic, music)
2. combination of melody with one or more other melodies(polyphonic music) counter-poini7
3. appearance of melody supported by harmony (homophonicmusic.
4. suggestions of polyphony by simple melody.e) phrasing
1. 22s12/As_cradditive (balanced or uneven) - ability todetermine.measure length and what a measure is.2. short or long phrases.
3. use of se uences - retention. of short melodic fragment;recogn t on of repetition on different pitch level.4. emphasis or de-emphasis of bar line.f) tonality of melodic line
1. does it establish key feeling by diatonic, triadicrevolution? Need to know what a triad is--essentialsof tonal harmony, establishment of key by cadence totonic.
2. or is it chromatiq?. Neel to know about weakening ofdiatonic harmony by insertion of sharps and flats-"basic knowledge of relation of raised and loweredpitches to diatonic scale.

g) dynamics
1. contrasting

a. patterned (sequential)
b. free

2. role in emphasizing specific melodic tones
h) 1120111111

1. identical
2. sequential
3. reiteration of small motifs
4. remain within same key or triad
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variation
1. change in registration
2. ornamentation
3. change in melodic direction
4. modulation to different key

2) Rhythm (basic skills required)

a) knowledge of meter and types (divisive, additive)
b) recognition of 'on.:E.ndystxte:..-:s, upbeat and downbeat
c) recognition of rejett.tiVit;Vaztfcii.Iftrly of sequential

repetition as a form of musical organization
d) knowledge of three fundamental types of accent:

1. dynamic accent - produced by stress: soft or loud
notes receive accent

- produced by duration length of notes
1 determine accent and, therefore, relative importance

in phrase
3. tonic accent - produced by melOdic change--low or high

notes receive accent. Importance, particularly, of
large leaps.

e) recognition of additional type of accent--achieved by
either reiteration of same note, so that it predominates
the phrase, or by any combination of dynamic, agogic,
tonic accents.

Principal source: Sachs: Rhythm and Tempo (New York: Norton, 1953).

Eminent Aestheticians:

Barzun, J. Classic Romantic and Modern: Rev. ed. (Anchor P. B.,
1961).

Leichtentritt Hugo. Music, History and Ideas (Harvard, Ne J., 1947).

Mailers, W. gu2121122(2sula (Norton Series, 1950). Uneven.

Reese, G. Music (Free Press of Glencoe,
1964).

Rodman, S. The Insiders: Re ectior and Rediscovery...91.Man in the
Arts of Our Time.

Calwcorressi. Musical Taste and How to Form II (Oxford, 1925).

Kolodin, J. The Critical Composer (New York: Howell-Sosken, 1940).

Kolodin, J. The Composer as Listener (New York: Horizon Press, 1958).

French, Richard F., ed. Crib ism - -A (Harvard Univ.
1947). Collection of essays on current vital topics by com-
posers and critics.
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Ferguson, Don. A Histor of Musical Thou ht (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crafts, 19 . Elementary. survey.

Sachs, C. Commonwealth of NPtions (New York: Norton, 1946).
Interrelationship of music and other arts.

Lang, P. H. Music in Western Civilization (New York: Norton, 1941).
Relation of music to sodrarand political condition of times- -
to philosophy, history, literature, and other arts.

Westrup, J. An Infrodudtion to Musical History (New York, 1965, London:
Hutchinson Music Library, 05571371 See especially Ch. IV on
social background; VI on patronage; VII The Musician and His
Environment; VIII the Influence of Taste.

3) Harmony

a) 20121 (revolution around a tonic)
1. simple I-V relationships (strong)
2. diatonic - use of major or minor scale, with little

use of accidentals
3. chromatic - tendency to de-emphasize tonal center by

use of non-harmonic tones, accidentals (weak)
4. use of loud inversions, diminished chords, pivot

chords suggesting foreign keys
5. modulation

a. by cadence into new key
b. by enharmonicism - reinterpretation of a tone or

chord

b) 121122
1. speed of piece determines quantity of ha motiC changes

a. little change in fast movement tainence
of same harmony over several_meisures

b. greater change in slow_povement - changes from
measure to measure;.-aften within the measure

c) 29112120AOLLig2411NRqg
1. role plAyed-in determining degree of stability of
_4matiG-or of variation (motion)

2. need fundamental knowledge of what intervals were con-
sidered resolved 5onsonan7 or motion inductive
gissonang during common practice period (18th century)

3. need knowledge of acceptable dissonance- consonance
resolutions during:18th century. Can measure non-
standard resolutions against this, and also compare
with standards used by other periods

d) Texture (need basic understanding of terms homophonic
and polyphonic)

1. homhonic - harmony understood vettically in terms of
chords, supporting a melody

2. polyphonic - harmony subsidiary to moving lines. Still
need basic knowledge of vertical sonorities.

3. alternating homophony-polyphony, - degree of variation,
and of formality of format in alternation quality-
determinant.

1'
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e) Phrasing
1. need basic understanding of flux between points of rest

(cadences, or breath marks) and through-motion
2. important to recognize whether composer uses balanced

or uneven phrasing as mode of musical organization
3. need knowledge that a phrase is made up of a combination

of measures --that it exists in time
f) Sum of Basic Requirements to be proficient in harmonic

listening (Source--Piston: Harmony (New York: W. W.
Norton and Co., Inc., 1948).
1. knowledge of fundamentals - scales, intervals, triads

/in all positiEn7=UURings, spacings
2. knowledge of usual progressions and voice loadings.
3. knowled e of various s stems of organized relationships.

by tones - by key tonality , by scale (modality Also
more recent systems such as the Schoenberg 12 tone
system, based on tonal equality, rather than tonal
relationships.

4. knowledge of phrasing -
a. distribution of harmonic change within the phrases
b. types of cadential endings

5. knowledge of harmonizat1091 a melodz
6. -
7. knowledge of non-harmonic tones, recognition of

occurrence, quantity determining degree of tension
achieved

8. knowledge of more Complex chords - dominant seventh,
secondary dominants, diminished seventh, ninth chords
(incomplete and dominant), eleventh, thirteenth chords,
Neopolitan sixth, altered chords, augmented sixth
chords, chromatic chords

9. recognition of sequence
10. ability to hear and realize figured baq

3) Form (structure)

a) understanding of term "form" as organized relation-
Wips of sounds, arranged in orderly manner

b) understanding entsc the term "form":
tones, intervals, scales, tonality, consonance -dissonance,
meter, rhythm, phrases, theme, motive, repetition, varia-
tion, modification, transposition, modulation, sequence,
inversion, devices of counterpoint

c) understandi_ofter._gim"music-fo:rm" - as a plan of
construction--the generalprinciples and schemes which
determine the structure of a work

d) knowledge of form
I. Single forms

a. Repetition forms
1. variation form (a a' a")
2. binary form (ab II: a :11 Mb:0 )

3. rounded binary form ( 0:a010:ba:11 )

4. sonata form ( 0:a:11 ba)
5. ternary form (aba)
6. rondo (five-part) form (abaca)
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7. rondeau(abacad...a)
8. rondo-,sonata form (abacaba)
9. medieval forms: ballad, roudeau, virelai

5allata7
b, continuation forms

1. cantus-firmus forms: organum, 13th century motet;
chorale compositions

2. imitative forms: 16th century motet; ricercars;
fugue

4) amouncumm (consist of various "movements")

a) instrumental: sonata; concerto; suite; toccata
b) vocal: contata; mass;.passion; oratorio; opera

gomentation: on 20th century music

1) Slonimsky,Nicholas. Music Since 19 (New York,
2) Mailers, Welfred. Studies in ContemararzainEIR
3) Forte Allen. Contemporary Tone Structures New

1955):
4) Perle, George. 11111,C22229ition and Atonality

Los Angeles, 1963 .

Other:

1949).
(London, 1947)
York,

(Berkeley and

1) Grout, D. J. AgigInajatAtIkernilisin (New York, 1960).passim
2) covey: On sonata principle gore--tonal development,

rather than thematic
3) Ratner, Leonard. Journal American Music° o ical Societx.

Article on sonata-allegro form
return = ternarg.

4) Lett. Thematic Process in Music (New York: McMillan, 1951).
5) Apel5 W. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Mass, 1944).

Articles "Form" and "Forms, Musical," pp. 277-279,

5) Orchestration,
.0

a) magemstmgag_gnutimcaoluzz.mat as finishing touch
.to composition by addition of instrumental tone colorb) changing function of orchestra in 19th and 20th c n urie
to provide variety and contrast in works conceived or
orchestra, rather than for piano or voice

c) knowielmoLlutramlata: types, families, sound, range,
techniques, special effects, scoring, transposition, use
by composers of the past, expressivity, dynamic variations,
history, use as textural means, knowledge of score reading
and conducting, plus proficiency on at least one orches-
tral instrument

set tonal area, depart,

Documentation:

Dart, Thurston. The Interpretation of M sic (London: Hutchin-
son's Music Library, 195

ae.46111011011MANIMIRANW 111111111111111111111111111W
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Eminent Aestheticians:

Einstein, C. Greatness in Music: An Attempt to Establish Cate ories
of Value New York: Oxford, 34177----

Hauser, A. The Social Histor of Art, 4th vol. P.B. (New York:
Knopf, 1951. Indispensable background.

Weber, Max. Rational and Social Foundation of Music (Carbondale,
Ill.: soarCeirri=o=errt5ess, 1957. Relation
of music to environment and to history of ideas. Association
of music with states of mind, conditioned by external factors.
Sociology, economics politics, development makes certain
approaches to music necessary.

The music listening books discussed earlier and the references

just cited in documenting the knowledges and skills, all are character-

ized by the lack of a well-developed. theory of musical meaning or

musical aesthetics. At the present time, Meyer's botion and Meaning

in Music provides the most thorough, explicit and cogent theory

available as a basis for music instruction. Therefore, some abstract

of the ideas from Meyer's writing was necessary to provide guidelines

for the study and to convey to the cooperating teachers a general

picture of the purposes and nature of the experiment. Such an abstract

runs the risk of misinterpretation but furnishes the only easy intro-

duction to Meyer's.. ideas.

Following is a list of statements derived directly from the text

of Emotion and Meaning_in Music, given in the order in which they

appear in the text. These statements are not necessarily topical,

and the list is not meant to form an outline of the book's contents.

The statements include both those which form the subjects for impor-

tant discussions and those which indicate Meyer's views on certain

aspects of teaching, learning, or listening.
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Teachers' Orientation to Emotion and

Meaning in Music, Leonard B. Meyer

"Musical meanings depend upon learning." 2

Jriticizes absolute expression theory, the separableo discrete sound
people and the theory that responses are natural or universal.
grouping stimuli into patterns 6

Listeners generally unable to pinpoint the particular musical
process which evoked the affective response. 7

"Affective experience includes an awareness and knowledge of the
stimulus situation." 23

"Tendencies do not simply cease to exist, they are resolved, they
conclude." 23

"Emotion or affect is aroused when a tendency to respond is arrested
or inhibited." "The tendency to respond may be either conscious or
unconscious. . Such conscious and self-conscious tendencies are
often, thought of and referred to as 'expectations'."

"Every inhibition or delay creates uncertainty or suspense." 27

Ignorance may give rise to sanguine feelings or a desire for
clarification which is unfulfilled-throws individual into doubt and
uncertainty. 27

"Greater the buildup the greater the release." 28

"Unexpected always a possibility, not a complete surprise." 29

"If no mental synthesis takes place
1. mind may suspend judgment
2. mind may reject whole stimulus and irritation set in
3. unexpected consequent may be seen as a purposeful blunder." 29

"Expectation involves a high order of mental activity." 30

"Mental activity need not be conscious, if not the response will
probably remain unconscious." 30-1

"If intellectual activity remains unconscioustension and delibera-
tion is experienced as feeling or affect rather than as conscious
cognition. 31

"Embodied musical meaning is, in short, a product of expectation.
If on the basis of past.experience, a present stimulus leads us to
expect a more or less definite consequent musical event, then that
stimulus has meaning." 35



"Past experience and remote past experience are important," 36

"The operation of intelligence in listening to music need never
become self-conscious." 38

"Understanding is a matter of habits acquired." 39

"Same processes give rise to affect as give rise to embodied
meaning." 39

"Affective experience is just as dependent upon intelligent cognition
as conscious intellection--both involve perception. Thinking and
feeling are different manifestations of a single psychological
process." 39

Music that does not arouse expectations is meaningless .

and therefore music in a style with which we are totally unfamiliar
is meaningless. This state of total, unfamiliarity is, obviously,
very rare with most music we hear.

"Past experience° refers to what has gone on before in the music;
to the experiences the listener brings with him to the music and to
"the laws of mental behavior which govern his organization of stimuli
into patterns and the expectations aroused on the basis of those
patterns,"

"Coziesquent musical event" refers to three stages of meaning:
1. hypothetical meanings - are those that we imagine are going to
occur.
2. evident meanings - are those which actually do occur. Since each
event is preceded and followed by another, there arises a chain of
stimuli and responses which fluctuate between the two kinds of mean-ing. For instance, on hearing a chord we assume it will load to
another sound which we expect. It may lead to an unexpected chord,
just as easily. In any event we are able to perceive the relation
between an antecedent and its consequent only after it has 000urred.
3. Determinate meaning - refers to the relationships existing after
all of the events and relationships have occurred and are as fully
understood as possible.

Meaning and affect are part of the same psychological process.
. while the trained musician consciously waits for the expected

resolution of a dominant seventh chord the untrained, but practicid,
listener feels the delay as affect." 40

"A sound or group of sounds that indicate, imply, or lead the listener
to expect a more or less probable consequent event are a musical
gesture or 'sound term' within a particular style system." 45

Often the hypothetical meaning of a sound term is very different from
its evident meaning. We expect one thing, but after hearing it, get
another. "We are constantly altering our expectations." 48

"Deviations will be most effective where the pattern is most
complete." 50
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"Ambiguity arises either because the progressions involved in a
passage are so consistently lalgau and unexpected that the
listener begins to doubt the relevance and efficacy of his own ex-
pectations or because the shapes of the sound terms are 12, Ela anct
uniform that there is only a minimal basis for expectation." 51

Re. Schenker - "Too much emphasis upon the highest architectonic
level not only tends to minimize the importance of meanings as they
arise and evolve on other architectonic levels but it also leads to
a static interpretation of the musical process." 52

"While we are experienCing music, we hear modulations and changes of
key; we experience shifts in tonal center." 53

"We have stated that styles in music are basically complex systems
of probability relationships in which the meaning of any term or
series of terms depends upon its relationships with all other terms
possible within the style system." 54

Style follows the laws ofprobability and here he quotes Frances
Densmore's work. 55

. . . in a sense, each particular piece is also a particular
style system.." 56

The best way to develop sense of style--"This can be achieved only
through practice in listening and better still in performance." 56

"Like the perception of and response to the more generally continuous
aspects of style; the understanding of.form is learned, not innate."
We hear many works of a class and then generalize about a form. 56

"The development of all stylistic response sequences involves
abstraction." 57

"It is important to know, in a general way, what the style of music
is so that the responses brought into play will be relevant--it is
also important to know what formal procedures are being employed.
For our opinions as to form modify and condition our expectations." 58

"One brings different expectations to a Schubert impromptu than
to a sonata movement." 58

"The experienced listener will, for example, bring a very different
set of habit responses into play if he is about to hear a sonata
movement by Stravinsky from those which will be activated if he is
about to hear a sonata by Schubert." 59

Information about a style affects what we look for and "the speedof our perceptions and our responses." 59

"Form is always specified with reference to style, just as style
should be particularized with reference to form." 59

"Having heard a Schubert sonata does play a part in perception of
one by Stravinsky." 59.



"The response to music as well as its perception depend upon learned
habit responses." 60

"Styles constructed by musicians depend upon a particular time and
place and are not based upon universal, natural relationships inherent
in the tonal material itself." 60

"The experience of music must be based on responses acquired through
learning." 61

"Understanding music is not a matter of dictionary definitions,
f',1

knowing this that, or the other rule of musical syntax and grammar,
rather it is a matter of habits correctly acquired in one's self
and properly presumed in the particular work." 61

"Objective knowledge and conceptual understanding do not provide the
automatics instinctive perceptions and responses to ensure under-
standing." 61

"Habits are important." 61

"Expectation must have status of an instinctive mental and motor
response." 61

"Early instruction is important." 62

"Motor learning plays a role early in instruction." 62

"A deviation may become normative after a period of time." 65

Style changes come about in part from cultural change. More impor-
tant, each style destroys itself by deviation. "This means that
once a style is established there is a constant tendency toward the
addition of new deviants, and toward pointing up, through emphasis
or exaggeration, those deviants already present. In short the nature
of aesthetic communication tends to make for the eventual destruction
of any given style." 65

Traditional; Academic, and Decadent Art: "The traditional artist is
one who understands the relationship of norms to deviants and who
works within this relationship. The academia artist, extolling
what he thinks to be tradition, views norms as ends in themselves.
He codifies not only the norms but also the deviations, giving these
the status of norms. Failing to understand the necessity for
flexibility in deviation, his art becomes fixed and sterile. Deca-
dent art, in contrast is art . . where deviations are so to speak,
pursued for their own sake." 71

"The patterns of style are fixed by neither God nor nature but are
made, modified and discarded by musicians. What remains constant
is the nature of human responses and the principlee of pattern
perceptions." 73
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Preparatory Set p. 73
1. Listeners belief about aesthetic experience
2. Experience and knowledge previously acquired in listening and

studying about music.
3. Information gathered on the particular occasion in question.

"Nothing in art happens without's. reason." 75

"One must come to the listening experience with a preparatory set
. . be ready to listen, believing that the experience is to be a
significant event. We believe that real accident is foreign to
good art." 75

"The relationships set forth in the art work are significant." 76

"The story of a composer doesn't do anything to help appreciation
directly but aids appreciation by strengthening belief and creat-
ing a willing attitude." 76

"Dispositions may be acquired either systematically or by chance." 77

"Knowledge crucial, if we know that a particular movement is theme
and variations we are intent on following the theme." 78

Our learned habits influence our perception. "Where the center of
our interest lies, there, ceteris paribus, a figure is likely to
arise." 78

"An expected stimulus will be perceived and understood mora rapidly
than would otherwise be the case." 79

Anticipatory motor attitudes form part of the preparatory set on
the basis of information as to composer, style, or form which leads
the listener to expect a repetition of past motor experiences,
program notes as to tempo, volume, mode, mood and so forth and
visual clues. 79

Meyer quotes Mursell that ultimate foundation of rhythm is to be
found in mental activity. Quotes Sachs and Brelet that rhythm
comes from the mind not the body. 81 Concludes that Everything
which occurs as a motor response can be accounted for in terms of
mental activity and, since the converse of this is not true, music
in best examined in terms of mental behavior. 82

"The mind is the organizer." 83

"Though, as we shall see, the mind organizes and groups the stimuli
it perceives into the simplest possible shapes or the most satis-
factory tnd complete figures possible, what is, in fact, the most
satisfactory organization in any given case is a product of cul-
tural experience." 85

4):
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generalized Gestalt account of musical perception is
querition. Each style system and style will form
a different way." 85

. . . "The number, interdependence, and subtlety of the variables
involved in musical perception make the establishment of a system
of analytical rules ofthumb impossible." 86

"The fundamental axiom 6f Gestalt theory is the law of Pragnanz,
which states that 'psychological organization will always be as
'good' as the prevailing conditions allow.'" 86

"For the mind is constantly striving toward
stability of shapes." 87

"The better the psychological organization,
that expectation will be aroused." 87

"Without thought and memory there could be no musical experience." 87

"If expectation results from, say, a definite structural gap, the
delay in completion of the thought process will result in affect
unless the process is rationalized on the conscious level." 88

"The law of Pragnanz functions within the memory process, which
tends to complete what was incomplete, to regularize what was
irregular, and so forth. moreover those shapes which are not well
figured and which the memory is unable to 'straighten out,' com-
plete or make symmetrical will tend to be forgotten." 89

"There is a great difference between recognition and recall." 90

"Traces left by memory are constantly changing, normalizing, em-
phasizing, or pointing, autonomous changes. Rehearing is a new
hearing, yielding new insights." 90

completeness and

the less likely is it

Continuation -

''Continuation is the norm. Disturbances in continuation are points
of deviation.

a. process reversal - when one process changes to another -
e.g. when, during a modulation, we reach the dominant and
it is stressed, we then expect the modulating process
to cease and the new key to be established.

b. delay in process - when a gap in the prooess occurs and
then the process is continued.

Specific examples of each are found in the Chopin Prelude,
Op. 28, No. 2. A process reversal occurs in the harmony. Iotice
that the bass line opens with B, D, G or VI-V-I in the key of G.
B-A-D . . . but it does not , . . instead the A (V in the key.of
D) becomes the 5th of a half-diminished chord (14-141-A-00 which
becomes a diminished 7th chord in measure twelve, and then becomes
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a modulating chord (Italian sixth) in measure fourteen and finally
moves to the 16/4 of E in measure fifteen:

"A delay in process is illustrated in the same Prelude at
measures twelve-fourteen. Until this point the melody had started
in each new succession on the last note of the old pattern. Here
it starts on a different note, the A in measure fourteen. To
emphasize that this is a delay in process the melody moves from
A-E-F natural. Had it moved to 14 it might have seemed like a
repeat of measures ten and eleven. After this the melody again
continues': .

Keep in mind the distinction between continuation and repe-
tition. When something continues, it ts going somewhere. Repeti-
tion is simply reiteration. "See the cow is an example of
continuation in prose (a horrible example). "See-See-See-" is an
example of reiteration.

Completion and Closure -

There are two kinds of incompleteness:
1. a structural gap - something left out or skipped over -

2. a desire for closure - that is, when a pattern is good
so far as it goes, but just hasn't gone on long enough to reach a
satisfactory conclusion.

A structural gap is a place that needs to be filled in. For
instance, the opening of the Bach Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 begins
with gaps which are filled in by the descending scale passage on
counts three and four. Because these gaps are filled in right
away, there is little affective response. However, the next
example, "Che faro senza Euridice" creates gaps which are not
filled in so quickly, and the passage is therefore much more
affective.

An example of the desire for closure is shown on page 130.
Here the sudden interruption of the flow is a break in continuity
that creates a need for closure. This is not a structural gap,
because it is never filled in. . . the process of continuation
satisfies one's expectations.

Saturation -

A passage which repeats over and over again causes the listener toexpect a change - because it prevents continuation and because it
prevents completion.

An example of saturation is the repeated figure in the let movement
of Beethoven's Sixth Symphony. (example printed on page 136.)
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"In a situation whore repetition is not normal and understandable,
the longer a pattern or process persists, the stronger the expec-
tation of change." 136

"Tonality is probably the most important single facet of style--the
sine qua non of even the most primitive musical organization." 138

However, one must not expect all reiteration to cause saturation.
When a repeated figure is understood as part of the texture it does
not create expectations of change. An example of this is the figure
used in Debussy's Piano Prelude "Des Pas sur la Neige". Notice
that this repeated figure is circular and doesn't want to go any-
where. A ground bass, on the other hand, has shape and tendencies
of its own and thus is not a "static entity."

Melodic Completeness and Closure -

Our understanding of melodic completeness is always related to the
particular case at hand. For instance a sustained tone will some-
times cause one to expect a change, but sometimes it is ignored
because it is not prominent or because it acts in another way--say
as a pedal point, for instance.

Our expectations of pitch movement are also related to the parti-
cular composition. Generally we expect a high note to come down
and a low note to go up. But this depends on who has the note
for instance a bass singing a "high note" would be singing what a
soprano might consider a low note or a tuba playing its
highest note would be playing a piccolo's lowest note (approxi-
mately). But in general, one could say that what "seems" low,
seems relaxed, and vice - versa© The same could be said for tempo:
slow tempi seem more relaxed than fast tempi. Likewise fo-
dynamics--soft is more relaxed than loud. But, any of these
generalities are subject to change according to the particular
composition. . . just as the "still, small voice" had a greater
effect than the big storm.

THE LAW OF RETURN

Recurrence is repetition after contrast. Reiteration is repetition
without contrast. With the former we have expectations of return,
but not necessarily with the latter.

Reiteration is "successive comparison." A pattern is established
and the only jolt one receives occurs when there is a deviation
in the pattern.

Recurrence is a going away and coming back sort of thing. Coming
back brings relaxation.

An example of recu=rence Is the Beethoven Quartet, opus 131, 5th
movement. Notation handout, p. 155.
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THE WEAKENING OF SHAPE

There are two extremes: complete uniformity and total segregation.
When there is no difference at all it successive elements we have
complete uniformity. When the successive figures are so unrelated
that we cannot distinguish any kind of shape at all, we have complete
segregation.

Uniformity occurs with chromatic and whole-tone scales and with
diminished and augmented triads. Because uniform progressions have
no apparent goal, they seem ambiguous. And, ambiguous patterns
create a desire for clarification. The point at which the process
ends is a reversal, and is the climax of that process. On page 164
there is an example of a chromatic passage which illustrates uniformity
(chromatic motion) and is thus ambiguous.

The Bruckner passage on page 165 shows a more complex kind of ambi-
guity. The rhythm is clear at a lower level (anapest) but at a
higher level it is uniform, since there is a series of anapests. The
same is true of the pitch succession: at a lower level there is a
distinct pattern: fourth, half-step, descending minor third. But at
a higher level it sounds like a series of augmented fourths. As
Meyer indicates, the progression is not precisely uniform, but the
differences are so slight as to be "subliminal."

Harmonic uniformity is produced in a number of ways:
1. equal intervals in succession
2. identical chord qualities in succession
3. identical chord progression (sequential)
4. a combination of any/all of the above

Examples:

1. Brahms Second Piano Sonata - series of diminished 7th chords,
chromatic movement.

2. Schumann - Humoreske series of diminished 7th chords.
Debussy, Nuages - series of 9th chords.,

3. page 168-sequences of chords.
4. Hayda - Sonata in A flat - example of uniform pitch and

rhythmic succession, coupled with continuous sequential
processes. see p. 172.

Some differences are so slight that they are hardly noticed, and thus
give the impression of uniformity. See text notatiox p. 180.

"Mind organizes textkire." 185

"Again mind ip not a tabula rasa, it organizes on the basis of past
experience. If it conditions what is looked for, it modifies what is
perceived." 187

Vague and uncertain progressions may create tensions--one expects the
uncerthinty to resolve itself. Example: Berlioz: pmphonie lgojattaml.
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Uncertainty may arise when the listener isn't sure whether or not a
stimulus is thematic or not--e.g. is the sound the theme or the
introduction to the theme? Example: Schubert, Symphony in 0 Major

Mozart: Piano Oonaerto in A Minor

Tincture

Three textural situations:

1. Law of return:

2. Widely spaced texture operates like structural gaps--desire to fill
in. Example: Berg, Lyric Suite. (see notation, p. 190)

3. A series of uniform stimuli may seem incompleteperceived as an
accompaniment for a theme or melody which is still to come--which
is expected. Example: Mendelssohn - Italian Symphony.

In a fugue, one kind of texture: is expected to be continuous. A
change of texture under such circumstances causes doubt and uncer-
tainty. Example: Handel Concerto Grosso No. 2 (see notation in
text p. 191)

"Only gradually as the accompaniment becomes more active melodically,
as though influenced by the fugal sections with which it alternates,
does the listener begin to understand that the homophonic texture will
eventually become part of the general polyphony of the fugue."
191-192

Weakening of texture -

Beethcvent Symphony No. 9, 1st Movement (see text--p. 193 for
notation)

All features are incomplete and ambiguous to begin with, except, the
relation between figure and ground. This is clear, at first, but
gets progressively less clear as the figure gets more like the ground.

DEVIATION IN PERFORMANCE

Ornamentation -
1. Ornaments inhibit (delay) arrival of the expected structural tone.
2. Ornaments create doubt and uncertainty, however momentary, as to
which tone is the structural or substantive one." 207

Chromaticism -
"In the instrumental music of the classical period 'chromaticism is
employed with great effectiveness but not generally speaking, in the
construction of themes and melodies. Rather chromaticism finds
its place in the bridge passages and development sections where con-
trasting with the more regular and normal progressions of the theme
groups, it combines with other types of deviation to create suspense
and uncertainty." 221

L.
1



Rubato, vibrato and tempo variations are all forms of deviation from
the norm, and that is why they are expressive. Contrast to a
megkalical performance.

Minor mode is more affective becautie it is more ambiguous and less
stable than the major mode.

Consonance and Dissonance- -the former represents the element of
normalcy and repose; the latter represents the element of irregu-
larity and disturbance.
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p, 94
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p. 102
p. 105
p. 105
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p. 125
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p. 134
p. 135
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Recorded Musical Examples
for

EmotiOn and Meaning in Music

Bach
Beethoven
Chopin
Wagner
Schumann
Beethoven
Bizet
Mozart
Beethoven
Haydn
Handel
Stravinsky
Ravel
Debussy
Mozart
Beethoven
Haydn
Bach
Beethoven
Debussy
Hindemith
Beethoven
Liszt
Bruckner
Brahms
Schumann
Debussy
Bartok
Haydn
Berlioz
Schubert
Mozart
Berg
Mendelssohn
Haudel
Beethoven
Mozart

Fugue in C Minor
omitted

Prelude Op. 28, No. 2
Liebestod from Tristan and Isolde
Piano Concerto, 1st mvmt., lsttheme
Symphony No. 1, Minuetto---iambic
Carmen, Entr'acte, Act III - -- anapest
Quartet in A Major, Minuetto--trochaic
Symphony 9, Scherzo- -- dactylic
Surprise Symphony, Minuet:to-amphibrach
Concerto Grosso No. 4
ii.,_ie .431 Sold0, Soldiers March
String Quartet, 2nd Movement
Nocturne, MIA
Sonata 7 Majort.first movement
SyMphony No. 3, 2nd Movement
Symphony 104, Minutto
Brandenburg Concerto #5
Symphony No. 6, lst Movement
Piano Prelude, "Das Pas sur la Neige"
Mathis der Maier, let Movement
String Quartet, Opus 131, 5th Movement
Piano Sonata---omitted
Symphony #7, let Movement
Piano Sonata No. 2, last movement
Humoreske, Opus 20
Nocturne, Nuagee
String Quartet #5 - omitted
Nano Sonata A flat Major
Symphonic Pantactique, 2nd Movement
Sumphonylo. 9, C Major, 2nd Movement
Piano Concerto D Minor
Lyric Suite, 5th Movement
Italian Symphony, 4th Movement
Concerto Grosso No. 2, Finale
Symphony No. 9
Don Giovanni, Act I, Scene 2

I

I



Meyer doss not spell out elements or skills and knowledges necessary
in his book but these are easily'derived. One can find reference
to the following abilities.

Recognize
Like chords.
Basic progression.
Like rhythms.
See relationship between melody and accompaniment.
Know what is possible with a style.
Hear modulations, changes of key, shifts in tonal center.
Know usual root progressions, probability, as set forth by

Piston, Zarlino and Rameau.
Know laws of melodic progression (Lippe -Meyer law).
Ascending and descending intervals.
Aocidentals.
Number of repetitions of an interval.'
Whether the Figure employed is in ascent or descent.
Full cadence.
Diatonic melodic motion (Wagner presupposes these as style norms)
Non harmonic tones.
Added 6th.
Parallel phrases.
Phrases beginning with common tone junctures.
Differences in accompaniment and lead part.
Qomparison between rhythm and melodic line.
Oyncopation.
Regularity.
Meter differences.
Intervallic progression upward.
Break in vocal line (sequential progression).
Accented and unaccented.
Rhythm.
Tonality - "the sine qua non" . of style.
Tempi.
Dynamics.
Tessitura of instruments.
Triad must be the norm.
Metrical distrubance without metric inoompleteness.
Harmonic completeness.
Shape.
Uniformity.
Wide distances between parts of a textural field.
Deviations in performance.

An attempt was made to develop from Moyer an ordered arrangement

of the elements as they would fit into a learning theory, in this

case the learning theory of Ausubel. 6 The following charts show the

result of this attempt. The large, Nubsuming concepts are placed in

boxes; the other items derive from them. The levels are not discrete,.

but are meant to indicate generally a suggestive difficulty, pending
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experisenta4:work.. For asple, "rhythm* is included at level tour

because of the complex intellectualisation involved in recognising

and understanding it. The order of the items under each broad con-

cept is not indicative of any hierarchy;
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Idea

Tune
antecedent

Phrase * cadence
conseqiient

length --full cadence Length
'shape

-95.

.7"4"77777-4. Contour,

Conjunct

Disjunct

Direction

Period

Double Period

Phrase Group
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ertical 'Mauston

Chord-centered suite (hos° )

Accoapaniment

ChordalJ1)0170.251.1

Counterpoint

Subject
Answer
Countersubject
Stretto

a atiion
Sequence
Canon
Canorisan.
Inversion (Nelodic)
Augmentation
Diminution

4.10.

Descant
Ostinato
Paisacaglia
Chaconne
Ground

104 "°

Bxpaision
(variations)



2onalityl

) *yl

.7-
I

Modulation!

4

Scale

Keytone

Modes
Major
Minor (3 forme)

Relative
Parallel

Diatonic
Half-Stop
Whole-Step

Ohroaatic

- 9 8.

24211.1 Cadence

Root IV - I

Pkimary Chords V - I

Quality (W,att(-)) I - V

Dominant 7 V - VI

Inversion

Altered Chords

Broken Chord

Tutarvalo

Joel thTs°

!:-



(Beat)

Upbeat (anaorusis)

Downbeat
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polyrhyths Syncopation
StressI WW1 Accentuation

Simple Duple
Compound Triple

Measure

ise,43. tour
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The next level would perhaps hevolve form and the techniquee

of repetition, variation, development, imitation and transformation

(expensiaelftpression, mood, expectations, tension and repose and

their relation to style can be dealt with very simply or become one

of the broadest concepts.

At this juncture it was deemed important to give a listening

test to non-experts in order to discover what they could hear in

music. College students were chosen, rather than lay adults or

public school pupils, for two reasons, (1) They were close enough

to their public school years to reflect the effects of public school

training; (2) they would be more able to verbalize, to cope with

the difficulty of the test, and to summon the necessary concentra-

tion, than would public school pupils. The test was administered t,

college students from three Ilitnois universities, both music majors

and non-music majors. They were given two "aids" not offered to

the experts: they had a line score to follow for every composition,

and they were given an oral explanation which included listing the

musical elements commonly heard by educated listeners. This latter

was done to help guide the less experienced listener so that his

answers might more nearly indicate the true extent of his listening

skill.

The compositions used for this test are given below. Bach com-

position was heard four times.

Bach, Second Suite in B Minor, Third Movement
Pergolesi, Stabat Mater, Second Part
Haydn, String Quartet Opus 20 in P Minor, Second Movement
Brahma, String Quartet Opus 51, No. 2, Third Movement
Stravinsky, L Histoire du Soldat, Fourth Movement (March)
Prokofieff, Classical Symphony, Third Movement
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The oompleted line score tests were analyzed and the responses

placed in one of two lists, musical response and non-musioal response.

Ms responses were also analyzed according to the listener's status

of music major or non-music major.
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LINE SCORE LISTENING TEST - COLLEGE MUSIC MAJORS

Musical Items Heard:

1. voice doubling by instrument
2. articulations
3. major cadence in minor context ("Picardy third")
4. form identification ("Aria")
5. dynamic change
6. recognition of accent, but not pa
7. imitation
8. disuonance
9. repetition of small section

10. parallel motion
11. sequeace
12. minor key
13. rhythmic repetition
14. recognition of unifying rhythmic figure (not that it unifies, but

that it runs through composition)
15. recognition of large-scale repetition (vague)
16. rerun to beginning (not identified as ABA form, though)
17. notices Baroque ornamentation--without comment
18. melodic transference between instruments in rapid succession
19. indication of themes
20. use of nonharmonic tones as embellishments
21. "jazz rhythms" (in Stravinsky)
22. meter changes
23. timpo change
24. V --T cadence
25. countermelody
26. arpeggios
27. basic I-IV-V progression
28. "steady" beat
29. delayed cadence
30. identification of periods and composers (no reasons given)
31. recognii,lon of superimposition of figuration over theme (no

descriptive vocabulary)
32. unusual accentuation-3rd beat sf (but no vocabulary: "lots

of feeling")
33. AB form(without vocabulary = a change of thought)
340 identification of: period and style
35. identification of: lead tone (in connection with performance)
36. use of figured bass
37. minor and major cadences and key
38. cadence recognition
39. cadential anticipation
40. V - I cadence
41. dynamic changes and contrasts
42. indication cif phrase ending
43. indication of large interval
44. articul.:ktion contrast
45. 1.epetition of rhythm
46. repetition of theme
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COLLEGE MUSIC MAJORS

Musical Items Heard (cont.)

47. prominent accents (visual recognition)
48, emphasized octave leap (without recognition of use as accentual

device)
49. contrary bass motion
50. chromatic motion
51. pedal ("held note")
52. descending scale (heard, not seen)
53. use of ornamentation
54. introduction to solo orchestra interlude
55. solo vs. group
56. modulation
57. imitation
58. moving bass (under static solo line)
59. indication of theme (by what instrument hears it)
60. function of rest to contrast with sound
61. linear, rather than vertical accompaniment
62. variety through slight alterations in phrase repetitions
63. tension (with no indication of musical means)
64. melodic predominance

Ron-musical Items Heard:

1. misunderstanding of term "syncopation"
2. identification of language in vocal work
3. -identification of language in vocal work
4. dportanatof ornament (trill) over-rated
5. instrumental identification to exclusion of much else
6. mis-identification of stylistic period
7. as-identification of form

as-identification of minor and major
8. imposition of performance techniques on score
9. criticism of: performance

recording
test administration
examples chosen

10. description of visual, rather than aural faotors
11. non-analytical terminology ("very peaceful" "rhythm simple"

"tempo is even")
12. imposition of program ("It sounds like a song of nature--

not.a sad song nor happy either")
13. descriptions of instruments and techniques
14. criticism of performance ("Singer needs breath")
15. lack of terminology ("Smooth").
16. `change of mood"
17. appreciative comments ("good")
18. assumption of correct performance, incorrect score
19. identification of Brahma as Baroque composer
20. misuse of term "eyncopation"
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NUM MUSIC) JUJORS

Jon -musical ;tees lewd (cont.)

21. identification of Brahma as Hindomith
22. criticism of selection chosen for test
23. criticism of tape used for test
24. here's a selection of quotations:

"Special effect"
"feeling of finality"
"tricky rhythm"
"what a part fot the trumpet to cut. WOW!"
"laughing effect"
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LINE SCORE LISTENING TEST - COLLEGE NON-MUSIC MAJORS

Muejcal Items Heard:

1. tempo change (due to performanoe)
2. crescendo ("increased volume")
3. recognition of performance medium

*4. modification of theme (2 got this; was missed by most music
majors)

5. recognition of second part of AB form as "variation"
6. minor-major alternation
7. recognition of minor key
8. recognition of the unexpected (contrast)
9. recognition of unusual grouping _("5 notes together")

10. recognition of changing meter ("odd counting in spots")(grupetto)
11. recognition of march
12. general identification of the obvious outstanding features

(for example octaves in melody of Prokofiev-,0 Zastkoak SYmnbony,
3rd movement) to greater extent than music majors, but no
vocabulary for expression (this is typical of all tested,
however)

13. recognition of contrasting dynamic levels
14. instrumental voice-doubling
15, orohestrational variety as a stylistic feature

*16. use of repetition of phrases and rhythmic patterns
17. descending scale (heard)
18. V-I cadence

*19. Note: some use of technical vocabulary: i.e., "terraced dyna-
mics"; "chromatic ascending" not found in music majors'

tests. But wide divergence in skills among those tested.
20. semi-identification of stylistic influence-- example: "Par - -East:

for 1/2 step pattern in Stravinsky "L' Historic du Soldat"
21. identification of style and composer
22. rhythmic repetition
23. bass motion
24. harmonic voice spacing
25. melodic dominance
26. imitation ("bass repots treble melody")
27. sequence ("incomplete definition repetition of same melody")
28. repetition of theme
29. repetition of phrases
30. repetition at lower pitch
31.- altered repetition
32. recognition of rhythm of theme (without vocabulary to express it)
33. minor-major recognition
34. type of composition (quartet symphony)
35. major cadence in minor key ('tierce de Picardie")
36. use of sequences
37. deceptive cadence
38, tempo indication ("fast")
39. ABA minuet form (one recognition)
40. two part (AB) form (one recognition)
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COLLEGE NON-MUSIC MAJORS

ARA12ALIIIMIjitlEi (cont)

41. repetition within small space of time
42. repetition as an aspect of form (one recognition)
43. modulation to relative major (not stated in precise terms;

given as "minor to major" or as "F minor to Ad major")
44. melodic variation (little recognition)
45. changing meter
46. syncopation
47. dynamic contrast (sometimes indicated by ciroling dynamic

symbols)
48. accentuation (no differentiation between types)
49. attempt at simple harmonic analysis (one)
50. rhythmic variant
51. imitation of rhythmic motiv (not identified as such)
52. use of counter melody (one)

53. melodic predominance
54. "very unified composition, well constructed" (no indication of

method) .

55. recognition of figured bass (one)
56. us,i of close spacing
57. indication of chore) appearances and changes
58. construction of melody in harmonic minor scale (one)
59. descending line under prolonged trill
60. identification of a lead tone (one)
61. contrast between solo violin and full group in string quartet
62. terraced dynamics (one)
63. string accompaniment follows vocal line
64. recognition of third beat strong dynamic accent by work

"interesting"
65. pedal point
66, use of octaves in theme (as identifying factor)

Non - musical legaaigoi:
1. critical of style ("too abrupt")
2. terminology ("flows")
3. imposition of performance characteristics on score
4. mis-identification of syncopation
5. programmatic (little)
6. criticism of performance
7. hears non-existent fugue
8. identification of language in vocal selection
9. criticism of performance ("soprano off pitch")

10. hearing only instruments
11. correction of line score to accord with performance
12. use of non-musical descriptive terms ("light or gay" "sombre"

"galloping pattern" etc.)
13. identification of items aeen on line score, rather than heard

(key changes, intervals-, of vocal selection, dynamics,
etc,)

14. inability to use technical terminology to describe musical
phenomena (ex: use of imposed musical symbols to describe
dynamics)
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COLLEGE NON-MUSIC MAJORS

Eon-aupical items Herd, (cont.)

15. tendency to hear non-existent instruments(example: horn in a
string quartet).

16. musical features heard in terms of instruments (example:
instead of "pedal"--"cello bolds E")

17. indication of strong individual preference ("I hate it" "ugh")
18.- historic and stylistic inaccuracy (confusion of Baroque and

Classical, Renaissance wtth Classical, use of harpsichord in
Renaissance)

19. false identification of these
20. non-recognition of simple forms (example: minuet and trio

identified as two movements, or trio mentioned 'is second
theme)

21. use of appreciative comments without supporting evidence ( "good"
"interesti" "exciting" "odd" "clear" "unusual" "nice""beautiful"

22. programmatic items greatly exceed music majors' tests
23. use of non-musical terminology ("smooth; determined, tender,"

etc. (also "serious; weird")
24. criticism of performance some on very low level--"WOW!" for

execution of trill
25. oriticism of composition, without foundation:

"This variation is too long--more contrast"
"Good delay" However, sight be turned to good account with
proper training

26. value judgments "nice dynamics"
27. supply of socio-econ background connected in great detail with

superimposed program political

Results from testing non-experts tended to confirm all previous

findings; listeners, even those with relatively little training,

can and do hear specific elements in the music, which make it meaning-

ful and which contribute to the desired listening Experience. In

most cases hearing musical elements depends upon having specific

knowledges or skills. Where these are not present the listener's

reactions are erroneous (usually) his pleasure slight.
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Ohapter III

60.

The material described" in'OhaPter II confirmed general agreement

that pOssession of certain knowledgei and skills by the listener'

enhances his chance for a high level musical experience. Pre-

sumably, these skills and knowledges are a necessity, althoUgh thin

question was not answered in the study* They would appear to be

necessary for the listener to perceive the meaning of music as

posited by Leonard B. Meyer. .Thui, the consensus was that know-

leAges and skills are valuable; they should be taught as they may

be the only area of music listening Which can actually be taught.

Further, there seems to be little disagreement as to what elements,

knowledges and skills are deiirible.

There are many way6 that elements, skills and knowledges such

as determined by this study might be taught.' Curriculum work in

elementary music is eo limited that no teaching approach has been

either discarded or favored due to experithental work. In this

study, four different approaches were used* They are referred to

in the tables as K, P,,L and A, indicating respectively textboOk

emphasis, stress on keyboard performance; textbook emphasis9 stress

on factual information; expectation emphasis, stress on listening;

and textbook emphasisp.stress on aural-singing approach* Each of

these approaches, or emphases, occupied one-fourth of the school

year, Each emphasis had different objectives and was evaluated

with different measures* Most of the classrooms, used in.the study

followed the same sequence of emphases, with each class beginning at

a different place in the sequence,' ai exgained on page 112. The

asaumptidn was made that any difference in the ordering of learning
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experiences might affect the results even for this limited trial

period. This assumption was based upon the further assumption. that

a pedagogical order can, exist for the field of music instruction,

comparable to the pedagogical order of other asciplines, and that

the present unordered curriculum which generally exists for mueic

is not the final answer.

_ Related to the proper ordering of learning experiences is the

inherent difficulty of any item to be learned. For example, some

experts.contacted in the study expressed doubt that children could

grasp the concept of a phrase until they could understand the mean-

ing of !phrase" as applied to language. Obviously, if this is true

there are alio many other concepts basic to music teaching which

may be beyond the level. of the children to whom they are now being

introduced. In such a case, skillful teaching could accomplish

little; the problem would be oneof content rather than of method.

Further,, the great art music of the centuries was not written as

teaching materiall_and its use for this purpose might hamper learn-

ing rather than further it. In_this connection, one suggestion

was made that musical listening be taught to children through the use

of lesser art works--Hummel rather than Beethoven, Oarriseimi rather

than Mozart--so that the great works could be approached fresh when

the student was sufficiently mature and experienced. This is a

tantilizing suggestion, but one which was not incorporated into the

present _study.

Situations

The nlan of the original proposal was to teach four classes of 4th

grade students'in two 'cities, each group of four taught by the same



teacher_to avoid teaoher variable. In implementing the proposal,

fifth grade students were used rather than .fourthy.for the follow-

ing reasons: better teachers were available at the fifth. grade

level, a number of teaphers felt, that the project had a better chance

of success with the fifth grade child and better. teaching situations

could be arranged,. Justification for the change of grade level, if

any is needed, is supplied by the findings.. of music achievement

studies, Research in this area has found that, with the exception

of factual knowledge, .no learninga take place in one year of ele-

mentary,music which may not be attributable to maturation or influ-

ences outside of school. In many. instances, even growth in factual

knowledge is not sufficient to be significant. Therefore, it was

felt that the change of grade level would have no affect upon the

outcome .of the study. Some thirty-five school systems were screened

from the Illinois public school systems, with the help of the State

Supervisor of Music and the music education personnel at the major

institutions of higher. learning in the state. These thirty-five

were visited by the investigator and five situations selected.

Schools with both average students and gifted students were.

'desired.. If poor results were obtained with children and teachers

who were above average, the chances that the material could be

successfully used in average situations would be lessened.

Situation 1. Music specialist with three classrooms in an
above average school in a 'university community, where students
could be presumed to have had average or above average exper-
iences with music.

.

Situation 2. Music specialist with two classrooms, in a
laboratory school on a university campus where students could be
presumed to have had average or above average experiences with
music. This was a different city from that of situation 1.

1.
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Situation 3. Music specialist with two olasqrooms, in an
average sohool located 1n an industrial suburb drawing from middle
class families. Ths school system places special emphasis on music.

Situation 4. Music specialist with four ciatioreomer in An
average school in the suburbs drawing from middle °kiss families.

Situation 5. Music specialist with five claisrooms, in an above
average school in the suburbs drawing from the junior executive class.

This arrangement provided four test situations rather than

the planned two. One class from Situation 5 was combined with

Situation 1 to make a 4,x 4 arrangement. Situations 2 and 3 were

combined_to allow for the 4 x 4 design. Situation 4 was left

intact. _The original design was satisfied in that situations 4 and

5 each provided_a 4 x 4,design with the same teacher. The addi-

tional schools strengthened the basic design in allowing certain

teachers with special skills to participate in tne. study, and

allowing_ one situation close-by which th- investigator could

observe frequently. All the teachers followed the same sequence of

experienoesa with the exception of teacher 4s who followed the

Period 4

X4(F)

X1(D)

X
2
(A)

origpal,completely random design:,. The_ design waq:

Time Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

Group A X1(1) X
2(A) 13 (K)

Group B X2 (A) X3(1) X4(1)
.

Group 0 X
3
(10 X4(19 x

1
(L)

Group D
X 4(11)- X1(D) X

2 (A)

School 4

Group A X1(A) X2 (1) .X3(10

Group B X2(11). ,
X4(P) X

1 (A)

Group C X4 (1) X3(10 X
2 (L)

Group D X
3
(10 Xl(A) X

4
(19

X
3
(1)

X4(1)

X
3
(I)

X1(A)

X
2
(L)
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This design, followed by situations 1, 2, 3v and 5, allowed

some practice at transition from one set of experiences tb the next,

and it also allowed the teacher to relate each set of expetiences

with those which preceded and followed. The random design used by

situation 4 was superior for experimental purposes, but presented

great difficulties for the teacher as far as materials, continuity,

and objectives were concerned. Each nine weeks set of experiences

was conceived by the investigator as a separate entity, but it was

difficult for the teachers to accept this fact. Since the basic

interest of the project was listening, it seemed logical, that all

'lessons should point toward the nine weeks in which listening

activities, expectation emphasis, were stressed.

Every school used in the study had to make modifications in

its schedule to conform to the requirements of the study. At

preoents_no uniformity exists as to the length or frequency of

music periods within the school week. After each school had ad-

justed as much as possible for the sake. of uniformity, the following

situation obtained,

Situation 1. Classes met three times per week, 30 minute periods.

Situation 2. Classes met daily, 30 minute periods.

Situation 3. Classes met three times per week, two 30 minute
Teriodefrone 20. minute period.

Situation 4. Classes met daily, 20 minute periods.

Situation 5. Classes mat twice weekly, 40 minute periods.

'is situation 4 and 5 were not compared, the. differences in time and

srheduling were not a factor in these situations. The differences

could be.a factor in situations 1, 2 and 3, where there was also the

teacher variable to consider in evaluating the reschts. The time
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factor between situations 2 and 3 (which were combined to make the

4 x 4 design) was not as great as it seems, due to the fact that

situation 2 was a laboratory school which conformed to the univer-

sity schedule of holidays and had, less days of instruction than

situation 3. On the other hand, situation 3 had a performance obli-

gation at Christmas which usurped some clasb time.

In situation 1, a modification of the design was made in

regard to pupil selection. In this aituation, ability grouping is

practiced throughout the school system, with one school primarily

/

serving the gifted student. The particular schobl used in the pro-

ject is the most nearly wrage of the grade schools in the commu-

nity, but ability grouping is also practiced within the school, so

that one group was definitely inferior to the others in intellectual

ability,. However, even with the "gifted" student transported to

another school in the community, situation I represented the highest

I.Q. average of any of the five schools used for the study. In

situations 2, 3, 4 and 5, ability. grouping was not practiced; the

students were assigned to classes at random. Situation 5 involved

sixth grade students rather than fifth grade students. This meant

that one.sixth grade class would be compared with the fifth grade

classes of situation 1, as they were combined to make the 4 x 4

design. Although this sixth grade class has an average I.Q. of

over 112, is better than the national average on the achievement

test, ITBS, has good instruction and a superior home environment,

there was no evidence in this study that the additional year of

instruction played any part in affecting the scores in this study.
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Durtng the course of the first semester, sufficient interest

was generated among the other teachers in situation 4 that the

design was expanded for the second semester. to include seven addi-,

tional classes. Although this cannot be considered a part of the

project proper, it does assist in evaluating the results of the

project. Each of the seven classes received two sets of experiences,

each.set nine weeks in length. The claspes.were arranged into a

4 x 2 and a 3 x 2 design. Bosults'are furnished in the. tables

for these classes, and information is also provi.atd to allow com-

parison of the different learning Aaterials when they are taught

by ne same teacher. Another outgrowth from the project occurred

in situation 4. Four additional classes participated in a full

semester's study of keyboard work. Professor James Lyke of the

University of Illinois'.class piano department assisted in planning

the nine.week keyboard materials, When interest was exhibited in

having a.complete semester's work in this area, Mr. Lyke developed

the additional materials, with the aid of the investigator.

.0ne.further addition to the original design was use of a

control group on each of the final examinations. In each of the

five communities used for the study, a control group was selected

which took a final examination but had only the regular instruction,

In Bolas ulliuhL1,7= the same control group took all four examinations,

in others a different control group took each test. This is re-

flected .in the tables. .

Conduct of the Project.

Second semester, 1963-64, was spent primarily.in defining the

elements, skills and knowledges as reported in Chapter II. An

assumption was made which proved to be erroneous, that a complete,



detailed curriculum would not be needed by the teachers involved in

the project. The development of materials was envisioned as a

cooperative venture between teachers and investigator, the latter

indicating what objectives were desired in the light of.Meyer's

theory, and the former making suggestions as to the specific activi-

ties which might accomplish the objectives. The areas of aural

skills and factual knowledges were estimated to be those in which

the music specialist would be most experienced and be able to operate

with independence, while the areas of keyboard and listening would

demand more direction from the investigator. This assumption was

not correct. The teachers were reluctant to go ahead in any area

with the selection of teaching materials and activities; at all

times they felt some insecurity as to what the project required.

Therefore, all lessons had to be prepared great detail by the

investigator, and sufficient time.had not been allowed to carefully

prepare four complete courses of study. Omly three months had been

alloted for preparation of the materials. In view of the fact that

all such preparation became the responsibility of the investigator,

a full year would have been more adequate for the size of this task.

One week before the school year opened, a workshop was held for

the cooperating teachers and their supervisors, with Mr. Leonard B.

Meyer in.attendance. The objectives of the workshop were to ex-

plain the theory of expectation, explain broadly what the project

was attempting to accomplish, discuss some of the initial materials

and lessens plans, and review the testing materials.

The actual teaching portion of the study began without a

knowledge of how long it would take to accomplish certain objectives
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or cover pertain materials. Although this procedure is normal in

many curriculum projects'where the teaching is done by the project

director or graduate assistants, it is not recommended for field

testing programs with the arts. Some of the materials and objec-

tives could be explored in great detail over a long period of time,

and a natural uneasiness was present in the teachers as to how much

time or emphasis each lesson required for the purposes of the pro-

ject. With five situations, each varying in time spent as well as

in teacher and pupil ability, this was impossible to determine.

A gutdeline was established to the effect that the teacher should

spend whatever amount of time was reasonable to ensure that fifty

per cent of the class achieved the objectives. Without experimental

evidence, only the teacher in the classroom can determine what is a

reasonable time allotment for an activity, and at what point interest

begins to lag. During the first nine weeks, therefor., materials

were still being written and revised, time estimations made, and

difficulty evaluated. During this time period tests were not given,

and this fact is reflected in the tables.

By the second nine weeks, a pattern was established so that the

materials could be organized to conclude at the end of three week

periods. This facilitated the construction and administration of

tests every third week.

Structured programs generally do not exiet in music. A program

of concentrated learning. such as that presented in this project. is

totally absent; when materials similar to those of the project awe

covered in the music class, they are spread ov'n a year's program

or more, rather than being concontrated into a nine week unit.



Music classes, like other classes in the public school, are missed

for field trips, scheduled or special assemblies, holidays, or

enriching activities. For the purposes of the project, Christmas

and other programs were minimized or eliminated, but even a few

class periods spent in rehearsing Christmas music might result in

^via or two wee,ric 'cos of instractiiaa. Thus, a limited ardouAt of

time was available for instruction in each of the four areas. Even

so, however, more time was available for music than is typical of

the average situation. The five schools were selected because,

among other reasons, they had music specialists and devoted a maximum

amount of time to music per week. Several of them increased their

time for music to accommodate the requirements of the project. The

Illinois State Office of Public Instruction recommends one hundred

minutes of music per_weet, but in very few schools do students

receive time anywhere close to this amount.

The original design for the study did not include the giving

of a musical aptitude test. This decision was reversed, and the

Seashore Measures ot Musical Talent givon to all participating

students the first week of school. As has been stated, the classes

used in the study were not selected at random, a design which is

rarely possible in the public schools. In view of this, it was

desirable to obtain information as to the musical aptitude or

achievement of the students at the outset, for later purposes of

comparison. The Seashore tests are admittedly not accurate measures

of aptitude, but they have not yet been replaced by a better music

aptitude test. At least indirectly, many of the items on the

Seashore reflect the types of learnings which are desired in the
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elementary school--awareness of pitch, rhythmic sense, tonal

memory, and to a lesser extent volume, time and timbre. The skills

required by the Seashore measures are for the most part those used

in making fine discriminations and comparisons, in interpretation

or listening, although the test requirements are both more stringent

and less musical than the classroom situation. If not adequate as

a measure of aptitude, the Seashore tests can yet provide valuable

information as to ability. For example, there is ample evidence

that the person who, can make accurate discriminations in intonation

with respect to performance or listening activities will do well

on the pitch section of the Seashore; similar evidence exists for

other sections of the test.

Data was obtained from two other measures which might provide

information concerning student abilityt_the intelligence quotient and

the score on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills adjusted to November

1964.

Five tests were suggested in the original design. Evaluation

was a major problem, and some test substitutions were made in order

to improve this facet of the study. Good tests for measuring ele-

mentary school music objectives do not exist. Music tests of any

sort aro few in nature, and of these even fewer are accurate or

appropriate. Without carefully developed measures, it is difficult

to make accurate judgments of the results of any treatment. It

was considered highly undesirable to put full confidence in

measures developed specifically for the project; at least one pub-

lished test seemed a necessity. Since musical memory is a crucial

factor in listening, the 2alrseLs4u14.2119mcl<lejd was considered.

The test, no paragon, is presently out of print; permission was
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obtained from the publisher to reprint it. (A very similar version

now in print is thelmgcsal01221Aplitgelftg, indicating that

Drake may now believe musical memory to be aptitude rather than

achievement, although no written statement could be found on this

point.) The test is marred by unmusical examples and by the fact

that in most questions the musical passage to beretained is re-

peated (for recognition) only after many interfering versions.

Although in listening to.music one is called upon to recognize a

theme or idea after lengthy intervening passages, the intervening

material is rarely designed to be interfering. In the test, the

listener must recognize small deviations as such, and retain the

exact original in mind to identify it when it returns. Established

norms for the test are such that students can do well on the test

even when missing a majority of the items. Teacher fears about the

test were partially allayed when they saw how well their students

did compared with the norms. The Drake test furnished an inde-

pendent pre-post measure on one important aspect of the study.

Other tests were not used as pre-post measurement. One reason

was that Treparation of the materials was developmental in nature,

hence a constructed test might not apply closely to the actual

learning content as it was fully evolved. A further reason was that

constructed tests would have no established reliability and might

therefore be misleading in their results. The test referred to as

the Colwell Test is shown in the tables with a growth score; the

growth score must be interpreted as only a general comparison rather

than.as specific measurement, for the following reason. The pre

and post Colwell Tests were different tests: entire sections of the
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earlier test were omitted. in the past test, as these areas were not

specifically covered in the instruction; many of the, questions were

different; the posttest was taken with an IBM answer sheet, the pre-

test was not; much was learned about measurement in the course

of the year, and this was reflected in the teat changes., Both

test scores are percentiles, and because both tests were mea3uring

the same general areas of skills, a comparison was felt to give
.

sufficient information as to be of_value. Fatigue factor was

checked in the posttest, and confirmed as of great importance in

music.listening measures. It would appear that no music teat

involving concentrated listening can last more than one half hour

without the results being, seriously affected.

Other evaluative tools were designed to measure what could

be accomplished in a certain period of time such as the nine week

period, and were not meant to show growth.

Another difficulty was to obtain an adequate number of measure-

ments without usurping instruction time. More feedback was possible

from short tests than from classroom observation, for the material

was obviously successful with the better students, and the reaction

of the majority of the class could not be determined from observa-

tion. Few tests could be given in a single 20 minute class period,

less time.for the necessary administration and organization details.

Even short tests often took more than one period, so that with the

minimum tests listed in the tables nearly one-fourth of the time

was spent in measurement.

With the addition of the second semester experimental groups,

a pre-post test was added which was administered to the keyboard
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group only. The test given was the Parnum Music Notation Test, a

readiness test which provides a measure of the student's ability to

read music or follow a score. The keyboard units progressed to the

point where reading was an objective; in the other situations,

reading also was an objective to the extent of ability to follow a

line score. After two classes had had keyboard experiences, the

materials were sufficiently set that a constructed pre-post test

was felt to have value. This test was constructed and administered

as Indicated in the tables..

A discussion of.the evaluation and its results is reserved

for Chapter IV.

Reference has already been made to the materials used and

the teachers involved in the project. Obviously, both are of prime

importance to any study or learning. Although the teachers varied

somewhat in ability and experience, they had been carefully selected
and with one exception could be considered among the finest in the

Illinois public schools. Every effort was made to encourage the

teachers to teach in the manner and using the approaches with which

they were familiar and expert. Observation of the teaching showed

that the teachers made small innovations in method, but never were

willing to make departures from the material or organization pre-

pared by the investigator. It is believed that without exception

they adhered closely to the lessons plane provided.

In evaluating the results of the study, the most crucial ques-

tion.is whether the teaching-learning situation of the study was

sufficiently ideal as to permit acceptance or rejection of the

learning objectives. With good teachers, a greater than average
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time allotment, and thorough preparation of materials, is it rea-

sonable to reject as.impractical the objectives which the students

failed to achieve, and accept as possible the objectives which

were achieved? The following assumption appears to be a sound one:

in at least three of the four areas of concentrationkeyboard,

factual and listening- -lack of improvement wider the circumetarleab

of the study would cast serious doubts as to the validity of the

objectives or content for one year in the average public school

music class. The area of aural achievement may be excepted from

this assumption, since a greater quantity of time is spent, in the

course of a year, on this area of elementary music than was possible

within the nine weeks' period.

The nine week keyboard concentration will serve to illustrate

the reasonableness of this assumption. This amount of intensive

keyboard work with music specialists is more keyboard instruction

than the average school could integrate into its program has pre-

sently structured) in a two year period or longer. The fact that

the instruction was concentrated increased its advantages, as far

less opportunity occurred for forgetting and loss of skill. The.

keyboard situation was heavily weighted with positive factors: two

pianos were available for each classroom, a class piano expert

not only helped prepare the materials but also did demonstration

teaching in each school and consulted frequently with the teachers

on special problems. The interest level was high; students were

eager to learn to play the piano as the approach used songs which

they knew and avoided the necessarily tedious emphasis on technical

facility. The high interest was evidenced by the number of students
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who, during this period, began the study of private piano, and the

fact that the teachers were barraged by, student requests for addi-

tional practice time. The teachers themselves spent out-of-school

time listening to the students perform their keyboard tasks and

marking off items such as those on the cheeklist in the appendix.

Such a concentrated learning situation rarely exists in music, and

one might safely say is never found in the average classoom.

Comparable, if somewhat modified, statements can be made for the

areas .of listening and factual learning. If the objectives had

been such that maturation played a major part, one might question

the maximal quality of these situations, but for the most pelt the

knowledges and skills desired were not of this type. Even in the

area of aural-singing activities, the nine week situation was

sufficiently more intensive in the learnings presented that it

would compare favorably with the usual year's activities in this

area. Therefore, the assumption seems valid that where students

failed to improve under these circumstances, the objectives and

materials were not feasible for average public school music classes.

This final report does not include all of the teaching materials

used for several reasons. An effort was made to place all learnings

within as musical a context as possible, so that much of the material

was presented on tape with musical examples or helps. Many other ma-

terials were provided the teacher which included, for the keyboard

area, plastic keyboards, the Pace Piano fgE glagamm Music Manual,

paper keyboards for written exercises, work sneets for student self

appraisal and mimeographed words for songs so that children could sing

to the tunes they were learning to play. For the listening area,
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workbook-type sheets, were provided for the stulents to answer regard-

ing eachAistening lesson, lino scorevand guided listening tapes

were additional helps. The report doeB include all of the

objectives, all of the keyboard lesson plais.plus representative

lesson plans 'from the ether areas to indicate the approach taken

in the project. Theme appear at the end of this chapter. The

only true basis upon which to judge the teiohing-learning situation

would be tapes of the actual classes. The assumption is made that

the teachers consistently.taught well; in the bi-weekly visits this

was always the case. They spent tar more time in preparation than

they would have for a normal situation, and it those oases where

the teacher was teaching four different areas to the fifth grade at

once (plus her responsibilities to other grades), the burden of

preparation was enormous. As the material becamv core familiar,

the teachers naturally became more skillful in presenting it. The

reason for any failures which occurred should not be.construed as

teacher-centered, for the teachers were capable, cooperative, and

hard-working.
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Leeson Ho.,,.

1. Discover highs and lows of keyboard. and where singing range
is located. Experiment with several scunds. Note arrangements
of blacks--feel your way by, these groupings.

2. Explain how fingers are numbered for piano playing. Practice
wiggling the appropriate finger that the teacher calls'out.
Una each hand. Can place fingers together for numbering,
thumbs are 1, index 2, middle 3, etc.

3. Sing Go Tell Aunt Rhodie or Hot Cross Buns (familiar song
learned in lower gradliii. MIR:Finger positiOn--establises
definite tonality. (Music for Go Tell Aunt Rhodie was sent to
sou. Mr.* Lyke suggests that the blackboard works very well
and it is not necessary for the students to have the music for
all, numbers.)

1 note direction of melody
2 sing again, but with finger numbers of R.H.

CALL ATTENTION 3 play and sing in the positions indicated
TO STEPS, SKIPS. (F,G,A) with R.H.
AND REPEATED TONES 4) sing L.H. finger numbers (bottom TEACHER CAN
OF MELODY of page) SHOW BY

5) play and sing L.H: number in DUMMY
positions indicated (Db, D,E) KEYBOARD

4. Have one or two children who have mastered this well play; the
teacher. supplying a I and V7 accompaniment. Ask the class what
the teacher did that enhanced the tune or melody. Discuss chords-
harmony and difference between I and V.

Same procedure as 3 with Merrily We Roll Alorg

Definite and Measurable Objectives on Lesson No. 1

1. Know where ones singing range is on the piano--learn by dis-
covery with attempts to match pitch. Check to see if the sing-
ing range is the same for most people in the room.

2. Know high and low parts of keyboard.

3. Know finger numbering system.

5. Point out if Go Tell Aunt Rhodie is scale or akipwise; likewise
for Hot Cross Buns. Point out what happens on the keyboard
that makes skips and scalewise passages different.

6. Know what a chord is.

7. Know what harmony is.

N.B. As suggested at the conference reduce playing of songs to
two keys. Reduce left hand melody work but still give them this at
least once during the quarter, so they know that melody is not always
on top and one must listen to determine where it is.
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Lesson No, 2

1. Review Go Tell Aunt Rhodie and Merrily We Roll Along (both
J00411),

2. Tech Little River Flowing in 1621., place thumb on*Ooxperiment
by ear wiih thumb on. D. Find, correct relationshipstry to
have them discover the step relationship of first five notes STEPS,
of Major scale. F, explain. Play. with REPEATED
L.H. in O. NOTES
Rave class assume L.H. 5 FP (finger pattern) leaving out
fingers 4 and 2 (0 major chord) and play melody with R.H.
while some chord 0 major on strong pulse, of every measure.
Mertion I chcrd, since bottom tone is first note of the
pattern.

3. Find several major chords by ear,
following which can be harmonized
Tinker, Farmer in the Dell, Taps,
Your Boat.

4. Show how keys are lettered--A to A (inside top 2 of group of
3 blacks). Find how many different A's there are, etc.

Teacher plays melodies to the
wi.th I only: Little Tom .

Fiere Jacques, Row, Row, Row

fi to and a le Ob ecti es on e son o. 2

1. Be able to find'2 note major sounds (chords) by ear.

2. Be able to play 5 notes as in Little River Flowing and tell
major sound.

3. Be able to find A.on the keyboard.

4. Be able to chord along to ether while teacher or part of class
sings songs suggested in esson number 3.

5. Find total, number of A's on the piano.

6. Understand what an octave is.

7. If discerning major and minor is difficult, sing a major scale,
have. student check the piano sound against their singing do re
me fa sol, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or whatever system you use.

Lessan42L.2

1. Review building I chord- -use both right and left hand. (L.H.
R.H. 1-3-5). Sing arpeggiated. Play arpeggiated. Play

all notes together iseveral chords on C, G and P.
Memorize the C, G and F chords as "white note chords" or "WWW.*
Also play the 5-finger pattern starting on 0 and G. Have stu-
dents note that the notes for these patterns are all white Then
try F, and have students discover they must use a black (B")
to have the pattern sound like the others.
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Teachers may wish to introduce the two-note chord first. To
avoid having children play in G°, teacher can play melody and
have at dents chord pr have class sing melody while everyone
plays G° and B°, the 2-note ,chord in the left hand.

2. Using the q, F and G chord, harmonize on the strong pulses
(several students at a piano) songs fram.the 2nd lesson. This
might be review or new: Farmer-in the Dell, Frere Jacques (Are
You Sleeping), Row, Pow, Row Your Boat, For example,. teacher
plays Farmer in the Pell in.0, Frere Acques in F, or Row,
Row, Row Your Boat in O. Part of class could also sing melody
if only one piano is in the room. Have students chant., chord to
melody. The students will, no doubt, experience difficulty in
coordinating their fingers for these chords. This it typical,
and the teacher will need to drill and review for some of the
students. Also get across the idea that we name a chord (m
e chord) from the bottom note.

3. a. Drill names of notes again (proceeding from A to A. (1)Teacher
plays a note on her keyboard (held so all can see)--students
respond with correct letter, (2) Line up several students at
the piano or pianos, and call out letter names--have the students
play the note.

b. Explain #(sharps) and b(flats) on the keyboard. Get across
the concept that a # or b does not necessarily mean a black note,
but does mean raising or lowering a note. For example, or
Pb. Teacher should point these out on her keyboard, then have
students locate several es and b's. Teacher should use the
blackboard, dummy keyboard and the pianos to illustrate #18 and
b's.

Definite and Measurable Ob actives for Lesson No,

1. Know the concept of a chord (two, three or more notes sounded
together).

2. Be able to play I chords in both hands.
3. Memorize the C, G and F chords as "white note chords."
4. Chord an accompaniment with one of the chords, C, G or F. Should

be played on first beats or more often but done rhythmically correct.
5, Feel strong beats while chording an accompaniment in ensemble.
6. Coordinate the fingers in order to play the chords well.

.

7. Know 'names of notes (white) A to A.
8. Understand that a # means raising a pitch to the next nearest

note, and the a b lowers the pitch to the next nearest note
(not necessarily a black).

Lesson No. 4I . .4 .= mow

1. a. By finger number diagram, teach the melody to Lightly Row in
the_O pattern.
R.H. 5 5 5 5

4 4
33 3

2 2 2
1



L.H.
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1 1 1
2

33 344
5 5

b: Transpose this piece to the F pattern being very careful
that fingers stay close to the keys and that 4 in R.R., 2 in L.H.rests .on

c. Teacher can supplr. a I V6
5
accompaniment.

d. Some children should try the melody on the piano or pianos.

N.B. The teacher should memorize these finger number diagrams,so that she can sing numbers and 'play along on the dummykeyboard. Children can then obtain help by looking upwhen they experience difficulty.

2. Show the melody to Lightly Row in notation (key of F) calling
attention to steps, skips and repeated tones. The childrenshould note that space to space or line to line means "skip"and line to :Jame line or space to same space means "same."

a. What should transfer here is the same picture of the melody
that was used when the song was taught by finger numbers--point
this out.

b. Right hand is playing in treble (high) clef; Left hand isplaying in bass (low) clef.

0. Clap the rhythm of the song thus:

two-eighths quarter I two-eights quarter

two-eighths two-eights two- eighths quarter

two-eights quarter two-eights quarter

two-eighths two- eight hs half-note II

3. Have students discover by earths fact that another chord isneeded besides I to harmonize this tune. Explain the V (V6to the teacher) to the children as (1) a tension-producing 5chord that wants to move to I, (2) built from I or the five
finger pattern thus: LA. thumb stays the same, put 2nd tinierdown in the pattern, move 5th finger down to the next neartstnote, May use,twailnqe.choe if teacher plays melody in G --students use V andBb and F and Ou. This may reduce the
mechanical problem of 3 fingers together. Practice this in 0,moving from C,E,G to B,F,G and back to O,B,G. (I-V7-I). Prac-tice and play. Try this in G (note P# as the next nearest note
dewn that the 5th finger moves to). Try in F (note 2 playing
Bu which is :.11 the pattern).
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1. Leain a new melody (Lightly Row) and play the melody in the R.H.
(high) and L.H. (lox).

2. Know that melodies can be both high and low, and are often in
the.L.H.

3. Have ability to transpose Lightly Row to another pattern (key).

4. Understand why an additional chord (V7) is needed to harmonize
Lightly Row. (It doesnt sound right otherwise.)

5. Knowledge that I and V7 are the_two most -used chords in music.

6. Unmeasurable but important to'see Lightly Row as it looks in
notation, in both clefs, and observing steps, skips and repeated
tones. This does not mean being able to read the notes--introduce
whatever ideas time allows.

7. Be able to clap and-feei the rhythm of Lightly Row, naming the
rhythmic values while clapping (may be memorized at this stage).

8. Be able to build a V7 (3 -note) in seieral different patterns.

9. Know the fact and hopefully understand through the ear that V7
demands resolution. (Tension-release concept).

Lesson pi_ 5

1. a. Using the printed Melody Guide, teach 0 d McDonald.. First
sing, then shape, then play with finger numbers in the air and
finally transfer to the keyboard. Note that this pattern is not
a five finger "attern as we have had in previous songs. Ex-
plain this as a pentatonic pattern.or scale--a 6-note scale
played very easily on the piano.by using only the blacks
(2 + 3 or 3 + 2). The teachers might contrast this with the
regular 8-note major scale-- playing or singing it for the
children. (Purpose is only to show that all scales do not sound
alike. We are concerned with sound of the 8-note soala)

b.. .E-- i-- ee -i -o can be harmonized with band d V7 thus:
- be-i-o

I V7
.4

Instead of using the I $7 I learned in the last lesson, and.to
facilitate playing in CP', teach the children 2-note chords in-
stead ot

*
3 -note chord for

a
for the L.H. It would consist of the,

notes G0-BD fingered in the L.H.; V7 would consist of P, Op
fingered 5-1 in the L.H.
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While one or two students plaithemelody on the piano, another
could harmonize at this spot - -those at their seats should prac-
tice manipulating these chords also. Most students, With
smam,tice, could manage both melody and harmony. Have the
students visualize I as blacks and V7 as white, immediately out-
side the two blacks..

Review

3. Review building, spelling and playing the Ca', and G chords and
their corresponding. 5-finger patterns. The 01.10..and,G
ehozds should be melorized and visualized as white note chords
(WWW). Introduce the D chord (D-Pi-A) Let the child;;en dis-
cover the need to change P 60 Pi, so. that the pattern mounds
like the others. This chord can be visualized as,WB.W. The
A ohord (A-0444) and 73 Chord (B G#-B) are the others which belong
to ,this group. Teach these and the corresponding 5-ginger.
patterns. Work I V7 I in the patterns or keys of D, A and B.

aglateandlicasurable012

1. Learning a new melody in the R.H., Old McDonald.

2. *ixpiriencing a new pattern in the R.11. wiling all blacks, the
pentatonic pattern..

3. Harmonizing in Gb with I and V7, two-note chords.

4. Reviewing white-note chords;'piaying and building the 0, P
and G chords (WWW).

5. Adding to the students' chord vocabulary the D, A and B chords
(WBW).

6. Playing I V7 I in D, A and B.

7. Reviewing and playing Lightly Row using both hands for melody
playing.

Class should be able to chant chords (sing roots) of. melodies played,
Students should. see that they could sing other notes played in a
chord to produce harmony in _singing. Perhaps better students can
sing a chord note other than the root to these melodies. After
playing,Old McDonald students should be able to hear mistakes in
melody, rhythm and harmony of their own or when played or suns by
others..

Stopped at any spot in melody playing, student should be able to
find next note by himself (by ear).

Tty to have students sing home tone when stopped at any spot in
Old McDonald.
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1. 'a. Teach a 1 nd (using the Melbdy Guide) in the D
patternR.H. playing he melody: Call attention to the black
in the middle. Thin melody may be a little Unfamiliar, so the
usual stepssinging, shaping, finger numbers-- should be
followed. Show the. ieliidy in notation, call attention to chord
tones (1),P# or A'). Have the children.point out or circle those
melody tones which are not chord tones. Teach that these are
nonharmonic (not belonging in the chord.) tones. In this melody
we have assin tones and npper, and lowernei iboring tones,
(sometimes cal e adjacent or auxill ary tones. These should
be identified, learned, and pointed out in future songs.

b. After mastering'the melody, notate it, and have the students
decide the harmony for each measure. Notate the chords exactly
the way they play thein (I or 96m).* Check the piece from themusic 'sent if you ate not sure df details. Give the students
some experience in writing the chords, especially the I. Get
across thy: concept that the I chord will read line-line-line; or
space-space-space depending upon the key. Havesame'students
chord the harmony nhile'another student, or the teacher plays
or sings the melody. Musical phrases should be stressed. This

1

piece consists of two 4-bar' hrases, the first ending on a half
(or incomplete) cadence (V6m the second ending in an authentic
(or.complete) cadence (965-T ..

Defil.....d12.Lncijitsepectives for Lesson No. 6

1. Play Sally Go Round in g.

2. 'Know about nonharmonic tones, and identify them.

3. Know about a phrase.

4. Be exposed to the cadences (half and authentic).

5. Notate chords. (I or V)

6. Hear correct harmony from incorrect.

7. See'both melody and harmony in notation. (nonmeasurable)

Lesson No. 7

1. Introduce staff notation in the following manner:

a. Have the children understand that two staves are used for
piano music (joined.together by a bracket). They should count
lines (5) and spaces (4) from the board.

b. They should note that generally the treble (G) clef is
used by the R.H. and that the bass (F) clef is used by the L.H.
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9. There are certain guideposts that they can see and relateto pitches on their keyboards and piano(s) in the room (1)middle 0 (middle of keyboard, in singing range below 2 blaoks)(2) G above middle C which the. treble clef circles (3) P belowmiddle 0 which is dotted above and below.the P line by the baseclef.

d, The staff should be lettered in the same way Students
lettered their keyboards, e.g.. A to A with 1st space T,A through the first leger (added) line above clef. A throughG in each case should be bracketed.

2. a. Review Little River ,,Flowing in 0 from finger numbers.

R H 5 5 .. 5
4 4

3 3
2 . 2

1 1

b. Notate this on the board (music sent) in C beginning on,nmiddle O. Have the students clap the rhythm: two-eightbsddtwojlighths quarter quarter two-lrhths twollifhts

halfu'nute.

44

c, Have the children note the step-wise character of themelody and repeated tones.

d, Knowing the beginning note is G, have them sing letter namesto the melody (0--1,--E, F--G-- G etc.).

e. Sing letter names again and play the melody at the key-boards at the same time:

f Try this same procedure singing and playing the melody inthe.L.H.

g. See if one of the students can notate the I (C) chord in the9: clef. Find out which measures or the 4 (this song is a
single phrase) that I could harmonize (1, 2 + 4) (1 / I / V7 / 1).Pick another student or two to notate the V6,, knowing how theirfingers move to this chord, see if they can transfer thisknowledge to notation.

.

h. Play the melody and the harmony with both hands in Q.

i. Locate nonharmonic tones and V7.
t
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Objectives_.412112a22.0...1

1. Introducing staff notation and connecting important guideposts
to the piano keyboard.

2. Knowing that generally, the R.H. plays in 4 clef, and the L.H.in )6 clef.

3. Lettering the staff, and seeing relationships to the lettering
of the piano keyboard.

4. Seeing and playing pelody Little River Plowing from notation,
singing letter names instead of finger members in both hands.

5. Notating I and V7 (V6 m) in the 9: clef for each measure.
b) Hearing the correct harmony for each measure.

6. Playing both melody and harmony at the same time.

LAIgna1128.
1. Student Those ;-ho are taking lessons should be

allowed to play for the class frequently. A student pianist
gives the nonpianists motivation to learn as much as possible
and an opportunity to discuss compositions in light of what he
knows from the keyboard sessional Such things as phrase,
cadence, repetition, contrast, harmony, tone color and pedaling
can be topics of conversation which lead to further understand-
ing of the piano and its use as an expressive instrument.

2. Review staff notation. Have several students at the board
locate pitches while those at the piano and at their seats find
these pitches at the keyboard. Have students letter the staff,
name spaces, lines, draw clefs and lager lines.

3. Using simtlar procedure as with Little River, notate Hot °roes
Buns in P. Don't bother with trying to explain the kir signa-
ture. See if the students can determine where the 1st note
should be placed if do, or 1 is pointed out.

3 I 3 I i I I

"1 ci"21 j I ea blel) I

2.Z t i

11.? -jj1
Two phrases, point out repetition, clap rhythm and notate chords
underneath the melody. The chord here should be stressed as BBB
(black, black, black).,_ Have the children locate the five finger
pattern in the L.H. 0.5 pattern) and practice I V7 (V65) I.



4. By ear,i'have the:children hay unite sons of the following suggested
stings ihieh use*-tho I and V7 chords only. use keys D, 14 P
and Bb: Skip to My Lou, The .More We Get,Tosether, To141MVIly
Doodle, Down in the Valley, Oh Viler* Has My Little Dog Gone,
and':,Londan-Bridgc,

a '

abet2 ±tlmiotProialL41C21°11-w*1J..ISZ4s1"8- s

1. tDiscussion'of musical aliments in the pieces of student pianists.

2.'s Drilling and reViiriing. clefs, lines and spaces and relating
guideposts' and pl.tchis to the' piano keyboard.

3.'llaying the melfdy and harmony to Hot Cross Buns fro* notation
in the Key of G.

4. Harmonizing with I and 77 several familiar songr.

5. Hearing and anticipating correct harmonic change.

6. 'Being Mae to write at the board the norrect letters for lines
and spaoes'in both fiefs;

Lesson No. 9

1, The teacher should play the following scale melodies, and ask
the children if they know the pattern name for these melodies
(scale).

a, Joy to the World 8
7

6

5
4

3
2
1

b. French Polk Song g 888
777

666
5
444

333
222

1

Rlay-tho ascending Neale and have the ohildren,sing numbors, and
later letters to such keys as 0, P and G. Have the ohildten
noWthat.certain adlititseitelirs and blellhavestobeikade in
keyirotharthan 0 Va-Makethillsittle sound the saki; This is the
reason\ we. ha** ker'll *attlitik-=iihOw. the --signatures of 0: and P
in both clefs. Do not Stress voile fingering at this; point.
The notes can be player' by using the 2nd finger of the H.
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c. Another tune whioh makes use of the scale is The First No61
(which, however, starts on 3 and goes to 1, then ascends encom-
passing the whole scale.

2. Begin keyboard melodic improvisation on black note pentatonic
patterns in the R.H. Either 11 111 or 111 11 rhythmically,
is usable. In the lower range of the keyboard the tiacher
can start a 4 4 ostinato pattern of 5...ith (3°. to 3b) Which gives
en Indian drum effect. Over these repeated Wig, one or two,
students should improvise a melody (slow note values liked, 01
and .1) which shows some understanding of ,form (thinking phrase
wise and using repetition and contrast) and a sense of develop-
ing an idea. Capitalize on the successful attempts and talk
about the properties of a good melody. (tunefulness, complete
idea, etc.).

212122tivee for Lesson

1. Understanding what a scale sounds like.

2. Playing a scale in a few keys and making proper adjustments in
pitch (to make the whole-half step sequence the same).

3. Understanding the need of a key signature and easing thew in
both clefs.

4. Hearing the scale need as a part of the melody in three songs.

5. Improvising (creating) melodies and using previous experience
with melody to make a few generalizations as to what constitutesa "good melody."

X,esvon

1. On the board, have the melody German folk song Cuckoo notated
in g° (music sent). Locate the tones in the B12 pattern in the
R.H. (I chord is BIB) and in the L.R. Practice I (V60 I in
the L.R. and in the R.H. (Finger V65 in the R.R. ).

at Sing the pitch.names from the board in .rhythm (ex.

ci I ol .1 .1 J1 d.
b. Decide on the correct harmony together, and chord from
symbols placed on the board.

ciw._Chords should bcnotated after deciding on the harmony.
.

d. Circle and identify nonharmonic tones, chord tones and
cadences (3) at the end of every four bars. (1) authentic or
complete (2).imperfect authentic (root not in soprano)
(3) authentic or complete.

.
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e. Decide how the melody should be fingered.

1. _Prom the board explain that, the I chord is built on the letdegree of the scale. in :ads (skips) . Likewise II is built onthe' secohd degree etc. look at V--built in 3rds, And to be V7we add;anothir-3rdisaking four-tones.. To play our V7, we igniteout a tone (5th) and move the bottom note to the top (invert-ing) the chord. This makes an easy V7 (V6) folk( our fingersto reach, not as clumsy as playing Y7 in wHat is called Egit,position; Every chord has a root, and we can harmonize Withchord roots only. With the teacher playing the melody, thestudents should harmonize guckoo with 3° (root of I chord using5th finger on lo.H.),,and B (root of V7 chord using thumb inLill.). The students can also sing thee* roots. Use the key Bb(same key as Cuckoo number) and also key of O.

g. When the teacher has shown I and V7 in root position the
children than can-finger (with. pointer only).and sing thesechords in arpeggio form /--E° G Bb G $b, V7-0 D P BD P D

G Bb G ED), :The teacher can point to these pitches atthe board from the notated root position chords. Build, singanCresolve.these ohorde also in O. (0-3-G414-0; G-Z-D-1-D1-G1Or3 sG64-0). Also practice sing just the roots of I-V7 I (EP-ED-Eu44-G-0) and select other keys.

2. Continue pentatonic improvisation on blacks over ostinato 5tns.Also try a "loping" L.H. accompaniment which woul lend itsioltto a cowboy-like 4tune in the N.H. L.H. ostinato Gb Db Eo Do:
1 5 6 5
(scale tones).

Objectives for . Lesson No- 10

1. Playing a tune from notation.

2. Singing pitch names from notation.

3. Experiencing the Eb tonality.

4. Hearing And deciding _upon chord changes.

5. Identifying nonharmonic and chord tones, cadences and phrases.
6. Fingering a melody from rotation.

7. Understanding that zhords are built on scale degrees, caninverted, and all chords have roots.

8. Harmonizing with, chord roots.

9. Singing chords in arpeggio form*

10. Improvising over an ostinato in a pentatonic pattern.
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111122.2[21.31

1. Review songs using scale melodies (Joy tekthe World, French Folk
trig and The first-Not1).- Notate the scale in 0 in both 2; and
clef having the class sing pitches while the teacher points

to the notes. Bracket two groups of 4 tones each thus:

4

2

Explain ea-oh bracket.. of 4 tones ,as a tetrachord (tetra = 4)
being careful not to contuse this word with chord. Every scale
has a lower and upper tetraohord. The scale can now be fingered
using both hands, L.H. will play the tones of the lower tetra-
-chord fingering tt 5 4 3 2; R.H. will play the tones of the
upper tetrachord fingering it 2 3 4 5. Note that thumbs are
not used when playing tetrachord scales. The key of 0 should
be used first. When the children are fingering and playing
their tetrachord scales, point out the arrangements of whole
steps and half steps which .constitute a major scale.

Note that half steps occur between 3 and 4; 7 and 8. No matter
what tone is the beginning tone, this arrangement will reinthe same. Experiment with keys of G and D.-find the ra which
belong to these keys in order to make the whole-half step
arrangement the same.

2. Teach the first 2 phrases of 0 Sueanna in Gb (or 11). Nete
that the R.H. is in the familiar pentatonic pattern. Teacher
guide:

i4
3

5
4

3 33_

1 1 2 1
2 2 2

1

V
7

3
44

5
4
3 33

2 22
1 1

I I V7
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How many phrased (2)
Type 'of cadence at end of each phrase (halfor incomplete and-perfect iuthentio)

3. Decide upon harmony'
4. Transpose to G making sure of the skip be-

Wean '3(B) and 4(D). lanolin' should remainClose to the toys.

,ObjefotAxes. fox_ 'asks= . No? 11:
1. Singing a scale from notation..

2. Understanding 'a tetrachord:

3. 'Fingering some titrachoid-scales.

4. understanding the whole-half step arrangement of a major scale.
5. Learning a new song in the pentatonic pattern.
6. Identifying phrases and cadences.

7. Hearing correct harmony for 0 Susanna.

8. Transposing 0 Susanna up * step.

Lesson So, 12,

. .1. Put aeloy of attached German Folk Song 'on ths board. (Usekey of Du). Students establish tonality of D by
a. Locating and playing the 5 finger pattern Stith both hands.
b. Playing I V7 I-with both left and right hands.
c. Playing the 10 scale in totrachord form:

.1;1) ;i1Gb Ab BbRaHilb
.5 4 3 2 2 3 4 5

2. Students should understand the reason for the 5 flats in thekey signature after playing the scale. Similar approach toteaching key sighatures all along- -have their ear tell this why.
3. Before playing the melody in the B.H. attempt to determine:

a. Number of phrases (2--eaoh 6 measures long)

b. Meter - -doss it awing in 2's or 3'c (naturally the metereignattre would have to be omitted until' the answer has beengiven.)

c. Name of starting tone fnd the correct finger (7 played with3rd finger)
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d. Which measures are exactly. Alike? (1,2,3 and 7,8,9; 4 and 8).

e.' Measure' which Outline a chord in the melody (3 and 9),
This would then be the chord used inthe bass.

It thee', things cannot be seeni.theii gay the number and seehow iany more can answer the aquestions after hearing the number.

4. When students play the number, they might decide on, the, correctchords by ear. If they know about nonharmonic tones, you mightdo some work here. They should understand that the chord in
the_L.H. need not harmonize with ma note in the melody
as usually occurs with church hymns. The molody notes that arenot found in the chord played by the L.H. are called nonharmonic
tones. The nonharmonic tones (lower neighbors) aro circled inthis number and are always P in the measures harmonized with theV7 chord.

5. Trouble spots might be rhythm and fingering in next to lastmeasure. If some drill doesn't clear this up, skip it.

6. They have,just bpilt a Black-White-Black chord, Might try some
others (E° and. AD).

When bored--build tetrachord scales in flat keys..

Objective is to show the whole-half step arrangement fro* play-ing.. In lesson 11 they worked on 0, G apd D. Now try CI° padnets @amearrangement. Once they have G continue on to DP,A°, X°, and'.?. Students will note that 4th finger in theR.N.' will drop a flat in each rewkey (adding a white key ofcourse). When. you do3 this with sharpst.the 4th .finger of theBALD always adds a new tharpiblack key exoept in the case of Elin .the key'of P1),

aleptives for Lessa00. 12

1. Students shoulci Um about the whole-half-step arrangement inscales..

2. Students should be better at identifying phrases either by .sight or sound.

3. Students should be better at identifying meter either by sightor sound.

4. Students should know what meter is.

5. Students should be able to see repetition in music.

6. Students should tic able to see chord tones in the melodic line.
7. Students might be able to see nonharmonic tones in the melodicline,



e - -
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8. Students should be better at harmonizing a song.

9. Students,should be able to play a Black-White-Black chord (MP,A and /3°).

10. Enow about sixteenth notes.

If physical problems are great, reduce work on tetrachord scalesand learning relation of whole and half-steps. This may be verydifficult.

Reduce work on 1344-B chords in 3 keys.

Reduce to one hand work.

Do not worry about identification of phrases if this is difficult,the only real indication here is that the note in the melody lineis longer.

beigpo; No. 13

1. Transpose the German Folk Song from lesson 012 to the key ofD. Class should understand that they are reading the samepitches but are playing in a different key. Zaniest form oftransposition and already accomplished in less #11 where wemoved 0 Susanna up * step from Go to G although there it wasnot done from notation.

2. Work on establishing keys of songs in the students by:

a. Playing a 5 finger pattern.

b. Playing the 1 117 I

c. Build a scale in tetraohord fashion.

d. Sing the I and 97 chords as arpeggios while fingering onthe.keyboard. Point out how chords are built (I chord starts
on the first note of the scale, a V chord on the fifth degreeof the scale, chords have a root, third and fifth unless thereis a 7 after the chord like V7 where we have 4 notes, a root,third, fifth and 7th.

Might tell them that we sometimes mix these up (using the samenotes) and then we call them inversions. This is done to simpli-fy fingering on the.piano or for variety.

3. Students might- lay only the roots to harmonize. Some studentsmight sing the root. Some studenti might sing the melody. soreadvanced students eight play the melody.
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4. Tonal Mowry Game Time.
You might devise better forms and rules.

a. Teacher plays a tonal fragment. Student plays back in
maximum of twc,attempts. ixample might be playing
31i-/*5-5-4-3=2-1
Jiti 17 .41 J.
ROWS can line up and you can have an old fashioned spelling bee.
The more musical these fragments are, the better..

b. Hard game for smart sleeks.
Teacher plays phrase I (4 bars) which ends in,a half or

incomplete cadence. Student must complete it with second
phrase, ending do with a perfect authentic -cadence.

Maybe best to start with parallel periods???

Question Answer,

Correct rhythm may be biggest problem for students. This game
combines tonal memory with improvisation (creating an ending for
their phrase).

.11.sjay.AWangLaullObetel

1. Know whit transposing is and perhaps do a little.

2, Know how a chord is built and sing some chords in root position
arpeggiated.

3. Improved tonal memory in ability to play back a tonal pattern.

4. Know about an answering phrase, question and answer.

Perhaps be a little more creative in ,improvising answers to question
phrases; sing chord roots to a song as it is played.

Lesson No. a

1. Introduce the minor,mode by ,playing or., singing the first two
phrases of Brie Canal in the key of D minor. Ask the class it
the second phrase is like or dkffereAt than ,,the first Varese.
Have the clasp listen to the ciorde in the l,ast two measures
of each phrase. (II I V7 I ). If the I ohoed is named
from its root, or lowest tone, what is this chord called?
(D minor). Notate the melody of one phrase and notate the I

t.
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or d minor chord in its proper place. Sing the tones in
arpeggio form (D-P-A-F-D). How do vs D major chord?
Practice building and playing saveral minor chords by first
building major chords and then lowering the middle tone. Ito-
tato V7 in Brie Canal, and have the class underktand that V7
in minor sounds 'and is' spelled the same as In the parallel
major. Example: V7 in C minor G-B-D-P is spelledths same as
in C major. Also, note that key signatures can stand for
major or minor keys.. One must look through the piece (melody
and chords) to determine'lf the piece is in a major or minor
key.

Learn Erie Canal, both melody. and chords, and transpose to
other minor liatterne, such as C minor or A minor. Practice
minor 5 finger patterns, I, V7, and I, and dinging chords.

2. Aural Work

a. Teacher plays major and minor chords and students dis-
tinguish chords by sound.

,

b. Qnestion.and answer phrases in minor patterns.

c. Teacher plays faiiliar songs like JOhnny Comes Marching
Home, Zum Gall Gall, Charlie is My Darling, Poor Wayfaring
Strangers Go Down Noses, 0 Come, 0 Come Immanuel, Pat-A-Pan
interspersed with songs in major, and students recognize the
mode-whether the song is in a major or a minor key.

Ob ecttves for Lesson Ha. l

1. Begin to understand the minor mode (mood).

2. )61Oli.how to build and plays Minor chord from a given major
chord (by lowering the 3rdY.

3. Know that frin minor keys is spelled and sounds the same as
V7 in the piralle major (e.g, V7 in D major and D minor is
sibelled A- G# -E -GJ.

4. Know that key signatures can denote minor as well as major
keys and that the home tone determines.

5. Hear the difference between major and minor chords.

6. Identify by ear major and minor songs.

7.. Be able to play a minor 5 finger pattern.

8. Improvise answer .phrases in minor.
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sQ 10.

1. Review (a) minor chords (b) five finger minor patterns on
several tones such as.P, G, D, B, (c) playing r, V7 I in minor.

2.- Harmonize, after singing with the teacher, the first half of
the song Drill Ye Tarriera (Ginn, Book 5, C Minor) usingI and V7.

3. Sight read in G Beethoven's Ode to Joy theme:

Determine (a) Nonharmoni0 tones (passing tones, anticipation
in measures 4, 8, 16)

(b) Form (3 Part, A A B A)

(c) Cadences (Half, Perfect Authentic)

(d) Harmony (All I and V7)

(e) Pingeiing (Start on 3-use thumb of L.H.
for D in Measure 12)

Also, sing the pitches by letter-name. (See enclosed sheet).

Ob iectives for Lesson 12. 15

1. Reviewing minor patterns and chords.

2. Harmonizing a new minor song.

3. Sightreading a famous symphony theme.

4. Identifying form, cadencesi nonharmonic tones.

Lesescn!qo 16

1. Introduce the IV chord through playing Lavender's Blue, p. 51in nano for Olassroamyusio (Pace). Ask the children whileplaying the song secondtime to raise their hande when theyhear a chord that is not I or V7 (measures 3 & 4, 11 & 12).
Motet* the let phrase on the Wird end have children discoverthat the melody tone in measures 3 & 4 does not belong to either1 or V. Another chord is needed. I, IV, and V are called the
primary chords in music, and are the most used chords. Alt
plain that IV is built on the 4th degree of the smile in 3rds.T© mike it easy for us to play, we rearrange tones and play itin what is called an inversion. In this key (D), IT is spelled
G-H-D in root position. For easier playing we. move. the top
note'D to the bottom,. since 5th finger is playing that note
already in I chord, .Practice playing I. IV I in la and other

1 1 1"
D.B. 3 2 3

5 1 5
keys. Note that.in proceeding to IV from I, the following rules
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should be observed for L.H.: 5 stays on same note, put 2 down
in 5 finger pattern and thumb moves up one whole step. This
piece does net stay in 5 Zinger position. In measures 3 and 4,
the 5th finger is playing on the 6th degree of the scale.
This. is the lot extension which has baen introduced, and it's
important to get across the concept that not 4211, pieces stay in
5 finger position.

2. Aural Work: Pick out by ear the measures where IV is used in the
FailiiIiirsongs played by the teacher: A. Jimmie Crack Corn
(chorus), B. 0 Susanna (chorus), C. On Top of Old Smoky,
D. Auld Lang Wes

3. Dr_ill: in keys of 0, F, G, D I IV I
I IV V

7 I

Note: IV is played.in position (2nd inversion). If the
children merely understand that tones oS a chord Can be
rearranged without the letter names of the chord changing,
and that this is called inversion, that is all that we desire.
No further explanation is necessary.

ObJectiyec forjlesson SO. 1_6

1. Knowhow the IV chord is built.

2. Know that chords may be inverted (tones are rearranged).

3. Hear.a IV chord in many familiar songs.

4, Play a phrase which goes out of 5 finger position.

5. Play IV - I; IV-V7-I in several keys.

11019.1414.11

1. Use these patternshto establish a key (a) 5 finger pattern,
(b)-tetrachord scale, (c) progression of I- IV -V7 -I. Usually
used when learning new songs.

2. Teacher plays tilelgailmiSmAktmumplia in G" from p. 51-52
of ilmmAgyiAligimmiligg by Pace. One or two students
shsuldbeat-theboardAotting down the chord symbols for each
measure for at the first half of the song. After this
is correct, the class can sing, or teacher play the melody
while those at-their keyboards and a few at the piano harmonizt
the song.

3. Aural Work: The .teacher or Students play several progressions
bade up from the chords I IV and V7, and the class identifies
the progression oorreotly. Stemple: IV I; I V7 I; I V7 1;
IV V7 I. Up several keys and avoid progressing from V to IV.
Keys like But ED, A, etc. should now be tried.
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0124tectivesson112.LX,

1. Establish a pattern to set up tonality.

2. Identify the harmony to D....1saeBrW3ALWAL._mttheIoain.

3. Hear chord progressions accurately or' at least better.

1. Have Ilouette either on sheets or on the board for the class
to learn. The following aspects of the 'aogre should be dis-
cussed before beginning:

a What makes the R.H. melody easy? (5 ?P)

c What kind of playing do we:have in measures 5 and 6?
(Vtison)

(d) What'does D. O. al fine mean (go back to beginning and play
to fine)0 '

2. Review playing I IV in L.H. Now play this progression in theR.H. Fingering which is most suitable follows:. I IV I'
5 5 5
3 3 3
1 1 1.

(a) Practice playing in the RoH. in several keys.
(b) Then try I.IV_I. V7 I and I.IV V7 I
(c) Now play tht roOtti to the chordb in the above two pro-

gressions is the' I;..*j thus:
1 IV I V7I ' and 1 IV V7 I
5 2 5 i 5 2 1 5

Then add the R.H. so that L.H. plays roots and R.H. plays3 note chords (4 voices altogether)

thus:

Try this progression in several keys.

Vary the way' of playing it e.g. pritYlwaltz style (3,. H. plays
root, R.H. plays npah-pah," or play L.H. followed by R.H.
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ObJectives for Lesson lb. 18

1. Learning a new piece from notation (Alagene).

2. Understanding some simple musical terms like 40081 fine.

3. Playing in unison, which happens frequently in music.

4. Chording with roots in L.H. and chord in R.H.

5. Understanding that chords can be spread out, and tones doubled.

6. Varying chordill_patterne-waltz, etc.

'OUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

KEYBOARD PLANS.- AURAL EMPHASIS

1. On attached ditto you will find more tonal configurations to
use in class. These are common patterns found in elementary
song series. They can be used in games, and should be played
at least twice before the student attempts to repeat each
pattern.

After the children have a good deal of experience in repeating
patterns for you,. you might have them make up some for their
classmates. Warn them to keep their own patterns simple, so
that the other children trying to play them back do not ex-
perience a lot of difficulty.

2. Skip in the plans to lesson #14 and introduce minor keys.
on hearing and seeing (also feeling) the difference be-

tween major and minor chords. In lesson #14 under #2, (Aural
Work), songs in minor which should be fairly familiar to the
class are suggested. You should play several of these and mix
them up with major songs (from their fifth grade song book).
Have them identify the mode (major or minor). Example:
When Johnnie Comes Marching Home (minor), Jimmie Crack Corn
(major) etc.

3. When I visit your class next, I want to emphasise Question and
Answer phrases, such as suggested in lesson #13, no. 4. This
phase of work combines tonal memory and a bit of improvisation.
This may be a bit hard for the students. We will find out
together.

4. Try as much as possible with the supplementary material that
I'm feeding you to focus the keyboard area on ear development.
Specifically, hearing and repeating tonal configurations, hear-
ing the difference between I and V7, and finally, hearing and
understanding the difference between major and minor chords.
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Keyboard - :Patterns to Play Back - Teacher's Copy
;

Cr) (7)

I.

Identify the chord patterns:

0)
(4

mummftvmrnn.mm..mwww.mumm

.....=111.11.1.1,

...00=11.1111111.1011ftwomminwillInww

1
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Sample Question Phrases* (slake your own patterned after these)

Ifyboard Itisteping SUagestions

Answer should use let
two measures, then re-
turn to tonic (impro-
vising an ending).
Pour bars in the answer.

On separate ditto sheets you will find suggestions andiaia6 for
presenting tonal and chordal patterns for the children to play back
lor-uil.dentify. Since most of our keyboard work thus far has dealt
with liiited melodic range, the play -back tunes are either in a
three-note or five -note range.

In distinguishing between I and V7
sounded in each exercise, since thi

In IV, the children can write the
them for you.

These patterns are similar to the ones demonstrated recently
in your classes. You should feel free to make up some of your own.

Skip to Lesson #8, no. 4, where songs are given which can be
harmonised with I and T. The mslodies.to these are on separate
ditto sheets.' Play thole songs for your class, and see if the
students can identify the chords correctly.

Also, teach 0 Susanna in Gb (pentatonic pattern) as suggested in
Lesson #11, no. 2, without transposition. Have the class decide
upon the harmony. Stress the fact that V7 calls for some LImpletion
(as evidenced in the half cadence at the end of the first Weans).

(see III), four chords will.be
s is a normal pattern in a phrase.

symbols at the board, or verbalise
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AURAL. mule - SIGHT READING.- NOTATION

Program Objectives

Hopefully, at the end.of ntn weeks the student .will, be able to -

1. Read and sing common tonal oonfigurations from notation.2. Hear and identify common tonal configurations aurally.3. Identify the lines and spaces by letter name.
4. Vocally chord the I -IT-V chords from memory and/or notation.
5. Heir and identify the I-IV-V chords from a sound source.
6. Recognize (identify) common tonal configurations in familiarsongs.
7. Clap and sing basic rhythmic patterns from notation.
8. Clap and identify basic metric patterns,
9. Use sol-fa syllables, numbers and letter names in singing common

tonal Configurations.
10. Recognise and sing the key tone when. hearing familiar songs.11. Use basic musical symbols to write or copy 'tipple music.12. Follow a simple, one line score for listening.

:

The following suggestions are stolen from Leonhard's Foundations
211(.12a2322WL21.131-Ladcto
1. _Start with faillar longs and extract from them,
2. Sing and play bi ear andrelate to the score.
3. Move to the beat of the music.
4. Stress patterns (configurations) not single tones.
5, Use instruments to illustrate tonal relationships.
6. Emphasize improvisation,
7. Use vocal chording. of the I-IV and 767 chords.
8. Set up tonality for each song by sinning /-IV-V7-I chord pro-gression.
9. Experience with music should precede use of notation.

1046, :Usereal music for the most part..
11. Stress xuidersts,,ndixigy not rote memorisation.
12.- Bring in as many outside: experiences. as. feasible.13. Use scores to enhance listening.
14. Stress the advantages of reeding
15. Use lots of easy music. AlWays,establish tonality and beatbefore reading. Solve tonal problems by clarifying the relation-ship between the configuration and the tonality. Solve rhythmicproblems by clerifying'the.relationship:between the rhythmicpattern and the beat.
16. Use chordal,a0comPaniment to,help_maintain the tonality and thebeat. -

.

A447$.111.musiC configuratienai18, .16.110w%for,indivi4U41,4ifforansa$6,
.19. Zon!t,becoekcbseee'd with music reading. Mild genii) is

suffidieht.

The following activities are suggestions only. Other more pertinent,
more enjoyable or more practical activities may come to mind, and ifso, feel free to use them.)
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1. Sing exercises with syllables, numbers and note names.
2. Write exercises from dictation.
3. Sing tonal configurations with note names, syllables and numbers.4. Write configurations from dictation.
5. Copy music to learn how to use musical symbols.
6. Sing familiar songs with words, numbers, syllables and note

names.
7. Find configurations in familiar songs.
8. Use competition to stimulate interest: e.g. a configuration

spell down.
9. Read configurations in retrograde to emphasize their pattern

relationships.
10. Improvise rhythms: using clapping, finger snapping, kneeslapping and foot tapping.
11. Compose "songs" by combining configurations.
12. "Compose" songs by notating telephone numbers: e.g. 1,2,3,

equals 0,I01..
13. Sing songs inphocket, i.e. divide melody among several singers,each one singing one note or each one singing a tone in sequence.14. Sing configurations in hocket.
15. Play configurations on the piano.
16. Identify tunes by hearing their first few measures. "mysterytunes."
17. Identify tunes by silently studying and comparing notation.18. Finish the notation for incomplete familiar tunes.
191 Sing tunes as they.are pointed out from scale notation .by the

teacher.-(1.0., major scale notated on blackboard, tones indi-
cated in tune's seqUence.)

20. Use gestures or hand movements to symbolize tonal levels -pitch and dynamics.
Pantomine stepwise configurations. Musical charades?

'22. Build key feeling by vocal chording of I-IV-T-I. e.g.
P-A-C-A-P 0-N-G-14. Start with neutral

syllable, progress through numbers, note names cud syllables
in key of 0, initially.

23. Use configuration flash cards for speed Contests - competition.24. Use individual and small group singing for testing and motivation.25. Clap, snap, tap, and slap basic meters and rhythms. Ask your-self what Carl Orff would do.
26. Identify rhythmic patterns thiough listening.'
27. Conduct basic metric patterns: 2/4 3/4 4/4.

SUGGESTBD SONGS PROM SONG SUM .

Regarding writing and note reading, the following quotation fromTea Musictanp4p by Howard Murphy: "Here is a known tool whichw 11 unl ok the structure of music. Begin.with the examination ofsimple music in the key of 0 major--or transposed to it--and continueusing only that key until the student has sufficient mmlical, back-ground to assimilate other keys." p. 21
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The following songs from the common song series are in the key of O.
(Book 5)

SILVER WIRDETT: 5, 12, 14, 15, 16r 189.19, 23, 32, 44, 53, 55k 62,
63, 46, 76, 90, 90; 100, 111, 114,. 127, 132, 138, 141,144, 147,

0, 164, 164, 1734.,174, 180, 181, 196; 208, 211, 214.

ALLYN & BACON: 16, 32, 16, 22, 240 27, 37, 46; 66, 72, 83, 84,
85, 98, 110,-145, 126, 144, 145, 152, 153, 157, 160, 163, 164,166, 169, 172, 176, 179, 186, 188, 189,-195, 196. .

.

GIN: 18, 19, 22, 23, 34, 49, 54, 55 59 61, 83, 85, 94, 113,128, 136, 140, 143, 145, 154, 178, 188, 189, 190, 204, 205, 206.

ABC: 2, 18, 20, 21, 22,- 23, 24, 25,26, 27, 28, 29, 30; 32, 77,
42, 84, 142, 155, 1.64 163, ;74, 176, 180, 194.

FOiLET1 10, 13; 28, 29,' 41, 80, 83, 85, 106, 110, 112, 115, 118,
119, 153, 161, 162, 164.

Moanse of the variety of' song series in use in your schools, the
lesson plans will seldom specify songs from a particular song
leries.. 'However, this.is.not meant to imply that the song series
books should mot be used. In fact,.the lesson plans should usuallyall some free time during'eadh period for regular song singing0.o the Weeks. .2*eforably these songs Should be used in a. similarmanner to the regular, or asieigneditaterial. For instancQ,

such as these might be Aippropriste:
:Singing with. words, numbers and letters.

2: Clapping rhythm's.
3 Finding tonal patterns (configurations) in songs.
4.: Analyzing symbols, muiical elements found in these songs.5 Silent reading of flail sections of songs.
.6; .Identifying errors intentionally added to the songs by

the teacher.*
7. Playing songs on the piano or on other instruments if

available. .

Lesson_ lma
Leeson one

Teacher materials: chalk, music staff liner, chalkboard
Student naterialst none
ASSIGNMENT: BUY SMALL 2001 OP MUSIC PAPER (l CE STUDENT)
Objectives:

1. Derive note names and numbers from a familiar song.
2. Begin learning note names of the 0 major scale.
3. Begin learning the elements of notation:

a.. staff
b. treble clef sign
c. leger lines
d. shape of note heads
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Activities:

1. Sing "Are You Sleeping" with words.
2. Sing 0 major 'scale - observe notation, use numbers.
3. Derive seals tone numbers from "Are You Sleeping." Sing.
4. Sing 0 major scale with letter names. (explain alphabet

direction and pitch direction relationship.)
5. Derive letter names for "Are Thu Slering."
6. Have students point out notes of bong from scale pattern

on chalkboard.
7. Sing song as a round.
8. Explain bajic notation symbol's (obj. e).

e and Xeasurable s A

1. Learn notation meohanics--staff, treble clef sign, lager line,
note values, quarter and half in 2/4 meter (although explana-
tion' of 2/4 meter need not come until lesson 2.

2. Point out if Are You Sleeping moves soalewise or akipwise and
where.

3. Point out if a 0 major scale moves scalewies or ekipwise. Would
like to have them understand the functional role of the scale.
I suggested in lesson 11 last quarter that they should be able
to write one but I realize now that this is really meaningless.
Some students didn't know how to put stems on but this isn't
terribly important for understanding. Some got off and.either
skipped a note or put two on one line or space and so invariably
ended up one off. They certainly didn't understand the musical
use of the scale. However, those that did write it correctly
may only have better, more careful, work habits or better eye-
sight in getting 8 notes down and having them on every line and
space and I still don't know if they know much more than the
others.

4. Ability to name names of notes for music as indicated in
activity 6.

5. Have students discover by ear identical phrases in Are You
Sleeping--are they identical in notes and rhythm?

6. Learn where end of phrase comes so students know when to breathe
in singing the number. This concept may be without understand-
ing at this point but we'need to get started.

LajuLaULLo

Teacher materials: same as lesson one, plus dittoed exercises.
Student materials: none

Objectives:
1. Derive note names and numbers from a familiar song.
2. Review 0 scale with note names and numbers.
3. Introduce vocal chording of thel:and V chord.
4. Introduce 2/4 and 3/4 meter.
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ActIvities:
1. Sing Amyrtga with words.
2. Derive letter,names and numbers for Waft.
3. Sing with litters and numbers.
4. Sing exerc sell (see manuscript) with numbers and letter

5. liplain 2/4 meter.
6. Sing exercise42.
7. splain 3/4 meter. ,Clap 2/4 and 3/4 meter.
8. Learn I and V chords by ear. Sing and play 1.'3-503-1and 5-7-2-7-5 using neutral syllable. Pkactioe. Work

tommtodlom0, of being able to hear or sing either chordfrom hand or notational symbols.

Assignment: none.

sot ve. A

1. Know meaning of meter cigns 2/4 and 3/4.

2. Bs able to clap quarter notes in 2/4 and 3/4 with accent.

3. Be able to determine meter (2/4 or 3/4) of some familiar songs(mystery tunes) from hearing them and others just byhow they go. Thus they can name some songs or select from alist on the board songs that are in 2/4 or 3/4o,

4. Know and write a I chord and a V chord at least in 0. If you,oan use other keys without mixing too many up--PINS.

5. Be able to recognise I chord and V ohord when heard. Th.,s
means stressing retention of the sound of I at all times.

6. Be able to sing America by letter name, syllable or number byring around the room one note per student.

7. Be able to sing exercises #1 and 2 by going around the room(letter name, syllable or number) one note per. student. Studentsmuct put in accents in proper places so even these exercises aredone at musically as possible.

8, Be able to stop at any point and have student sing the hometone, either in Americca or in axercises 1 and 2.

Teacher materials: dittoed exercises and "mystery tunes.Student ratsrials: music paper make their own if not purchased yet.)

Ob3sotivss:
1. Review C scale pattern with numbers and note names.20 Review I'and V chords.
3. Identify mystery tune.
4. Sing mystery tune with Words, numbers and letter names.5. Review meters and learn 4/4 meter.



Activities:
1. Sing exercises 1,2,3,4.
2. Sing songs beginning with.I chord: Marines Hymn, Star

Spangled Banner,. Dixie, or .others. (You ray have specialpreferences from your song books. if so, there is noneed to be bound by lesson plan suggestions.)
.3. Note chordal shape of opening measure of these songs.4. Sing I and V chords. Relate to songs above. (I chord only).5. Praotice vocal chording and identifying I and V from

listening.
6. Notate mystery tune #8 and aft-blase to sing inwardly.

Bluth person should write down the answer, or the song titlehe thinks is correct. Have various students sing the melodyas they think it goes. Compare, discuss and then givecorrect answer.
7. Complete notation of mystery tune with help of class.8. Clap 2/4 3/4 and 4/4. Create ohythmic (metric) patternsusing clapping, finger snapping, knee slapping and foottapping. WILD.

Assignment: Copy the music of a song chosen by the teacher from thesong book in use.

lessell DBE

Teacher materials: dittoed manuscript tunes and exercises, staff liner,chalk, piano.
Student materials: song books, music paper.

Objectives:
1. Derive note names and numbers from a familiar song.2. Identify a tune by ear.
3. Identify a tune by sight, from notation.
4. Review scale lettere and numbers in rhythms.5. Contintte developing skills in notation,
6. Develop feeling for meter and rhythm in 3/4.
7. 11000iZe a tonal pattern in a faailiar song.
.8. Review and test vocal chording of I and V.
9. Evaluate progress in copying music.

Activities:
1. Sing "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star" with "la," numbers andletter names.
2. Identify mystery tune #15 by ear.
3. Identify mystery tune #3 by sight. Students should sing

silently, write down their answer and be ready to sing the tunethey have in mind, when called upon.
4. Sing exercises 1,2,3,4,5,6 with numbers and letter names.5. Practice vocal chording of I and V. (still using "la").6. Clap rhythms of #3 and #6. Divide clays in half and combinethe two rhythms. Reverse patterns and repeat procedure.7. Identify configuration #20 in the song "Twinkle Twinkle."8. Discuss problems found copying song assigned in lesson three.

Definite'and xea.urab 1e 41 A

1. Improving tonal memory for a aalody through attention to thecharacteristics of a melody. At this point they should be able
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to recognize two different melodies as different, two melodiesexactly alike even though in a different key as the
luture lessons will allow for Changing of or rhythm inmelody and for changing of barony in a mlody.with the studentrecognizing whether it is the same or differitat (even if he can'ttell why). You may want to start this activity new if what isprescribed is too simple.

2. Define and recognize a phrase.
3. bind phases either through words to a song or through music.4. Know 4/4 time.
5. Be able to recognize the meter of a song when heard.
6. Know when the strong beats occur in a measure.
7. There are some unmeasurible objectives but extremely importantones in this singing back of **iodise, being able to tell themelody from the accompaniment, seeing similarities to helpremember what it sounded like, closely looking at a melody,

range, tessitura, scaleWise ohordwis, skipwise, repeatedrhythms and so on. Hopefully they will also develop some feel-ing for a phrase, how to sing one, what oxpression is appro-priate, the nuances, eta. as well as some feeling for_metor ina mganingful way from the music.

Mum Fin

.Reference to Song Books is always to those songs in O.
1. If you need more awl on leosoms 3 and 4. and the students are notbored - -STOP right here, read no more, do not pass Gov do notcollect... etc.

2. Review time on music mechanics. Admittedly the first lessonscovered these with little more than passing fancy but they are imeportant. Take time to ensure that students know the names of linesand spaces, notes, note values, bar lines,. rests, treble clef signs,accidental signs (sharp and flat), scale, leger line and time sig-nature. Can point all of these things out in music so they makesense, derive this information in a wgamey fashion" from familiarsongs or better ways tit you know. about. I think we would preferthis to be context initially and put on the board sepitately later.Desire these items to be testable rather than detestable.
3. At this point students should have copying asoignmenti in theirmusic notebooks. Copying is probably the best way to learn allof this factual stuff-- teaching it all in class would probablybe very inefficient. This can be integrated with lots of othergood things in life like:

Take your songbooks home, write out ten different phrases fortomorrow.
Take your songbooks home, write out the melodies of ten differ-ent songs.
Take your songbooks home, write out the rhythm of ten songs butdo it all on a single pitch, may first lino P or any other note.
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Take your songbooks home, write out the home tone for ten
different songs.

Take your songbooks home, write out the melodies of ten songs
that have a major chord (triad or whatever you call it) as
part of the melody (Example: Star Spangled Banner)--can do
this'with(sOalewise etc.

Etc. Etc. Etc. You know what is beet procedurallY,,whether cer-
tain songs should be assigned or have free choice as suggasted
above.

4. Time to get out the songbooks, pitchpipes and become autocratic
with a completely Silent classroom. Songs in songbooks are
about to become thriFiTery songs from last nine weeks. Pick
a song, give them the starting pitch only and have each and
every student sing the song through to himself silently, in-
wardly, without sound of humming, whistling, tapping. (Ws
realize they all can't do this as yet but that's why it is part
of the lesson). Now .you play three songs from the songbook
on the piano and have them...meaning one indiitidual called
upon...identify which Of the three songs he has just sung
inwardly to himself. If this goes very well and students begin
to catch on what to listen for, meter, rhythm, pitch, any
number of things can give it away...GREAT. We can then begin
to shorten tha examples and give shorter melodic or rhythmic
patterns to identify. Your Christmas mail will bring some
exercises to do after they have mastered the complete song bit.

5. Vocal chording. Pun. But point out to them in music how often
the chord appears inlielodies so this will increase tonal memory.
Emphasize roots. Stop class at any time during vocal. chording
and have them sing do. Have individuals sing I chord on various
pitches as you give them from the piano. Go on to IV and V
chords as they become proficient.

Reading and Dictation Exercises. Use either the sheet from 1st
nine weeks or 2nd nine weeks. Only practice and drill on every
other exercise. Use the others for sight reading by individuals
or cells. We prefer that students learn principles of soale
and skip rather than a repertoire of 48 ditties. As Gretchen
pointed out these principles are still meaningless until we add
the principle of more than one key. We agree with her. Read-
ing is not our primary objective although the lessons plans
for the first nine weeks certainly Make it appear-so. We are
concerned with the principles within one key so they can sight
sing or make sense out of it when sung inwardly, recognize
errors when different from that played etc. However you will
notes few exercises on the new sheet in two different keys.
When students sing these use any key you wish that is best
for the student, we picked P and G as they are two good keys to
see and not necessarily good to sing in.

1inie d o e b ON 0

1. Know mechanics of music, names of lines, spaces, notes, note
values, rests, etc.
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Be.413a**6400214:4201WOWNIMIrla lonamili401mtoof three Wile'played., Be altlit to,. a: ..-tbie,:irith Viasouteir. ,. .-

3. Bit AbleyitQA4MIS AU -mnegillited: chord on szky givens .note;..
,

:.:.1.1 _, .,.i...
4. Be able to sing IV and V-when gUitiA..

.

5. Be able to sing at eight404Tisee on t441 readinuand! 4otationsheet - -at least ifiA.

;
6. Know that Changing key to F or G doesn't make it any harder to,sing (it being melodic and rhythmic configurations (patterns).

De ite

1.

ti2. Increased awareness through the ear of' where a cadence occurs.
3. Better listening to notes and their relation to one another inorder to-be ins tcp:sall them bask.

4. Increased *Rareness of. the role of do. in the cadences and whereSkis .ate All timee.r

[,

b ve Of
P (tad nine weeks)

W r

Increased tonal memory.

5. Increased ability to listen for recurring sections in a pieceIf music.

6. These are in some ways difficult to measure but I think we canget at these pretty well. Bearing along with.singing is impor-tent to us in this lesson.

Ds i ite and Nees
Me n us c

1. Ap undorstandingig questione.1,31849,10,11112 and 15 on Students
Listening Guide.

2. .Ability to 'distinguish fast from slow musicthis means givensome reference point as somewhat in the middle. Should thinkstudents could count in a moderate tempo without assistance fromthe teacher..

3. Ability to listen for accents in music and hence be able to
distinguish 2/4 from 3/4 time.

Be able to hear (109.100)_ a 4zytkoitiolAttiorn. in 'a, pifio of mulioand either tap or sing it back or recognise it as same or
different, from another Thythntpattern.v. Mlay Obtain rhtWapatterns from the music or given by the teaohor.

5' A beginning of. uniaretanding of liow.,pulee allows a number tofit into patterns or fors to- tie, swam together.
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6. 1 beginning of understanding of the idea of contrast contributing
to.form--contrast in this case being fast and slow.

7. A beginning of understanding of how rhythmic patterns repeated
either in whole or in part can make a piece fit together into
a Whole piece with some balanoe'or'fOrm, 3'1

Da ini e d t 0 21 i

1. Be able to listen to a theme-or aelody and draw its shape by
contour lines,

Identify the aelody or theme by short or long, skip or step,
what register,. whothot. Qtrautorttott *other _calm or oxottod
in expressive quality and rhythmic flow.

2. Be able to hear this theme or melody in an orchestral context,

3. Define motif.

4. Hear a motif in a theme (use examples on tape as an exercise).

5. IDiow that aelody moves toward a goal. We don't want to. over-
emphasize motifs and themes and their use by a compOser so the
listener never hears the,important musical idea of melody.

6. Know that tension created by
rising melody

stop's and'starts,in the thythsf
crescendos
use of tonality moiring toward do or 1.

Def i and ea ble Ob e i

1.

2.

3.

4.

Is able to follow a lino score and not got lost -sat least not
too often.

To emaciate the idea that notes higher on the staff are higher
in pitch and vice versa.

To look at a meter sign and be able to count the meter with
s-proper accent.

Know what a measure is.

5. Know meter signature for waltz time, for march time.

6.* Knowledge of what-notes are faster, quarters or
whit they look like.

7. Knowledge of Musical symbols and what they mean
sign, slur and staccato, etpression marks etc.

sixteenths and

like repeat
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8. Note, at, least visually, the key chance at variation 2 and
return to'original at variation 3. Consequently know where
to look for the key even if they don't know what key is what.

9. Have some response to what dotted rhythms are like.

10. Know meaning of word Coda.

11. Know.meening of word countermelody.

12. Have some idea of what strings, woodwinds and brass sound like.
Knowledge of instruments continually integrated into the
training. -

d es ab e1 cc VID t 41

Not sure that we really haire any. We now feel that students need
to have some, items pointed out and find others in the music. This
is a high 1e117.4 slcip.ws are taptAng,,ibpInt an# we hope. this type
of lesson makes/ bet$Ot
than the boy-girl business-thit'iltrhad the-firet nine weeks.

1. flhjectives would,bs,that,stgents could listen for an any
PPA314*-. C

vontrast
haimony
types of instruments used
s4elody.rand:Aumher/ofthies
4140.;),1

instead of listing all items, I hope the 45 questions on
the sheet migh$vgitve,a0;attre idea ofit4o :things we feel
students might 1e able to /I:Sten to in Music.

2. 1044:1:1"-ititrt4*404,41142tflilf seems to be a.
o oil *goat iguiskol, to' where. phrase.

occur. Some othere'doubtful. Think w should
only talk about the clear-out phrases.

Definite akti44114iiii'0);JiploiWesi.oitiiieriairt 0$.

1. R e!29:i4r4 or !:1141tmetri'cl. music.

2. Know (define correctly) acoelerando and'iitarit.

3. Knhwj.counterpsAnl

4. Dion: tel*t_oek
0X10/0114P11; .4# PP ,ffiP

o4 * Intwopzi the two.

d. Ma P4glakope .mess, p; Inetru-
14e8 f::11114,1' .41

5. Reld440 *adf0129**;# /444164'4s'
TI
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6. Be able to itme.thse stylistic characteristics of Olassioal
music.
a. regularJbeit, no change. of tempo.
b. simple rhythms, mostly accented Ns the beat
c. melodies that are tUnefU4.balanced in charact4r, with

pauses and cadence points where one expects them--few
surprises.

d. simple harmony using mostly, the I IV V chords
e. fairly small orchestrao.mostly'strings with some woodwinds
f. instruments,playing in their middle range--neithet very

higknor very low

(May want to use questions or page 8 as good review for style
characteristics.)

De i (d b ive t

le 1r03414dittarery hard to coivinde students that they should
lAsteu for,form in all kinds. of music. I think it is *ery
doubtful Whether the'average student will be able to hear much
form.

2. They should know,. however, that when one talks about form, one
is talking about the musical organization of a piece of music).

3, They should know that form is common to all art objects, paint-
ing, architecture, literature.

4. They should be able to list some of the component parte, of form
such as shape, balance, texture, etc. They should begin to
understand some ofthese.

5 Should know that contrast t. part of.balance.

6. Should know that cadences mark the end of small organized sec-
tions and.that one must listen for cadences to hear libitthesei-.
smaller sections have form and how they contribute to' larger
form*

7 Know that balance is. obtained by similarity or contrast.

8. Know that balance doesn't mean equal in length. A pound of
feathers and a*pound of lead are equal in weight and balance
but are not equal, in size.

9. Should know how a composer can vary a melody, by alteration,
embilliebtent, variations of tempo, rhythm, pitoh, key, etc.

10. Unfortunately, -this eoundo pretty factual and intellectual.
I doubt if anyone. hears forz-inleuslai is looking for it and so
everyone must know what to look for first, If they have some
struoture to .;their listening then they will begin to hear things,
including form, that .they weren't epee/floe31y looking for.

Hopefully the objective of this lesson is to get eaoh student to
hear a little bit more in music than he could hear before this
lesson was taught.
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Listening Lesson No. 2
2/10/E11.2211/

figody--Lessoklu

The purpose of this lesson is to introduce concepts related to
melody* We all know that it is easier to think about ideas for
which we have a name. In this sense, listening to mueio may be
something like walking on a busy city street. We usually pay
little attention to the characteristics of the people we pass.
But if we were forced to identify a seldom-seen relative, arriving
at the train station,' we would have in mind come very definite
features as we searched the crowds

If this theory does not seen too far-fetched, then you see the
idea behind this lesson. It seems that almost everyone can recog-
nize certain lainee "by ear" but, if asked to explain ha the tune
was identified most people would be at a loss.

If we describe a man as "about 5'9", medium build, blue eyes,
black hair, about 55 years of age, we have not been so definite asto make it possible for someone to have a clear picture of the man.But we have called attention to some key features which supply a
framework for our later filling in. In the same way, we do not
completely identify a melody by listing its key features, but we
do a better job of directing our thoughts and focusing our atten-don.

The concepts used in this lesson are (1) shape, (2) progression:
conSunct,,disjunct, diatonic, chromatic, (3) dimensions: length and
range, (4) rhythmic flew, (5) ornamentation, and (6) uses of melody:
repetition, development, sequence, and contrast.

Obviously, this list of concepts is not exhaustive. Nor does
it apply to all kinds of muaic in all eras. However, for the pur-
poses of this project, these concepts seem to be the ones most
needed coo develop an understanding of melody in relation to expecta-
tion.

The piano music has been left off the tape. You play these for
the students as time allows, but we want to reduce this lesson tohalf its former length.

For instance, to check student's understanding of the term flam,you might diagram the shape of liarious melodies on the board an
thou play these melodies in random order, smiting students to selectthe ones which have rising or falling shapes. Or have students draw
the general shape of a melody that they know. Or ask them to listen
to some of the melodies heard frequently on televisinn and reportback to the class on the shape of these tunes.
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You might also test their ability to detect shape by asking
them to recognize which of the melodies that you play on a given
page; for instance, play one of the melodies on page two and have
Students write down the correct number.

We bops you will be able to lead the class to ask questions about
the things they do not understand. It is natural to assume that
teacher explanations are helpful. in presenting new ideas, but when
the ideas are as elusive as most of the abstractions we are forced
to use in discussing music, it is difficult to know whether ohildron
really understand something unless we give them an opportunity to
recast a thought in their own ?Anguage.

I am particularly concerned about giving the student the wrong
idea for what constitutes a melody. The Student's Listening Guide
gives "r.to07' after most of the examples; this means that all that
is shown is a tune or a theme, and not the complete melody. Par
too often we become concerned about a theme and the treatment given
it by the composer and fail to see the more important total picture,
the picture of the entire melody with its high and low spots, its
tension and release.

Possible Ranatton

"What is a melody?" Is it anything like a tune or a theme or
a motif? Let's find out what the poets haq.e had to say. One Tin
Pan Alley songwriter decided that "A Pretty Girl is Like a Melody."
But, that song tells us more about pretty girls than it does about
melodies.

Robert Burns, the Scottish poet (1759-1796) who lived about the
same time as Mozart (1756-1791) had this to 114 about the same
melodies.

"Oh my love is like a red, rod rose,
That's nearly sprung it June;
Oh my luve is like the melodies,
That's sweetly played in tune."

John Keats (1795-1821) looked at musicians on a Greek vase and
deoided that:

"Heard melodies are sweet, but those
Unheard
Are sweeter."

It may-be.that Keat's girl did not play in tune as well as Burn's
lady.

Maybe we should consider the dictionary definition of melody:
"A sweet or agreeable succession of sounds." This helps some, but
not a whole lot. People could have very different ideas about what
makes "sweet sounds." A miser might think the clinking of coins is
the best melody possible. A hungry man would be apt to'prefer the
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sound of a steak sizzling over a fire. A school boy night thinkthe most agreeable sound possible is the clans bell at the end ofeach school day.

*from following along this far, you can tell that music is hardto describe with words. We could jea about Jaelody all day longto somoontwho newer heard one.. By the time we finished talking,he still would not know the answer to the question "What is amelody?"

Listen to those examples and write .down the names of the tunes,if you can. Crqu have heardall of these tunes on television.)(Examples 1-5)
=

The first one was "Winston tastes good like a cigareete should."(Of course, we realise that oigarettss are not really good tasting.)The second was "Please, please, do not be a litterbug.' Third was"See the USA in your Chevrolet." Number four is the "Funeral Marchof a; Marionette, the theme .of the Alfred litoh000k hour. And last,you: heard an,excerptIrom the "William Tell Overture," the themeof the Lone
.

What was ,it abou these melodies or themes that makes it possiblefor you.to tell thaw apart? One thing is their "shape."

Shape in musios a ,borrowed word. Music takes place "intime" instead of being like a painting, all there at once. Whenwe say "shape" in music.we mean the pattern the tones make in ourmemory as we compare what is happening gpi with what happened before.If we write the notes-on paper we oan mg the shape our ears helpus to toga.

Look at examples six- seven, eight, and nine. These are partsof melodies that begin on one, repeated tone. Let's listen anddiscoyer,what this kind of shape in melodies sounds like. (Examples6-9).

One thing you would notice.is that repeated tones lead you toexpect a change. That is, you know the melody must eventually goup or down - -it cannot just plunk away like "Johnny One-Note" for-ever. When you hear a series of tones that are almost the same themelody seems to have a neutral shape. You might compare such amelody to a straight line.

Now listen to these melodies (examples 10-16) and decide if theyare raising (going up) melodies, or falling melodies (starting on ahigher tone and moving to a lower one).

Which ones went.down7(10,11,12,13)
Which ones went up? (14,15,16)

You may wait to say "some of them did both they went up for awhile and then came down." And that is true. A melody oannot con-tinue in one direction for too long or it runs out of room. You may
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have seen VicAor Borge the musioal comedian, on teliovision. One
of his jokes is to begin a frantio scale run, up and up the keyboard
until he finely reaches so far that he falls off the piano stool.

Most melodies tend to turn around after high or low notes and
go the other way. This shape gives the idea of circling around onepoint. Listen to examples 17, 18 and 19.

Now that we have found out about "Shape" let's try to decide on
Some other ways to describe a melody. Listen to these examples (CO,
21,22,23). Nov compare these examples What did the
first group have in common? What did the second group have in
common?

(first group: disjunct) moving mostly by skip
(second group: conjunct) moving wetly be step

Notice that the melodies that move by step can move by two kinds of
steps: whole steps and half steps. The Beethoven and Wagner melodies(25,26) are repeated on the tape here so you can point out that the
one moves mostly by whole steps, the other by half steps. The
Beethoven melody moves mostly by whole steps, while the Wagner
melody moves by half-steps, except for the skip at the beginning.
Listen to this Mozart melody. Bow does it move? (play example 27)

So far we have found two ways to describe a melody: its shape
and its way of moving. (contour and progression)

Another feature of melody is its "dimensions." Imagine a sky-
scraperat is very tall but not so wide. A warshous. is just theother way: not very tall, but fairly long and wide. We can tell a
building by its shape and by its dimensions. For example, a toy
building and a skyscraper may have the same shape but different
dimensions. (illustration)

A melody has two dimensions' -length and range. Some melodies
are very short (play examples 28, 29) while others are quite long
(play examples 30,31). When we say a melody is long we mean,it toesfor quite a while before, coming to a point of rest. Notice that
example 31 must reach its end before taking a broth. (play example)

The other dimension is range how great is the distance betweenthis highest and lowest note? Listen to these two groups of melodies.
(play examples 32, 33, 34, 35) Which pair has a wide range and
which has a narrow range? The first pair had a wide range. The
second pair had a fairly narrow range.

ljuldatt
Melodies can have the same shape, way of moving and dimensions,but a, different "register." Some melodies are meant to sound in the

high register (play example 36) and others to sound in the low
register. (play example 37)
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Some melodies are decorated or given less important notes around
the notes that make the framework of the melody. In example 38,
Mozart has used s figuration to decorate a simple a triad.
Oouperin uses ornaments to embellish the melody in * next example.
(example 39)

Rhythmic flow,

Imagine a stream, flowing peacefully through the woods. Com-
pare Miat.to a geyser like Old Paithful in Yellowstone Park. The
peaceful stream has a regular flow, but the geyser is uneven and
irregular. The rhythmic movement of music has these extremes too.
Some melodies seem to move along without pause, while others go
in spurts and bursts. Listen to these eXamples and decide if they
seem even or uneven in their rhythmic flow. (examples 40,41,42,43)
The first pair flowed evenly. The second pair made sudden stops.

Uses of melody

Now that we know about shape, way of roving, dimensions, regis-
ter, ornamentation, expressive quality and rhythmic flow, we are
ready to see how composers use a melody. The television people
usually take the kind of melody we call a °tune" and just repeat
it if they want to make it last longer. (example 44) So do composers
(example 45).

Many composers take a very small unit of melody, a motif
and work with it. To understand the difference between a "tune"
and a "motif" let's use another picture. A tune might be compared
to c shape like a square or a triangle. (illustrations) It is
complete as it stands. A motif is more like a few dote. We can
arrange these dots in many ways. (illustrations)

In Beethoven's Pifth Symphony a very short motif is used as
the seed that grows into an entire movement. (play example 46)
We hear this motif again and again--sometimes repeated and some-
times changed slightly, but always present. Beethoven liked to
do this a lot (example 47).

Another way to use melody is to write a sequence. A sequenco
is a repeated pattern that starts on a higher or lower pitch
(examples 48,49)

Still another poesiblity is "contrast." Contrast means to
do the opposite. Listen to example 50. It begins with a bold
flourish and ends with a singing, relaxed movement; notice the con-trast in Mozart's Overture to 119n Gi9vannl (play example 51).
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1 J. S. Each:

amsL...juLkistp.....iordantetoor4H, A minor, 1st 'uovement.

Chopin: Sonata in Sb Minor, Op. 35, 3rd Movement z

Tschalkowsky: Chanson Triste, op. 40, #2

A melody has a SHAPE that looks the way the melody sounds. The melodiesabove begin on a repeated tone and have a fairly level shape.

Mozart: Concerto in A major for Piano add Orchestra, K. 488, 1st movement

if

Mendelssohn: Trio #1-in D minor for ViolintCeilo, Piano, Op. 49w, 2nd movement
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Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique, Op. 14, 4th movement (''March to the Scaffold")
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Beethoven: Symphony #1 in C, Op. 21
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Mendelsiohn: OveititretoAiimmertre, Op. 21
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Franck: inamx.An-D minor,:,2nd _movement-

Some melodies move mainly in an upward direction or in a downward direction.Which of the melodies
shown above (10-),6). have an upward dirccOont'Which of themihkie a Aoiniwaia'alrectiofit
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Brahma: .Symphony #2 in 0, Op. 73, 3rd movement
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Dvorak: Slnpj in E minor ("New World "), 4th movement

Most melodies seem to turn around after high or low notes and go the otherway. This shape gives the idea of circling around one or two points.(examples 17, 18, 19)

Now that we have found out about a melodes."shape", let's try to decide onsome other ways to describe melodies. Listen to these examples:

Haydn: Quartet inn b for Strin gs, Op. 33, #2 ("The Joke"), 2nd movement

Mozart: Attc.sciandOrchestra, K. 191, 1st movement
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Prokofiev: -Peter and the Wolf, Op. 67, ("The Cat")

Nov compare the three examples played next:

Mozart: 4renade in C minor for Woodwinds, K. 388, 3rd movement

6

8Setha:/eti: Symphony 2 in D minor, Op. 125, 4th movement
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-Wagner: "Song to che Evening Star" from Tannhauser

!Vhat did the top.four melodies him° iti-COmmoul.--
*I 7. "Mutt did the bottom three melodies have in common?
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Moaart;
(measures

n C,11.' 531, 3rd mavemde

ROL:a that the melody by Wagner and the Mozart melody shown above movemostly by half steps.

Another.feature of melody is its "dimensions". Imagine a skyscraper--it isvery iall,,but,not so wide..A warehouse is just the other way around?-not
very tall but quite long and wide.

, We can recognize a building by its shape
and dimensions. For instance, a toy building and a skyscraper may have the
same SHAPE but different dimensions.

A melody has two DIMENSIONS: length and range. Some melodies are very short--

Mozart: A Musical Joke, K. 522, 1st movement

,

' I I I
I

Bach: Fugue #9, _._L.izes..ts Clavier, Vol. II

Other Melodies.arequite long--

J. S. ,Bach: Or in.ajltatiein.Lplinor

.
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Brahma: iluintet for Clarinet and Strires4 Op. 115

When we say a melody is long we mean it goes for quite a-qhile before comingto a point of rest. Notice that ;ixample 31 must continue for ten measuresbefore "taking a breath".

Another dimension in melody is RANGE: Hos great is the distance between thehighest and lowest note?

Listen to- these tWo gron-Os-of melodies. Which 'h
a- narrow range? a:a wide range? Which have
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Mozart: Symphony #40 in G minor, K. 550, 4th movement
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Rimsky-Korsakov; "Flight of the Bumble Bee" from Tsar Saltan (Opera)
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Arahms Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56e

Prokofiev: Classic, al Symphony, Op. 25, 2nd movement

The melody above is played in a fairly high register.
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Prokohev: Peter and the Wolf, Op. 67, "The Grandfather"

The melody above is played in a lower register.

OWNENTATION

Some melodies are decorated or given lees important notes around the notes
that make the framework of the melody.

In the example below Mozart has used a figuration to decorate a simple A
minor triad.

MoTcrt: Piauo Sonata in A, K. 331, 3rd movement
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or embellishments are often fowtd in the music of composers wholived before Mozart.

es+ .1441

Couperin: La Fleurie ou La Tendre NamItte, (Harpsichord)

RHYTHMIC FLOW

Some melodies move in an even, steady way. Others have a stop and go kind ofmotion. Listen to the melodies shown below and decide which ones seem to movein a regular, steady flov. Which ones seem to have a stop and go motion?
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Brahms: Symphony #1 in C minor, Op. 63, 3rd movement
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andel: "Pastoral Symphony from The Messiah

Efebem: Ouartet,x2121, 2nd mciremes5i-.
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' Mozart: Concerto Piano, C minor, K. 491, ltt movement

USES OP MELODY

One way to use a melody is to simply repeat it over and aver.melodies are often used in this way.
Television

T.V. Melody ("Winston tastes good")

Composers like to repeat, too.

Stcavinsky: "Danse Russe" from Petrouchka Soite

Many composers take a very small unit of
it. To visualize the difference betweenof a tune as being a complete pattern...
below.

melody, or a motif, and work with
a tune and a motif, you might think
.like the square or triangle shown

Dut Q, "motif" is more like a feu dot°.
ohJapeo and patterns.

it can be combined into many different
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Beethoven: "Tete" intim, 1st movement of ftiplasLit in C minor, Op. 67
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Beethoven: Piano Sonata #21 in C, Op. 53,
Maldstein")--lat movement

SEQUENCE

Another way to use melody is to use a sequercel
repeating a pattern on ahigher or lower pitch.
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J. S. Bach: Brandengt, 1st movement

Mozart: . Piano Sonata in Eb, K. 282, 2nd oavement

CONTRAST IS another POSSIBILITY in MELODY

Some melodies begin with a hold flourish and answer with quiet gesture.

Nonarti Amphonv in C, 551 ("Jupiter") , lot movow-rit

&
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The following five pages used wit4 Listening Lesson No. 4.

sine Nachtmusik
W. A. Mozart

Points to notice and questions to answer -

In order to enjoy different types of music, one must listen toa lot of music. This lesson is designed to help you hear and seesome important itaje in Mozart's Eine Elaine Nachtmusik. You shouldlisten for these same items in all Classical music and in most othermusic.

1. Hearing what key a-piece is in is very important for Mozart.Bete in this piece that it is played in union at the beginningexcept for the first chord.

2. Notice that the melody uses chord tones.

3. Notice that we have two bars of chord tones on the I chord andthen two bars of chord tones on the V chord.

4. .Noticethat the first wo bars have a rising melody, the nexttwo bars answer this with a falling melody.

5. From listening
allegro means?

6. Could you hear
and that there

to the tempo of the number, what do you think

that all instruments were playing the see notesisn't any harmony?

7. A string quartet is playing this number. How many and chatinstruments would this be?

8. Where does the. harmony begin?

9* Mozart uses the idea of contrast when he has 4 bars in unisonand then 4 bar@ of harmony.

10. The first cadence occurs in bare 9,and 10 and when Mozart wantsto end this section he plays the V7 -I cadence twice to make sureyou hear it.

11. The rest at the end of measur 10 also tells you that a sectionhas ended.

12. Looking bao we can see that we have had 2 four bar phrases--only the last phrase had 2 extra bars added on to emphasizethe cadence and to raise your expectations when the phrasedidn't end when you expected it to end.

13. his expectation is increased because the phrase ends on s hi,.hnote.
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14. In bar 11 we have contrast again with the piano marking. Whatdoes this mean?

15. Mozart uses trills and grace notes in this piece to make ailthe scales and chord progressions more interesting and not likean exercise.

16. Look at bar 12. Now look at bar 16. The quarter notes havechanged to eighth notes. Are 8th notes faster or slower thanquarter notes? These measures sound alike because the samepitches were in the first presentation with the grace notes.
17. Notice that the tempo is generally regular throughout thenumber..

18. Measures 15-18 are so nearly the same as measures 11-14 thatwe expect a stopping place in measure 18. We do have acadence, a V-I and the I is emphasized with the sF marking.(What does this mean?) However this is not a real stoppingspot as the steady 8th notes in the base push on.

19. He gains contrast with a loud-soft passage twice in 18 and 19.He then uses a crescendo to point out a climax or high point.What is a crescendo?

20. In the section marked transition, we have new material that isdifferent from anything so far in the pleas. Mozart hasapparently decided to try another theme in a different key andit usually takes a transition to get to another key easily.
21. We hive evidence of the new key with the 0# in bar 21.
22, Can you find a complete scale in the music which will emphasizethe new key which is D?

23. For 6 bars Mozart emphasizes this new key, all the notes areeither D (the new key) or C# (the sharp which has been added tothe one in the key signature.) He uses only the I and V chordsfor harmony to emphasize this new key. He keeps us from gettingbored with all of this repetition by putting in syncopationin bars 24-25 and spooks it up even more by having the melodyin the cello and bass lines. What is syncopation?

24. By now you can notice that the steady 8th notes give c ntinuityto the piece.

25. By measure 28 you feel coufortable in the new key and so heintroduces a new theme, theme 7:.

26. Iiozart uses the material from the let bar og the neu theme 3times to make sure you have caught on and can remember the newtheme.

27. If you can't E30@ or hear those things, rates your hand rightnow and ask your teacher what in the world is going on
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28. He tires of this theme quickly and introduces a third themein bar 35. To emphasize that this is still in the new key (D)he has the cello play only one note in each measure on thefirst beat--I y I V. He repeats this theme twice to makecure you have heard it.

29. He is now ready to close the first section, called the exposi-tion. There is some thematic material from theme II and somefrom theme I.. Can you find it? The material from theme Iis unison (so was part of theme I wasn't it?) Measure 53 isso like measure 10 that we expect this is the way he will endit. However he uses two new bars (which we will hear againlater) to finish this first section,.

30. Now as you look back over the first section or listen to iton the repeat, can you tell whether the first theme, secondtheme or 3rd theme has chord tones (either I or V chord)making up part of the melody?

31. When the piece was in G, how many strong beats were on the note G?When the piece was in D, how many strong beats were on the note D?
32. Ended in bar 55 in the key of D. When the repeat starts overat the beginning, we are immediately back in the key ox' G.This should sound unexpected. When it eventually goes on inbar 56 and plays the same tune as the beginning only in thekey of D, it sounds more expected.

33. Bar 58 is not like bar 3--he doesn't drop down a note and sowe expect a new key, probably E major or E minor.

34. We expect a strong chord in 60 as we had in bar 5--only wedon't get it.

35. We do get a new key in bar 60--the key of C which we didn'texpect and we also have the 3rd theme..

36. This section from 56-70 is called a development because thecomposer uses the same themes as before only in differentkeys. Composers can use other devices in development but wewill talk about them later.

37. The music isloud at bar 76 to emphasize the return to the keyof G.

38. After measure 76 how many bars are Just like the beginning ofthe piece?

. 39. At bar 101 note that theme II is now &n the same key as thElneI,

40. At bar 109 note that theme 3 to now in the same key ao thont,I, (G).
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41. After bar 109 how many times is theme III repeated?
42. Can you hear those items we have discussed without the help ofthe line score?

43. Does the line score help you to hear anything in music?
44. Measure 116 is like measure 43 and ,so we expect. the sate kindof ending ex in .51 -53. The melody from 54 is in 127 andrepeated in 129. However bar 55 wouldn't make a complete

ending (the piece didn't really sound finished back in bar 55)and so Mozart adds new material called a Coda. This materialhe steals from the second bar of the piece.

45. How many phrases or stopping spots did you notice in the piece?
VMEN11N1=11* 4NINMMM=a

4.0EM

Definite and measurable ob ectives on Factual 1, C10,601cism

1. The years of the Classical Period.

2. Characteristics of the period.

. a. If everyone used common sense and good taste, the world wouldbe a better place.
b. There must be a rule for everything--including a rule foracting and thinking.
c. Music must follow rules and be understandable to the mind.d. Form of music could be perceived by the mind, emotional

qualities of music like sadness were minimized.e, Everything dignified, formal, restrained; the people, theirdress, architecture, art, etc.

Musicians of the Classical period discovered:

a. The right combination of instruments *0 sound right--the
symphony orchestra.

be A musical from which could express ti* ideals of classicismbest--the sonata,

4. The greatest composers of the period vrere: Gluck, Haydn, Mozartand Beethoven.

Definitlizasea/41,,j2tiveta on Factual 2
I. Uhy does Bernstein call it exact music. rather than other terms?
2. Is all exact music played exactly the same?

3 Is folk music exact music? What 10 :colk music?
4, Are Bach and Haudel classical composers?
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5. Describe a fugue (at least in Bernstein language, more ifpossible).

6. The Marriage of Pigaro is an opera (true or false).

7. An overture to an opera puts musio tngether into one piece fromthe rest of the opera (know what an overture is).

8. How did Haydn surprise listeners with his symphony # 94? Whatother musical ways arc there of creating surprise?

9. Number of symphonies Haydn wrote.

10. What humor devices did you hear in Haydn's #102?

11. Beethoven stretches all the classical rules almost to the
breaking point. Some idea of what is meant by stretching inmusic.

Definite and Measurable
1. Understand that Mozart was a real genius in music--wroteequally well in many forms.

2. Mozart was a fine keyboard performer as well as composer.

3. Mozart had a fine ear. To musicians this means having theability to hear and retain the melody, rhythm, harmony, whatinstruments are playing, etc, In Mozart's case, he could retainthe entire number, not only the melody.

4. Mozart composed the operas Idomeno, Marriage of Figaro, Don
Giovanni, Magic ?lute.

5. Mozart lived in Salzburg and Vienna Austria.

6. Mozart and Haydn were good friends and influenced each other
musically.

7. Mozart lived at the time of George Nashington--the ClassicalPeriod.

8, He received his training from his father.

9. T.:,)eo of music be wrote and some idea of each, synphonies,
concertos, (violin and piano primarily although others astroll) string quartets, divertimentoo serenades, opera, a ease.

Unmeasurable

1. Hear the Noz rt music on the record.

2. See the filmstrip and get a little better idea of the life andtmes.
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Definite and Measurable Obiectiyes foracual

1. Period in which Haydn lived.

2. .WhereZaydn lived (Vienna and Esterhazy Hungary) .

3. Haydn worked in the patronage system, his patron was Prince
Esterhazy.

4, Advantages and disadvantages of the patronage system.

5. Training as a choir boy with some work in the Italian vocal
style under Porpora.

6. Haydn's work improved by copying Mozart.

7. Wrote symphonies, quartets, trios, divertimentos, serenades,
zoncertos, sonatas, operas, masses, oratorios.

8. Later, symphonies written for London (Salomon concerts) were
among his best.

9. Wrote oratorios Creation and The Seasons,

10. Wrote at least.104 symphonies, some say 120.

11. Wrote the surprise symphony which is #94 and probably most of
those,we hear the most are numbered above 94.

Unmeasurable

1. Hear the Haydn music on the record.

2. See the filmstrip and get a better idea of the times.

Orcheetxa

Instruments of the orchestra cannot really be taught in a single
lesson. The instruments sound too different due to registers and
special effects. We hope that the material can be integrated into
every listening lesson and the sound of as many instruments as
podsible pointed out to the students.

Our only concern with this lesson is that we begin to teach the
material that will.allow us to say "listen to the clarinets in this
passage" and the students know clarinets from oboes.

A certain amount of factual information may be necessary to make the
class a good class but all of you have taut thia any number of
times and know more about it than I do. I would expect that at this
time you might show them a picture of the instrument or any other
device that helps them remember.
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On the tape:

Violin--Haydn Violin concerto #1
Mention Stradivari 's time as about 1690, violin invented about
100 years earlier.

Famous hhkers in Cremona Italy, Away/ and Guarneri.

Cellofull name vto/onctillo, not iolincello.
Invented or developed about the same time as the violin only

was first used only for accompaniment. (I think I used
Beethoven 5th and perhaps Wagner Prelude to Tristan for
this.)

Flute--Mozart Flute Concerto
One of the oIdostof instruments, 10,000 BC? Blown like a recorder

through Bach and Hc..adel's time for the most part.

Oboe--Mozart Oboe Concerto
Double reed, sometimes nasal sound, an ill wind that nobody

blows good.

Bassoon--Mozart Bassoon Concerto
Another old one, means bundle of sticks but looks like a bedpost

(pre Hollywood)

ClarinetMozart Clarinet Concerto
/nvented about 1690 by J. O. Donner. First used in the

orchestra by Mozart and prominence came about this time.

French Horn--Haydn Hunting Horn Concerto
Uses natural horn, ,which it really was or a combination of horns

until late Beethoven or even later when the valves were added.

Trumpet--Haydn Trumpet Concerto
Was really only a bugle until they added valves about the time

of the Classical Period.

TromboneRussian Easter
The oldest instrument which has retained its present shape.

Definite and Measurab% ObJectives for Factualjea.

1. Students be able to recognize common orchestral instrumento
by sight.

2. Students be able to recognize common orchestral instruments by
sound--at least if they are playing in middle register without
any special effects.



efinite and caeu able_QbiOot,

1. Students,, should have some idea that is better4musio, there are
71tote Akringti tc. keel' text 'he can hear something new in eachlistening. !ore bbviloitif usually of lower quality.

2, Haydn used folk tunes in his iausio-.and yet followed strict rulesof comyosition.
.#'.

3. Can hear the difference betweon Haydn and Bach on the exampleused in the lesson.." ,c.

yr

4. Know that there ip.influences of both the common man and the=bait'', in lhelitii3tc-of the 'Classical Period.
5."'Arnowtthat 'cOntkitatz Is a balite principle :of composition. Com-posers obtain contrast by contrasting types of music (vigorousdance with ly,rical melody) fast and slow, loud and soft, 1

'Afiatitimaiit; 1>idlieetba, etc.
6. Know what 2 part music is.
7. Know when composers foilWeil -that. begatto break rules but tried to do it _so it wasn't noticeable. Per-,s/ 1 PM( ititf .ixamile-like'makihg an-8 measure phrase 10 barslong would hold. . .

8. Kim.* thaf'Miradit. and Haydn mblodies-' are better than other com-
posers, their harmony more subtle, and the fact that they didcleverly break rules.

9. Form means that there is a definite balance and shape to music.
10. Hopefully heeii<11:n ansirering. phrase in Pane Kleine Nachtmusik.
11,'":10ibit thii-tIZ'paieiS=forite halm key, (b) new melodicmaterial mg' iretUrh 'Of- 'theme to lst. -key.

12. Know that first' tti'v'tbm.' entif of most tymphonies in sonata form.
tiitft,Iikifert hiteheris, tirtc- listen for as many things as--pose-141a t -42acteir, -ris*t,,te!Able--tc*-3.18tvr,- only -to -1 or 2items at a time..

7.

Defiuiteand eas 14,1 et
1.'6''':11114;:itlatii-V*iiiita-Vik fete ib Rkpoeition, beiolopment, Recapitulation.4,-
2. -'1Zitbir, that .Bip0-41tAir main_ theme; Development is parts o

tkeititear...,and'veh4titedi themee.als.d that Recapitulation is return of
I:!t .;;'0*.i , ,
!. ."7.

4. 4 ,

r.
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Be able to hear a theme--maybe the development and return.

4. Be able to define symphony ae a sonata for orchestra, 47 move-
manta fast, slow, Minuet orscherzo and fast

5. Haydn is father of the symphony.

6. Know what dynamics are and that they originated with the
Mandheim orchestra.

7. Know the names of some of the beet symphonies of Haydn.

8. Know the names of some Of the best symphonies of Mozart.

9. Know that orchestration means right tone oolor and combination
of instruments...,

10. Ma on p. 4, Example 2 of your script, There is an example
of only the exposition of a Haydn symphony.

11. Know_that concertos and symphonies were the two most popular
forms of music in the Classical Period.

12. Know_that a concerto has 3 movements--lst is fast in sonata *form,
2nd slow and 3rd fast and dance-like.

13. Recognize a cadenza, know, what one is and what type of music
it might occur in.

14. Define chamber music. Know the 4 movements, fast (sonata form)
2nd slow, 3rd scherzo and 4th fast.

15. Hear difference between a piano and a clavichord.

16. Know what a recitative is--half music and half speech to empha-
size speech. It tells a story and connects arias.

17. Know that an aria is a song for 1 or 2 persons.

18. Know .that an opera also has ensembles (3 to 8 persons) and

SAMPLE LESSON

EXACT MUSIC OP THE CLASSICAL PERIOD

We have spent some time talking about when the Classical Period
in music occurred 1750-1825), about some of the world events that
were going on at that time that influenced the musicians and some
facts about the lives of Mozart and Haydn that help one to under-
stand why they wrote the kind of music that they did., We would now
like to talk about the music they composed, what makes it different
from other "exact" music, how one can tell an opera from a diverti-
mento, the kinds of music Haydn and Mozart wrote, what to listen for
in music and so on.
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There is really no,logical order in which to learn about the
music of Haydn and,Mozart as nearly all of the important things to
listen for are in every piece of music. It is easier to listen for
only one thing at a time when we listen to music and that is what
midst of us should probably do. The more expert listener you become,
the more things you will be able to listen for and hear all at once.
One of the distinguishing things about exact music is that no one
can listen foi everything at once and so even the most expert
listeners hear something new each time they listen to a piece of
music. This is one of the main differences between good and bad
music; with inferior music ,one can. hear and understand everything
the composer does in a few listenings.

There is more to listening than just having a good ear to recog-
nize a melody or tell whether the note went up or down. The more
was knows about something, the more he enjoys it. Those of you who
know a lot about baseball can really enjoy watching a baseball game,
either at the park or on television. You know what to expect and if
something unusual happens, you really enjoy it, you laugh about it,
talk abort it to someone else, think about it in your spare time
and compare it in your mind to other baseball games you have seen
or heard about. One doesn't expect a pitcher to pitch an entire game
and give up no hits nor do you expect a batter to get a home run
everytime he comes to the plate. If you do see a game where either
of these happens, you appreciate the fact that the pitcher was
really a good pitcher or the batter a good batter. However, if you
knew nothing about baseball, you wouldn't know what was good or
bad, commonplace or unique. If you saw a game with only 3 hits
by one side, would this be good or bad? The same is true of music,
the more we know about music, the batting average of the various
composers and performers, the better we can enjoy kinds of music,
the better one can appreciate the music he hears. The best educated
person knows a lot about all things, music, art, science, business
and so on. We also know that the better educated-person is more apt
to be successful in life AND enjoy that life.

One of the characteristics of Haydn that we should remember is
that he used folk tunes in his music. If we know that Haydn used
folk tunes in his music, we can compare all other composers who used
folk tunes with Haydn. While working with the Esterhazy's, Haydn
came in contact with a lot of Croatian fulk tunes. He new that
everyone, nobility and common folk alike, likes to hear p familiar
melody. He used thesesfamiliar, popular, tune* of his day in his
music while still strictly following the rules of composition. If
a composer uses a melody that we know, it will be easier to remember
and recognize as we hear it reappearing from time to time in a long
piece of music. Polk tunes also have good rhythmic accompaniments,

Let's listen to 3 dances, the first dance is a composed dance by
Bach. The next two are dances by Haydn using folk tunes.
Can you tell the difference?
Can you hear that Haydn really "swings"?
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Contrast is a basic principle of music composition. Nearly allmusic: needs at least two different parts. Siren having two partsis rarely enough to sound like-a'complete composition and composersusually put more than two together or repeat one of the parts. Onecan hear contrast in Einelleine Nachtmusik by Mozart. First,thereis a vigorous dance and it is contrasted with a lyrical melody.
The lyrical part was originally only played with 3 instruments
hence its name trio, This piece then ends with the vigorous minuetbeing repeated.

(This piece is not on the tape and need not be played here.)

Writing two -part music isn't difficult as the composer only hasto worry about two melodies and they are often short. Two-partmusic was the bread -and-butter' type of work for both Mozart andHaydn. However, if.two part music is easy to write for Haydn and
Mozart, why wouldn't it-be easy for everyone? Of course it is.

Listen now.to this two-part music Mozart's Minuetto from sine
Kleine Eachtmusik*

Did you notice how regular and formal this piece was? Bothparts were 8 measures long, both parts repeated, both parts ended onthe key tone or do, and so on. Much of Mozart and Haydn is veryexact and formal like this piece. However, when we try to decidewhy Haydn and Mozart were better than other composers we find thesethree reasons:

1. Their melodies are a little better and more elegant.
2. The harmony that they added

more subtle.
to their melodies is a little

3. They cleverly broke some of the rules of composing.

Haydn and Mozart did break these rules but had to do it in such away as not to make the listener uncomfortable. We normally expectan eight-bar ohrase with a cadence at the end. Listen to this numberby a classical composer And notice that he has extended the phraseto 10 bars which is easy to do but we expect the cadence to occur atthe end of the 10th bar but instead we get a surprising chord, acomplete change of style, a lot of new material and the chord thatwe expected doesn't come about until bar 43, 28 measures late,

Play Beethoven Violin Concerto in D major on tape.

Being able to recognize these familiar tunes and rhythms is im-portant but it still doesn't tell us much about what makes musicgreat. One of the most important Items for a composer to consideris form. Form means nothing more than that there is an orderlyfashion to the way sounds :use put together, that there is a definiteshape and balance to a piece of music. Man has fora and balance, hehas a left arm to balance the right arm, a left foot to balance theright. He has only one head which is put in the middle of his body
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so there is balance. Music of the classical period is strongly
governed by form. This is easiest to hear in short pieces because
we can remember what the whole number sounded like and can picture
in our minds or our ears whether the piece was balanced, or' not. The
longer the music, the more difficult this becomes and is one of the
reasons we have to listen to some music over and over to understand
the shapeor form.

Classical music is often composed with a motive answering a
motive, phrase aeteiwering phrase, cadence answering cadence and so
on. When one phrase ends on a Lalf cadence, it is usually answered
by a phrase ending with a full cadence and then we have what is
called a balanced or symmetrical period. When we have a period
answered by another period then we have simple two-part form.

Listen to Minuetto from line' Kleine and see-if one can hear
phrase. answering phrase, cadence answering cadence, and period
answering period.

Part I is, to a certain extent, final sounding because.it ends
solidly in the home key. Yet we do not accept it as the end-of the
form because the music has not been in progress sufficiently long to
call for a full stop. However, when the very same cadence appears
at the end of Part II we can accept its finality because it completes
a symmetrical pattern involving two periods. Here is an example of
the simplest kind of counterstatement, an answer by literal repeti-
tion.. To be sure, the slight harmonic digression at the beginning
of the second period makes a great difference, enough to give the
cadence of Part II a greater feeling of weight and arrival. As you
listen for the harmonic flow of classical music, you will become aware
that the broader and bolder a harmonic digression is, the stronger
will be the cadence which eventually brings matters back into balance.

Before we compare this number to one slightly changed, let's
listen to the difference between a piano and a harpsichord, The same
number, a Sonata by Haydn will be played first, on the piano and
second on the harpsichord. Notice that the harpsichord can't go
as fast as the piano.

Now listen to Haydn's Rondo from Sonata for Clavier in D major
played on the harpsichord and listen to the form.

Certainly this is different from the Mozart example. First
we cannot make out perfect balance between Parts I and II, because
Part II is longer again by one-half. How did this come about? Well,
the cadence at the end of Part I doesn't end in the home key but
rather in the dominant key. Therefore, Haydn explores the new key
and then must make his way back home which takes extra music. The
mathematioally perfeot balance of the equal parts was destroyed but
because we are satisfied that he finally returns to the home key, we
get a sense of balanoe or completion. It may be necessary for the
composer to reintroduce the first melody again to give you a clue
that he is back in the home key which is what Haydn does in this
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example When se have this theft in the boss key, some new melodic:
material or beset in a different key and then, the return of the -
first theme in the original key, we have 3-part foe ibiohmusicions
call /LB A form*

-If one were to expand this.: small 3-part form and make each
section longer, we would have what is called. Sonata from which- is
one of the primary contributions of the Classical Period to music.
The first'sevement of most Symphonies written at this time." is in
strict.sonata form where the first theme and most importent.theie
is played in the home key, then there is a contrastin4 section in
another key with a theme of its own and than in: then recapitulation
or return one hears the first theme In_the bons key and it the
second.theMe is alsepreeent, it id in the same,key as .the most
portant theme. The first movement of the Quintet in ED major is a
good example of Sonata form, the two themes, one in hunt style and
the other in a singing style are the contrasting themes. This
contrast wbich we hear in the Quintet is not a hard .and fast rule
for the classiCal period but it does,become more true in the period
that follows Classicism, for 1825-1900* Haydn sometimes Violated
this rule and used the same theme but. he still followed the same
form as the second time the theme was in a different key, almost
always the dominant key.



QUESTIONS TO PONDER

1. Why is it important to know as muoh..as possible about music?

2. T P It is easy, to hear a lot, of things at once in music.

3.. T P There are more things to hear in the "betters music.

4. T P Using folk tunes is characteristic of Haydn.

5. 2 P One can hear both popular and formal elements in the musio
of the Classical Period.

6. T P Mozart and Haydn tried to please the public as well as the
nobility with their music.

7. T P Composers often try to cover up eome of the familiar tunesin their mus&o.

8. T P Comic operas were written in a very formal style.

9. T P Contrast is a basic concept of music.

10. T P One expects phrases to be 10 bare in length in classical
music.

11. T P Recognizing form in music is one of the most important
things to listen for.

12. T P The more a composer digressee from the main melody and key,the more emphatic we expect the return to the home key to be.

13. What is sonata form?

a. expanded 2-part form
b. expanded 3-part form
o. expanded 4-part forr
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OHAPTRR IV

INTERABTATION

In scrutinizing the results of the study, a large number of

eqUivocal items can be found for which several different interpre-
tations are equally appropriate. Little will be said about these
beyond a brief reference, since ,no conclusions can be drawn from

them. ;If the study had been,00nfined to.the design of the original

proposal, and only two schools used, much more orderly results.,

would Save been obtained from which spurious conolusions would have
been deduced. The.addition of three schools allowed for greatly
increased data, much of it blurring the conclusions rather than
clarifying them but offering opportunity for a more realistic

appraisal. The study identified more problems than it solied;
some of these will be briefly alluded tot The chapter will be

organized under the following headings: teachers and students,

materials, ordering, and item resultii.

Teachers and Students

As pre#iously stated, she teachers were above average in their
skills and also in their cooperation. They spent many hours of
preparation time beyond what they would have had to spend in a
routine situation; they were very interested in all the evaluative

measures and the suggestions of observers; they continued through-
out.the.year to improve areas 14vhich they or their classes

sewed .weak, and to "plug the gaps" which were made apparent by
testing. They gene* 1r had excellent physical facilities and_a
time schedule much more generous than the average. Available to
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them, in addition to the detailed lesson plans, were a wide variety

of supplementary teaching materials and aids, as explained in the

previous chapter. In interpreting results, one must conclude that

the teaching situationwas markedly superior to the average ele-

mentary music program as it presently exists.

This is not to say that each teacher and each classroom did

not have peculiar weaknesses asloll as strengths, the cognizance

of which will help in interpreting resultimp Teacher 1 was a half-

time teacher in a University community who couli spend much more

time in preparation than the cchtir, full-time, teachers. The

students she taught represented, the highest collective I.Q. of

any of the five schools, yet she was faced with the situation of

one "slow" class for which all of the materials had to be rewritten

in simplified form. On standardized I.Q. and achievement tests

this "slow" class was above the national average, but they were

habitual underachievers. To cope with this situation, the class-

room teacher was enlisted in a cooperative effort to teach

mfamiliar words or concepts needed in the musical learnings, and

1, different preparation was made for .the class by the music teacher.

The class remained low_in achievement as compared to others In the

project. Teacher 2 had the most impressive academic bacground of

the five. she had. been through the doctoral program in music .

education at the
CUnivereity

of Illinois, understood thoroughly.

Meyer's theory of expectation, and hAd much experience as a

clinician for sessions .on listening and appreolation. She was

lost inter:fated in,. Aind able to utilize) theAaterials,Osed

listening: TY,, students in school 2 Imo largely children of
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university faculty, and were ohargoterised by verbal akillsv

willingness to discuss and contribute to the class dialogue, and

sophistication regarding materials and testing. These students

might be considered "over-participators." Observation of class

work in.school 2 invariably gave the impression of high level

achievement, but this impression was not corroborated by test

results. The impression may have been due to a few advanced stu-

dents who carried the burden of glass partioipation, or to the

general.atmosphers of the laboratory school which fosters more.

freedom and independence of response. An unusually high percentage

of students in school ? study pie* 02° Instrument*/ music.

Teacher 3 was superior to the other.teachers in presenting the

factual materials. She was able to introduce a variety of

interesting activities 'which captured the students' attention and

promoted effective learning. She was, on the other hand; si-)iewhat

uneasy with the keyboard unit. The students in school 3 were

fairly overage in respect to the number who had private music ,.

lessons.outsids the. school situation, as were also the students in

school 4. Teacher 4 was the least we],] equipped to cope with the

materislo in the project, although she was.villing to shoulder

the responsibilities of preparation and evaluation. Many of the

ideas and some of.the terminology used in the project were foreign

to her, and in several,inetances.vere taught incorrectly for this

reason. Teacher 5.can_be cited as exemplifying the elementary.

music teacher today. She was ws;17.traixted, had any yeargief

exporienoe, and was skillful both. as musician and teacher.

Initially, teacher 5 was opposed to the keyboard phase of the



project, but Wm. a strong proponept of this activity ab she

4crked with it. tIchcAr 5 has.recently sodifiel its elementary

music curriculum on a permanent basis to utilize. some of the

materials used in.the project. The students in school 5, like those

of school 1 and 2, were above average in home advantages and out-

side musical experiences.

Materials

The materials used in the study were not radically different

from that considered to be the standard content of music. Aural

and factual materials were comparable, ifsnot identical to those

fouud.in the typical grade school song texts and .teacher's manuals.

The keyboard materials, represented a class piano approach, follow-

ing closely the method,of Robert Pace. The listening materials

Included familiar.songe and Classical Works generally accepted as

suttablelor grade school listening, such as the Haydn §zia2on

Numbers and Mozart's Ana Kleine NachtfusiA. The stated objec-

tives mere without exception comparable to those listed in currico-

lull guides, in methods books, and in teacher's manuals; no dissent

was voiced by the teachers as to any. lack of feasibility of the

objectives.

The study was unique in two aspects. Pirst it confined
.

itself as narrowly .as possible to music of the Classical period,

and those objectives which could be accomplished within this

limitation. Second, it emphasized actualadhievement of the

objectives and frequent measurement to discover Oat aohimmint
was taking place. No claim is made for the superiority of the
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1

materiels carer other,exieting matozials; they ate, however, dewed
more appropriate than. 9thar exieting:naterials for, the sootartlist-
nut et.the specific stated objectives of the pre3ects

In:addttion to the rewriting of materials for 04 "sloe class
in school 1, ether..naterials were revised during tie .course of the
yearls.tilal period.

Aural. A set.of_reading and dictation exert:1.9es, all in the
key,of Q, was among the materiale,used initially for the aural
emphasis. It seemed logical that visual and' aural perception of
tonal patterns could be sore *tally achieved when the.students
could concentrate on opts key relationship,,vithout having to ad past

to,changes of key center. Once.certain patterns begin to be rec-
ognisable, it was,felt the tine...woad then be appropriate tollegin
transfer to other ,key centers, on the staff and also aurally.

Because_ lose of the teachers demurred fro= this approach, the

reading, and dictation exeroises,were modified to include practice
with .several of the more frequently-used keys, the identical

patterns being retained but transposed. Use of sevewal key centers
did not_prove a sucoessful avenue toward ausic reading; because.

the exclusive use .of ...single key eas Abandoned two early to :Lido
its effectiveness, there still mains the. possibility that this
latter. key bs thepare.efficient method for teaching raiding and
thq. apeman:lug auralconcept.,,

24 tonal configurations iientip.ed.by Petsoldk;*re used
es4y...4 the year, 4001, as. pattiiirfor. raiding anklatterns Wbe

"Robert Petsold "Dvieloiment of Auditory Perception of EnsioalSounds by Children in tL.:. Pirat air Oradea" B130,12rojectlf66.

;

J
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hoar* In mac gayedf .Since this configurations have been

stipulated to be those most-commichly found in grade school sengs,

recognition of them seemed to offer many opportunitles for visual

and aura transfer. Alphasis on them was minimised In later

lessons, however, because transfer failed.to take place. Beall

alterations in the configuration prevented it from being recognised

for what it was; for example, a.lange of Zhe 141,7thmic value of one

or more notes, a change in the approach to the configuration, the

interjection of a bar line or a.rest, the separation of the con-

figuration visually between two.staves, tended to change the

appearance or the sound of the configuration sufficiently that

studente failed to recognize it. Developing an acourate perception

of pitch and rhythm symbols is difficult and requires such time

for even a little progress. Such auditory - visual. achievement was

generall.y not accomplished in this project.

The materials were designed to demand a minimal amount of.

time for mechanical details such as note names, time values, key

signatures, etc., so that the teacher could give primary emphasis

to musical concepts, e.g., the entity of the phrase, metrical

feeling, cadences, foreign tones, similarity and contrast, high

points in a phrase, skipwiso and scalewise motion, etc. The

objective was to use vocal musio as a medium for increasing musical

understanding generally, and for improving listening skills.

However, students lacked the necessary prerequisites for this

approaoh; learning the:basic terms and mebhanios, whether through

the process of straight drill or within a musical context, consumed

all the time available so that none was left for introduction Of

0



general concepts. After the first. Wins weeks, a shift in emphasis

was made frog terms and-definitions to listening for recognition.

Activities focussed upon hearing the similarities and differences

in .staple songs, and avoided as .far as possible the necessity for

using technical totes. This also helped to increase the stress on

developing tonal senor', which bad not been emphasized adequately

with the original material.

Akexcellent opportunity was provided to ooapars theachieve-

ment of these average 5th and 6th Egad* students with such younger,

volunteer students enrolled in claQJ piano at the University of

Illinois. The methods, materials, and individual time allotment

were similar, but the differences between the two groups were

striking. Ooncepts and skills that were easy for the volunteers

were often exceedingly difficult for the public school students.

This comparison probably offers a clue regarding the ether areas

of factual, listsnins and aural skills--the volunteer situation is

characterized by advantages of both a favorable psychological

situation and greater ability.

Training the ear was the primary objective. Much of the

playing .was by rote and by positionvrendXng the ..notation was

introduied relatively tats in the unit. Because there were some

classes, as for example one in school 2, where all but a few

students studied musics privately, a large number of keyboard

lessons were prepared with the expectation that such classes might

nova rapidly. However,. ,h-objectives Of class piano are suffift

°tautly different from those of most private lesson situations

that the radvanteged" classes did totr-prograt- much sore rapidly



thA4 tive average, .lightean lessons wire-prepared; approximately

nine we normally covered in the nine weeks period. Teachers

ire; a instructed to skip oertain.spectified material falling within

the nine lessons, and to include some its from the later lessons

which were deemed too important to omit. 1 The material on minor

ohords,.from lessons 13 and 140.is an example of learning' stipu-

lated as necessary.

Kaybcard. As diagnosed in.Ohapter III, supplementary materials

were added to the keyboard lesson plans to, give sore practice

items, as there were necessary for achieving the objectives. An

inspection of the keyboard lessons included at the end of Chapter

III can illustrate the type of revising that was done. The first

ten lessons are given as originally planned, then the entire re-

vised set, in which lessons 1 and 2 are little changed except for

the addition of definite and measurable objectives, but all the

succeeding lessons from lessor. 3 on are noticeably different from

the originals.

'actual. The defeat in the prepared factual, materials was

vocabulary. Students were handicapped from the start by an almost

total &manes of familiarity with common, musical terms. Tbie

problem was, of courses present in the other areas as 'oil, but

became more central here where reading and comprehension and

intellectual mastery were the focal activities. The terms them-

selves beoaae an objective for learning rather than an aid to

understanding. The revision of.this material was concerned largely

simplifying ve3abulary without loss of content. The teachers

on the whole felt more secure with this area than with any of the
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others,. since it was specific, its objectives both obvious and

measurable, and it could be taught through familiar and wellm

developed techniques.

any of the Tactual lessons were sOoompanied by .illustrative

tapes; these lessons contained SaterlaIs very similar in both music

and fact to those.used for the listening unit, except for the

difference in stress. In the factual area, musiosl tapes were for

purposes of illustration, in the listening area, the,nasic was,

focal and the factual materials were explanatory.. One lesson was

derived directly from Leonard Bernotsin's Yn People'. QoperIs2--

the chapter entitled "What /a Classicism." Ate* et all the muol.

cal examples in the chapter was used with the lesson. This lesson

proved to be neither more nor less successful than the other

lessons of the unit. She .lesson on "The Instruients of the

Orchestra" at first used for illustration taped examples frog the

Wheeler Beckett record Ooaplete but it seemed

advisable to utilize music from the Classical period for these

examples. This change offered both shorter illustrations (drawn

almost inclusively from concertos of the period) and increased

opportunity to hear the Classical idiom.

. 'Listening. Zech listening poison we organized .around a ,

single'conoept or.task., such as."Nelody," "Time in Music,"

"Following a Line Score," etc. _Bach. lesson used a variety of

musical' examples drawn largely from the Classioll. period. Some

of the jusic heard wasl.presontei in its entirety, some was

2Lo0na34 Bernstein, LftwaggailLAIliat (Mew York: Simon
and Schuster, 1962).

3
. Wheeler Beckett, (Inglewood,

rs onB. J.: Ndsio lducation leo*
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fragmentary, depending upon the use to which it was put. In the -

original materiels, a lesson on 410,4ment" was infAuted, but the

concepts proved to be too difficult for the students, even with

such ,elementary illustrations as. *America* and wiJondgnderry Aire".

A substitute lesson on "Fore was felt to b* important and also

feasible, but since it was placed. late in, the sequence of =Aerials,

it was often covered hurriedly or omitted entirely, due to the

press of time.

Ordering

One aspect of the study was an attempt to determine whether

the order in which learning experiences occurred had any effect

upon achievement° It seemed probable that order of experience

would make a difference, that certain experiences would reinforce

or clarify or simplify later learnings, and therefore result in

greater achievement. As explained earlier, complete randomization

was carried on in only one school; in other schools teachers followed

the same sequence for .all classes, but started each class at a

different unit in the sequence. "his was done to lighten the load

of the teacher, as the preparation and teaching problems were

great. Pew of the objectives in the study had bSon emphasised in

studenta' musical experiences prior to the. year's study; even the

aural lessons as structu;:ed were unfamiliar to most students. for

this reason, no one area fit in better than others with the

sutdents' prior experi*mose.

Order was not found to be of significance in. the study.

BuffitAent excepitems occurred in, tht:z'osultil of IW027 TO.1112,on of

the learning sequence that no pattern of advantage or disadvantage

can be seen; The astivit4.46- tabis e were
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suffiaently discrete that they contributed little to each other.

A Slight Midication existed that the later in the year the merl-

on°. occurred, the more profitable it was. Achievement in all

areas rose vlightly as the year progressed, perhaps because students

became accustomed to the more intensive nature of the learning' and

the greater offort required from them.

Bch Statistical analysis was performed that is noo shown in

the appendix, beathse it did not reveal any information beyond that

given by the simpler statistical processes. Included in the

appendix are means, degrees of freedom and t values. Analysis of

covariance was used; however, it was not possible to determine the

most important factor in achievement, whether music aptitude as

measured by the Seashore teritspeoademio achievement as measured by

the Tamjeltalaga31124q, intelligenoe quotient, scores on

pretests, or other. The highest correlations occurred between

intelligence quotient and test scores. and between pretest scores

and final scores. These'high correlations might be interpreted as

lending support to Gordon's contention that knowing the student's

actual aptitude is crucial for achievement studies. The Gordon

MAX2CLALWLWILDISdmay prove to be a valid instrument for

measuring aptitude; the publishers would not release the test to

the investigator for this project, and its publication date is so

recent that no definite statement can yet be made of its value.

Whaa analysis of covariance was ,applied to each of the possible

factors, the diffitinces among the classes is further reduced,

roiifOrting the odnaulion that:irdir of experience was not a

4
Mein Gordan, 4114ALARILIALErgall (New York: HoughtonMifflin, 1965).



factor and that the learnings in each area were more discrete or
learnings mere minimal than had been suspected at the outset of
the study.

Item Results

The primary problems of this study were, lint, to define the

skills and knowledges which are important to musical listening;

and second, to determine whether these skills and knowledges can be

taught within a one year period to fifth grade children by any one

or a combination of four common methods. A further problem was

to determine whether an increase in these skills and knowledges

per se results in_improved musical ietening. It would be erroneous
to conclude from the study that those skills and knowledges which

the students 4110 to achieve cannot be taught at this level. At
least two consiierations must be made in this regard.. First, the

tesang,instruments used to measure achievement were not of proven

effectiveness, and second, in every area of Skill and knowledge
there were some extremely high achievers, even when the majority

failed to achieve. Therefore, any conclusions must be considered

valid only in terms of the time limits, the quality and organisa-

tion of ,the teaching materials, .and the evaluative instruments need
in the study. The teachers and.students have been described as

average, and above, with the latter predominating. As regarding

the quality of the teaching materials, teacher opinion was that
the materials represented well accepted ideas and practices and
were a radical departure only in respect, to their intensive nature.

It remains to comment briefly on the evaluative instruments.
These wore designed to have some questions on sa0 tefft which would
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be simple and objective and within the reach of every student, to

help determine the instances whore students might be answering

irresponsibly, at.randem, rather than making a serious effort.

The infrequency of tests in wusic and the relative unimportance

of the grades given tend to foster, a. frivolous attitude toward

teats, in some cases.

To obtain a realistic picture of the project, one should look

at every test given in every area. Because easy items were in-

cluded--straight recognition and recall questions not requiring

aural or musical abilities--scores Slightly over 50 do not neces-

sarily indicate that the primary objectives the test is measuring

were taught. Scores need to be 70 or above to indicate achieve-

ment of the specific ohjectives of that learning period. In

making the judgments cited in the succeeding paragraphs, each

question was individually analyzed from the 27 classrooms so that

where questions from different tests applied to the same knowledge

or skill these could be examined and, recorded together. A few

teats, mainly those for the listening unit, were made up almost

completely of questions involving musical skills rather than

re,call-type questionsvon these tests a score may be below 50 and

yet indicate progress in the types of skills and knowledges

emphasized in the.study.

There were no items of learning in the study which were not a

realistic goal for some students. Those items whose mastery was a

major exception may have represented an element of aptitude rather

than achievement, but this did not seem to be the case based upon

teacher opinion and the tests given. However, even if such items



are genuinely achievement and not aptitude, they are probably not

appropriate for inclusion in a course of study for the public

school curriculum, where the materitls should be attainable by

approximately 50 percent of the students under normal circum-

stances. Courses .of study wart include materials of widely very-

ing difficulty, to make possible achievement for the weaker students

and challenge for the strong students, but such pare,should be taken

in selecting items which,repreeent exceptional achievement.

Greet4Atution is necessary in interpreting the results of

the study and drawing 9onclusions froa them. Twenty -'seven class-

rooms were used in all, and it Would.be possible to mks conclu-

sions as to learnings generally feasible for this age level, based

on indicators by a large majority of. these classes. Because the

study is exploratory in nature and of relatively small scope as

far as the number ,of pupils to concerned, there is .real danger in

misrepresentation., Rxeptional classrooms did exist. Such exoep-

tious may be caused by. any number of.reasons, such as special

stress on some items of learning at the expense of the loss tangi-

ble but equally important items; review periods immediately prior

to a test; minor teacher helps or hints given during a test. Some

individual students had sufficient background or. aptitude that

their achievement indicates the feasibility of teaching musical

listening to students of this age.- however, the results of the

class as a whole are moreAmportant in, their implication for public

school rude. practiceef Results will be explained in-terms of

the objeotivis for each area and then in terms of-the way these

specifics relate'to-Iiitoning as 'defined by the theory of expectation.
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The total lipt of.skills and *nowledgee appropriate for musical

listening, as accumulated in the earlier. phase of the study, was

obviously much too extensive and difficult to utilize in a ono-

year grad, school .course. The commonTsense,approach yap to select

which appearc4 to be easiest or most, fundamental, in consultation

with musicians and, teachers. In evaluating achievement for the

year, it became plain, that e relatively limited number of skills

and_knowledges can be mastered within a,year's time. This fact.has

obvious implications for planning a total curriculumexperiences

must be selected which,arg most.effectivs for learning new skills

and knowledge* and most efficient for utilizing and reviewing

those previously learned. It appears that the cyclic philosophy

of .teaching uhich.proposes a continual return to prior experiences

but with added breadth. and depth each time would have only limited

application t, musical learninge. Previous learning* must be con-

tinually used it,they are to be retained,.but the chief *aphasia

must be.upon new experiencesAiOh_can incorporate new learnings,

especially sinop,even simple listttling'experiences cannot by

meaningfully taught until some prorequisitc skills and knowledge*

have been,achievede

Keyboard. Manual .coordination was a.malor problem in the

keyboard unit during the first nine weeks of the fall semester.

Students had great difficulty coordinating two or three fingers

to produce a satisfactory Chord,orAelodyc even when they nuOrt,

stood it mentally. Interestingly enough, this problem had not

arisen with the volunteer ptudints in the laboratory situation at

the University of Illinois.. ihiediffioulty'coulenot be attributed
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to lack of maturation, since sixth grade students had as great a

problem as fifth grade students. Because the basic objectives Of

the. keyboard unit vex, aural and intellectual and not actual playing

achievtaent, the lesson, plane-and the tests were revised to give

these greater emphasis. However, by, the second nine weeks, the

coordination problomilisappeared, presumably due to school acti-

vities such as writing, art, or physical.education which tre not

used by students in the summertime. This coordination problem was

consistent for all groups.

A long list of specific learning objectives was constructed

for. the keyboard areat.since the nature of the activities '-made

specific factual learnings both.neceisary,and feasible. However,

the main focus of the instruotiOn was to develop some recognition

anctundorstanding of chords and their uses; the drive:of the V7

and. the ,repose of the I; recognition ,of a phrase (aurally if not

visuallZ), of saes and,different phrases; improvement of tonal
.

memory through rote work and improvisation. Performance activities

were for activation, to oiijectify intellectual Yearnings, to

stimulate interest aud,to complement:focal activities. Achievement

of those focal objectives cited,just above was not attained by 50

percent of the ;students:, but obvious progress was made towards the

objectives.

Bel lsarnings:

Inoilledge of high.attd,low,partstof the keyboard.,.
ftoiredge of, finger numbering system.
Ability to plarnalodiessuchaslUttl.itiVerPloningt"-RLightly

Row, .."Old Mealonald," "Rot Cross Buns.*
Recognition and 'ttitdr4tandizig: of
Ability to play .I chord and usuallithe V chord in both hands, in 0.
Recognition and understanding of treble and bass clefs.
Ability to sing a scale.
Ability to finger a tetraohord.
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Knoiledst of rhythmic note values.
Ability to sing arpeggiated chords.
Ability to play aidiwr five finger pattern.
Ability .to finger a melody from notation.

Marginal leainingS:
_ .

.

Understanding of chords and their construction.
Understanding of Aormonio.movement or relationships.Locate 'A" on the ,piano but not .on diagram or by verbal description.FeeIttg for strong, beats.
Ability to transmit.
lhaVledge that -the and V7 are .the mast frequently used chords.Playing the I and V7 in D, A, and E.
Finding the nest acts to a malady by .ear.
Learning the letter names of the staff.
Hearing. and anticipating the.correct harmonic change.Harmonizing familiar songs with I and V7.
Playing_a scale in,seitiral keys :by ear.

.

Harmonizing with chord roots.
Knowing. wholes -step half -atop arrangement of major scale.Identifying meter.
Identifying phrases_ in certain otereoiyped situations.Identifying cadences.

Objectives not aohieved:

Aural recognition of scale or sliiiwiae melody.
Full knowledge of .the meaning of !'octave.".
Aural recognition of major.
Memorisation of the 0,:G, and F.chords.
Aural understanding of.the V7 tendency toward resolution.Ability to chant the roots of chords.for.melodifits played'Sini the home tone for,a melody fragment.
Aural skill of phrase recognition,

.

Differentiate between correct and incorrect harmonization.Not4to the I and V7 chords bastuclef.Understand purpose of the key signature.
Improvise melodies.
Know characteristics of good melody..
Improvise over an ostinato bass.,
Underetand inversions._
Identify. non:harmonic cbor4-tones.
Understand tetraohord.,
Identity chords an&cadenoee.
Seepripplitition in musip.
See chord. tones in,theJtelodia
Sufficient tonal memory to retain and play back heard patterns.Knowledge *thaw to chenge major to minor.
Ability to improvise answering phrases.
Rudimentary understandingW.fori:
Use of the.IV oho rd.
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,Students could build chords,at the piano slowly with-some aid

froJ; the. teacher...4reas of keyboard.performance in Whioh they

were fairly strong were: playing Taailiar chords, playing melodies

both, within and out of, the five .finger pattern and learning new

melodies by rots with rapidity.,111 of thee* activities were

rote activities; the mastery of.notation did not occur-within the

nine week instruction in keyboard, although it was introduced and

emphasized to a limited extent. In the olassroom. situation, with

some aid_ or guidance, student's did many things very well but .rarely

to the point of cqmplete independence. Finger numbers did become

meaningful to the :extent that students could use them to identify

songs, a,skill not developed with notation. Students were not

able to .identify the key center,, or "home tone," of phrases seen

or heard; neither could they tell whether a phrase ceased on the

keynote or a note other than the keynote.

In some of the schools, the students became' quite profiolent

at matching a nerdy. heard with.the correct notation, at selecting

the proper harmonization for a melody (board), and at identifies*

tion of meter. In other schools these objeotives'were not achieved

by hors than a small fraction of the students; such a.disparity

indicates that the relative stress placed upon these skille.a004unts

for. the differences in quality of learning. On the itholevitutents

did not relate notation with hearing. sufficiently to -attain even
.

moderate, success on group susio.istd4s-Usts ottAivanditory.
; ,,

visual type. Although, as indlOatsdrinAhe'llst Of:NSarolnal:

lsarningse'r a sizeable, number ofAit*Aimtclearted,ths wholtihallft

step arrangetent of the major scale and were able to play a scale

in several keys by ear at the keyboard, students generally were not



able to distinguish
botweon-th*.pentatenic scale and the major or

ninor miles rurally. .Apparint4.thSeaphasis on, sealtia vas too

intelleotual and -Iket.-sitrel .6014ght tOrtitiarter 1040 ***r
sung or listened 1,0 in. the normal elementary music situation.

Modal discrimination "a toisted.by several abort teats in

addition= to those/test(' for thie,area shown in the. appendix.
.

Students. did best .on these tests where the kind of music used for

identification was. a melodic Brent harmonised by a single chord,
again a departure.frowthe University. laboratory findings,. where

identification was best when saws& chords Vera test so -establish
the .tonal. center and the mcdtlity. A written factual test of ten
questions was constructed and given by Professor Lyks. This,

together with a formel.keyboard.quis (see following pages) was
administried during several demonstration lessons; it was deemed
indicative of achievement even though only slightly mai. than. 50

per.cent.of the nearly;.900 stitentsiin the.study donsistently : .

moored high on it..

It say be that too such of the, keyboard unit .utilised rote

keyioard:aotivitiesvandthat just at theolose, of. the ale week

period students tiers beginning to bOliblo to vertalis3' some learns
inge and translate their activities Auto meaningful elncepts.

However, even in those. schools where keyboard, was. taught for the

entire semester, the additional nine_weeks resulted chiefly in ,

perfecting skills rather than enlarging.. the understandings and
concepts. The keyboard appears to be an. inefficient vehicle in
terms of time, for teaching the awarenseses desired by this

present study.
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I Major and minor songs. Parts Of .tem. songs ,w1411. be gaol. itch
part will be played.by the teacher two tines. _Decide whether

Frond 101nilator_orl4Aor. .4Atter lach question,- either write=Sox or linos. Ttle teacher will play a prActico. question first.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10. Oraroblait

II its jog and minor chords. fen chords will be played,by lour
teiblier. Bach chord will be played two times. Decide whether
the .bard is gajor.or. minor, and writs your auger after each
question.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
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III .len.phrases of familiar songs, will be played by your teacher.
:Bach phrase is harmonised with the I and V chords. Bach
_example will :be played twice.. /Ou are to listen to the
.ohozds (harmony) and write the chords that you. hear in the
,space provided. The teacher will play a practice. question.

1.
2.

3.
A.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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and some rudimentary knowledge of form and the predominating

Classical forms. Mammas also an, emphasis upil Misertand Rayin

their works, their .musical styles and their lives, without falling

into the approach typified by books. such as

and azigUlatairaltaant.

Expectation is largely an intelleotual prodesal, tbbugh-sozeii!

AO! 0410igiue,'04''.ti* oak 460444704. actin Obviously,

eit4**0-04.l.44

mok- faii4i*,piirOaiiiii 'is u14 then when

the stu(!ent is led to derive the'fapts fres; gusto heard through

many repetitions. Therefore, a large azount of factual material.

was imooMeifully learned during this nine Omsk perlpod, but such

of it was not utilized when lisieliing because th4:itudento(did

not get enoUgh practice, doing this to build listening skills!

Almost half of each class period was spent on factual items Mitch

merether.lietenedtfor4n music selected to illustrate those

specific itemetone colors, humOUrous dsvioes, mays.of creating

surprise, characteristios of overture or2Opara, and .so on. Even

so, the ability to epplr intellectual knoWledgis vas lacking in

many. cases.

lotiLstudents and teachers mere at home with the factual

materials and 0* activities soco*panying..tb*. The but teaching

0ial Wheeler.and beusohilr, Wart. AW1$4111122 (141'
York: B. P. Dutton, 1934).

Opal Realer and Sybil Dousehor, ifillIAWALIWARUZ
WILLIOMABI OW York: 16 P. Dutton,
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and the most successful learning were largely done in this area.

In one situation the toacher prepared additional worksheets for

the students because they covered,the standard lessons so easily.

In at least one soioolvmany students made perfect scores on the

final test--a radical departure. from scores for final 'tests in the

other areas. Only one teacher had difficulty with the factual

unitr due to lack of background and training on her part to even

understand the preparod,matorials.

When straight recall or'recoguition tests were given, students

did well. The one'type of testing which caused difficulty was the

multiple _choice questions with an indefinite number of correct

answers.. Por example, if students were asked to select as many

characteristics of the Classical period as were valid, from a list

of several., they found this hard to oope with. In some oases,

part.of the fault must be attributed to the question format-mthe

term "characterios! had. been used almost daily for nine weeks

when it was discovered through questiOns on the final examination

that students did not know,ths, meaning of the word. .

No list of objectives achieved wholly or in part seems

necessary for this.area. The coMPleto objectifyes are given at the

end of chapter III; most all of .these were achieved by a majority

of the students.

Autal. The primary purpose of the aural unit was to use the

convoational singing materials to further not only slags* ability

but also .listening ski14.0. Mondial; exporimoes td6h ar following

a limo score) recognising phrtlior oadences, skip tad toilewile

melody; gigging broken' Oherds_sld harmonies& chords; verbalisation
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about meter, accent, dynamics, cheraoteristios of aelody; and
forth; all could easily. transfer to listening activitiee if _

handled correctly..

.Although this.phase of the project should have been the most
familiar and hence the easiest in. which to achieve the objectives,
results fell far short of success. Tn. the opinion of the investi-
gators this was due to the habitual use of singing activities as
recreational rather than as intensive learning experiences; old
habits and activity patterns were. difficult. to break, and students
failed to take objectives seriously.

As mentioned earlier, an attempt was made to.use tonal con-
figurations as an aid. to training. the ear and improving music read-
ing.. The objective here war to give the students a "vocabulary*
of familiar configurations which, (woe learned, could be recognised
in music heard and.seen. No teacher had success with this approach--
first, the student, failed to learn the configurations, and secondly,
they: failed to recognise them when any element of the configuration
had been altered from the nriginal.pattern. The activity was .

dropped in favor of others more promising.
.

.The sane difficulty--that off'. failure to build a relationship
between aural sounds said their visual stimulim-resulted in very
low scores for group reading tests. See question number three,
aural final examinations as an example. No matter how obvious
the questions were ,ride to teach and to test this skill, many
studentsAad difficulty. answering. correctly. In the.tima alloted,
it was.nct possible to make the written notes meaningful to students
in terms of aural concepts. Relating sight to ears was thus far more
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difficult lo achieve than had been previously estimated. Most_

students seem to do alX of their musical 'activities by .rote with

no comprehension of what is going on. Simple teas fetches flitter-

mining whieh-ont'Of th.tee notated phrases, completely different in

shape and rhythm, was being played resulted in shores only slightly

better than chance.
.

This nine week phase did accomplish an understanding of the

mechanics of notation, lines and,spaces, meter and clef sighsv

achieved _more success than the other units in teaching identifi-

cation of chord mounds, recognition of melodies,as "same",or

"different," anctgaining a feeling for.the relative range of

melodies. Issignmints involving.the actual copying of music seemed

to accomplish, more than other classrool activities. It was the

only way to be sure the entire class was involved and to accomplish

individual learnings.

More difficult, and thus lees often aohieved, was the aural

recognition of melodic or nhythmio patterns (as opposed to entire

algiodies) as "same" or "different." Most students failed to

attain this skill. When students were asked to oompare heard

patterns with written ones as to "same" or "different," the lack

of suooess was relatively complete.

Students could not visualise a melody by syllables, numbers

or note,names; they could not clap rhythms by rote with the

correct accent; they could not mentally "sing" a song silently and

determine the meter; they could not sing the tonic center or "home

tons" Whelk stopped .in thirsiddloVof:ikieflody; they could not tell

swamis* frail ekipwies movement; they could not recognise the

entity of a phrase visually or aurally.



. ibs aotlw10.0 vocalAhordtng wee thoroughly enjoyed by the

students& who b$0010 very adept at it. The activity Aid not lead

to recognition Of the moats of t)ie Ohordes.gor ability to dis-.

tinguish the root ..9t. Vas ,r from that ,st IN seen when one of the

chords had just been sung. They, developed skill in finding the If

IV and VAhorde within,yritten music, but failed at mural mogul-

tion. of Ahem.

Progress was .evident toward.the end of the unit in some actual

understimding of what vas heard.: Concepts of high and low, soft

and loud*, short or long, could got be taken for granted as they

usually are. These had to be taught and practiced if.therwere to

bo connoted with happenings in the music. These connections were

beginning to bs.svide0 when ledi of tins brought the unit to a

halt.

:14emonly evigenoelof differtnoes Iue to maturation 000urred

in the aural unit... Sixth grade students wers.willing.to try to

answer questions which fifth grade students; simply gave up tom

Sons examples of such questions were those pertaining to character-

istics of a phrase, to.comparisam.of two phrases, .to reocgnition of

melodies by number or letter names. Birth .grade students were

the tonal meanings for written nottiktion.--was not a fcatible objeotive

also sore skillful at auditory-visual.dlaarimination.than were the

younger students.; Vhe.;poseibility exists that thoolder.studonts

were Amply more sophisticated about testing than were the yo agar;

but such a difference did not appear in the other phases of the

experlment.

As it biome clear that mtudOirwilngsime.0-rscinattiou of
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for the nine week *oral unit, iaterials and activities were r.rised

toward$ greater Wheels on the learnings which did appear possible

of achievement. The evaluativelnstruments were also reTisid.

These were acre limited than the. Costs foi the Other areas in their

app4cation to musical expectation, but the basic meohanioal learn-

ings taught and measured were thou' which are essential to progress

in music reading and unieroitanding, and were therefore both legiti-

mate and necessary. Students, with the exception of one school,

did commendably on the,revised examinations for the aural unit.

Listening. The priaary effort of all the listening lessons

was to make listening an active, participating experience; lessons

were designed to focus the students' attention upon specific things

in the music which they could hear, identify, discuss and under-

stand. Among 'these things were tempo, meter, rhythm, the role of

melody, certain aspects of style. and fora, and so on. In the course

of discussing these things it was also necessary to hear and dis-

cuse.contrast, harmony, tonal contort ntlodic characteristics and

the peculiar traits of.verious composers, as well as to develop.

some &ill in following a line-score.,

The learning. for this area, were the abet difficult of the

four, and required as wide a variety as possible of activtty and

materials both to reinforce the learnings and to mitigate restless-

ness and fatigue._ Careful listening is hard work which takes more

concentration than the.studints were accustoms, to. One result. Of

this unaccustomed work was rtvetlettin these sass students' listen-

ing the fallowing school yearone teacher reported that habits of

concentration remained with the Students and they heard much more
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in tie music then would °Unwise bays been expected. Undoubtedly,

suolt habits coul4 be lialarged iaprovett upon if the sees purpose-
ful. approach wars Amed..over a langer.period of time...

2hs cost suaexpected aspeot the study was_. that implied

earlier- -the °papist* inabiiitr apply.sny cono.rots leerninss to
the. musical situation. Lien the lirst siren measures of Beethoven's
Imam piker I was played for one °lam the up and down ma'am
of the aelody corletely ospaped then they had never beim tauglt
the. .concept of "high" sad "lows',14 ausio nor been led to listen
for. the direction of the melody .up and down. l!eachon apparently
s sun e this to be so simple s understanding as to need no mention,

but in actuality *re taken half of this .class needed,sell, additional
examplos and drill in order to correctly understand.and identify
"high" aad "low)* "up" and "dome.* _in a melodic line. Similarly,
the,use....of contour, lints to illifstrape the shape ,.of a melody was a

failure. Students were very slow to .hear.the di:toren°. between
swamis* and victimise amelody, ao that * diagram or oontour .11n*

gave them only a vagupliapriossign of, direotion and nothing sore.

Such gaps of undorrtanding ;tads it difficult to .teaon layer's

"expeottiticutE fer expeotation is %tilt upon rsectinitidn of both

out3ine and detail in the ausic-rfor example, rising melody, large
skip', irregular rhythms, crescendos, and the movement of the

hatmony towards the tonal center play a role in creating to ton
and arousing eapeotatiOn in the listener; when the student% were,.

unable to rocognise any such characteristics* it was lapossible to

point out ausical movement towards mei away troy tension points.

.rain siailariy, difftrent Ames endings with 0.fferent degrees of



finality were lost upon-the ettdenter talc -they :had not become

sufficiently familiar 'with chord sounds to distinguish the I from

the VT, Wthat therdictIot-anymore expeot a.pause afterithe

former than after ..thil.lattera. ,..J041.0 at Abe learnims or. iictitittes

attempted proved *toy, _and none ,ref,lected.the presence of any

prior musical learning*. Polloing it line. score. bind to be taught

carefully and dell keratoly,' Work'sheett audh as enclosed, on

Time in 'Nolo, were sucoessful;lworksheets similar to that on the

Haydn onr lumber 9t were difficult.

atidents 104=44 to recognize_end identify melodic ornamenta-

tion, wide nelodio range, staccato and legato, repeated rhythms,

and_in sone schools, meter. Even the concept of major-minor was

achieved, in the torn presented.in listening test number two.

Listening test number three elicited a Majority of correct answer*

on recognition of the claseioal.style, on pulse and on repeated

nelodies. However, questions were node obvious by the Choice of

compositions ueed,in the test. In listening test number three, for

examplevotudentelpre(asked to,00mpare the first movement of

Mozart's 102k2a/ligketli with the opening section of Schonberg's

...,Aaixteliretas8a, and though a majority of the students were correct
4a

on style recognition, there were many items where the differences

were not obvious to a majority of the listeners, Listening test

number two used two Nosart 0021Kleitions4or comparison, the minuet

from Anomulgaux12 and the first movenent of the j Naior

flonaila for keyboard; here the difficulties were groatquestions

6 and 7 tailed to' be answered correctly by more than a fraction of

the students.
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1. T.U. ens way ia-41:tformit traistas tine 04
finds from a elook.

2. ,Top,_can look alt a painting 1414 vie it all at,onee. Con. yes hoar
a musical composition all at once? Why?

3. What are thro4kinis of attaisia1 tia**1 at ,aad,
4. try i0 =MO stilo.sOngs that.50Haelmal.Alow, and /ortar', mid*

=MIN OM 11d

50 Try. to name sole iQnge thaC.io /airy 4itickly 4dism gay.
IN I IwouI I NEI IN o *.

6. :What invention is imod to: measure the speed of the beats inLansic?
(IBLUALIARIEMt1122119.12IIE")

7. A famous composer Wrote a piece imitating thin invention.
Who was the composer?

8. What, is the word that tolls:i4iiiler the beats are grouped in
patterns of two's or three's or four's? The signature.

9. Row does one conduct 2/4 in'ausiii? down-up or ui-down (circle the
. 1, 2 1 2 right answer)

10. .Which beat in every measure is.upnally accented?

11. Bow many beats ins measure are there in a waits?

12. Row many beats are there ia i aissure of a march . three or four?
(Underline right &War)

13. Name.a song that has three beats to a ntaeuri..

14. lame_ a song that juks two gz four, beato to each measure.
Gm.wm olUMW d 411Millmag;mo

15. The pattern of sound that the lone Ranger's horse makes is
called (a) tempo, (b) motor (c) rhythm or (d) "Amsterdam"



Measure

Oympilonytslio. 04 Andante (used with a line

1-8 1. Which instruments have.the melody?

2. Is the *plod* smooth or separated?4

3. Does tit* melody move by skip or.by step?

4. Are measures 5-6_the some or different.than
measures 1 -2?

5. Is the musio.loud or soft?

6. Is the music.fast or slow?

7. Is the meter in two's or three's?

8. Which measures have the key tone in the melody?

9 -1,6 1, Is this ;section londor or softer than measures 1-8?

2. Is this sOction like Wares 1-8 otherwisa?

3. What does ?faun?

4. A the PIP chard on thi'key tons?

4441=1141
17 1. this section has two parts. Where doss the first part end?

2. Which miasur, has a dquble.bar?.

Mr*

33-40 1. There is aiipsat sign in mum* 40. Where does themusic repeat? from measure to measure

2. Which instruments are plitying the counterselody?

3. Does measure 40 end on the key" tone?'

4. This is *valid *Tariiiionl." What new part was addedto make it differest thaa it was at the beginning?

_c

41-48 .14 Does this_section ead.on- the key tone?
4 4 4

2. Doilit this section use wind instruatinta;
.

r.

5. A dot over a. note *sew $ plaj' it separated.: What dossa curved line, or 'lir Sean?

4. Is there a oountermelody in this section?
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Measure
Nes

49-56 1. The music is (louder) or (softer) hers?

2. Is this section in a major or 3 ainor key?

J. Is the mood excited or restful?

4. Do the measures apt 53-56 have the same mood as 49-52?

.57-74 1. Only a fragment of the melody is used here. Which instru-
. meats play. it?

2. Which instruments playa scale?

3. Which Witrgments play_.long, held notes?

4. In which measure does the exoitement die away?

5. this Variation began at.measurs 49. What things were
dhanged to vary it from the first tune?

gIMINNI1.10..MINNIII...pftemnimigme.m1111mmTwwwN

75-82 1. Is Variation 3 in major or ainor?

2. Which kind of musical tuns is changed hers: meter, tempo,
or rhythm?

3. Which instrument plays the melody: oboe, trumpet, or
clarinet?

83-106 1. At measure 83 the originalieliody is back. What is'the
added melody, played by the woodwinds, called?

2. In measure 100 there .1.s an example of the "law of the
half step." Oan you find it?

3. Is thebeLt(pulse).Mteady or unoven in this symphony?

107-114 1. is this.section louder or softer?

2. Is theteflOdy played:by winds or strings?

3. Is ths'accOipaniment'on the beat (F2? ) or off the

boat (rerig
)?

4. Do the violins play the melody or a countermelody?
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115-130 1, Listen to the melody here and look at your'eoore.
Do's it move to a highest note? Where

2, Which other measure has the second highest note?

3. Is the mood here peaceful, or $75004?
411

131-157 A.. Look and listen to measures 135-138.° tate you heard a
part like this before?,Try to find the measure' where

- this happened. %A. . %'

2. -.The Cbditif: or lInent:0410titni, begins itaeteurs
Which neaiurs has A. 40.4 or fermata ).

What does the mumfo do after the hold: gets louder
or die MO?'

Summary Ou.stjone

inallel

tor

MINIIWIlliMINO11111140.16111/611111111=4.11111/1001.101011.106410111411011111.1111011611.1110.011.0.1016.111011N. ..0.01.4111+11.10.11Rwhigamwmboas

1. Write th!i meter signature of this music on the staff above.

2. Write theast:seven notes of. the melody.

3. How many measurecare there in ea0h variation?

4. Who was President of thi Salted States when Haydn composed
this symphony;

Harry Truman, George Washington, or U. S. Grant?

-
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The final examinations given at the end of each quarter were

considered the most significant measurement. Initially, a posttest

only design was deemsd_sufficient, as the materials were so con-

centrated as not to be.comparable to any "controlled" situation.

However, as the trial period progressed and it began to be obvious

that some materials could not bejoastered or were liaising their

mark, it was felt theta control. group wee entireZreppropriate as

an indicator of the coiiirative value of the new materials for the

situation. Accordingly, some of the best class's in each city

were chosen to tato the final test from each of the four units of

the study. Results from the control grout tests showed higher

achievementein some case*, than the oxperimental groups, indieating

the failure of either materials or teacher within that.partioular

situation.

In situation 1, listening, the control group did significantly

better than one class, was eiomparable to one class, and signifi-

cantly inferior to one. class; in keyboard, two of the three

experimental classes wore significantly superior to the control

group; in aural and factual, the experimental classes were

signifiogotlysuperior to the control group. In situation 2, the

experimental classes were consistently superior to the control.

groups. In situation 3, one factual °lase, three listening classes,

four keyboard classes and two aural classes were not significantly

better Ulu the control groups. In situation 4, one keyboard

class, one aural class, and all listening classes were not signifi-

cantly superior to the. control groups.

The one semester keyboard groups did not play a part in

determining the role of ordering, but they did furnish information
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as to the
raatilmittficultr'eroatorials. The eleven additional

classrooms previde411410 stability for the judgMeote,-aild helped

to illustrate-themide..variety of echiev*me*frem sit test to

author, from one situation to another.' .ther,strengtheaad the

luOreaSton that conclusions drawn from a small *ample would contain

many possibilttios.for.faIse assumption*.

The .final test was a listening tost.designei to illustrate
many of the primary objectives of the year's teal. It tests few
of the 'elements per'se,identtfied_in the first phase of the study,
but wee simplified to procure nor accurate measurement of the

skills and knowledge* 'within the learning ability of the students..

IlUsto used for the listening tost was the third movement, Bawds's

asniazoionitlaxmlat. -It was chosen because it contained many
obvious items for.ltstening, and at the same tine was of high

artistic...ern. Students were asked, to listen t4 short sections

(usually sight or Alston bars) And answer specific questions oonf

corning that part .of the mato. They: followed a line score for

these questions. Mariana was made as simple as possible. The
Vtst was not a speed test; students were allowed to listen to the
music over and over in:answering the questions.i Part of the test
was a comparison between the above-named movement and the third

moveueut_of Beethoven'. 8igl A copy of the test nay
be found at the end of this chapter.

a

.Students were unable to locate the end of the phrase within-,
,

the first sixteen .bars; not sore than 2 per cent even guessed

correctly on this question. !either were they able to tell at which
.

point the haroony.changed, after several measured of repeated I
chord. The question pertaining to instruments playing the melody



wa felt to be a difficult one, ep_the flute blended wall with the

violin on the recording. However, a respectable amber of correct

answers was obtalaed for this question. On the other hand, an

even larger percentage of students answered that the drum had the

melodyshowing a tpotal lack of uadorstanding the concept of ne1047.
The questions just described represent the easiest ones; later

questions were slightly more sophisticated and the results from

these largely cane..

Teacher opinkmwits that to, t~efot wads diffio lt. ,ftery attempt

had been as4 to el#0417 it as 41A0h as piissible 'hill still re-. sft
r

tainime quiltions whidh.cowld actually measure listening. The

same eight or sixteen .bars of mwoli.wereinsod for several questions,
and students night have as aany repetitions as they needed. Notation
was given as an aid in. answering scare of the questions; obviously
it was no aid to the student for whoa the notatiosi remained mean-

,

The investigator's opinion is.that the test could not be

simplified further and yet measure listening ability. The difficulty
lies in the act of listening rather than in the teat.

. Blank Score Test

Adapted from the testing procedure with the experts was the

blank score test.. it was originally planned for use at the and of

eaoh set of experiences, as a common measuring instrument for the

four units, but was used only twice--at the end of the first two

phaseq-4ueto the praising need for more instructional time.

Scoria on the blank score teat gtvsn in the appendix are quantita-

tire rather than qualitative, as in most oases the students giving
the most answers either heard sore or could verbalise more.
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Actually, verbalisation was notAandatory, for the student was.

instructed to simply make a mark whiqe Wheard something signifi-

oant.if net.have time to write out ,a word or Words or

develop WA own code system, the.muei0 used was such.that the test

grader.cotild tell ,whether. marls _lead peen made at random or wore.

genuinely Meaningful. :An'inipection.of the sample test inolutled

will show that this version ofthe blank ;Core temt differed from

that given the experti.chiefli by the addition of numbers for every

tenth measure. The numbers wore also on the tape, so that listen-
.

ere had frequent opportuni4 to .find their place, if lost. The

music was usually played six tkw1080

Results indicate that the blank.spore test was much more

succeasful than the final listening test, in eliciting.correct

answers and focussing attention:on,the music. The sixth grade

students made a greater number of reppnees, and also more correct

responses, than the fifth grade students. In addition, they

improved noticeably from. the firilt to the.secon4 of the tests.

Objective grading valve problem, particularly in determining the

existence of an item,.4o matiter.how trivial, that a student claimed

to hear. The tendency.tog4esti:rither than listen seriously

existed in particular.elasseeAr particular schools, though for

the most part students. seemed. *4akeavinuine effort at following

the music and indicating what*ey.beard., Soto students did
4 r

guess, they tended.to.p#4. tine ax. t 4 itets*Ich had stuck in

their minds from the instrUationse *:!,gort! 40. "lame. seemed to be

favorite terms for.guesper4; these .would be used at random although

the partiCular number played 'for score test, the Mart

gia,251 is especially devoid of kionounced dynamic
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Name.

School

This blank swore test which you are about to take is probably
a new kind of test for most of you. You will listen several titres
to a piece of music. The blank score, with numbered measures and
some music written in, will help 'Au follow the music). We want to
know what you hear in the music, so we have left space below each
bar for you to write in what is going on in the music. It is not
important that you mark something in every bar, just fill in the
places that you feel are important. You can make a check mark and
devise your own shorthand system to mark the music as it is played,
and you will then be given time after each playing to go back and
write in your answers. Some of the things you might hear in this
piece are listed below. Read this iist over to yourself carefully
before the test begins.

1. Name the instrument that has the first theme at the beginning.
2. Nark the places where cadences appear and what kind-if you

know.
3. Mark where the first theme recurs in the piece and what

instrument is playing it now.
4. Mark the second theme and what instrument plays it-
5. What is the meter of the number?
6. Mark important rhythm patterns that recur.
7. Mark any unexpected harmonies or chords.
8. Is the number in major or minor?
9. Can you put brackets around a phrase/

.110. Does the number modulate to a difflrent key, and if so
where?

11, Is the piece :jerky or smooth?
12. Is the melody scalewise or skipwise generally?
13. What sections o, the orchestra seem to have the most impor-

tant part in this number?
14. Mark the keytone, :',7a some important places.
15. Can you mar); some high points or bracket the sections where

there is movftent toward a high point?
16. Mark the relaxed :r temporary stopping places in the music,
17. Murk two sections that contrast or are opposites with the

numbers 1 and 2.
18. How large an orchestra is playing would you guess? Can you

name most of the ':Istrumente you hear?
19. Mark some very loud and come very soft zwts.
20. Some general remarks about the music like .

Is it dance-like or march like?
Is it probably compose4 is the Classical period?
Does it have vertical hatmony f.,r harmony like when one

sings a round? or some of both?
Do instruments sometimes have solo parts?

You will hear the music five or six times so you can 11E406 for three
or four items each tiles. Fut down what you hear--not what you think
the teacher wants you to hear,

asp adrida. a
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changes. Another favorite item for guessing was instrumental

Umbra...the work was performed by a violin, oboe, Clarinet bad

horn, but al; orchestral instruments were freely suggested. NO

student indicated an awareness of the piece as chamber music, and

out of the nearly one thousand tests only a single mention of the

solo quality of certain sections was tads.

To discover whether any order or hierarchy of listening

existed, the students it situation 2 were given colored pencils

with which to record their answers for.difforsnt hearings of the

music- -one color for the first two hearings, a second color for

hearings 3 and 4, and * third color for the final two hearings.

Students were remark:0;y consistent in recording the same number

of reopens** for ach hearing. MO pattern of listening emerged,

however. Some students caught the important items on the first two

hearings, while others did not write then down until the final two

hearings.

The test was .given to all glasses at the end of the first and

the second nine week periods. The differences in the activities

and learnings just stressed appeared to have no effect on the test

soores; no evidence was present.such as special terminology or

spool* emphasis in anowsxing the test:to suggest application of

any of the recent learning.. Approximately ten percent of the

tests were highly commendable, with cadences, phrases, melodies,

controAting pprts, timbre, climaxes, etc., all correctly identified

and marked; it in probable that .these ten percent represent the

students which music teachers usually teach to and upon whose

response they evaluate their effectiveness. Unfortunately, no

program in the public schools can justify itself on the basis of
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high effectiveness for.ten percent, and neither did the present

study feel that this percentage_indioated the year's objectives

had been successfully reached.

?ladings from the ,first phase of the study indicated that

ooncensus exists concerning the listening act and those skills and

knowledges neoessary for it. Meyer's critic's may disagree over the

relative significance he attributes to certain elements of the music

or of the listening act, but they agree that those elements must be

included- -that the same attitudes, knowledge' and skills are part

of the listening set.

The largest disagreement is. not with Neyer's theory of expec-

tation, but is between the point of view espousing intensive early

training in musical listening, and the point of view espousing early

"pleasant experiences" with music followed by intensive training

at a more mature level.

The findings of this study can be interpreted as supporting

either of these two viewpoints. On the one hand, the. desirability

of an early start in intensive musical learnings seems indisputable,

for the field is so vast and complex and the necessity for repetition

of experienoes with the art so pressing, that to delay such educa-

tion seems ill advised. Competence in the basio skill" and

knowledger, is entirely feasible, as illustrated by the ten percent

high achievers in t. .study, but whether this competence results

from unlearned, natural, perception or from unusual aptitude for

musical learning, is not known. On the other hand, the present

study presents much evidence as.to the infeaiibility of teaching

really musical skills and knowledge" within the existing elementary.

music framework; The factor of.tire is the largest limitation,. In

the present study, with above-average allotments of time for music,
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each of the four areas-totalled a maximum of 12 to 14 hours of,

instruction, including time spent in meamareaeut and evaluation.

If itemise tiaohing and learning is desired-in musio,_objectives

must be_suffloiently limited to.be attainable in the time allotod.

Without the establishment of limited and feasible objectives,

and serious attempts to teach for them, there is little that research

can do to discover and promote new programs for public school music.

In the first place, it " fliffinnit tn ascertain what might be

dons with particular aateriale or programs when the prerequisite

knowledge. are lacking, ae in the present study. And secondly,

a piece of research which does meet with success may be lapracti

(sal for replication by teachers.who are unaocustomed to focused

work towards objectives;. This study found that students retained

no concrete krowledges or skills from their first four years of

music instruction. Wen though the knowledges and skills which

the study needed as prerequisites are widely accepted objectives

cited by teachers, found in song book series, in curriculum guides

and methods texts, they are taught and learned in a fashion which

offers no tangible. results. 114 doubt this situation is a coabi-'

nation of time limitations, inappropriate or negative materials,

and certain traditional or habitual approaches towards teaching

music. , .

Many of the hoped-for skills and knowledges found to be

lacking were learned by the students at some point, but these were

nevor.reinforoed, built upon, required for further 'earnings,. nor

meaningfully enlarged, ...and so were promptly forgotten. At present,

it is often the case that sixth grade music requires no more skill

for successful participation than does first grade music. The use
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of both fifth and sixth grade students in the study gave indication.

that the dame general results (with a few isolated exceptions)*

would have been obtained from either grade. The implication here

may be that successful curriculum studies in music must reverse the

trend of other subject matter areas and start from the bottom un,

creating a foundation upon which to build, rather than making

innovations at the top first.

The project forcefully points up the need for individualised

attention in music. Evaluation is, of course, almost unheard of

in music, and teachers are accustomed to estimating class progress

subjectively rather than objectively. Teachers in the study.were

often dumb-founded at the low scores of their classes and their

performance on specific items. A few bright and verbal students

in a class can create the impression that learning is taking place;

rote imitation, and the ability in singing to follow almost

instantaneously, can mislead the teacher in judging reading and

singing skills for the class. Students can participate, can enjoy

making music, can become involved in a host of musical activities,

without any individualized knowledge or skill, because music is an

aural-oral group activity. The system breaks dOwn when these

knowledges and skills are applied to listening or_individual per-

formance. Teachers have long rationalized the failure of individual

performance through lack of real necessity for music reading, to

selfrconsciousness.or fear on the part of the performer, and so on.

Only recently has the interest in a listening program begun to

evolve, and that principally at the junior and senior high.school

levels. The need for good evaluative tools for all kinds and

levels of public school music is great, since without them no
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real knewledge- etresets le poilible. TeaCher reaction to' the

project leindleited by-this'sheit *port eE a testehur to her

ourriOnlim-directort

Results of'tho-study as they relate to the theory of expel:Ito-

tion are these. (1) The etudy'clarified the elements, kneelOges

anti:Skills tied in:listinlig and inplied by this theory of expie-

tatien sufficient disagreement exists among eiperts_to warrant

more thOtiugh 'day at tide point. 12) The' study found that even

a few 44 the knotledges and skills'needed-fot Ansical.listeniag

with expectation-,sere to0"difficUlt to be.taught in one year with

above''aierage conditions and teachers, given the present structure

of previous learnings and experiences. Without a feeling' for

phrases, tonality, "same" or "different" melodies and rhythms,.

it is doubtful that the average student in the elementary school

can be taught to listen to music according to the theory of

expectation. The above statement must be modified by an additional

reference to the exceptions. Perhaps ten to twenty percent of

the students were intellectually and musically equipped to develop

musical expectations and have r3al listening experiences at a young

age; these students are presumably the musically gifted and

advantaged.

When music becomes sufficiently important to the school so

that it.is taught daily by teachers who have the capabilities

desired in the students, and the music curriculum fur all students

attains :the same ipportance as performance, real musical learnings

can become possible for all students. The findings of this study

indicate that tne present cbjectives of music are out of reach under
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May 25, 1965

I am,4,romendously.pleased with 'Oho music:projeot in vhich,my:
middleintermediats classes^have bssOnvolved this year. Although
I diWtAcioywhat result), Pr. 061w.4141417find when. he cpmpletts
his enalysis in all:five participating school nitwits (part of this
will be determined by results of testing which will bo.dOile*the
lastiweekcfsChoel),.; am.00nvinced that ,what has goneOzt-.
clagssChas. been, 0 extremely worthwhil* experisnOt fer-the chil-
dren, ;Irthink Aee classroom teac#erp would agree.)

Isl . , .

phat.we should continually strive for_qualtt0' in our musie
program as in other areas of the curriculum, and this the preleet
has certainly done. Too often our music classes (and I am guilty
of thiau,too).only. repeat the types of meriencep;the children-
get "euto4de,the 'claSsroom.iithout broadegnutheir oUtloOke. (I
refer specifiCally td the overabundande of the use of folksonge
in most music programs, due probably in large measure to the Wes
of music texts available in the,past while this is a part of our
heritage, it is only one small part.) Even the use of recordings
of composed music for listening doesn't of itself increase the
children's understanding or ability to listen, This, I feel, is
the greatest strength of this year's program--it helped the
children know what to listen for and how to listen.

Because of time factors only music of the Classical Period
(1750-1825--Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven) was used. However, the same
type of approach could be applied to music of any period.

Four approaches were used--each.involving about eight weeks of
time:

1. Keyboard--The.ohildren.learned to play simple tunes and
chordal accompaniments by ear. Notation was introduced
late in the quarter*

2. Aural--Songbooks were used this quarter. Emphssis was
on hearing melodic line, phrases, chords, meter, rhythm,
etc* and understanding the mechanics of notation.

3. Factual--an introduction to the Classical Period--the
chak-acteristics of the "Age of Reason," its art, its
society; its scientists, etc, Life in Europe was compared
to life in early America* Filmstrips and recordings on
the lives of Mozart and Haydn were used. The character-
istics o; the music of this period and the types of
compositions written at this time were studied, The
instruments of the orchestra were also covered in this
quarter*

4. Listening--This quarter was oriented toward helping the
children develop additional listening skills. Areas
covered included time, melody, style, form. The
children were introduced to line scores and learned to
use them as an aid to listening.
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I do believe that too much matitric: was covered in one year for
our partlotlsr situation. RoWever, this was one o3 the aims of
the proltet=mto discover What and how such Children are really
able to lears'in illusive at this oge lave,

I used some-of-the sppreaehia fret the pro jeot (particularly in
the aural and listening areas) in Ay Lower Intermediate classes
and I am delighted with the resat's?. The children have learned
men than i thought poosiblee They pritersd 4th grade with
ltttle background in music, and they have. come a.long way in one
year.

All in all I felt the project to be a most worthwhile undertaking,
and I am happy that our classes were able to participate in it.
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FINAL TEST

1. In this test you have a line score for a piece of music. E4trtof this piece will be played. You are to mark in the expressionmarks f (loud) and p (soft) in the bar where a change from loud
to soft or soft to loud occurs. The first bar should be
marked "f ". Mark right on the music.

2. In this section of the music, (bars 1-8) what two instruments
have the melody?

3. Listen to the first
changes. The first
chordli that are not

-eamaaantras

16 bars. Mark on your music where a chord
chord is a I chord. Place an X under the
I chords.

4. Listen to the first 16 bars. The piece is in 3/4 meter, Draw
a long, straight line like this at the end of the measure
that ends each phrase.

5. Listen to the first 16 bars. The piece is in 3/4 meter. Draw
a long, wiggly line like this at the end of the measure thatends the melody.

6. Listen to the section beginning with measure Is this
section in major or minor? or does it change major to minor
or minor to major?

7. The section from 21-66 will be played. Draw a straight line
like this at the end of each phrase in your music.

8. The section from 21-66 will be played. Draw a siggly line
like this at the end of the first melody each time you hear
it.

9. This piece was written in the Classical Period.. List two
things you heard in this piece that are characteristic ofmusic of the classical Period.

10. You are to compare this piece with another piece of nuoio and
answer the following questions.

Listen for the meter of the second piece. Is it the oame rector
as the first piece?

11. Listen to the melodies of the two numbers (noro than to Dcloay
will be played so don't count the memures)

Mich melody was longer? nrat
SoQond

Both Sarno
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FINAL TEST (page 2)

12. Listen for the tonality.

both are in me:or

both are in minor-

One is in major, one in. minor

13. Listen to the harmony of the twcp pieces.

the chords change more in the first piece

the chords change more in the second piece

both pieces change chords about the same

14. Listen to a longer section of each piece for the melody.

the melody returns in part or whole more often in the
first piece

the melody returns in part or whole more often in the
second piece

the melody oomes back about the same number of times
in both pieces

15. Listen for a countermelody.

first piece has a countermelody

second piece hai, a countermelody

neither piece has a countermelody

16. Listen for contrast.

List one way the composer of the first piece obtains contrast

List one way the composer of the second piece- obtains contrast

11114110114.4...
MPENIANIPIMIIN

17. Listen for form,

Hem many different molodioe did you hoar in the first number?

Uhich melodies woro repeatodT

Eau ngny different L; _odic did you hear In the cozond nmber?

Which melodies were ropeated?

4



PIM TBST (liege 3)
17.

the-to-ft:ot the tirstinaleilt
What is the fors of the second _xtuaber?.

18. Io the aele47, of he firat number_ typioal-ot
.Q. Which uibi as irritteii earlieri- the #ret

the second number
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kflal 110.12 t 448
lakf 128.9 (39),

lakf 128.9 t 3.34
akfl 139.6 (44)

kfla 55.3
lakf 64.9

lakf 64.9
akfl 69.1

t 7,51
(48)

t 3.53
(51)

SEASHORE

kfla 58.7 t .11
lafk 59.6 (47)

lakf 59.6 t 2.37
akfl 75.5 (50)

lala 35.9 t 2.56
lakf 53.8 (47)

lakf 53.8 t 1.38
akfl 62.5 (50)

kfla
lakf

lakf
akfl

Aural

Appendix I

Table of t Values

School I

IQ

kfla 110.1
akfl 139.6

lakf 128,9
flak 112.7

ITBS

kfla 55.3
akfl 69.1

lakf 64.9
flak 68.9

t 6.59 kfla 110.1 t .529
(37) flak 112.7 (40)

t 4,36 akfl 139.6 t 6.59
(47) flak 112.7 (45)

t 1.11
(49)

t 1.05
(50)

kfla 55.3 t 3.44
flak 68.9 (48)

akfl 69.1 t .061
flak 68.9 (51)

MEASURES OP MUSICAL TA TS
Pitch

kfla
akfl

lafk
flak

58.7 t 2.31 kfla 58.7 t .42
75.5 (49) flak 61.8 (48)

59.6 t .32 akfl 75.5 t 2.33
61.8 (49) flak 61.8 (51)

Loudness

kfla 35.9
akfl 62.5

lakf 53.8
flak 47.1

55.5 t 1.83 kfla
71.1 (47) akfl

71.1 t .037 lakf
70.9 (50) flak

Rhythm

55.5
70.9

t 4.04
(49)

t 1.04
(49)

t 1.93
(49)

71.1 1.57
57,3 (49)

kfla 35.9 t 1.63
flak 47.1 (48)

akfl 62.5 t 2.52
flak 47.1 (51)

kfla 55.5 t .19
flak 57.3 (48)

akfl 70,9 t 1.65
flak 57.3 (51)

1Reprownto ordor of oxporionoot koyboard, fact., liotoning

ocoro

dogrow of frooden)

1-1



kfla 45.1
lakf 60.2

lakf 60.2
akfl 63.2

1-2

Time

t 2.01 Lila 45.1
(47) akfl 63.2

t .46 lakf 60.2
(50) flak 50.0

Timbre

kfla 57.8 t 1.32
lakf 68.8 (47)

lakf 68.8 t 1.64
akfl 79.7 (50)

kfla
lakf

lakf
akfl

t 2.56
(49)

t 1.
(48)

43

kfla 57.8 t 2.86
akfl 79.7 f49)

lakf 68.8 t .11
flak 69.6 (48)

Tonal Memory

54.2 t 4.83 kfla 54.2
83.6 (47) akfl 78.0

83.6 t 1.11 lakf 83.6
78.0 (50) flak 60.6

kfla 64.1 t 1.72
lakf 74.2 (49)

lakf 74.2 t 1.91
akfl 32.5 (51)

t 3.94
(49)

t 3.42
(48)

Drake Musical Memory Pretest

kfla
akfl

lakf
flak

kfla 45.1 t .64
flak 50.0 (47)

akfl 63.2 t 1.97
flak 50.0 (50)

kfla 57.8 t 1.44
flak 69.6 (47)

akfl 79.7 t 1.56
flak 69.6 (50)

kfla 54.2 t .84
flak 60.6 (47)

akfl 78.0 t 2.63
flak 60.6 (50)

64.1 t 3.34 kfla 64.1 t 2.25
82.5 (50) flak 77.6 (49)

74.2 t .69 akfl 82.5 t 1.09
77.6 (50) flak 77.6 (51)

Drake Musical Memory Posttest

kfla 68.7 t 4.17
lakf 89.6 (46)

lakf 89.6 t .51
akfl 91.3 (49)

Efla 50.6 t .69
lakf 52.0 (46)

lakf 52.0 t .80
akfl 54.1 (45)

kfla 47.3 t 3,81.
lakf 56.6 (46)

lakf 56.6 t 1.35
akfl 60.7 (49)

kfla 68.7 t 4.80
akfl 91.3 (47)

lakf 89.6 t 2.14
flak 95.5 (49)

Colwell Pretest

kfla
akfl

lakf
flak

50.6 t 1.36
54.1 (47)

52.0 t 3.20
59.5 (43)

Colwell Posttest

kfla 47.3 t 4.89
akfl 60.7 (47)

lakf 56.6 t 2.05
flak 62,7 (48)

kfla 68.7 t 6.30
flak 95.5 (47)

akfl 91.3 t 1.77
flak 95.5 (50)

kfla 50.6 t 3.88
flak 59.5 (45)

akfl 54.1 t 1.87
flak 59.5 (44)

kilo. 47.3 t 5.76
flak 62.7 (46)

akil. 60.7 t .63
:flak 62.7 (49)



lakf
akfl

lakf
akfl

lakf
akfl

1-3

Keyboard

79.6 t 3.65 lakf 79.6
89.2 (47) flak 85.1

Keyboard

96.1 t .12 lakf 96.1
96.0 (48) flak 81.2

Keyboard

*60.7 t 1.52 lakf 60.7
67.7 (49) flak 60.8

kfla 51.7 t 4.36
lakf 70.6 (47)

lakf 70.6 t .050
akfl 70.8 (49)

kfla
lakf

kfla
lakf

kfla
lakf

lakf
akfl

kfla
lakf

kfla
lakf

r fla
L k.f

I

t 1.79
(48)

II

akfl 89.2 t 1.35
flak 85.1 (51)

t 3.80 akfl 96.0 3.94
,(46) flak 81.2 (48)

III

t .028
(48)

Keyboard Final

kfla 51.7 t 4.10
akfl 70.8 (48)

lakf 70.6 t 2.03
flak 76.3 (50)

29.6 t 10.4 lakf
76.0 (47) flak

Aural I

akfl 67.7 t 1.41
flak 60.8 (49)

fit

kfla 51.7 t 5.91
flak 76.3 (49)

akfl 70.8 t 1.69
flak 76.3 (51)

76.0 t 3.38 kfla 29.6 t 6.38
59.0 (45) flak 59.0 (44)

Aural II
73.7 t 2.05 lakf 82.1 t 1.83 kfla 73.7 t .79
82.1 (46) flak 76.7 (47) flak 76.7 (47)

Aura]. III

49.7 t 1.98 lakf 60.3 t .36 kfla 49.7 t 2.40
60.3 (44) flak 62.0 (48) flak 62.0 (46)

69.0 t .033
68.9 (46)

Aural Final

lakf 69.0 t .90 akfl 68.9 t .86
flak 65.9 (47) flak 65.9 (49 )

Factual I
83.0 t .36 kfla 83.0 t .62 lakf 81.7 t .25
81.7 (48) all' 80.8 (48) akfl 80.8 (48)

Factual II
83.4 t .38 kfla 83.4 t 1.24 laid 84.7 t .83
84.7 (48) akfl 87.4 (49) akfl 8704 (49 )

factual III
71.4 t 2.47 kfla 71.4 t 3.17 lakf 79.8 t 92
79.8 (47) akfl 82.4 (48) akfl 82.4 (49 )



kfla
lakf

lakf
akfl

77.8 4.30
91.7 (0)

89.
91.7 t .91

7 (48)

akfl 87.7 t .69
flak 85.2 (49)

akfl
flak

kfla
lakf

lakf
akfl

kfla
lakf

lakf
akfl

82.2 t 1.29
77.8 (49)

39.3 t 1.98
47.3 (47)

47.3 t 3.13
61.8 (49)

42.1 t 2.74
',7.4 (46)

47.4 t .22
47.8 (48)

kfla 48.4
lakf 32.0

lakf 32.0
akfl 32.0

t 3.14
(44)

t.
(48)

082

kfla 41.0 t .72
lakf 37.5 ;42)

lakf 37.5 t .12
akf l 36.9 (45)

Drako
64.8 t .71
68.7 (46)

1-4

Factual Final

kfla 77.8
akfl 89.7

lakf 91.7
flak 79.6

t 3.73
(48)

t 3.74
(47)

Listening I

kfla 76.1 t 3.20
akfl 87.7 (46)

Listening II

kfla 57.4 t 6.96
akfl 82.2 (46)

Listening III

kfla 51.7 t 1.49
akfl 57.7 (46)

Listening Final

kfla
akfl

lakf
flak

39.3 t 4.99
61.8 (48)

47.3 t 1.60
54.6 (48)

Final Test

kfla 42.1
akfl 47.8

lakf 47.4
flak 47.6

t 2.

(46)

67

t .10
(47)

Blank Score I

kfla 48.4 t 3.18
akfl 32.2 (46)

lakf 32.0 t 1.39
flak 38.0 (48)

Blank Score II

kfla 41.0 t .72
akfl 36.9 (45)

lake 37.5 t .39
flak 38.8 (46)

Growth Scorns

kiln

kfla 77.8 t .47
flak 79.6 (47)

akfl 69.7 t 3.15
flak 79.6 (49)

kfla 76.1 t 2.09
flak 85.2 (45)

kfla 57.4 t 4.75
flak 77.8 (45)

kfla 39.3 t 3.47
flak 54.6 (47)

akfl 61.8 t 1.47
flak 54.6 (49)

kfla 42.1 2.362
flak 47.6 (45)

akfl 47.8 t .086
flak 47.6 (47)

kfla 48.4 t 1.75
flak 38.0 (46)

akfl 32.2 t 1.36
flak 38.0 (50)

kfla
flak

akfl
flak

41.0 t .47
38.8 (46)

36.9 t .42
38.8 (49)

0o1wo11
50.6 t 1.74
47.3 (46)



Growth Scores (cont.)
Drake lakf Colwell74.2 t 3.60 52.0 t 1.8689.6 (49) 56.6 (46)

. akf 1
82.5 t 2.47 54.1 t 2.10
91,3 (51) 60.7 (48)

flak
77.6 t 4.80
95.5 (50)

59.5 t 1.08
62.7 (45)



1-6

School 2

IQ

akfl 117.3 t .87 akfl 117.3 t 2.16 akflkfla 114.0 (49) flak 110.6 (47) lakf

kfla 134.0 't .95 kfla 114.0 t .72 flakflak 110.6 (44) lakf 111.3 (43) lakf

117.3 t 1.82
111.3 (46)

110.6 t .25
111.3 (41)

ITBS

akfl, 56.0 t .91 akfl 56.0 t .53 akfi 56.0 t .28kfla 53.0 (49) flak 54.4 (46) lakf 56.8 (45)

kfla 53.0 t .35 kfla 53.0 t .94 flak 54.4 t .63flak 54.4 (45) lakf 56.8 (44) lakf 56.8 (41)

SEASHORE MEASURES OP MUSICAL TALENTS
Pitch

akfl 75.2 t 1.86 akfl 75.2
kfla 62.2 (51) flak 65.4

kfla 62.2 t .36 kfla 62.2
flak 65.4 (45) lakf 61.4

akfl 53.5 t 2.44
kfla 37.2 (51)

kfla 37.2 t .60
flak 41.5 (45)

akfl
kfla

kfl e.

flak

akfl
flak

kfla
lakf

78.9 t 1.6) akfl
67.4 (51) flak

Loudness

t 1.22 akfl 75.2 t 1.96
(46) lakf 61.4 (46)

t .091 flak 65,4 t .43
(45) lakf 61.4 (40)

53.5 t 1.58 akfl 53.5 1.54
41.5 (46) lakf 43.2 (46)

37.2 t .99 flak 41.5 t .25
43.2 (45) lakf 43.2 (40)

Rhythm

78.9 t 1.46
67.0 (46)

67.4 t .045 kfla 67.4 t .96
67.0 (45) lakf 75.4 (45)

akfl 70.4 t 2.23
kfla 54.6 (51)

kfls 54.6 t 1.14
flak 63.6 (45)

akfi 70.7 t 3.87
kris. 41.5 (51)

kfla 41,5 t 1.86
flak 58.6 (45)

Time

akfl 70.4 t .90
flak 63.6 (46)

kfla 54.6 t 1.74
lakf 67.0 (45)

Timbre

akfl 7(1.1 t 1.66
flak 58.6 (46)

kfla 41.5 t 1.28
lake: 53.1 (45)

akfl 78,-9 t .51
laid 75.4 (46)

flak 67.0 t .88
lakf 75.4 (46)

akfl 70.4 t .50
laid 67.0 (46)

flak 63.6 t .45
lakf 67.0 (40)

akfl 70.7 t 2.45
lakf 53.1 (46)

flak 58.6 t .61
laki 53.1 (40)



akfl 82.3
kfla 56.7

kfla 56.7
flak 67.9

1-7

Tonal Memory

t 3.59 akfl 82.3
(51) flak 67.9

t 1.19 kfla 56.7
(45) 'att. 55.9

4 4-

t 1.99 akfl 82.3 t 3.23
(46) lakf 55.9 (46)

t .082 flak 67.9 t 1.12
(45) lekf 55.9 (40)

Drake Musical Mesery Pretest

akfl 89.2 t 3.21 akfl 89.2 t 4.59 akfl 89.2 t 4.68kfla 72.5 (50) flak 59.3 (46) lakf 61.1 (45)

kfla 72.5 t 1.59 kfla 72.5 1.44 flak 59.3 ' .19
flak 59.3 (44) . lakf 61.1 (43) lakf 61.1 (39)

Drake Musical Memory Posttest

flak 76.4 t .36
lakf 79.4 (39)

akfl
kfla

kfla
flak

56.0 t .40
55.0 (48)

55.0 t 2.31
53.3 (42)

Colwell Pretest

akfl 56.0 t 1.22
flak 53.3 (44)

kna 55.0 t 2.31
lakf 49.2 (43)

Colwell Posttest

akfl 62.8 t 1.73 akfl 62.8
kfla 57.1 (51) flak 54.8

kfla 57.1 t .60 kIla 57.1
flak 54.8 (45) lakf 54.0

flak
lakf

flak
lakf

akfl
kfla

kfla
flak

Keyboard

80.1 t 1.15 akfl 85.0
84.9 (35) flak 80.1

Keyboard

64.5 t 2.92 akfl 83.580.5. (36) flak 64.5

Keyboard

akfl 66.4
flak 59.2

Keyb

72.4 t 4.02 akfl
58.3 (47) flak

58.3 4 1.25 is
63.1 (45) lakk

I

t 2.61
(46)

t .85
(44)

akfl 56.0 t 3.87
lakf 49.2 (45)

flak 53.3 t 1.92
lakf 49.2 (39)

akfl 62.8 t 3.17
lakf 54.0 (45)

flak 54.8 t .23
lakf 54.0 (39)

t 1.51 akfl 85.0 t .0052
(44) lakf 84.9 (41)

t 3.70 akfl 83.5 t .50
(441 lakf 80.5 (40)

III

t 1.86
(43)

and Plnal

72.4 t 2.45 akfl 72. t 1.65
63.1 (42) lakf 66.3 (40)

58,3 t 2.11 flak 63.1 i; .79
66.3 (43) lakf 66.3 (38)



kfla
flak

48.0 t 2.23 kfla
61.9 (42) lakf

kfla 59.6 t .024
lakf 59.5 (43)

flak
lakf

akfl
kfla

akfl
kfla

akfl
kfla

akfl
kfla

kfla
flak

akfl
kfla

1-8

Aural

48.0 t 2.45 flak 61.9 t .22
63.2 (42) lakf 63.2 (38)

Aural II (not given)

Aural. III

Aural Final

47.0 t 3.71 akfl
62.4 (40) flak

75.0 t 7.19 akfl 75.0 t 3.59
47.0 .(46) lakf 62.4 (46)

Factual I

69.4 t 1.33 kfla 63.5 t .98 akfl 69.4 t .15
63.5 (51) lakf 69.8 (44) lakf 69.8 (45)

65.4 t .18 kfla
66.4 (50) lakf

Factual II

66.4 t .22 akfl 65.4 t .47
67.9 (45) lakf 67.9 (45)

Factual III

72.9 t 1.73 kfla 66.1 t 1.43
66,1 (48) lakf 72.3 (42)

Factual Final

79.0 t .56 akfl 79.0
77.0 (45) flak 79.6

77.0 t .52 kfla 77.0
79.6 (45) lakf 77,1

Listening I

t .12
(40)

t .018
(44)

akfl
lakf

72.9 t .15
72.3 (46)

akfl 79.0 t .49
lakf 77.1 (39)

flak 79.6 t .45
lakf 77.1 (39)

83.0 t 8.13 akfl 83.0 t 5.09 kfla 63.2 t .51
63.2 (48) flak 61.2 (45) flak 61.2 (41)

Listening II

kfla 41.9 t 3.45
flak 61.5 (42)

kfla
flak

Listening III (not given)

Listening Final

47.2 t .00072 kfla 47.2 t 1.10
47.2 (44) lakf 53.6 (44)

flak 47.2 t 1.36
lakf 53.6 (38)



flak 44.3 t .51
lakf 45.4 (39)

flak 31.6 t 1.77
lakf 38.9 (39)

1-9

Final Teat

Blank Score I

Blank Score II

akfl 40.3 t 1.49 akfl 40.3 t 2.12 akfl 40.3 t 1.80kfla 49.5' (39) flak 51.6 (42) lakf 49.2 (40)

kfla 49.5 t .27 kfla 49.5 t .0035 flak 51.6 t .31flak 51.6 (37) lakf 49.2, (35) lakf 49.2 (38)

Growth Scores

Drake akfl Colwell
56.0 t 3.05
62.8 (51)

kfla
55.0 t .59
57.1 (48)

flak
59.3 t 1.85

53.3 t .4676.4 (40) 54.8 (39)

lakf
61.1 t 2.17 49.2 t 1.9879.4 (38) 54.0 (39)



(41) kafi 58.9 (43)

Time

alkf 37.9 t .91 alkf 37.9 t 3.23 alkf 37.9 t 1.69
ifak 43.8 (45) fkla 57.6 (47) kafi 47.7 (44)

ifak 43.8 t 1.87 ifak 43.8 t .55 fkla 57.6 t 1.45
fkla 57.6 (44) kafi 47.7 (41) kafi 47.7 (43)

Timbre

alkf 72.6 t 1.40 alkf 72.6 t 1.42 alkf 72.6 t .87
ifak 59.7 (45) fkla 61.3 (47) kafi 66.0 (44)

lfak 59.7 t .17 ifak 59.7 t .68 fkla 61.3 t .60
fkla 61.3 (44) kafi 66.0 (41) kafi 66.0 (43)

alkf 51.4 t .55 alkf 51.4 t .55 alkf 51.4 t .37
ifak 56.0 (45) fkla 47.2 (47) kafi 54.3 (44)

ifak 56.0 t .97 ifak 56.0 t .18 fkla 47.2 t .32
fkla 47.2 (2t4) kafi 34.3 (41) kafi 54.3 (43)

alkf
ifak

ifak
fkla

63.7 t .26
61.0 (45)

61.0 t 1.32
48.8 (44)

63.7 t .26
61.0 (45)

61.0 t 1.32
48.8 (44)

Loudness

alkf 63.7 t 1.74 alkf 63.7 t 3.06
fkla 48.8 (47) kafl 36.0 (44)

ifak 61.0 t 2.54 fkla 48.8 t 1.55
kafi 38.0 (41) kafi 38.0 (43)

Rhythm

alkf 51.0 t 1.23 alkf 51.0 t 1.31 alkf 51.0 t .76
ifak 63.0 (45) fkla 63.5 (47) kafi 58.9 (44)

ifak 63.0 t .048 ifak 63.0 t .40 fkla 63.5 t .45
fkla 63.5 (44) kafi 58.9 .(41) kafi 58.9 (43)

Time

alkf 37.9 t .91 alkf 37.9 t 3.23 alkf 37.9 t 1.69
ifak 43.8 (45) fkla 57.6 (47) kafi 47.7 (44)

ifak 43.8 t 1.87 ifak 43.8 t .55 fkla 57.6 t 1.45
fkla 57.6 (44) kafi 47.7 (41) kafi 47.7 (43)

Timbre

alkf 72.6 t 1.40 alkf 72.6 t 1.42 alkf 72.6 t .87
ifak 59.7 (45) fkla 61.3 (47) kafi 66.0 (44)

lfak 59.7 t .17 ifak 59.7 t .68 fkla 61.3 t .60
fkla 61.3 (44) kafi 66.0 (41) kafi 66.0 (43)



ifak 46.9 (42) fkla 44.6 (45) kafi 52.3 (41)

ifak 46.9 t .70 ifak 46.9* t 1.67 fkla 44.6 t 2.76
fkla 44.6 (41) kafi 52.3 (37) kafi 52.3 (40)

Keyboard I

alkf 64.4 t 1.68 alkf 64.4 t .95 ifak 71.0 t 1.09
ifak 71.0 (39) fkla 66.9 (44) fkla 66.9 (39)

Keyboard II

alkf 55.7 t .21 alkf 55.7 t10.6 ifak 54.4 t 6.66
ifak 54.4 (41) fkla 88.9 (43) fkla 88.9 (42)

Keyboard III

alkf 45.7 t'1.57 alkf 45.7 t .73 lfak 38.4 t .94
ifak 38.4 (42) fkla 42.5 (44) fkla 42.5 (40)

Keyboard Final

alkf 53.1 t 1.35 alkf 53.1 t .83 alkf 53.1 t .82
lfak 57,.9 (41) fkla 49.3 (45) kafi 49.7 (39)

ifak 57.9 t 1.84 ifak 57.9 t 2.05 fkla 49.3 t .072
fkla 49.3 (40) kafl 49.7 (35) kafl 49.7 (39)

fkla 46.7 t 2.32
kafl 51.2 (39)

Colwell Posttest

alkf 45.0 t .64 alkf 45.0 t .14 alkf 45.0 t 2.93
ifak 46.9 (42) fkla 44.6 (45) kafi 52.3 (41)

ifak 46.9 t .70 ifak 46.9* t 1.67 fkla 44.6 t 2.76
fkla 44.6 (41) kafi 52.3 (37) kafi 52.3 (40)

Keyboard I

alkf 64.4 t 1.68 alkf 64.4 t .95 ifak 71.0 t 1.09
ifak 71.0 (39) fkla 66.9 (44) fkla 66.9 (39)

Keyboard II

alkf 55.7 t .21 alkf 55.7 t10.6 ifak 54.4 t 6.66
ifak 54.4 (41) fkla 88.9 (43) fkla 88.9 (42)

Keyboard III

alkf 45.7 t'1.57 alkf 45.7 t .73 lfak 38.4 t .94
ifak 38.4 (42) fkla 42.5 (44) fkla 42.5 (40)

Keyboard Final

alkf 53.1 t 1.35 alkf 53.1 t .83 alkf 53.1 t .82
lfak 57,.9 (41) fkla 49.3 (45) kafi 49.7 (39)

ifak 57.9 t 1.84 ifak 57.9 t 2.05 fkla 49.3 t .072
fkla 49.3 (40) kafl 49.7 (35) kafl 49.7 (39)



1-12

Aurar

1fak 36.0 t .62 ifak 36.0 t .44 fkla 38.7 t .21
fkla 38.7 (42) kafi 37.8 (39) kafi 37.8 (39)

Aural II

ifak 63.3 t .65 lfak 63.3 t fkla 60.7 t 1.69
fkla 60.7 (40) kafl 67.4 (38) kafl 67.4 (38)

Aural III

ifak 40.5 t 1.59 ifak 40.5 t .82 fkla 33.7 t 2.,03
fkla 33.7 (41) kafi 44.7 (39) kafl 44.7 (38)

Aural Final

alkf 41.0 t 2.9' alkt 41,0 t .66 alkf 41.0 t 3.57
ifak 52.4 (44) fkla 43.2 (44) kafl 56.6 (41)

ifak 52.4 t 2.55 ifak 52.4 t .89 fkla 43.2 t 3.25
fkla 43.2 (40) kafi 56.6 (37) kaf.i. 56.6 (37)

Factual I

alkf 51.0 t .90 lfak 47.2 t 1.69 alkf 51.0 t .71
ifak 47.2 (44) kafi 54.9 (38) kafl 54.9 (40)

Factual II

alkf 83.5 t 2.87 ifak 66.0 t 1.62 alkf 83.5 t 1.80
lfak 66.0 (44) kafl 77.1 (38) kafl 77.1 (40)

Factual III

alkf 62.4 t 1.32 ifak 57.6 t .18 alkf 62.4 t 1.13
ifak 57.6 (41) kafi 58.3 (35) kafi 58.3 (40)

Factual Final

alkf 68.0 t 1.12 alkf 68.0 t 2.31 alkf 68.0 t .26
ifak 62.7 (41) fkla 58.0 .(45) kafi 66.8 (40)

lfak 62.7 t 1.33 ifak 62.7 t 1.08 fkla 58.0 t 2.51
fkla 58.0 (40) kafl 66.8 (35) kafl 66.8 (39)

Listening I

fkla 54.4 t 4.41 alkf 52.2 t .39 alkf 52.2 t 3.84
kafi 74.1 (37) fkla 54,4 (45) kafi 74.1 (40)

Listening II

fkla 54.7 t 3.97 alkf 35.0 t 4.25 alkf 35.0 t10.2
kafi 72.2 (41) fkla 54.7 (43) kafi 72.2 (41)



1-13

Listening III

kfla 38.6 t 2.87
Xafl 49.5 (39)

Listening Final

alkf 36.3 t .79 alkf 36.3 t' .97 alkf 36.3 t 2,23
ifak 40.4 (39) fkla 41.0 (42) kafl 45.7 (40)

ifak 40.4 t .080 ifak 40.4 t .88 flan 41.0 t .87
fkla 41.0 (37) kafl 45,.7 (35) kafl 45.7 (38)

Final Test

alkf 37.8 t 3.16 alkf 37.8 t 1.18 alkf 37.8 t 1.25
ifak 32.2 (42) fkla' 40.3 (45) kafl 40.2 (41)

ifak 32.2 t 3.63 ifak 32.2 t 4.04 fkla 40.3 t .043
fkla 40.3 (41) kafl 40.2 (37) kafl 40.2 (40)

Blanc Score II

alkf 31.8 t 1.61 alkf 31,8 t 5.97 alkf 31.8 t 1.14
lfai 24.5 (43) fkla 59.5 (41) kafl 25.4 (38)

ifak 24.5 t 5.77 Ifak 24.5 t .20 fkla 59.5 t 4,53
fkla 59.5 (38) kafl 25.4 (35) kali. 25.4 (33)

Growth Scores

Drake alkf Colwell
49.4 t 3.93
75.0 (47)

56.5 t 2.81
76.7 (41)

48.8 t 2.55
69.7

59.8 t 2.54
81.8

ifak

fkla

kafl

46.7 t .89
44.6

51.2 t .47
52.3



kfla 120.4 t 2.11
flak 111.9 (49)

flak 111.9 t .41
akfl 110.5 (53)

kfla 64.0 t .47
flak 62.3 (51)

flak 62.3 t .66
akfl 64.8 (53)

kfla
akfl

flak
lakf

kfla
akfl

flak
lakf

1-14

School 4

IQ

120.4
110.5

111.9
110.6

ITBS

64.0
64.8

62.3
63.0

t 3.15 kfla 120.4 t 2.41
(50) lakf 110.6 (49)

t .31 akfl 110.5 t ..029
(52) lakf 1/0.6 (53)

t .23
(52)

t .18
(52)

kfla 64.0 t .32
lakf 63.0 (51)

akfl 64.8 t .54
lakf 63.0 (53

SEASHORE MEASURES OP MUZICAL TALENTS
Pitch

kfla 65.5 t 1.33 kfla 65.5
flak 55.7 (50) akfl 61.8

flak 55..7 t .79 flak 55.7
akfl 61.8 (50) lakf 55.0

Loudness

kfla 39.1 .t 1.70 kfla 39.1
flak 51.0 (50) akfl 41.2

flak 51.0 t 1.23 flak 51.0
akfl 41.2 (50) lakf 39.9

kfla
flak

flak
akfl

kfla
flak

flak
akfl

kfla
flak

'flak
akfl

73.4 t .90

6698 (50)

66.8 t .48
70.5 (50)

48,9 t 1.14
40.1 (51)

40.1 t 1.54

53.8 (51)

kfla
akfl

flak
lakf

kfla
akfl

flak
lakf

Rhythm

73.4
70.5

66.8
60.4

Time

48.9
53.8

40.1
44.0

Timbre

t .51
(50)

t .092
(50)

t.
(50)

29

t 1.57
(50)

kfla 65.5 t 1.45
lakf 55.0 (50)

akfl 61.8 t .89
lakf 55.0 (50)

kfla 39.1
lakf 39.9

akfl 41.2
lakf 39.9

t .13
(50)

t .18
(50)

t .38 kfla 73.4 t 1.76
(50) litkf 60.4 (50)

t .85 akfl 70.5 t 1.30
(50) lakf 60.4 (50)

t .59
(50)

t .46
(52)

64.6 t .26 kfla 64.6 t .82
62.6 (51) akfl 53.8 (50)

62.6 t .53 flak 62.6 t .29
53.8 (51) lakf 60.3 (52)

kfla 48.9 t .64
lakf 44.0 (51)

akfl 53.8 t 1.11
lakf 44.0 (51)

kfla 64.6 t .58
lakf 60.3 (51)

akfl 53.8 t .27
lakf 60.3 (51)



1-15

Tonal Memory

kfla 67.1 t .91 kfla 67.1 t 1.21 kfla 67.1 t 1.07
flak 60.6 (51) akfl 58.8 (50) lakf 59.2 (51)

flak 60.6 t .25 flak 60.6 t .18 akfl 58.8 t .054
akfl 58.8 (51) lakf 59.2 (52) lakf 59.2 (51)

Drake Musical Memory Pretest

kfla 74.3 t 1-.19 kfla 74.3 t .018 kfla 74.3 t .076
flak 67.1 (50) akfl 74.4 (48) lakf 74.7 (50)

flak 67.1 t 1.13 flak 67.1 t 1.15 akfl 74.4 t .056
akfl 74.4 (48) lakf 74.7 (50) lakf 74.7 (48)

:Drake Musical Memory Postvest

kfla 93.1 t .59 kfla 93.1 t 1.10 kfla 93.1 t 1.40
flak 91.2 (50) akfl 88.9 (47) lakf 88.2 (48)

flak 91.2 t .60 flak 91.2 t .85 akfl 88.9 t .16
akfl 88.9 (49) lakf 88.2 (50) lakf 88.2 (47)

Colwell Pretest

kfla 58.9 t 1.98 kfla 58.9 t .67 kfla 58.9 t 1.73
flak 54.0 (50) akfl 57.0 (50) lakf 54.1 (51)

flak 54.0 t 1.31 flak' 54.0 t .064 akfl 57.0 t 1.11
akfl 57.0 (50) lakf 54.1 (51) lakf 54.1 (51)

Colwell Posttest

kfla 59.5 t 1.11 kfla 59.5 t .32 kfla 59.5 t .99
flak 55.8 (48) akfl 58.3 (46) lakf 55.8 (45)

flak 55.8 t 1.32 flak 55.8 t .0060 akfl 58.3 t .67
akfl 58.3 (48) lakf 55.8 (47) lakf 55.8 (45)

Keyboard I

flak 82.3 t 1.49 flak 82.3 t 1.45 akfl 37.8 t 3.02
akfl 87.8 (50) lakf 75.9 (48) lakf 75.9 (48)

Keyboard II

flak 82.3 t .53 flak 82.3 t .89 akfl 84.7 t .32
akfl 84.7 (47) lakf 86.2 (49) lakf 86.2 (44)'

Keyboard III

flak 56.2 t 1.75 flak 56.2 t .62 akfl 6307 t .97
akfl 63.7 (48) lakf 59.0 (46) lakf 59.0 (48)



1-16

Keyboard Final

kfla 58.9 t 2.27 kfla 58.9 t 2.24 kgla 58.9 t 2.90
flak 68.7 (50) akfl 69.2 (50) lakf 71.4 (49)

flak 68.7 t .16 flak 68.7 t .87 akfl 69.2 t .60
akfl 69.2 (50) lakf 71.4 (49) lakf 71.4 (49)

Aural I

kfla 49.1 t .84 flak 54.7 t .059 kfla 49.1 t 1.00
flak 54.7 (46) lakf 55.1 (45) lakf 55.1 (47)

Aural II

kfla 76.0 t .057 flak 76.2 t .21 kfla 76.0 t .21
flak 76.2 (49) lakf 76.8 (49) lakf 76.8 (50)

Aural III

kfla 62.9 t 1.36 flak 56.8 t 1.59 kfla 62.9 t .31
flak 56.8 (47) lakf 64.5 (50) lakf 64.5 (47)

Aural Final

kfla 64.1 t .16 kfla 64.1 t .95 kfla 64.1 t 2.66
flak 63.5 (48) akfl 60.7 (49) lakf 53.4 (47)

flak 63.5 t .88 flak 63.5 t 2.79 akfl 60.7 t 2.33
akfl 60.7 (51) lakf 53.4 (49) lakf 53.4 (50)

Factual I

akfl 56.9 t 1.19 kfla 77.5 t 4.87 kfla 77.5 t 6.07
lakf 51.0 (46) akfl 56.9 (47) lakf 51.0 (45)

Factual II

akfl 73.4 t 3.59 kfla 77.0 t .77 kfla
lakf 58.8 (50) akfl 73.4 (49) lakf

Factual III

77.0 t 3.27
58.8 150)

akfl 69.5 t .28 k!la 67.9 t .37 ;:fla 67.9 t .71
lakf 70.8 (48) akfl 695 (45) lakf 70.8 (43)

Factual Final

kfla 790 t .35 kfla 79,,0 t .94 kfla 79.0 t 2.45
flak 80.6 (49) akfl 74.4 (48) lakf 65.8 (45)

flak 80.6 t 1.94 flak 80,6 t 4.15 akfl 74.4 t 2.08
akfl 74.4 (51) lakf 65.8 (48) lakf 65.8 (47)



1-47

Listening I

kfla 82.6 t .77 kfla 82.6 t 1,13 flak 85.1 t 1.68
flak 85.1 (46) akfl 77.6 (46) akfl 77.6 (48)

Listening II

kfla 74.3 t .15 kfla 74.3 t 1.38 flak 74,8 t 1.63
flak 74.8 (49) alai 68.8 (48) akfl 68.8 (51)

Listening III

kfla 57.3 t 1.53
akfl 53.4 (49)

Listening Final

kfla 54.2 t 1.89 kfla 54.2 t 1.20 kfla 54.2 t .12
flsk 46.6 (45) akfl 48.9 (46) lakf 53.7 (44)

flak 46.6 t .55 flak 46.6 t 1.66 akfl 48.9 t 1.04
akfl 48.9 (49) lakf 53.7 (47) lakf 53.7 (48)

Final Test

kfla 42.9 t 1.50 kfla 42.9 t .38 kfla 42.9 t .30
flak 46.2 (49) akfl 43.8 (50) lakf 43.6 (48)

lfak 46.2 t 1.32 flak 46.2 t 1.41 akfl 43.8 t .089
akfl 43.8 (51) lakf 43.6 (49) lakf 43.6 (50)

Blank Score I

kfla 43.9 t 1.48 kfla 43.9 t 1.19 kfla 43.9 t 1.66
flak 36.6 (48) akfl 49.0 (49) lakf 36.3 (49)

lakf 36.6 t 2.55 lakf 36.6 t .069 akfl 49.0 t 2.82
akfl 49.0 (51) lakf 36.3 (51) lakf 36.3 (52)

Blank Score II

kfla 49.5 t 1.38 kfla 49.5 t 2.36 kfla 49.5 t 1.24
flak 42.1 (44) akfl 63.5 (42) lakf 41.9 (42)

flak 42.1 t 4.03 flak 42.1 t .039 akfl 63.5 t 3.53
akfl 63.5 (44) . lakf 41.9 (44) lakf 41.9 (42)

Growth Scores

Drake kfla Colwell
74.3 t 4.27 58.9 t .18
93.1 (49) 59.5 (48) /

flak 77'
67.1 t 4.64 54.0 t .76Z7
91.2 (51) 55.8 (50)
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1.19

CONTROL

School 1

Final Tests

.Listening

48.3 t 2.40 1 48.3 t .26
kfla 39.3 (50) lakf 47.3 (51)

kfla 39.3 t 1.98 kfla 39.3 t 4.99
lakf 47.3 (47) akfl 61.8 (48)

Keyboard

1 58.3 t 1.50 1 58.3 t 3.86
kfla 51.7 (49) lakf 70.6 (50)

kfla 51.7 t 4.36 kfla 51.7 t 4.10
lakf 70.6 (47) akfl 70.8 (48)

Aural

lakf 69.0 t .033 1 42.3 t 7.35
akfl 68.9 (46) lakf 69.0 (48)

Factual

1 48.8 t 7.76 1 48.8 t 7.35
kfla 77.8 (50) lakf 91./ (50)

kfla 77.8 t 4.30 kfla 77.8 t 3.73
lakf 91.7 (46) akfl 89.7 (48)

1 48.3
akfl 61.8

lakf 47.3
akfl 61.8

1 58.3
akfl 70.8

lakf 70.6
akfl 70.8

1 42.3
akfl 68.9

1 48.8
akfl 89.7

lakf 91.7
akfl 89.7

*control group, did not participate in experimental materials

te.

t 3.12
(52)

t 3.13
(49)

t 3.46
(51)

t .049
(49)

t 7.26
(50)

t14.1
(52)

t .91
(48)



1
flak

1
flak

29.4 t 4.41
47.2 (47)

42.1 t 4.07
63.1 (48)

1-20

CONTROL

School 2,

Listening

1 29.4 t 5.26 Flak 47.2 t 1.36
lakf 53.6 (47) lakf 53.6 (38)

Keyboard

1 42.1 t 4.61 flak 63.1 t .79
lakf 66.3 (46) lakf 66.3 (38)

Aural

1 30.2 t 4.68 1 30.2 t10.3 flak 45.9 t 3.71
flak 46.9 (48) lakf 62.4 (48) lakf 62.4 (40)

Factual

1 40.4 t 9.17 1 40.4 t 9.35 flak 79.6 t .45
flak 79.6 (48) lakf 77.1 (47) lakf 77.1 (39)



1
kafl

3.

alkf

katl
alkf

ifak
alkf

1
kat].

1
alkf

kafi
alkf

ifak
alkf

1
kafl

1
alkf

katl
alkf

1fa4
alkf

1
kafl

1
alkf
kafi
alkf

ifak
alkf

1-21

CONTROL

school 3

listening

353 t 2. 1 3
45.345.7 (37)

35
fkla 1.0

35.3 5 .29 kafl 45.7
36.3 (4) fkla 41.0

45.7 t 2.23 fkla 41.0
36.3 (40) ifak 40.4

40.4 t .79
36.3 (39)

43.4 t 2.78
56.5 (36)

43.4 t .61
41.0 (43)

56.5 t 3.57
41.0 (41)

52.4 t 2.94
. 41.0 (44)

5440
49..7

54,0
53.1

49.7
531

57.9
53.1

tural

i 43. 4
fkla 4302

itafl 56.5
fkla 43.2

fkla 43.2
lfak 52.4

Keyboard

t 1.05 1 54.6
(36) fkla 49.3

t42.24 kfal 49.7
(42) fkla 49.3

t .82 fkla 49.3
(40) ifak 57.9

t 1.35
(41) .

51.9 t 3.56 1
66.8 (35) fkla

51.9 t 3.24 icafl
68.0 (41) fkla

66,8 t .2 :/kla
68.0 (40) lfak

62.7 t 1.12
68.0 (41)

Factual

51.9
58.0

66.8
58.0

58.0
62.7

t 1.13
(39)

t .87

(38)

t .080
(37)

t .045
(39)

t 3.25
(37)

1 35.3 t .94Mk 40.4 (36)

kafl 4547 t .88
lfak 40.4 (35)

fkla 41.0 t .97
alkf 36.3 (42)

1 43.4 t 21
ifak 52.4 (39)

15

kfal 56.5 t .89
lfak 52.4 (37)

t 2.55 !kis. 43.2 t .66
(40) alkf 41.0 (44)

t 1.00 1 54.0 t 1.17
(41) lfak 57.9 (37)

t .072 kial 49.7 t 2005
(39) ifak 57.9 (35)

t 1:84 fkla 49.3 t .83
(40) alkf 53.1 (45)

t 1.55 1 51.9 t 2.56
(40) ifak 62.7 (36)

t 2.51 kill 65.8 t 21.08
(39) lfak 62.7 (35)

t 1.33 fkla 58.0 t 2.31
(40) alkf 68.0 (45)



lakf 51.7 t .12
skfla 5402 (44)

lakf 53;7 t .19
flak(u) 54.5 (47)

kfla 54,2 t 1.26
akfl 48.9 (46)

flak 46.6 t .55
akfl 48.9 (49)

akfl 48.9 t 1.20
flak(u) 54.6 (49)

lakf 71,4 t 2.90
kfla 58.8 (49)

lakf 71.4 t.1.69
flak(u) 76.3 (50)

kfla 58.8 t 2.24
akfl 69.2 (50)

flak t .14
akfl 69.2 (50)

akfl' 6942 t 2.10
flak(u) 76.3 (51) .

lakf 53.4
kfla 64.1

lakf 53.4
flak(u) 65.8

kfla . 64.1
akfl 60.7

flak 6i.-5
akfl 60.7

akfl 60.7
flak(u). 65.8

lakf
flak

lakf
1

122

MUG
School 4

Listeliing

53.7 t 1.66
46.6 (47)

t 1.18
7 (44)

kfla 54.2
flak(u) 54.6

flak 46*6
flak(u) 54.6

t .083
(,5).
t 1.80
(48)

akfl 48.9 t .047
3. 48.7 (46)

Keyboard

lakf 71.4 t .87
flak 68.7 (49)

lakf 71*4
1 55.9

kfla 58,8
flak(u) 76.3

hak 66.7
flak(u) 76.3

aka 69,2
1 55.9

t 4.05
(51)

t 4.26
(51)

t 2.60
(51)

t 3421
(52) .

t 2.66 3.akf 53,4 t 2.79
(47) flak 63.5 (49)

t 3.49 iakf 53.4 t 1.00
(49) 1 50.0 (49)

t .95 kfla 64.1 t
(49) . flak(u) 65.8 (48)

t 86 flak 63.5 t .66
(51) flak(u) 65.8 (48).

t 1.67 akfl 60.7 t 3.68
(51) 1 50.0 (51)

lakf 53.7 t 1.04
akfl 48.9 (48)

kfla 54.2 t 1.89
flak 46.6 (45)

kfla 54.2 t 1.43
1 48.7' (42)

flak 46.6 t .57
1 48.7 (45)

flak(u) 48.9 t 1.34
1 48.7 (45)

lakf 71.4 t
akfl 69.2 (49)

kfla 58.8 t 2.27
flak 68.7 (50)

kfla 58.8 t
1 55.9 (52)

flak 68.7 t 3.3'3
1 55.9 (52).

flak(u) 763 t.5.67
3. . 55.9 (53)..

lakf
aktl

kfla
flak

kfla
1

flak
1

53.4
6017

64.1
63.5

64.1
50.0

63.5
50.0

flak(u) 65.8
1 50.0

t 2.33
(50)

t.16
(46)

t 3.72
(48)

t 3.
(48)

98

t 4.75
(50)



lakf '65.8
kfla 79.0

lakf 65.8
flak(u) 79.6
kfla
akfl
flak
akfl

79.0
74.4

80.6
74.4

t 2.
(45)

45

t 3.25
(46)

t .94
(48)

t 1.
(51)

94

akfl 74.4 t 1.36
flak(u) 79.6 (49)

1-23

Paatual

lakf 65.8.
flak 80.6

lakf .65.8.
1 49.9

kfla 79.0
flak(u) 79.6
flak 80.6
flak(,) 79.6
akfl 74.4
1 49.9

t .15 lake' 65.8
(48) akfl 74.4

t 4.21
(49)

t .12
(47)

t .
(50)

29

t 7.18
(52)

kfla 79 G 0
flak 80.6

kfla 79.0
3. 49.9

flat 80.6
1 49.9

flak(u)79.6
1 49.9

t 2.08
(47)

t .
(49)

35

t 6.32
(50)

t10.7
(53)

t 8945
(51)



School Mean
G 104.3
C 106.2

C 106.2
R 102.3

G 50.3
C 54.2

C 54.2
R 52.6

G
fl

62.4
61.0

C 61.0
I.;. I. 46.6

G
eiv

48.1
48.0

C 48.0
R 41.0

G 71.2
C 75.7

C 75.?
a 73.0

t .55
(37)'

t 1.31
(44)

t .93
(40)

t .42
(47)

Appendix II

Table of t Values

Lyke Schools
t

IQ

School Mean
G 104.3
it 102.3

C 106.2
W 99.0

,..
U
R

nV
T.,
1.

MS

t.48
(37)

t 2.49
(52)

50.3 t .47
52.6 (37)

54.2 t 1.50
49.5 (55)

School Mean
G 104.5 t 1.35
W 99.0 (45)

SEASHOR2 MEASURES OF MUSICAL TALENTS
Pitch

t .17
(42)

t 1.66
(47)

t .0095
(42)

t 1.07
(47)

t .57
(42)

t .40
(47)

G 66.9 t 2.33
C 50.4 (42)

Idegreee of freedom

G 62.4
F. 46.6

C 61.0
1.T

55.3

Loudness

t 1.72
(39)

t .78
(56)

C 48.1 t .92
R 41.0 (39)

C 48.0 t .88
W 42.8 (56)

Rhythm

G 71.2 t .20
73.0 (39)

W
O 75.7 t 1.

67.5 (56)
35

Time

G 66.9 t 2.07
R 49.5 (39)

2-1

R 102.3 t 1.00
W 99.0 (52)

G 50.3 t .19
W 49.5 (45)

R 52.6 t .85
W 49.5 (52)

G 62.4 t .93
W 55.3 (48)

R 46.6 1.
W 55.3 (

t

53)
10

G 48.1 t .76
W 42.8 (48)

R 41.0 t .30
W 42.8 (53)

G
W

R 73.0 t .81
67.5 (53)

71.2 t .48
67.5 (48)

G 66.9 t 2.52
W 48.8 (53)



0 50.4 t .

R 49.5 (47)
12

G 66.4 t .87
0 72.3 (42)

0 .72.3 t WC?
'56.1 (47)

69.
0 56.2

C 56.2
44.7

t 1.71
(41)

t 1.53
(46)

Drake

69. t .67
C 64.5

5
(40)

c
864.5

t .79
2.4 (452)

Drake

G 79.1
C 89.0

C 89.0
IL 73.1

t 2.05
(37)

t 2.89
(41)

G 59.1 t 2.53
C 50.0 (39)

C 50.0 t 4.67
R 64.7 (44)

49.9
46.7 t .

(41)
99

a
45.2
49.9 t 2.14

(45)

46.2 t .29
0 47.2 (41)

a 47.2 t 1.
43.6 (43)

17

2-2

Time (Cont.)

50.4 t .

48.8 (56)
27

Timbre

G
R 566..1 (39)

32

0 72.3 t 2.
w 55.7 (56)

47

Tonal Memory

G 69.5 t 3.
R 44.7 (39)

12

C 56.2 t 1.11
W 65.0 (55)

Musical Memory Pretest

G 69.5 t 1.75
R 82.4 (37)

0 64.5 t .

w 82.8 (513)

19

Musical Memory Posttest

3.1R
G 79.1 t .

7 (36).
82

W 71.2 (46)
90

Colwell Pretest

G
64.7
59.1 t 1.

R 6 (39)
60

C 50.0 t .0072
w 50.1 (51)

Colwell Posttest

R 49.5 t .11
48.8 (53)

G 66.4 t 1.41
e 55.7 (48)

R 56.1 S .063
W 55.7 (53)

G 69.5 t .52
W 65.0 (48)

R 44.7 t 2.49
W 65.0 (53)

G 69.5 t 2.01
W 82.8 (43)

R 82.4 t .069
W 82.8 (48).

G 79.1 t 1.02
W 71.2 (41)

R 73.1 t .26
W 71.2 (45)

G 59.1 t 2.50
W 50.1 (46)

R 64.7 14.62
W 50.1 (51)

Keyboard Pretest

R 43.6 (36)
77

C

49.9 T .

(53)
83

48.1

46.2 t .

47.2 t 1.22
43.2 (52)

46.7 t .47 G 46.7 t .47
R 45.2 (38) W 48.1 (46)

45.2 t 1.41
48.1 (50)

46.2 t .82
43.2 (45)

.43.6 t' .13
43.2 (47)



2.3

Keyboard Posttest

G 68.? t .94 G 68.7 t 1.75 G 68.7 t 5.07C 72.2 (36) E 63.1 (38) W 51.4 (44)

C 72.2 t 2.82 C 72.2 t 6.23 R 63.1 T 3.97R 63.1 (42) W. 51.4 (48) W 51.4 (50)

G 70.1
0 66.2

.

C 66.2
R 59 0

Farm= Music Notation Pretest

t .47
(40)

t .81
(43)

G
R

.

C
W

70.1
59.0

66.2
64.3

25 t 15
4. 4)

G 54.6 t 4.56
68.3 (40)

2,77 C 71.4 t 1.64 R 50.4 t 1.14R 50.4 (43) W 59.4 (51) W 59.4 (50)

Keyboard I

G 65.1 t 3.84 G 65.1 t .14 G 65.1 t 1.22
C 82.2 (39) R 65.8 (38) W 59.4 (40)

0 82.2 t 3.67 C 82.2 t 6.19 R 65.8 t 1.40
R 65.8 (45) W 59.4 (47) W 59.4 (46)

Keyboard II

G 42.8 t19.6 G 42.8 t 3.70 G 42.8 t11.7
C 95.2 (38) R 66.2 (37) W 85.5 (37)

C 95.2 t 6.11 C 95.2 t 4.36 R 66.2 t 3.67
R 66.2 (45) 'W 85.5 (45) W 35.5 (44)

Keyboard III

G 53.1 t 7.12 G 53.1 t 1.69 G 5301 t 1.37
C 82.5 (37) R 44.4 (33) W 45.3 (43)

C 82.5 t11.4 C 82.5 t 9.07 R 44.4 t .18
R 44.4' (42) W 45.3 (52) W 45.3 (48)

Keyboard IV

t 1.20 G 70.1 t .79
(37) W 64.3 (44)

t .27 R 59.0 t .66
(50) W 64.3 (47)

Keyboard Final

G 54.6 t 4.56
68.3 (40)

t .47 G 70.1
(40) R 59.0

.

t .81 C 66.2
(43) W 64.3

W
G 52.5 t 1.5

43.2 (42)
8

Keyboard Final



2-4

Keyboard Quiz

G 76.6 t .24 G 76.6 t 1.31 G 76.6 t 2.410 77.7 (36) a 71.1 134) W 66.9 (44)

C 77.7 t 1.68 C 77.7 t 2.89 A 71.1 t41.13R 71.1 (38) W 66.9 (48) W 66.9 (46)

Major - Minor

C 76.0 t 4.77 C 76.0 t 2.18 R 44.2 t 2.23R 44.2 (44) W 62.7 (55) W 62.7 (51)

33.3 t 3.00
40.6 (42)

C 40.6 t .54
R 39.3 (47)

Final Test

G 33.3
R 39.3

C 40.6
tj 30.3

Growth Scores

School G

3.12 t 1.72
(37) W 30.3 (45)

t 5.13 R 39.3 t 5.24
(55) W 30.3 (50)

Farnum Pre 70.1 t .54 Drake 69.5 t 1.22
Post 74.5 (32) 79.1 (32)

Colwell 59.1 t 2.97 Keyboard 46.2 t 6.00
46.7 (34) 68.7 -(33)

Farnum

C

61.0 t 4.35 Drake 50.0 t .059
89.0 (46) 49.9 (46)

Colwell 47.2 .t 2.41
40.6 (50)

Farnum

R

46.6 t 3.10 Drake 64.7 t 7.52
73.1 (42) 45.2 (43)

Colwell 43.6 t 1.72
39.3 (40)

Farnum 55.3 t 2.24 Drake 50.1 t .76
71.2 48.1

Colwell 43.2 t 4.90
30.3

Keyboard 59.4 t 3.97
43.2



Control Group

Farnum Music Notation Test

1 74.4 t 1.11 1 74,4 't 457 1 74.4 t 1.89
0 66.2 (47) G. 7001. (41) R 59.0 (44)

1 74.4 t 1.54
W 64.3 (51)

School Comparison

llarniim Music Notation Teat

C 66.2 t .27 0 66.2 t .47 0 66.2 t .81

64.3 (50) G 70.1 (40) R 5900 (43)

R 59.0 t .66 G 70.1 t 1.20 G 70.1 t .79

W. 64.3 (47) R 59.0 (37) W 64.3 (44)



lakf 110.6 t 2.41
kfla 120.4 (49)

lakf 110.6 t .49
flak(2) 112.7 (50)

kfla 120.4 t 1.84
flak(2) 112.7 (47)

akfl 110.5 t .65
flak(2) 112.7 (51)

lakf 62.92
kfla 64.00

lakf 62.92
flak(2) 68.88

kfla 64.00
flak(2) 68.88

akfl 64.82
flak(2) 68.88

t .32
(51)

t 1.40
(51)

t 1.11
(50)

t .90
(52)

2-6

Common Teacher

School 4

1) lakf
2) kfla
3) flak
4) akfl
5) flak(2)

IQ

lakf 110.6
flak 111.9

kfla 120.4
flak 111.9

flak 111.9
akfl 110.5

ITBS

lakf 62.92
flak 62.33

kfla 64.00
flak 62.33

flak 62.33
akfl 64.82

t .308 lakf 110.6 t .029
(52) akfl 110.5 (53)

t 2.11 kfla 120.4 (50)
(49) akfl 110.5 (50)

t .41 flak 111.9 t .20
(53) flak(2)112.7 (50)

t .18
(52)

t .47
(51)

t .66
(53)

lakf 62.96 t .54
akfl 64.82 (53)

kfla 64)00 t .23
akfl 64.82 (52)

flak 62.33 t 1.45
flak(2) 68.88 (51)

SEASHORE MEASURES OF MUSICAL TALENT

lakf 54.96 t 1.45
kfla 65.50 (50)

lakf 54.96 t .98
flak(2) 61.84 (50)

kfla 65.50 t .57
flak(2) 61.84* (50)

akfl 61.84* t .00
flak(2) 61.84 (50)

lakf
flak

kfla
flak

pitch

54.96
55.69

65.50
55.69

flak 55.69
akfl 61.84

*Identical scores through seven places.

t .092
(50)

t 1.33
(50)

t .79
(50)

lakf 54.96 t .89
akfl 61.84 (50)

kfla 65.50 t .51
ekfl 61.84 (50)

flak 55.69 t .86
flak(2) 61.84 (50)
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2-8

Tonal Memory

lakf 59.19 t 1.07 lakf 59.19 t .18
kfla 67.08 (51) flak 60.59 (52)

lakf
flak(2)

kfla
flak(2)

akfl.
flak(2)

lakf
kfla

lakf
flak(2)

kfla
flak(2)

akfl
flak(2)

lakf
kfla

lakf
flak(2)

kfla
flak(2)

akfl
flak(2)

59.19 t .18
60.60 (50)

67.08 t .89
60.60 (49)

58.77 t .24
60.60 (49)

74.73
74.27

74.73
77.58

74.27
77.58

74.38
77.58

kfla 67.08 t .91
flak 60.59 (51)

flak 60.59 t .25
akfl 56.77 (51)

Drake Musical Memory Pretest

t .076 lakf 74.73 t 1.15
(50) flak 67.08 (50)

t .48 kfla 74.27 t 1.19
(50) flak 67.08 (50)

t .63 flak 67.08 t 1.13
(50) akfl 74.38 (48)

t .57
(48)

Drake Musical Memory Posttest

t .85
(50)

88.20 t 1.40 lakf 88.20
93.08 (48) flak 91.22

88.20 t 2.55 kfla 93.08
95.50 (49) flak 91.22

93.08 t 1.03 flak 91.22
95.50 (49) akfl 88.88

88.88 t 2.04
95.50 (48)

t .59
(50)

t .60
(49)

Colwell Pretest

.kfla 58.88 (51)
lakf 54.11 t 1.73 lakf

flak

lakf 54.11 t 2.02 kfla
flak(2) 59.50 (47)

kfla 58.88 t .22 ::::
flak(2) 59.50 (46) akfl

57.04 t .92
flak(2) 59.50 (46)
akfl

54.11 t .064
53.96 (51)

58.88 t 1.98
53.96 (50)

53.96 t 1.31
57.04 (50)

lakf
akfl

kfla
akfl

59.19 t .154
58.77 (51)

67.08 t 1.21
58.77 (50)

flak 60.59
flak(2) 60.60

lakf
akfl

kfla
akfl

flak
flak(2)

74.73
74.38

74.27
74.38

67.08
77.58

t .0009/,
(50)

t .056
(48)

t .018
(48)

t 1.77
(50)

lakf 88.20 t .16
akf. 88.88 (47)

kfla 93.08 t 1.10
akfl. 88.88 (47)

flak 91.22 t 1.68
flak(2) 95.50 (51)

lakf
akfl

kfla
akfl

54.11 t 1.11
57.04 (51)

58.88 t .67
57.04 (50)

flak 53.96 t 2.39
flak(2) 59.50 (46)

.1



lakf 55.83
kfla 59.45

lakf 55.83
flak(2) 62.72

kfla 59.45
flak(2) 62.72

akfl 58.29
flak(2) 62.72

lakf
kfla

lakf
flak(2)

kfla
flak(2)

akfl
flak(2)

lakf
kfla

lakf
flak(2)

2-9

Colwell Posttest

t . lakf
(45)

99
f la

t 1.99 kfla
(46) flat

t .96 flak
(47) akfl

t 1.30
(47)

55.83 t .0060
55.85 (47)

59.45 t 1.11
55.85 (48)

55.85 t .75
58.29" (48)

Keyboard Final

71.40 t 2.90 lakf
58.85 (49) flak

71.40 t 1.69
76.30 (50)

58.85 t 4.26
76.30 (51)

69.23 t 2.10
76.30 (51)

71.40 t .87
68.65 (49)

kfla 58.85 t 2.27
flak 68.65 (50)

flak 68.65 t .16
akfl 69.23 (50)

Aural Final

53.44 t 2.66 lakf 53.44
64.08 (47) flak 63.46

53.44 t 3.49 kfla
65.84 (49) flak

kfla 64.08 t .45

flak(2) 65.84 (48)

akfl 60.74 t 1.67
flak 65.84 (51)

lakf
kfla

lakf
flak(2)

kfla
flak(2)

flak
akfl

64.C8
63.-46

63.46
60.74

Factual Final

65.83 t 2.45 lakf
79.00 (45) flak

65.83 t 3.25 kfla
79.60 (46) flak

79.00 t .12 flak
79.60 (47) akfl

akfl 74.'n8 t 1.36
flak(2) 79.60 (49)

65.83
80.55

79.00
80.55

80.55
74.38

t 2.79
(49)

t .

(48)

16

t .88
(51)

t 4.15
(48)

t .35
(49)

t 1.94
(51)

lakf
akfl

kfla
akfl

55.83
58.29

59.45
58.29

t .67
(45)

t .

(46)
32

flak 55.85 t 2.27
flak(2) 67.72 (49)

lakf 71.40 t .60

akfl 69.23 (49)

kfla 58.85 t 2.24
akfl 69.23 (50)

flak 68.65 t 2.60
flak(2) 76.30 (51)

lakf 53.44 t 2.33
akfl 60.74 .(50)

kfla 64.08 t .95
akfl 60.74 (49)

flak 63.46 t .68
flak(2) 65.84 (50)

lakf
akfl

kfla
akfl

65.83
74.38

79.00
74.38

flak 80.55
flak(2) 79.60

t.
(48)

t 2.08
(47)

t .94

(50)
29

1



lakf
kfla
la
flak

kf
(2)

kfla
flak(2)
akfl
flak(2)

lakf
kfla

lakf
flak(2)
kfla
flak(2)

akfl
flak(2)

laid
kfla
lakf
flak(2)

kfla
flak(2)

akfl
flak(2)

53.67
54.18

53.67
54.56

54.18
54.56

48.92
54.56

t .17
44)

t .19
(47)

t .083
(45)

t 1.20
(49)

43.60 t .30
42.88 (48)

43.60 t 1.90
47.62 (47)

42.88 t 1.92
47.62 (47)

43.78 t 1.83
47.62 (49)

36.26
43.92

36.26
38.04

43.92
38.04

48.96
38.04

lakf 41.91
kfla 49.55

lakf 41.91
flak(2) 38.81

kfla 49.55
flak(2) 38.81

akfl 63.45
flak(2) 38.81

t 1.
(49)

66

t .36
(51)

t 1.24
(48)

t 2.35
(51)

t 1.24
(42)

t .63
(46)

t 2.28
(46)

t 5.31
(46)

2-10

Listening Final

lakf
flak

kfla
flak

flak
akfl

53.67
46.56

54.18
46.56

46.56
48.92

Final Test

t 1.66
(47)

t 1.89
(45)

t .55
(49)

laid' 43.60 t 1.41
flak 46.23 (49)

kfla
flak

flak
akfl

Blank

laid
flak

kfla
flak
flak
akfl

42.88 t 1.50
46.23 (49)

46.23 t 1.32
43.78 (51)

Score I

36.26
36.62

43.92
36.62

36.62
48.96

Blank Score

t .069
(51)

t 1.48
(48)

t 2.55
(51)

II

laid
akfl

53.67 t 1.04
48.92 (48)

kfla 54.18 t 1.20
akfl 48.92 (46)

flak 46.56 t 1.80
flak(2) 54.56 (48)

lakf 43.60
akfl 43.78

kfla 42.88
akfl 43.78

flak 46.23
flak(2) 47.62

lakf 36.36
akfl 48.96

kfla 43.92
akfl 48.96

flak 36.62
flak(2) 38.04

lakf 41.91 t .039 lakf 41.91
flak 42.13 (44) akfl 63.45

kfla 49.55 t 1.38 kfla 49.55
flak 42.13 (44) akfl 63.45

flak 42.13 t 4.03 flak 42.13
akfl 63.45 (44) flak(2) 38.81

t .089
(50)

t .38
(50)

t .71
(48)

t 2.81
(52)

t 1.19
(49)

t .27
(50)

t 3.53
(42)

t 2.36
(42)

t .80
(48)



Appendix III

One Semester Group

Schools
G 207-AL; R 303-AL(2), 305-FL; C

AL1 108.92 t 2.50
AL(2) 100.8 (38),

AL(2) 100.8 t .27

FL 101.8 (42)

AL 56.12 t 1.58
AL(2) 49.12 (40)

AL 49.12 t
FL

(2)
47.47 (42)1

AL
FL

AL
FL

IQ

108.9
101.8

2) 100.8
2) 93.0

ITBS

t 1.69
(34)

t 2.23
(35)

AL 56.12 t 1.87
FL 47.47 (34)

AL(2) 49.12 t 2.56
FL(2) 40.18 (40)

309 -PL(2)

SEASHORE MEASURES OF MUSICAL TALENT
Pitch

AL 58.1 t 1.25
AL(2) 46.8 (40)

AL(2) 46.8 t 1.25
FL 37.0 (45)

AL 41.8 t 2.46
AL(2) 26.0 (40)

AL(2) 26.0 t 1.16
FL 33.7 (45)

AL 70.3 t 2.09
AL(2) 47.5 (40)

AL(2) 47.5 t 1.25
PL 60.2 (45)

AL 66.1 t 1.77
AL(2) 49.1 (40)

FL(2)
49,1 t 1.06
39.4 (45)

lExperienoe
Vile= score
'degrees of freedom

AL 58.1 5 2.23
FL 37.0 (37)

AL(2) 46.8 t 1.00
FL(2) 55.8 (40)

Loudness

AL 41.8
FL 33.7

AL(2) 26.0
FL(2) 37.6

Rhythm

AL 70.3
FL 60.2

AL(2) 47.5
FL(2) 60.2

Time

AL 66.1
FL 39.5

AL(2) 49.1
FL(2) 41.2

3-1

t 1.03
(37)

t 1.73
(40)

t 95
(37)

t 1.18
(40)

t 2.99
(37)

t .

(40)

86

AL 108.9 t 3.90
FL(2) 93.0 (27)

FL 101.8 t 1.89
7L(2) 93.0 (31)

AL 56.12 t 4.08
FL(2) 40.18 (32)

FL 47.47 t 2.16
PL(2) 40.18 (34)

AL 58.1 t .21
FL(2) 55.8 (32)

FL 37.( t 2.00
11(2) 55.8 (37)

AL 41.8 t .52
FL(2) 37.6 (32)

FL 33.

?L(2) 37.6
7

(37)

AL 70.3
FL(2) 60.2

FL 60.2
PL(2) 60.2

t .92
(32)

t .005
(37)

AL 66.1 t 3.02
FL(2) 41.2 (32)

FL 3905 t .21
PL(2) 41.2 (37)



AL 71.65 t 4.86
AL(2) 30.6. (40)

AL(2) 30.6 t .29
FL 33.09 (45)

AL 78.94 t 4.51
AL(2) 42.53 (40)

AL(2) 42.53 t .11
FL 41.55 (45)

AL 74.94 t .27
AL(2) 76.96 (39)

AL(2) 76.96 t .63
FL 80.95 (45)

AL
AL(2)

AL(2)
FL

Drake

Drake

81.63 I .77
86.70 (37)

86.70 t .093
87.31 (37)

AL 52.59 t 1.51
AL(2) 58.56 (40)

AL(2) 58.56 t .29
FL 59.36 (45)

3-2

Timbre

AL 71.65 t 4.32
FL 33.09 (37)

AL(2) 30:6 t 2.92
PL(2) 56.35 (40)

Tonal Memory

AL 78.94 t 3.68
PI 41.55 (37)

AL(2) 42.52 t 1.88
FL(2) 58.76 (40)

Musical Memory Pretest

AL 74.94 t .95
FL 80.95 (36)

AL(2) 76.96 t 3.32
FL(2) 53.12 (40)

Musical Memory Posttest

AL 81.63 t .91
FL 87.31 (30)

AL(2) 86.70 t 1.07
PL(2) 79.44 (37)

Colwell Pretest

AL 52.59 t 1.64
FL 59.36 (37)

AL(2) 58.56 t .85
FL(2) 60.87 (39)

Colwell Posttest

AL(2) 79.2 t 6.46

AL
AL(2) 52.3 (38)

AL
AL(2) 60.0 (34)

PL

AL(2) 38.8 (37)

44.3 (24)

72.9 t 2.76

45.6 t .89

45.6 t 1.51

Aural Final

AL

Aural I

Aural II

AL 71.65 t 1.70
PL(2) 56.35 (32)

FL 33.09 t 2.49
FL(2) 56.35 (37)

AL 78.94 t 2.23
PL(2) 58.76 (32)

FL 41.55 t 1.61
FL(2) 58.76 (37)

AL 74.94 t 3.05
PL(2) 53.12 (31)

FL 80.95 t 4.51
FL(2) 53.12 (37)

AL 81.63 t .34
PL(2) 79.44 (30)

FL -87.31 t 1.20
PL(2) 79.44 (30)

AL 52.59 t 1.93
PL(2) 60.87 (31)

FL 59.36 t .55
PL(2) 60.87 (36)



PL 66.6 t 1636
FL(2) 62.1 (37)

no e9 t 1.
FL

78
84.5 (34)

20

FL - 61.7 t 5.94
PL(2) 82.3 (34)

AL 76.8 t 2.92
AL(2) 61.6 (40)

AL 56.9 t 4.90
AL(2) 37.7 (38)

AL 37.19 t 2.54
AL(2) 32.08 (39)

AL(2) 32.08 t 4.24
FL 40.00 (42)

Drake
74 t .
81..6

9
(30)

99

77.10 t 1
46.4C867 ()

81.0 t 1.
87.3 (36)

©7

7953.1.

t 3.4
(31)82

1

34 .

Factual I

Factual II

Factual III

Listening I

Listening II
AL 56.9 t 2.02
PL 65.4 (35)

Final

AL 37.19 t 1.31
Fla 40.00 (33)
AL(2) 32.08 t 3.54
n(2) 38.85 (36)
Growth Scores

AL

AL(2)

FL

FL(2)

AL(2) 37.7 t 9.85
FL 65.4 (41)

AD 37.19 t .79
n(2) 38.85 (27)
FL 40.00 t .58
12(2) 38.85 (30)

Colwell

58.6 t 3.79
79.2 (29)

59.4 t 5.44
44.3 (40)



A 100.32 t .57
KF 102.3 (37)

A

A
IP

A
EP

A
KF

A
IF

A
Kit

3-4

School C

A KP *AK
C 301, 309, 310

IQ

A 100.32 t 1.19
AK 104.89 (35)

ITBS

47.56 t .34 A 47.56 t 1.07

49.4 (35) AK 53.0 (32)

SEASHORE MEASURES OP MUSICAL TALENTS
Pitch

K? 102.3 t .69
AK 104.89 (36)

KF 49.4 t .84
AK .53.0 (37)

52.1 t .034 A 52.1 5 .019 KP 51.8 t .011

51.8 (45) AK 51.9 08) AK 51.9 (41)

Loudness

39.68 t .091 A 39.68 t 1.29

40.36 (45) AK 49.00 (38)

Rhythm

57.64 t .15 A 57.64 t .087

59.08 (45) AK 56.78 (38)

Time

45.68 t .15 A 45.68 t

46.92 (45) AK 49.17 (36)

Timbre

42.5 5 .66 A 42.5 t .93

48,8 (45) AK 50.7 (38)

Tonal Memory

A 6332 t 1.25 A 63.2

KF 50.5 (45) AK 43.9

Drake Musical Memory

A 75.9 t .73 A 75.9

KF 81.7 (42) AK 57.9

A
KF

Drake Musical

t 1.91
(38)

Pretest

t 1.94
(37)

Memory Posttest

85,3 t 2.09 A 85.3 t 3.08

67.9 (41) AK 60.5 (34)

K? 40.36 t 1e10
AK 49.00 (41)

la 59.08 t .26

AK 56.78 (41).

KF 46.92 t ,26

AK 49.17 (41)

IP 48..8 t .

AK 507 (41)
21

KP 50.5 t .

AK 43.9 (41)

64

KF 81.7 t 3.42
AK 57.9 (39)

AK
KP 67.9 t .

60.5 (39)
89



A
KlP

3.5

Colwell Pretest

54.5 t .27 A 54.5 t 1.10
55.4 (41) AK 58.7 (36)

A 43.8 t .77
AX 45.5 (41)

KY 63.5 t 5.52
AK 92.3 (36)

51.0 t 4.21
66.7 (14)

A 58.9 t 1.09
AK 68.1 (35)

A 68.5 t .85
AK 63.4 (38)

A 42.3 t 1.16
AK 50.6 (35)

A 43.9 t 5.21
AK 67.8 (37)

Colwell Posttest

Keyboard I

Keyboard II

Aural I

Aural II

Aural III

Aural Final

Final

A 32.1 t 2.55
AK 37.0

75.9 t 1.02

KP
85.3 (38)

81.7
67.9

57.9
60.5

(40) AK 37.2 (33)

Growth Snores

A

t .33

t 1.93
(45)

(33)

A

AK

32.1 t 2.60

zp 55.4 t 1.05
AK 58.7 (39)

AK 37.0 t .084
AK 37.2 (37)

Colwell
54.5 t 3.
43.8 (39)

28

55.4 t 4.19
45.5 (43)

ftreo.......m......



AL 108.9 t 1.06
K 104.3 (30)

AL 56.12 t 1.08
K 50.3 (31)

AL 58.1
.K 62.4

AL 41:9
K 48.1

t .45
(33)

t .74
V3)

AL 70.3 t .087

K 71.2 (33)

AL 66.1 t .097

K 66.9 (33)

AL 71.6 t .67

K 66.4 (33)

AL 74.9 t .67

K 69:5 (31)

AL 81.6 t .39
K 79.1 (31)

AL 52.6 t 1.36
K 59.0 (33)

3-6

Same Teacher

School T

207 AL
204 Lyke K

IQ

ITBS

Pitch

Loudness

Rhythm

Time

Timbre

Drake Musical Memory Pretest

Drake Musical Memory Posttest

Colwell Pretest



i

AL 37.2 t 1.88
K 33.3 (31)

3-7

Final Test

Growth Scores

Drake Colwell
59.1 t 2.97 46.2 t 4.25
A6.7 (34) 33.3 (33)



FL
AL

FL
AL

FL
AL

FL
AL

FL
AL

FL
AL

FL
AL

FL
.AL

FL
AL

FL
AL

3-8

School R

305 FL
313 AL
209 K

IQ

101.8 t .29 FL 101.8 t .13
100.8 (42) I 102.3 (41)

ITBS

47.5 t .41 FL 47.5 t 1.1)
49.1 (42) K 52.6 (40)

SEASHORE MEASURES OF MUSICAL TALENTS
Pitch

37.0 t 1.25
46.8 (45)

33.7 t 1.16
26.0 (45)

60.2 t 1.25
47.5 (45)

39.5 t 1.06
49.1 (45)

33.1 t .29
30.6 (45)

41,5 t .106
42.5 (45)

81.0 t .63
77.0 (45)

Drake

Drake

87.3 t .093
86.7 (37)

FL 37.0 t 1.08
K 46.6 (43)

AL
K

AL
K

AL
K

Loudness

FL 33.7 t 1.01 AL
IC 41.0 (43) K

Rhythm

FL 60.2 t 1.44 AL
K 73.0 (43) K

Time

FL 39.5 t 1.18 AL
K 49.5 (43) K

Timbre

100.8 t .47
102.3 (45)

49.1 t .86
52.6 (46)

46.8 t .023
46.6 (46)

26.0 t 2.50
41.0 (46)

-47.5 t 2.79
73.0 (46)

49.1 t .045
49.5 (46)

FL 33.1 t 2.73 AL 30.6 t 3.20
K 56.1 (43) K 56.1 (46)

Tonal Memory

FL 41.5 t .33 AL 42.5 t .28
K 44.6 (43) K 44.6 (46)

Musical Memory Pretest

FL 81.0 t .24 AL 77.0 t .81
K 82.14 (42) K 82.4 (45)

Musical. Memory Posttest

FL 87.3 t 1.99 AL 86.7 t 1.97
K . 73.1 (35) K 73.1 (42)



3.9

Colwell Preteir4

FL 59.4 t .29 FL 59.4' t 1.77 AL 58.6 t 2.10AL 58.6 (45) K 64.7 (43) X 64.7 (46)

FL
AL

FL
AL

FL
AL

Colwell Posttest

44.3 t 6.46 FL 44.3 t .408
79.2 (24) K 45.2 (40)

Listening II

65.4 t 9.85
37.7 (41)

Final Test

40.0 t 4.24 FL 40.0 t .35
32.1 (42) K 39.3 (39)

Drake
81.0 .t 1.07
87.3 (36)

77.0 t 1.46
86.7 (46)

82.4- t 1.35
73.1 (41)

Growth Scores

FL

AL 79.2 t 7.13
K 45.2 (26)

AL 32.1 t 3.96
K 39.3 (45)

Colwell
59.4 t 5.44
44.3 (40)

AL
48.6 t 3.79
79.2 (29)

K
'64.7 t 7.52
45.2 (43)
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School C

309 I
310 AK
311 FL

IQ

K 106.2 t .42 K 106.2 t 4.09 AK 104.8 t 2.77
AK 10.8 (39) FL 93.0 (34) FL 93.0 (29)

ITBS

K 54.2 t .34 K 54.2 t 4.81 AK 53.0 t 4.30
AK 53.0 (42) FL 40.2 (41) FL 40.2 (33)

SEASHORE MEASURES OF MUSICAL TALENTS
Pitch

K 61.0 t .99 K 61.0 't .56 AK 51.9 t .37
AK 51.9 (42) FL 55.8 (41) FL 55.8 (33)

Loudness

K 48.0 t 2.73 K 48.0 t 1.39 AK 49.0 t 1.43
AK 49.0 (42) FL 37.6 (41) FL 37.6 (33)

Rhythm

K 75.7 t 2.72 K 75.7 t 1.90 AK 56.7 t .36
AK 56.7 (42) FL 60.2 (41) FL 60.2 (33)

`rime

50.4 t .17 K 50.4 t 1.34 LK 49.2 t .98
AK 49.2 (42) FL 41.2 (41) FL 41.2 (33)

Timbre

K 72.3 t 3.03 K 72.3 t 2.08 AK 50.7 t .64
AK 50.7 (42) FL 56.4 (41) FL 56.4 (33)

Tonal Memory

K 56.2 t 1.46 K 56.2 t .30 AK 43.9 t 1.52
AK 43.9 (41) 71, 58.7 (40) FL 58.7 (33)

Drake Musical Memory Pretest

K 64.5 t .91 K 64.5 t 1.66 AK 57.9 t .63
AK 57.9 (41) FL 53:1 (40) FL 53.1 (33)

Drake Musical Memory Posttest

K 89.0 t 5.39 K 89.0 t 2.02 AK 89.0 t 2.60
AK 60.5 (37) FL 79.4 (36) FL 79.4 (31)



341

Colwell Pretest

50.0 t 246
AK 58.7 (39) IL t3-3661

Keybmit I

82.2 t 2.64
92.3 (38)

IC 95.2 t 24.8
AK 66.7 (37)

X 82.5 t 4.74
AK 70.2 (40)

Keyboard II

Keyboard III

Final Tut

AK 58.7 t .74
FL 60.9 (32)

K 40.6 t 1.30 IC 40.6 t .66
LX 37.2 (41) IL 38.8 (38) aPt NI t27)78

Growth Boors.

Drake K
64,5 t 4.69
89.0 (45)

57.9 t .

60.5 (33)
33

33.1 t 3.82
79.4 (31)

AK

Cintwell
5o.0 t .059
49.9 (46)



A 100.3 t .57
K? 102.3 (37)

A 47.6 t .34
KF 49.4 (35)

SEASHORE MEASURES OF MUSICAL TALENTS
Pitch

3-12

School Co

IQ

A 100.3 t .40
K 99.0 (48)

ITBS

A 47.6 t .42
K 49.5 (45)

'4

K7 102.3 t 1.01
K 99.0 (49)

KF 49.4 t .006:
K 49.5 (50)

A 52.1 t .034 A 52,1 t .40 KF 51.8 t .48
IF 51.8 (45) K 55.3 (52) K 55.3 (55)

Loudness

A 39.7 t .092 A 39.7 t .50 K? 40.4 t .37
KF 40.4 (45) K 42.8 (52) K 42.8 (55)

Rhythm

A 57.6 t .15 A 57.6 t 1.22 IF 59.1 t 1.16
IF 59.1 (45) 67.5 (52) K 67.5 (55)

Time

A 45.7 t .15 A 45.7 t .43 IF 46.9 t .25
KF 46.9 (45) K 48.7 (52) K 48.7 (55)

Timbre

A 42.5 t .66 A 42.5 t 1.65 KF 48.8 t .84
KF 48.8 (45) K 55.7 (52) K 55.7 (55)

Tonal Memory

A 63.2 t 1.25 A 63e2 t ,20 IF 50.,5 t 1,61
IF 50.5 (45) K 65.0, (52) K 65.0 (55)

Drake Musical Memory Pretest

.A 75.9 t .73 A 75.9 t ,94 KF 81.7 t .20
IF 81.7 (42) K 82.8 (47) K 82.8 (49)

Drake Musical Memory Posttest

A 85.3 t 2.09 A 85.3 t 1.75 IF 67.9 t .42
IF 67.9 (41) K 71,2 (43) K 71.2 (48)
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Colwell Pretest

A
r5".2 t41/27

A 54.5 t 1.25 17 55.4 t 144
17 1 50.1 (48) / 50.1 (51)

Colwell Posttest

A 43.8 t .77 A 43.8 t 1.91 IF 45.5 t 1.30

IP 45.5 (41) 1 48.1, (49) 1 48.1 (50)

IF 63.5 t .86
59.4 (45)

IP
85.5
51.0 t .

(232)

27

K7 60.0 t .74
51.4 (38)

A 32.1
KP 37.0

Keyboard I

Keyboard II

Keyboard Posttest

Final

t 2.55 A 32.1 t 1.11 IP
(40) 30.3 (47) IC

37.0 t .75
30.0 (313)

Growth Scores

Drake A Colwell

75.9 t 1.02 545 t .28

85.3 (38)
43..8 (339)

KP

K
67.9
81.7 t 1.9

(45)

3

82.8 t 1.82
71.2 (52)

55.4 t 4.
45.5 (43)

19

50.1 t .76
48.1 (58)

of
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Listening Test 1

1. T P Time in music is more steady than the time of a clock.

2. Which beat in every measure is usually accented?

3. How many beats or pulses are there in a waltz ?,

4. Your teacher will now count two measures of music. Would you say
this would be for fast music or slow music?

5. Listen to the following numbers played on the piano and decide if
they are in two beats to the bar or three beats to the bar.

a.

b.

c.

6. T P If one part of a piece is fast and another part slow, these
two parts are contrasting parts in tempo.

7. T F A motif is the smallest possible theme.

8. Listen to the following melodies. In general, does each move
scalewise or skipwise?

a.

b.

c.

=11, 11111=M=714.

111011.111111111111

9. T F Music with large skips in the melody line usually does not
sound as smooth as scalewise melodies.

10. T P When we speak of the "register" the music was played in,
we are speaking of how fast or how slow the music was played.

11. T P Trills and grace notes are "ornaments" in music.
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Listening Test 2

1. Define a Coda

2. Name some of the instruments in the brass family.

3. What is the meter of a waltz?

4. Rank these notes in order from longest to shortest. c) 411 .

longest

to

shortest

5. Write out how you would count one measure of quarter notes in
time. Show the accent by placing the symbol *J> on the
strong pulse.

6. Listen to this melody played by the tape recorder. Answer the
following questions, circling the correct answer.

Does the melody move by..... skip

scale

Is the melody in a ....... ..high register

medium register

low register

Are there any ornaments in the melody line...yes

Is the melody.

excited

Does the melody have a. wide range

narrow range

110

v.



Listening Test 2

page two

7 Answer these questions over the second number on the tape:

Is the aster not regular (dais it get faster and vover)? Yes No

Does the number bait) any dynaiios (doss it get louder and
softer)? Yes No

Is the melody repeated in this short example?

Is this a fast pleas? Yes No

How;aany bars of music) were there in the first theme?

4 5 6 7 8

What is the meter of the piece?

What instrument has the melody?

Is the melody

Falling

Is the number in ..............Major

Minor

Yes WO



Listening. Zest 3

You will hear two different pieces of music. Listen carefully to short
sections of each and answer the question.00mparimg the two pieces.
Place a check by the aerreot answer. There may be more than one
correct.enswer to each Anent/on.

LUMAILI

1. .Which number is being played. by a larger orchestra? lit number

2nd number

Both the same

2. Which number was probably written during the Xst number
Classical Period?

2nd number

Both the same

3. 'Which number has the longer melody? lot number

2nd number

Both the mile

4. Which melody has the greater range?

5. Which number mass crescendos rather than
getting suddenly loud?

801412A .II

1. Which melody is easy to sing?

2. Which number has a thicker texture, in other
words, more notes in a chord?

1st number

2nd number

Both the same

let number

2nd number

Both the same

11111111111111M1

OINNINsm

1111=1111WIIM

let number,

2nd number

Neither

1st number

2nd number

About the same

'I
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Listening Tesst 3

page two

3. Whioh number has a rising melody?

4. Whioh number has a smooth melody?

Section TX',

1. Whioh number is in three beats to a measure?

lst number

2nd number

Neither

let number

2nd number

Neither

lst number

2nd number

Both

2. What number has the stronger beat or 'meats? lst number

2nd number

About the same

3. Which number has the most regular pulse like let number
a metronome?

2nd number

About the sale

number has ropeatod rhythm p norm.? let number

2nd number

nen't tell

AASUO.11

1. Whioh number hcc the melody repeated?

2. Which number has the nowt stopping spots or
phraoes?

lot number

2nd number

Both

lot number

2nd number

About the same

MINIMOMD

VI

I;
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Listening met 3

page :three

3. Which number has the fastest tempo?

4. Which number is more exciting?

let number

2nd number

About the same

let number

2nd number

About the sans

1. Which number is in a minor key? 1st number

2nd number

Neither
2. Which number has the most obvious climax? let number

2nd number

About the same

3. Which number do you like better? lst number

2nd number

About the same
4. Which number VAS louder? let number -

2nd number

About the same
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Listenineftamination

Lirections: Read all of the questions through before listening to the
music the first time, Keep the questions in mind as you
listen to each playing of the music, and try to answer a
few questions each time the. music is played. There,is
only one right answer to each question.

1. At the beginning of the piece, the first melody (or theme) is:
a, played only once

,gib. played twice, once loud and once soft
se. played several times

2. Themetei of the pteoe .

4

b. 3

3. The...composition is being played by a:
a. string quartet
b. full symphony orchestra
o. woodwind easemble
d. small,orohfistra

4. In listening to UM magic, one hears:
a. only string instruments
b. full symphony with a few woodwisie
.o. lots of brass
d. lots of woodwinds

5. The .piece hest
a. only one melody or theme which is played throughout

the piece
b. several equally important melodies

one important melody which keeps returning after other
melodies have been played,

6. The music):
a. is 11 the_ same speed throughotit the Oeoe
b, has many eccelerandos and decrescendos

.."1""Th. slows doemenly at the cadences,

7. The musie: .

a, is fairly soft all the way through the piece
.b, is rather loud all the way through the piece
o. has many gradual crescendos ands{ diminuendos

mA"""d4 has sort seetione followed by sdden loud sections

Tile tempo of the piece in:
a. alow
b. moderately fast
C. alternately fast and blow



litstenIng

)' t100

9. The style in which tkNi a .*A., i. -it,en 10:
a, the melody on top with a chordal accompsnimcnt
b. several independent melodies played at once and fitting

together (counterpoint)
c. one principal melody on top with other lees important

melodies underneath

10. In the coda, or final section of the piece, the music sounds
as if it:

a. stops too soon, before,it is really finished
b. stops at exactly the spot the listener expecte
0. could stop before it actually_ does go

11. The harmonic structure of the piece:
a, contains many unexpected and unusual chords
b. contains familiar and "normal" sounding f.shord progressions
c. in a lower register when soft and in a higher register

when loud

13. Rhythmically, the music is:
a. first simple, using mostly eighth notes and sixteenth notes
b, full of complicated dance rhythms
0. full of unexpected accents and jerky pulses
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Factual Test 1

1. Give the dates of the Classical Period in Music.

Check the correct characteristics of the Olassioal Period:

a. If every one used common sense and good taste, the world
would be a better place.

b. Mzio had a tendency to be very emotional.

c. _,__Music followed definite rules that could be understood
by the mind.

d. _,Everyone attempted to-be very dignified in everything
they did,

s. Music was long and composers worked a long time in
composing each number.

3. Musicians of the Classical Period are credited with discovering:

T P The right combination of instruments to sound right which was
the symphony orchestra.

T F A musical form which could express classicism caned the
sonata.

4. Some classical composers were:

Haydn

Bach

Moza2t

Gluck

Tchaikovsky

5. T P The Marriage of Figaro is a symphony mitten by Mozart,

6. T F An overture usually comes at the beginning of a long _selection
and uses many of the themes that are in the main part of
the selection.

7. T Mozart is remembered for writing more than one hundred
symphonies.

8. T P Beethoven follows the "rules" on composing moee closely
t. ..n does Haydn.

9. T P A fugue is composed by following a set of directions, some-
thing like following a recipe when baking a cake.

10. T P A Greek vase and a Mozart symphony are both olPtmical in
style.
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Factual Test 2

1. T P One can see tIte influence of Mozart in the milsio that Haydn
composed in his later life.

2. Which composer was the real genius and wrote every kind of
music well?

Beethoven

Haydn

Mozart

Mozart and Haydn lived at the time of

Abraham Lincoln

George Washington

Theodore Roosevelt

4. T F Mozart worked under the patronage system of the Estfirhazyas
most of his life.

5. T F We remember Mozart's operas better than those of Haydn today.

6. Name one opera of Mozart's.

7. Check the characteristics of the patronage system from this list.

Composers often had to write Music qtabkly to provide new
music for every occasion.

A composer was more of a servant than an artist.

A composer was free to write the music he could do best.

A composer_was assured a living, and an audience.

Good musicians were in great demand.

8. Check the characteristics of a Classic symphony from this list.

Musicians could become wealthy.

A sonata for orchestra

Normally in four movements or parts.

Often the four movements were fast; slow; minuet; fast.

Typically for chorus and orchestra.

Often has more than one instrument on a pert.
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Factual Test 3

1. T P The more one knows about music, the more likely he is to
enjoy ausio.

2. T P People living at the time of Haydn were able to enjoy his
music because many of the tunes were popular tunes of the
time.

3. T P Haydn's greatest symphonies were written for public concerts
and not for the EstorLazyls.

4. T P Composers may disguise tunes by playing only a few notes of
the tune.

5. T P List one way a composer achieves contrast in music.

6. T P Chamber music is performed by a small group of musioians,
each playing his own part.

7. What is recitative in opera?
I

8. T F Concertos may be vocal or instrumental music.

9. What is a cadence?

1 I I MN I I I II I Oh

10. T F Sonatas may be vocal or instrumental music.

11. T P In Classical opera, the chorus became more important than
it had boon in the past.

12. What do these words mean to you?

Exposition

Development
ANIMINEN111111111111k

Recapitulation

ISIZIN WM !NIS II aM
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FactualtZest

1. Give the dates of the Classioal Period in music.

2. State some characteristics of that period.

3. T P Popular.tunei sometimes appear in exact. music.

4. Name some composers who are known as Classical composers.

5. Sonata form is expanded

two-part music

three-part music

,,,,,___four -part .music

6. What is the length of a regular phrase in Classical music?

6 bars 8 bars 10 bars

7. Musicians of the Classical period are credited with discovering
the

string quartet symphony orchestra band opera

8. T Mozart composed the Surprise 2rmphony.

9. How does a composer get contrast into his music?

1111111111011111116MW 191, .111MMIMINI 411

10. T F Folk tunes are characteristic of Haydn's music.

11. T F Recogniiing form in music is one of the most important
things to be, able to do when listening to music.

12. Give an example of what is meant when musicians say that Mozart hada ".good ear."

13. T F Mozart composed the Marriage of Figaro.

14. Is Mozart or Haydn more famous for their melodies?

15. Name as many orchestral instruments as you can in the woodwind
family.
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Aural rest 1

1. How many beats does a dotted quarter note reoeive in time?

2. Give the name for this music symbol.

3. What are lager lines?

4. Put the letter names under the notes in the following example.
N

0 0

5. In a meter signature of g what does the upper number mean?

what does the lower number mean?

6. What is the meter of the song Jingle Bells?

7. Write either the numbers, syllables, or no; names to America.
Give an answer for each note tic. the piece. The first note .is 11
do, or O.

OININIII11110

1111111111111011111111111

4111111111111 11111111111111111

1114111111.111111 SMINI111111

8. Write a V Chord in C major, notes oNr note namesY1
.... .........,

9. T P Thy end of a phrase is usually a tense place in music.

10. On the next sheet, mark the phrases by drawing a long line through
the music like this:

,
Put 'a brack)t like this
are alike.

()Jed dal

.over the sections of music that
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Aural Test 1

page two

A
III W =II -air wit INIB IMEN 11NI MI lit MIMI IN MI MIN MIMI =MI ME NM MIWV/ MIN II MI a MI NMI ismi Elm vow MNWilli ME AN 1W-4,1011011 MIN MN AMRIf Arum a uri 11111111 INN

Alm mut sow vim.
111111 MN RIOmow Mr'maw sir omit
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Aural Test 2

1. Listen oarefully to two songs your
Decide which song goes the highest

...Song 1 goes the highest

Song 2 goes the highest

teacher is about co play.
and which song .goes the lowest.

Song 1 goes the lowest

Song 2 goes the lowest

2. Listen carefully to two more songs and decide which song is in
meter and which song is played in your singing range.

Song 1 is in 34 meter Song 2 is in 1. meter

Neither song is in 34 meter.

Song 1 was in my singing range Song 2 was in my singing
range

Neither song was in my singing range

3. Listen carefully to two more songs and decide if they are both in
the.same key, in other wordaJiave the same home tone.

Both were in the same key They were in different keys

4. On what beats in a measure do the strong or accented pulses
fall? .orammlowl

5. T P A phrase is usually three measures long and is a stopping
place in music where one may take a breath.

6. You will now hear three chords playe4 on the piano. Decide which
are the I chords and which are the V chords.

V
7
Chord

VIChord

VIChora ,

a. I Chord

b. I Chord

c. I Chord

7. You will now hear two melodies played on the piano. Decide whether
the second melody is the same as the first melody or different
from the first melody.

a. Second melody same as first Second melody different

b. Second melody same as first_ Second melody different

c. Second melody same as first Second melody different

d. Second melody same as first Second melody different



l
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AURAL TEST #3

1. Write in these notes. Ignore bar lines. Ah eighth note G. A quarter note E.

A half note B. A dotted eighth note F. A sixteenth note G.

2. In the melody below, show where the phrases end by drawing a long line like this

at the end of the phrase.

3. You will hear a measure with four chor4. It will be followed by three tones.

dnose the tone that sounds like the key tone or "do".

a)

b) [

e ter *V . . . . . . M . . , 'It it . I. 11.. I it



AURAL FINAL

Name

School

.ove.4

1. Write in these notes (quarter notes)ACFBE.DCG

11111111 "
2. Write the following chords in C major (quarter notes) I IV 12 V7

3. Place an X in the box above the measure played incorrectly in rhythm or melody.

If there are no mistakes, leave all boxes blank.0 MN C.1 C3
WAII11011111111=1111111111111111.111aiiirvimm Imo mow am ma nonw =nu ,ArNom aitsob MI EN MN drat MR 110wVats 111111,111ff ilrell1111 W.VW, 11111111111111titir- MUM MUM MI Mt

a.wrrear Ali
,arratmairri11111111.111/11111 NMI 1=11111 WWII= 11111111111111111KAIMM

fir4rommommow
viastriannr mminamosikimmilsimm:w woman

/I

4. Listen to these cadences and identify by name or chord structure.

b46 .

5. Write a V
7
chord in C major.

d. e.

-..^,..,..I.61ormi
....V.I.0-

6. Identify the meter, either or , in the following songs.

a. b. c. d.
rIMINOIR

- OP 4 4 4IO *V t iv V. Vt./it. esti. Iv.. oftWir le14 .41VVOV.IVVV W.** VVVIVAIVOM, WiP410004 IP.P. NI "tit 4 4"



4

MI AL TEST 13-Page 2

Place an X in the-box above.the.meaonre orlimesnrearplayed differently than
the music is written. If thereTerecnw.incorrectfumasnres leave all boxei blank.C

MINMINKMI
111111111011111111M11111111 WWI NUmummirrinapkaamormal

do OP

1 IRMO 11111=111111,71111111111_1

ArmiumutirmumawirmlionritirmANI
imaramarinuraIrJP111111111vrwrisirrammaPtinal

1111111U11111111111=11110111111W1
....10011MIIMI,1IM

V
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Aural Final

page two

7. Answer SAME (S) or MIT RENT (D) to ,,14, following rhythillio patterns

a. b. o.
11.0111....pripmeabalmi.r.ca e.

8. Answer SAME (S) or DIPPERENT (D) to the following zelodio patterns:

a. b.
M741100010t6110 o

MINNOWLA~IPIRM

9. Write down the music now as your teacher plays it. Use the key of

C.. She will play C and set the tempo before she begins.

47.1.111

WOM.,.wrsag....11111..1.5.

110110.80111010.111.1111110.01111.111.11M

IIMMEN11111110111=MIENNIMM1.111...

1111.1,1

AMMNIAIMM VMA VVM.YN0emaio,MOONYOSE WarMagailFW.V.I.

agiNiaXigiaPERMOOMMINNMeliaNOSONPagi.CW~ 40.1.~.410
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Keyboard Test 1

The higher notes are to the right as one sits at
keyboard.

2. T F The keyboard is arranged so tbore is a series of
notes, 3 black notes, 4 black notes, and so on.

3. T 2 In numbering fingers,
is number 5.

4. T F In numbering fingers,
is number 1.

a piano

4 black

the little Z11.46er of the right hand

,the little finger Jf the right hand

5. T play mus. that sounds pcalowise, one may play every
whi'l:e key going up or down.

6. T F If one plays more than one note, for example plays 0-E-G
separately on the piano, he is playing a chord.

7. T F Harmony means singing very high without a piano.

8. A on the piano is located;

on a black key

on a white key between the set of two black keys

on a white key between the set of three black keys

stifiI. more than once if there is more than one correct answer.
lt one plays all the white keys from C to C on the piano he hasplayed,

.a scale

a chord

scalewise music.

10. 5 chords twill be played on the piano. Indicate whether you thinkthey are major or minor chords.

1. .

2.

3.

01111.11100.m..014e1MMIOMP
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Keyboard Test 2

1. T P A chord can only be played with the left hand.

2. T P A chord is often 2 or more notes played with the left hand
and can provide harmony to a melody.

3. What does a sharp do to a note?

4. C, G, and F chords are all

white note chords

black note chords

some white and some black note chords

5. In time chords or strong beats are usually on the

1st beat

2nd beat

3rd beat

6. Circle the two moot common chords in music.

I II III IV V VI VII

7. T F The 1 chord is more active than the V7 and demands another
chord to be played to resolve the cadence.

8. On the keyboard on the next page, write in the names of the notes.

9. Put the numbers of the fingers you would use to play an P chord on
the correct keys on the next page. Do this for as many P chords
as you can play with the left hand.

10. Put an X on the correct teys to play a C chord with the right hand.

11. Write in the space below the finger numbers for the song Lightly
Row to be played with the right hand,



1.4-'5?1t-
W

et

"

41,



1. What song is this? 5
33

4
2212

34 555

2. Name the notes in a C chord

3. Name the notes in a G chord

4. Give the name of a white-black-white chord
<-----4.-

5. Which is a half cadence?

I IV

TV T

Keyboard Test 3

IV-23

........

7. our teacher w111 now play 5 more notes

6. Your_ teacher will now play 5__Po_tes.

Did she play 5 white keys (5 finger pattern like a scale)?

8. You will now hear a short song with different harmonizati

Were these 5 white keys

Were these some whites and some blacks

Which one is better?

1st otle

V I

I V

or
Were these 5 black keys

or

or
Did she play 5 black keys (pentatonic scale)?

Y

harmonizations.

2nd one

3rd one

9. On the next page select the measure or measures played differently
from the written music. Place an X in the box above tho measure
played incorrectly. There may be no incorrect answer, if eo leaveall the boxes blank.
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Keyboard Test 3

page two
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Keyboara Final .Examination

1. Choose which of the three finger patterns iP correct for the music
gaged,on the piano. Pltice an X in the box above the correct
answer.

=(Aunt Rhody )

33 4 33 4 321122 3
. 3

2 l'
211222

342
1

112 22
1
2

.

2. E7 L17 L7:7 (Old Mac
Donald)

111
322

111
332

1 3 33 32
11

223
1 333 3

1
22

1 1

3. Select the cadence o- set of two chords played. Place an X in
the box above the correct answer.0 r7 0 C.77 f.=
a) V?-I IV-I I-V b) V7-I IV-I I-V c) V7-I IV-I I-V

4. Select the chord Which has the least number of notes in it.

L:74

First chord Second chord Third chord

5. YOU will hear a cadence followed by three notes. Select the note
which. is Is hems tone or do for the cadence.

17
a)=-KrztieSsicond Third b) First Second Third

vote note note note note note

6. Listen carefully to a short melody on the piano. You are to match
this melody with one of three melodies played immediately after-
wards. It will match in pitch and rhythm.

L=7

First melody matches Second melody matches Third molody matches

Which harmonization of the melody do you feel io the better one?

L.:27
First harmonization ad harmonizatioa Third harmonizt, to A
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Keyboard Final Examination

page two

8. Select whether the notes you he are scalewise, skipwise orall the same note.

U L::7 4::7
a) scalewise skipwise same note b) scalewise skipwise same note

9. Three versions of a number will be played. select the numberwhich has the accents in the proper place.

LZ7
First version Second version

LI
Third version

10. Which chord is more active in sound?

Z=7
v7

IV
11. T F Higher notes. are to the left as one plays the piano.
12. The note A on the piano is found:

Z27
between the set of between .bottom 2 of between top 2 of the set2 black notes the set of 3 black of 3 black notes

notes

13. T P Pieces with more sharps and flats (black keys) are harter toplay than pieces in the key of 0 (all white keys).
1k. Draw a line at the end of each phrase of Go Tell Aunt Rhodie--THINK the melody. E ,; ple America: Ny country tis of thge Swettland of

GO TELL AUNT RHODIE GO TELL AUNT RHODIE GO TELL AHD RHODIE HER
OLD GRAY GOOSE IS MAD GO TELL AUNT RHODIE GO TELL AUTIT RIME
ate TELL AUNT RHODIE HER OLD GRAY GOOSE IS DEAD
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Keyboard Pre-test

I.

Listen to the following song which will be played on the piano twiceby your teacher. Answer the following questions about the music youheard as best you can, by remembering as much as possible. Circlethlsorrec_tanswei;.

1. The music swings in 1) two's 2) three's 3) four's 4) five's.

2. The melody (tune) consists of 1) one 2) two 3) three 4) fourphrases.

3. The song uses two chords in it's harmony. They are: (1) I and V7(2) I and IV (3) I and II (4) I and VI,

4. Each cadence in the song was 1) plagal 2) authentic 3) deceptive4) half.

5. The starting note in this song begins.the (1) 1st (2) 2nd
(3) 3rd (4) 5th degree of the scale.

6. The song consists ot1). 4 -measuutis 2) 8 measures 3) 16 measures4) 32 measures.

7. The last note Of' the song -.ends on the scale degree: (1) 1 (2) 3(3) 5 (4) 7.

8. Most of the ficite4 of this: song are: 1) fp/ 's 2)6/ 's 3) Gt ls 4) 0 's.

9. The song it1414.4,1) 'pentatonic .pattern 2) minor key 3) major key4) a combinatted ormii4or and minor keys.

10. The range,of the melody is: 1) small, within a 3-note pattern2) small, withih a'5 note pattern 3) large, within an octave4) large, outside an octave.

II. CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER

11. On keyboard sheet #1, the "X" marks indicate a scale. The "X's"form the scale of 1) G major 2) F major 3) D major 4) C major.

12. On keyboard sheet #1, the "0" marks form a major chord Thechord is 1) F# major 2) 0 major 3) A major 4) Dvmajcr.

13. On keyboard sheet #2, the "X" marks form a minor chord. Thechord is 1) d minor 2) f minor 3) c minor 4) g minor.

14. On keyboard sheet #2, the "*" marks form a pattern known as1) chord 2) non-harmonic tones 3) scale 4) pentatonic.

15. On keyboard iheet #2, the "0" marks form the V.7 chord in the keyof 1) C 2) RP 3) F 4) A.

III. CIRCLE T IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, F IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE

The higher notes are to the right as one sits at st keyboard.

In numberinc, fingers for piano playing, the little fingerof the right hand is number 5.

A chord consists of two or more notes played togethr.

The: 1,u,0,,)ald 1 all,J10,A 00 th0, t)idit; t;ert-
black rAes. 2 biaLk cote. ;; 3 black note.; a;Ict GO Oil*

Chord and harmony mean the same thing.

16. T F

17. T F

18. T F

1). T

T F
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AtlyLudiu

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK-NOT FILMED(Check off items a:3 you complete them)

pepertoire Wiitl Check Harmony Both Write in
In RH-LH melody key or

keys Melody & keys
harmony transposed

1) AuLt Rhodizz
2) Hot Cross Bar.:,
3) Merrily We Ron Along
4) Littl=,! ±'_ovoirq:

5) 1,11.1Itly Row
6) Old McDonald
7) Cuckoo
8) s70.1
9) 0 S].
10) German Folh Sir
11 Erie Caned
12) Ode to Jo i
13) Aleuette

II. Harmoniatit,

_...r ......

..........
1...............................

losa.111M0.01.10,/,
......]1111.1All......,

A %Aft., .40,....0.0

.'.... i.

. -,....i.

;
abr...

.0.116.

.........r.

0*
..'..'..

1.0...M M.11,......................./..

_...._.4.....
..e . . . we- .6 V..

.

Au... .^......

. ........
=0.1..1.0.............1.

1.1.11

A.0.14...........p.....................

V

....

a., A.r

. I.-4P

....................1.1
10 4.5.0.- -L...

.o...... .....-. ft* ..

1, *rod.

... ........................... ......10...........

..............1**10.4IIIII............- ylo.

........*. .._,......... ..r........

1) Little Tow Ti ri .,,::1

2) Frer ilipoq.Jef.;

y
3 167,W, iWW, kow L()ur ifo:lt

4 Sklp to M to':

5) The rore We G...t. Tor4ether
6) Polly Wolly Domilu
7) Down in the TA-Laey
8) 0 inhere., 0 Where Iii; flv Llttlt: Dot!, Gone
9) LoLuon bridgt
10) DrIfl le Tarrit.:
11) For He A Joily7 %0,1 Fellow

Check wren completed

.....1.......s...00.0411

III. Chora5 Mato ot the chords you can play)
'ving)

malcr I mln.,r I I (keys) I, IV, I

IV. Patterns (Write in keys you can play)

(play and sing)

major 5FP minor 5FP Scales Pentatonic

V. Understandings (Check the items you feel you know and can define.

Five finger pattern
Phrase
Cadence
Non-harmonic
Tore
Chord
(harmony)
Major
Minor
Key
(tonality)
Scale
Pentatonic
(form)
Repetition
Contrast
Transposition
Skip
Repeated tone
Chord roots

Meter

ONI.MVINSIOIMINON.

L



I can play

Aunt Rhodey

Merrily We
Roll Along

Little River
Flowing

IV-31
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK- NOT EILI!,14

Keyboard Skills

Right Hand

Left Hand
.111111..711.11111.

Right Hand 0

Left Hand 0

Right Hand.. C_,_

Left Hand C

D flat

A

E

D

G

Little River Both Hande. together
Flowing (Rightmelody; Imft--1 chord)

Lightly Row Right Hand C,_ G flat

Sally Go Round

Left Hand C A fiat

Right Hand A flat

Left Hand 0 A
....................

5-finger pattern ---- I V
7(either hand)

Scale

E fiat

F G flat

D B flat
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Keyboard Skills

Page two

I can play:

Scales (and sing the letter names as I play):

C (What is the key signature? Answer:jno sharectumnata)

(What is the key signature? Answer: (one flat--B flat )

G (What is the key.signature?
) ti

tB flat (What is the key signature?
/ k

E flat (What is the key signature?
)

D (What is the key signature?
)

A (What is the key signature?
)

Other scales I"can play: (give the key signature)
( ) (

) eilionomftigarm )

Black Key ;pentatonic) Pattern (G flat)

Old McDonald Right Hand Transpose to F: Right
Left

0 St sanna Right Hand Transpose to F: Right.
Left Hander Left

2 note chords (G flat) I-V. errI

Both hands (right-melody
left-harmony-

2 note chords)

Both hands (right-melody
left-harmony-

3 note chords)

in G. flat: Old_McDonald

0 Susanna

in F: Old McDonald

0 Susanna

I can build I - V7 - I chords and sing letter names while playing:

Key ox G Key of B flat Key of D

Key of F Key of E flat Key of A

Key of G Others:


